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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a program to determine the

impact of aircrew anthropometry on airframe configuration.

This program was conducted by Vought Corporation Systems

Division under the auspices of the Human Factors Engineering and

Survivability Branch of the Flight Standards and Qualification Division,

R&D Directorate, U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM), St. Louis,

Missouri. This effort was pursued during the period 30 June 1974 thru 31

October 1976.

The primary objective of this study was to determine the impact

on cize, weight, performance and cost or Ir., Army helicopters designed to

accommodate a greater anthropometric range than the currently required 5th

through 95th percentile aircrewman, for current operational aircraft, and

1st through 99th percentile for new aircraft design. Emphasis was given

to the actual hardware changes required to update existing aircraft and

design of future aircraft to adequately accommodate the larger percentile

ranges of crewmembers.
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2.0 PROBLM4 DEFINITION

The crew station is a major element in the makeup of any manned air

vehicle design. It influences the size, shape, weight, performance, and cost

of the final article in the same fashion as the powerplant, lift system, and

other major elements, both as an individual entity and as an interactive

consideration.

The focal point of the crew station design is man. As shown in

Figure 2.1, the crew station is configured about man's functional envelope

which is a product of anthropometry, kinematics, seating, restraint, and

personal equipment.

If man could be selected in one fixed size and configuration,

it would be a simple matter to define a single envelope in which to

install him. However, the man comes in an infinite range of sizes and

shapes making it necessary to classify him statistically by percentile

range. The percentile definition is based upon a specific sample.

Because of the natural evolution of man's physical characteristics

and dimencion plus the iniluence of recruiting practices at various

:periods in history, the sample changes, as do the other influencing

factors such as seating, restraint and personal equipment.

The question this study attempts to answer is how much influence

does the selection of percentile range have upon the final airframe configu-

ration in terms of size, weight, performance and cost. In other words, what

would be the technical consequence of opening up the range to include 1st

thru 99th percentiles as opposed to the current 5th thru 95th percentiles.

And in the same vein, what could be saved by reducing the range to 30th

thru 70th percentiles, or 4Oth thru 60th, etc.

In order tb answer this question certain assumptions and gu'delines

had to be established. The first assessment task dealt with the airframe

configuration trade-offs involved with increasing the percentile range of

operational helicopters to accommodate the 5th through 95th percentiles.

2-1
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Procurement of the current inventory of U.S. Arow helicopters was made with

specification requirements considerably different than those reflected in the

present-day military standards and specifications. This disparity has so

great an impact on the crew station design that an attempt to modify these

helicopters in accordance with today's standard would be frivolous in that

( an entirelv new design would be the result. The crew stations' design eye,

being the very foundation of basic coclpit geometry, became the focal point

or the evaluation for accommodation. In striving to meet this end, the

estab li hed deg, in eye or each operational study hel.icopter was retained

with its inherent. d.sig.n evolution of the airframe and the resulting viclon

envelope. The evaluation of accommodation,therefore, was not based on the

newly established requirements, but rather on the basis of each crewman's

capability to attain the established design eye position and operate the

required controls in a safe and efficient manner.

The second assessment tasp attempts to determine the airframe

configuration trade-offs related to the selection of percentile range in the

design of advanced helicopters. For this evaluation the latest standards and

specifications regarding crew station design were utilized to the full extent.

Again, the design eye became the focal point around which each crew station

was designed. The evaluation of accommodation was made on the basis of

MIL-STD-13?3 whose purpose is to assure efficient, safe and comfortable

aircrew operation while attaining the maximum practical degree of crew station

standardization.

• (
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3.0 SUMARY

3.1 PROGRAM OUTLINE

1his program was pursued in 3 phases which included 8 basic tasks

plus a final reports These are samusrized as follov:

Task 1 - Program Plan Preparation

Task 2 - Air Vehicle Selection

Task 3 - Data Acquisition

PHASE II - DEFINITION OF CREW STATION VARIABLES

Task 4 - Identification of Human Factors

Task 5 - Identification of Machine Factors

PHASE III - IMPACT OF VARIATION ON CONFIGURATION

Task 6 - Impact Assessment

Task 7 - Conclusions and Recommendations

Task 8 - MIL-STD-1333 Revision

Task 9 - Final Report

3.2 PROGRAM SUMMARY

PHASE I - SUMMARY OF DATA ACQUISITION

3.2.1 Task 1 - Program Plan

The detailed program plan was submitted to AVSCOM on 27 September

1974 and with minor changes was approved on 22 November 1974. The final plan

is included as Appendix A.

3.2.2 Task 2 - Air Vehicle Selection

The selection of helicopters for study included the AH-lQ, CH-47C,

OH-58, and UH-1 for operational studies and the S-67, HLH, and OH-58A

for advanced studies.
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3.2.3 Task 3 - Data Acquisition

The army has not required submission of basic geometry drawings;

thus, these valuable references were not available through Army resources.

The data was eventually obtained by inspection of aircraft from Ft. Hood (-

and Texas Army National Guard and through contact with the manufacturers;

Bell, Boeing Vertol and Sikorsky. Full scale mock-ups of the OH-58, HLH,

and AH-IG crew stations at the AVSCOM mock-up facility were also available.

A recommended drawing data package pertaining to crew station design can

be found in Appendix I.

PHASE II - StM(ARY OF DEFINITION OF CREW STATION VARIABLES

3.2.4 Task 4 - Identification of Human Factors

The Human Factors study was divided into two basic categories:

Man Factors and Equipment Factors. Man Factors included study of Physical

Anthropometry, Basic Kinematics, and Crash Load Kinematics. Equipment

Factors study included Normal Flight Clothing, and Restrictive Flight

Clothing studies. The sum of these studies, when combined with seating

and restraint, form the functional envelope.

The Physical Anthropometry baseline utilized the 1st, 3rd, 5th,

30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 95th and 99th percentiles from TR 72-52-CE

for 19 body measurements plus 4 bivariate combinations derived from

NAMRL-I1 30.

Basic Kinematics were limited to single plane envelopes based on

apparent pivot points for the shoulder and knee derived experimentally with

a group of 30 Army aviators using techniques reported in AFFDL-TR-69-73.

Crash Load Kinematics were derived from USAAVLABS TR 71-22 which is

is limited to the 95th percentile exposed to a 4g deceleration.

Flight Clothing consisting of the following was identified and assessed

for its impact on the functional envelopes: Normal Clothing (flight suit,

helmet, boots. gloves, and survival vest) and Restrictive Clothing, .lacket,

winter liners, mutluk boots, winter gloves, and body armor)
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Functional Envelopes were defined for the 1st, 'rd. 5th. '40th. 0Oth.

50th, 60th, 70th. 95th. and 90th percentiles in terms of Zone I and Zone P

reach, shoulder pivot, design eye position for 1-A, *20'. and 250 bacO angles.

knee pivot location, and foot position for maximum forward pedal with and with-

out brake throw. Additional minimum flight control envelopes were defined for

the cyclic and collective. The basis for development of these envelopes was

the evaluation of 30 Army aviators at Fort Hood, Texas The aviators were

first measured in accordance with the classical anthrovometric orocedures and

then in a production seat measuring device shown in Figure 31.1 which is built

around a UH-1 (AL-040) armored seat and which includes cyclic stick, collective

stici, anti-torque pedals and an eye excursion device. The data gathered from

these measurements were statistically analyzed and the percentiles defined.

?.2.5 Task 5 - Identification of Machine Factors

The Machine Factors study effort identified the categories of

Controls and Displays, Vision, and Life Support E uipment as the prime

machine factors and addressed each in general terms and specifically in study

aircraft where applicable.

Primary Flight Controls, including cyclic, collective, and anti-torque

pedals, were identified according to the basic requirements for design of

rlight co+trols. The requirements for the basic flight controls were assessed

in regard to :ocation, throw onvelope, actuation forces, and their relation-

ship to crew station geometry as defined by MIL-STD-1333.

Display Surfaces, consisting of the instrument panel, side consoles,

center consoles, and overhead consoles, were discussed regarding the design

requirements. The impact of these requirements were assessed in terms of

reach zone implications.

Vision-aspects of this study were limited to study of methodoloy

for defining the design eye and flight eye position; in other words, what is

the realistic range of sitting eye positions which should be used for crew

station design in ArOy helicopters. The approach used was to co pare classical

eye positioning, based on anthropometric documents, with experimental data

gathered from the '0 t. Hood pilots
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FIGURE 3.1 PRODUCTION SEAT MEASURING DEVICE
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Life Support - Army Aviation Life Support Systems include all

aircraft environmental systems, clothing, protective and survival equipment;

seating and restraint, escape and recovery systems and all associated

equip ent and techniques. All such equipment was evaluated in the study

(.. aircraft to determine impact on the crew station.

Clothing, Protective and Survival Equipment was addressed under

Task 4 because it has a more direct bearing on the human factor within the

context of this study.

NoneJection Seating study included a general evaluation of seat

geometry, cushion properties and geometry, comfort and fatigue, crash force

attenuation, and a specific evaluation of seats installed in the UH-I, CH-47,

OH-58, and AH-l helicopters.

Restraint study evaluated the restraint systems in the UH-, CH-47,

OH-58, and AH-I study aircraft. This evaluation determined the compatibility

of these restraint systems with an increased anthropometric accommodation

range of the ist through 99th percentiles. In addition, the installations

were evaluated for limitations imposed on mobility.

EJection/Extraction Clearance Envelopes study included assessment

of an extraction system, a standard ejection seat, and a minimum size/weight

ejection seat.

Ingress/Egress was also evaluated in each of the study aircraft.

A dimensional analysis of the door envelope and an ingress/egress exercise was

conducted on each helicopter. The ingress/egress exercise was conducted with

a 99th percentile subject clad first in standard flight gear and then in

arctic clothing pl is body armor. The time to complete each activity was

measured for each hlaicopter.
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PHASE III - SUMMARY OF IMPACT OF VARIABLES ON AIR VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

3.2.6 Task 6- Impact Assessment

The impact assessment task was conducted in two parts: Operational

Helicopter Assessment and Advanced Helicopter Assessment. Detailed technical

discussion of the impact assessment is presented in Section 5 of this report.

Operational Helicopter assessment included evaluation of the AH-1,

C1-47, O]-58 and 11-1 The evaluation of these helicopters assessed the range

of percentile accommodation corresponding to each of the following parameters:

o Vision

o Control and Display Access

o Clearances

o StriRe Envelope

o Seat Adjustment

o Restraint

o Clothing

o Body Armor

o Ingress/Egress

Table I 1 summarizes the percentile accommodation ranges determined in each

of these areas.

The determination of percentile ranges was based on both crew station

geometry drawings and inspection/measurement of the actual helicopter crew

stations. The geometry drawings were prepared in the same scale as the

functional envelope drawings for the various percentile. Direct overlay of

these drawings was used to determine accommodation ranges relating to head

and eye position, reach, pedal throws and strike envelopes as described in

paragraph 5.6.1.1 Further evaluatlon was conducted by direct inspection and

measurement of the helicopter crew stations. Selected subjects performed in-

the-seat evaluations of the overall geometry, restraint, clearance And mobility

both with and without restrictive clothing I .e. arctic clothing, bodY armor.

and survival vest.
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Each area found to be inadequate for accommodating the 5th through

95th percentile was further evaluated as to possible modifications which

would increase the accommodation range. Modifications considered were a

combination of new seat adjustments, relocation of subject controls/displays,

and seat/structural changes to allow for increased clearance. The modifi-

cations recommended are those which can be accomplished within the basic

structure and airframe envelope. Table 3.2 summarizes these recommended

modifications.

Although not included as a part of the basic program, an effort

was made to utilize the Boeing Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Computer Program

System (CGECPS) to assess bivariate anthropometry effects on the AH-I and OH-58.

The technique was promising but could not be fully utilized due to lack of

funds necessary to refine the procedures for this specific application.

The final step in the operational helicopter assessment was to

determine the impact of the recommended modifications in terms of weight,

performance, and cost. Based on the modifications needed to increase the

anthropometric range, hardware changes required to modify the helicopters

were defined as realistically as possiblerwithin the scope of the program.

The items were estimated for the weight deltas between the existing hardware

being replaced and the new hardware designed to meet the recommended modifications.

Performance factors were analyzed to evaluate the impact of the

proposed modifications on hover ceiling, maximum rate of climb, maximum

airspeed, and power to maintain the baseline performance. With no proposed

exterior changes affecting the drag characteristics, the impact on performance

was limited to the weight change and determined from the operational

performance charts.

Cost estimates were made for the CH-4T, AH-I, OH-58 and UH-l

changes through value engineering analyses which included costs for materials,

engineering, tooling, quality control and manufacturing. Cost information is IL

tabulated for 100, 250 and 500 units.

Weight, cost and performance figures are summarized in Table 3.3.
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TABLE 3.2 MODIFICATIONS RECOMMNDED TO ALLO0W ACCOMMODATION
OF 5-95 PERCENTILE PILOTS IN OPERATIONAL
HELICOPTERS

OPERATIONAL
HELICOPTER MODIFICATIONS

o Provide smaller percentile pilots with
Pilot back cushions insert as personal equipment

AH-lQ' o Provide small percentile pilots with back

Gunnerand bottom cushion inserts as persone4Gunnerequipment

o Relocate sight hand control
o Increase range of anti-torque pedal adjustment

o Increase Range of Anti-Torque Pedal Adjustment
o Relocate Fire Control Handles to Overhead

CH-147C Console
o Install Master Fire Warning Lights on

Instrument Panels

o Increase Range of Anti-Torque Pedal Adjustment
o Adjust Range of Cyclic Throw
o Adjust Range of Collective Throw
o Replace Ship Mounted Armor Segment with

OH-58A *Armored Door
o Provide 5th to 50th percentile pilots with

spec ial cushions

o Install ARA 22149 seat with 5-inch vertical
adjustment and 5 inch horizontal adjustment

o Modify Shape of Cyclic Sticks to Clear
Relocated Seats

UH-lH o Revise Collective Throw
o Relocate Co-Pilot's Map Light

*Modifications for the AH-l and OH-58A are not totally adequate to

accommodate the 5th thru 95th percentiles. These airframes are not

wide or deep enough to adequately accommodate a 95th percentile with-

out major structural modification.
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The Advanced Helicopter Design study covered the development of

basic tandem and side-by-side crew stations which would accommodate the fol-

lowing percentile ranges: lot through 99th, 5th through 95th, 30th through

70th, 40th through 60th, and 50th only. The functional envelope overlay

drawings for each of the percentile ranges were applied to a baseline geometry

corresponding to the type helicopter. Basic airframe and crew station

geometries were adjusted to create a new configuration representing the

minimum crew station which would effectively accommodate the percentile

range studied. Weight, cost, and performance assessments were then made

similarly to that of the operational helicopters in order to determine the

trade-offs related to the range of percentile accommodation.

The Sikorsky s-67 "Blackhawk" was used as the advanced AH configura-

tion, from which five basic airframes were derived corresponding to the

selected percentile ranges. Table 3.4 illustrates the size, weight, cost and

performance impact for each range of percentile accommodations. Figure 3.2

compares the basic S-67 profile with the modified version which will accommodate

98 percent of the Army Aircrew population. Figure 3.3 illustrates the varia-

tions in upper profile based on various rear crew station vertical locations

such as the AH-1, AH-63, and a hypothetical version with 25" down vision from

the back seat.

The Bell OH-58 was used as the side-by-side configuration for the

advanced OH study. Table 3.5 illustrates the size, weight, cost, and performance

impact of airframes accommodating the selected percentile ranges. Figure 3.4

compares the basic OH-58 with the variation which will accommodate 98 percent of

the Army Aircrew population. The most startling delta is in width which is caused

by seating and equipment rather than percentile accomnodation growth.

The Boeing-Vertol HMW was used for the side-by-side advanced CH configura-

tion. Table 3.6 compares the various airframes for each range of percentile

accommodation which result in no impact on the weight, cost, or performsnce.

All the studies summarized above were based upon ground rules

which included a specific crash attenuating armored seat design which is

currently under development by Avacom. This seat contributed a great
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deal to the size increases noted. Discussion with seat vendors indicates

that a smaller envelope vas possible. Figure 3.5 depicts a side-by-side

configuration based upon that smaller seat envelope. A single width center

console, and the flat glass philosophy currently guiding US Army helicopter

design. This configuration is similiar to that reflected in the ASR mockup

at AVSCOM headquarters and reduces the width to 63 inches.

3.2.7 Task 7 - Conclusions and Recomendations

Conclusions and recommendations resulting from this study effort

are defined in Section 4.0 herein.

3.2.8 Task 11 - MTL-m-1333 Revision Draft

Based upon the study efforts described in Tasks 4, 5, and 6 herein,

a revision of MIL-STD-1333 was drafted and is included in Appendix H.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMIDATIONS (TASK 7)

4.1 ANTHROPOMETRY

(I) The t.r d i1onoa. met.hodn f'or arquSrinv. an .hrnpometric data, nueh

an are reported In Army flocument.n I01l'-l5O nj 'f' T,-- almne are inadequate tro

accurate Crew Station Design. A method for determining significant measurements

in a physical environment equivalent to the Crew Station is vital to future

helicopter design efforts and should be added to classical anthropometry

gathering guidelines.

Recommend that a refined version of the Seat Measuring Device and

measurement techniques developed during the course of this study to be utilized

in gathering anthropometric data. The refined device should be more versatile

with a seat capable of variable back angles and thigh tangent angles, adjustable

cyclic, adjustable collective, adjustable floor depth, etc. New measurement

techniques capable of utilizing the refined measuring equipment would have to be

developed. Conduct an Army Aviation Anthropometric Data Gathering Project to

include a sample of at least 2000 Army Aviators. A project of this magnitude

is required to insure the best possible and most meaningful anthropometric data

to be utilized in future detailed specifications. This survey should be con-

ducted by an Army/Industry team consisting of Army Anthropologists and Human

Factors experts, Industry Crew Systems and Human Factors specialists, and

Academic Institution Data Reduction Personnel. Data to be gathered would

include but not be limited to the following:

(a) Classical Anthropometric Data for 21 key measurements:

o Weight

o Stature

o Sitting Height

o Sitting Eye Height

o Mid Shoulder Height

o Elbow Rest Height

o Knee Height

o Popliteal Height

o Buttock-Heel Length

- ~~ .- 1,,



o Shoulder-Elbow Length

o Elbow-Fingertip Length

o Buttock-Popliteal Length

o Buttock-Knee Length

o Shoulder Breadth (

o Hip Breadth

o Graspong Reach

o Abdomen Depth

o Chest Depth

o Vertical Arm Reach

o Functional Beach

o Maximum Reach

(b) Crew Station Anthropometric Data

o Body Slump

o Eye Excursion Envelope

o Reach Envelope

o Leg/Foot Envelope

o Cyclic Stick Envelope

o Collective Stick Envelope

o Shoulder/Arm/Hand Pivots

o Leg/Foot Pivots

o Seat Cushion Compression Range

o Kinematics

(2) The design eye was found to be below and aft of the design eye

specified in MIL-STD-1333. Knee pivot positions were found to be considerably

lower than currently specified in MIL-STD-1333 particularly among subjects

larger than 50th percentile.

Recommend that these changes be reflected in the next revision of

MIL-STD-1333.

(3) Zone 1 reach as defined in MIL-STD-1333 is not considered

essential to helicopter geometry definition because pilots prefer the greater

mobility afforded by leaving the restraint unlocked and rely on the automatic

locking feature to lock the restraint harness if required. Flying with



restraint unlocked precludes the use of Zone 1 and 2 reach except in the few

cases when the restraint is locked. Pilot questionnaires indicate no standard-

ized guidelines for the use of locked restraint are observed.

Recommend that the Zone 1 reach requirement be retained because

Puture designs of high performance helicopters plus increased emphasis on

nap-of-the-earth flying may increase need for locking of the harness.

(4) The perfect percentile is a rarity among humans, yet these

percentiles are used for convenience in Crew Station design under the assump-

tion that the definition of a range, such as 5th thru 95th percentile, will

accommodate all combinations of head, torso, and limbs. This is not true

and contributes to deficiencies in Crew Station geometry design. This area

of crew station design needs to be further developed before tangible data is

available to be used directly by the designer.

Recommend an immediate study in the area of anthropometric bi-variates

and multi-variates with the end objective to be a set of design criteria for

Crew Station geometry definition.

4.2 SEATING

(1) The starting point of a seat design is the theoretical seat

reference point (NSRP). The majority of seat manufacturers contacted during

this study do not understand the importance of the NSRP or how it is derived.

This deficiency is a potential contributing factor in Crew Station design

deficiencies.

Recommend that the procedure for NSRP location defined in paragraph

5.5.3.1 be incorporated into MIL-S-58059.

(2) Fixed crew seats are not adequate to meet the necessary seating

design requirements. Two problems are associated with fixed seats. First,

these seats cannot accommodate a percentile range because the seat reference

point must remain a fixed distance from the design eye, and therefore the seat

accommodates only that percentile corresponding to the fixed distance. Secondly,

a fixed seat is a cause of fatigue on extended flights.
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Recommend that fixed seating be specifically forbidden in any

helicopter design. This to be implemented in MIL-S-58059, ?IL-STD-1333, and

the detailed specification.

() Minimum seal. width required 'or accommodation of the 99th C
percent. le in alproximal-ely ).3? ine-he; l'or arctic clothing, and 17.85 inehes

f'or standard clothing. This minimum seat width does not allow clearance for

lap be] t adjustors between the man and seat sides which would add approximately

1.5 inches to the required seat width.

Recommend that the minimum interior dimension of helicopter seats to

be specified 20 inches in MIL-S-58059.

(5) The only seat configuration which will assure accommodation of

any percentile range for eye position, and reach is a 4 way seat. The only

practical method for 4 way adjustment is to floor mount the seat. AVSCOM is

developing a 4 way adjust, floor mounted, crash attenuating, armored seat.

Pecommend that the optimized I'loor mounted, crash attenuating,

armored seat shown in Figure 5-44.i be specified as standard for all future

Army helicopter procurement.

4.3 RESTRAINT

(1) The shoulder harness lengths in all study helicopters were more

than adequate for the 99th percentile in arctic gear and body armor, however,

the lap belt length was only marginally adequate and in extreme cases would be

inadequate. There seems to be no standard length for either the lap belt or

shoulder harness.

Recommend that a lap belt and shoulder harness standard length

requirement be added to MIL-S-58059. Suggest 20 inch belt halves and 86 inch

shoulder strap.

(2) Access to lap belt adjustors particularly on seats with side

panels is extremely limited. A large percentile crewmember wearing arctic

clothing cannot gain access to the adjustors in either the AH-l or UH-l

helicopters.
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Recommend that the minimum interior dimension of helicopter seats

be specified as 20 inches in MIL-S-58059.

4.4 FLIGHT CL40THING

(1) Standard flight clothing (helmet, flight suit, flight boots,

gloves, and survival vest) has no substantial impact on the Crew Station

geometry other than the helmet. The SPIL-4 helmet adds approximately 1.5

inches to the periphery of the head which in affect increases the sitting

height by the same amount. Other currently available helmets have approximately

the same impact.

(2) Restrictive flight clothing (jacket, mukluk boots, winter

gloves, survival vest and body armor) has a definite impact on mobility,

comfort, and fatigue. This impact is due primarily to the body armor because

of its excessive bulk creating heat build up, pressure points, and torso

binding. The most significant impact on geometry occurs as the result of body

armor's effect in reducing Zone 2 reach in all quadrants and specifically when

reaching across the body. This clothing adds approximately 0.3 inches to both

sitting and sitting eye height.

(3) Ingress/egress times are greatly affected by restrictive flight

clothing. This effect is more noticeable on helicopters which sit high off the

ground, such as the AH-l, because of the large movements and time required to

climb the steps during ingress and egress.

Recommend that helmets, body armor, and restrictive flight clothing be

evaluated with these problems in mind.

4.5 VISION

(1) Classical measurements of sitting eye height are unrealistic

when used for design and location of the design eye because they do not take

into account the natural body posture assumed during flight. The actual

flight eye position is 1.3 inches lover and 2 inches aft of the design eye
specified in MS 33574 and MIL-STD-1333-
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Recomend that MIL-STD-1333 be revised to include the design eye to

NSRP relationship found by this study.

(2) Only minimal research in the vital area of eye excursion has

been extended beyond the antiquated classical measurements prior to the work

completed in this study.

Recommend that all future guidelines for Crew Station geometry be

based upon anthropometry data gathered as recommended by 4.1(1) herein.

(3) Pilots are not aware of the design eye position or know of its

importance. Pesponse to a questionnaire indicates that only 33 percent of the

aviators adjust the crew seat for external vision, and of these only 10 percent

list vision as the primary adjustment factor.

Recommend that instruction in the importance, location, and proper

use or the design eye should be made a mandatory part of the pilot training

program. In addition, provide a design eye locator device in each helicopter

which will allow the pilot to determine the seat adjustment required to

position himself at the design eye.

4.6 IMPACT ON OPEPATIONAL AIRFRAME

(1) None of the operational helicopters studied (AH-lQ, CH-47C,

OH-58A, and UH-lH) presently meet the design specification for accommodation

of the 5th through 95th percentiles. The primary cause for lack of accommoda-

tion is crew stations too small for required adjustment. This is particularly

true in the inability to adjust to the design eye position, especially notice-

able in those helicopters utilizing seats with no adjustment capabilities. The

secondary cause for the lack of accommodation is the location of the required

controls and displays beyond Zone 2 reach of the small percentiles.

(2) The AH-lQ accommodation can be improved with new seats and

associated structural mods plus relocation of the sight control or with

relatively inexpensive seat cushions issued as personal equipment to the

smaller pilots.



Re.ountmend LiuLt Lte Alt-Il be modit'ied with i.itw .eut. ;utahl un fur

smaller trcentile p1lLotti/guitiors plus relocation of* Litt! ahL eunitrol Lit the

gunner' s station.

(3) The CH-47C can achieve the 5-95 range through modification of

rudder pedals and relocation of some controls and displays.

Recommend that the CH-47 be modified to a 5-95 range with the pedal,

fire handle, and warning light modifications.

(4) The O-58A can increase percentile accommodation range and allow
smaller percentiles to reach the design eye by modification of collective, cyclic,

pedals, armor modification and issuance of special cushions to smaller percentile

aviators.

Recommend that all listed modifications be made.

(5) The UH-I can accommodate a full 5-95 range of airmen with a

change of seats and modification of the cyclic, collective, pedals and armor.

liecommend that the UIi-lH be modified to a full 5-95 range through the

iricorporaLio or the AiA '2149-3 iseat modified for a 5 inch vertical and 5 inch

horizoritnLl udjuutment and modifLcation of cyclic to clear Heat. Modify collec-

Live, pedals and armor to complete the accommodation.

4.7 IMPACT ON ADVANCED AIRFRAME DESIGN

(1) Based upon anthropometry alone, small increases in percentile

accommodation have very little impact on new airframe design in terms of size,

weight, performance and cost.

(2) figniricant changes in airframe size, weight, performance and

eon(. require large reductlonn in percentile accommodation which reduces the

available sAlrnrew population excessively.
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(3) Achieving the minimum airframe size by limiting to a single

percentile is not practical because the vast majority of aircrew population

is multi-variate and would require adjustments which in turn increase the

airframe size.

(4) Within any selected range of percentile accommodation,

survivability/vulnerability as reflected in armor and crash attenuation and

improved mission effectiveness as reflected in increased avionics equipment,

are more :linifieant. PacLorn in nizing the airframe than is anthrnpometry.

lpecommend thaL all future It. ;. Army helicopter procurements specify

accommodtion of' the 1sl, thru 99th aviator (as defined by 'P 72-52) equipped

with cold weather gear and personal armor and utilizing the standard crash

attenuating armored seat with 5 inch vertical and 5 inch horizontal adjustment

(5) The need for increased heel line floot to NSRP distance is

accented by the 250 over the nose vision requirements of MIL-STD-850, which

reduces the instrument volume, and the crash attenuating seat stroke required

by MIL-S-58095, which lowers the SFP by 12 inches upon impact.

Recommend that MIL-STD-1333 be revised to require a 10.5 inch minimum

NSVP to heel line depth.

h4.8 IrE/GiS

(1) Emergency egress minimum time as required by AVLABS TR 71-22

are not met by the UH-I and AH-I helcopters when standard or cold weather gear

was evaluated.

(2) No ingress/egress criteria, i.e., size opening, location of

steps, hand holds, etc., exist for design guidance to meet specification

requirements.

Recommend that a study be commissioned by AVSCOM to identify, in

detail the influence factors and that specific design criteria be established.



4.() (;RFW STATION (;'VOMrIIY DATA

(1) Bas Ic erew sitat ion geometry drawings and information vital to

efficient and eff'ective crew station design and evaluation were either not

available or widely dispersed and difficult to locate.

(2) Army specifications should be drafted to establish the require-

ments for a crew systems configuration report. The format of this report

should provide data which can be used (1) for technical evaluation of crew

station design and layout, (2) for determining a technical approach to crew

station design and man/machine interface, (3) for technical evaluation of

crew escape, emergency ground evacuation, and ditching escape provisions, and

(4) lor developing detailed requirements to assure adequate crew comfort and

.urv Lvh I I i ly.

Pecommend that data in the format contained in Appendix I be

specified for all future Army helicopter procurements.

4.10 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

(1) Many of the interactive elernenta which influence airframe con-

'iguraLtion cou.d riot tI) tu;m;Cened In detail thereby renui tiif III 1,rgrLfr crew

:;tLtlIotI size, weight aid cost3 deltas than might be expected.

Recommend that AVSCOM conduct a specific helicopter design study based

on ASH requirements that will assess the impact of an airframe designed for the

1-99 percentile versus 5-95 percentile accommodation range.

(2) MIL-STD-850 does not adequately cover the situation in which the

gunner may occupy the rear crew station in a tandem helicopter.

Recommend that MIL-STD-850 be revised to provide for less than 250

over-the-nose vision from the rear crew station when its primary usage is non-

pilot.
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5.0 METHODOLOGY AND TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

PHASE I - DATA ACQUISrrION

5.1 PROGRAM PLAN (TASK 1)

The initial detailed program plan was submitted to AVSCOM on

27 September 1974. It was reviewed, and requested changes were incorporated

and the final program plan was agreed upon by AVSCOM and Vought on 22 November

1974i. A summary or the various program phases and tasks are listed below.

PHASE TIK

1. Program Plan

I P. Air Vehicle Selection

3. Data Acquisition

4. Identify Human Factors
II

5. Identify Machine Factors

6. Impact Assessment

7. Conclusions and RecommendationsIII

8. MIL-ST-1333 Revision

9. Final Report

A copy of the final revised detailed Program Plan is included

in Appendix A.

5.2 AIR VEHICLE SELECTION (TASK 2)

5.2.1 Initial Selection

The following helicopters were recommended for study for this

program.

5-1
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MISSION CATEGORY
STATUS

AH CH OH UH

OPERATIONAL AH-lQ CH-47c OH-58A UH-IH

s-67 HLH OH-58A UTTAS

*Study of advanced helicopters to be contingent upon
receipt of proper technical data from AVSCOM
within study schedule constraints

5.2.2 Aircraft Studied

As agreed upon by AVSCOM and Vought on 22 November 1974, the

selection of study aircraft was modified slightly by deleting UTTAS from

this study program.

5.3 DATA ACQUISITION (TASK 3)

The formal data acquisition phase commenced immediately upon

approval for go-ahead. Vought had recently completed a U. S. Army helicopter

vision study for AVSCOM; therefore, a substantial portion of the study

aircraft related data was already on hand. A summary of the applicable data

on-hand is provided in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1 SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE DATA FROM PREVIOUS STUDY

AIRCRAFT CATFMGRIES'
DAi'A PARAMEFERS PRATIONAL ADVANCED

DH-58 I-lG UH-lH CH-47 H S-67
Wngineering Data

(1) Detailed Model Specification X X X X
(2) General Arrangement Drawing X X
(3) Fuselage Contour Data x
(4) Crew Station Geometry X
(5) Windshield and Window Installatior X X
(6) External Vision Plots X
(7) Description Document X

Operational Data
. Flight Manual X X X X
. Specified Operational Flight X X X X

profile
* Tactics Directives or Data X
* Accident Summaries X
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The major portion of the required data described in the contract

statement of work that was not already in hand had been ordered; however,

areas where data was sparse or lacking included:

o CH-47 Geometry Drawings

o UH-1H Geometry Drawings

o OH-58 Geometry Drawings

o HLH Geometry Drawings

o HLH Basic Drawings

o Detailed Crew Station Drawings for All Study Helicopters.

The drawings available from the AVSCOM repository did not provide

the required information pertaining to crew station geometries of existing

operational aircraft. The data was, therefore, obtained by inspection of

aircraft from Ft. Hood and Texas Army National Guard and through contact

with the manufacturers: Bell, Boeing Vertol, and Sikorsky. Full-scale

mock-ups of the OH-58, HLH, and AH-lG crew stations at the AVSCOM mock-up

facility were also available. Crew station geometry and configuration data,

which would be recommended as a minimum data drawing package for technical

evaluation of a crew station design, is presented as a report format in

Appendix I.

o ANTHROPOMERIC DATA

A trip was made to Ft. Hood, Texas on 23-28 February 1975 for

the purpose or obtaining anthropometric data on a representative sample of

U. S. Army aviators. 1,hphasis was placed on obtaining realistic anthropo-

metric data which were taken under conditions that were more representative

of an aircraft crew stations environment rather than the standard classical

anthropometric approach. By means of a specially designed anthropometric

measuring device, a set of classical anthropometers, miscellaneous measuring

equipment, and photographic equipment, a total of 30 Army aviators, repre-

sentative of the 1st thru 99th + percentile, were measured and data obtained.

Both classical and aircraft specific related measurements were made, with

approximately 400-500 data points being taken on each subject. The

following is a summary of the types e data obtained:
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(a) Classical Anthropometric Measurements per TR 72-52-CE.

(See Figure 5.1 for sample worksheet)

(b) Aircraft Specific Anthropoetric Data

o Ant. i-Torque Pedal Thrown 

o Cyclic Throws

o Collective Throws

o Eye Excursions Data

o Zone 1 and 2 Grasping Reach

(See Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for sample worksheets)

o AIRCREW SURVEY

A standardized questionnaire was sent to the 30 aviators in

response to the interesting comments concerning aircrew stations, which

were made during the anthropometric measuring. The objective of this

questionnaire was to obtain opinions and information related to flight

experiences concerning aircrew station geometries of exinting operational

helicopters. Of the 30 subjects measured, 24 responded to the questionnaire.

The six subjects that didn't respond had since been transferred and their

questionnaires were completed and returned by 6 other qualified U. S. Army

Aviators.

The format of the questionnaire was designed to allow the users

to express their own opinions regarding crew station geometry. The question-

naire was made to prompt or promote thought related to crew station geometry,

but not to limit a person's response or opinion by use of a rigid format

using YES/NO or multiple choice type answers. The results provide a better

trend of what the current user really feels are the problem areas. A copy

of the questionnaire, as well as a summary of the results are enclosed in

Appendix B.

o MISCELLANEOUS DATA GATHERING TRIPS/TELEPHONE CONTACTS

o A trip was made to Natick Labs, Natick, Mass., on 5-7 MAeY

1975 to obtain latest data on the effects (degradation/

restrictions) of armor (personal and seat) on aircrew

performance.
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U.S. AM AVIATORS

ANimOPOMETRY DATA SHIN

A. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Wame Raa* SerNo

Organization Location
Age Aeronautical Rating_

Lergth of Service Total Flight-Hour_

Types of Aircraft Flown and Hours in Each

Co.ents

B. ANTHROPOT.'rRIC k.MASUIV24I.TS PER TR 72-52-CE (ClA3SICAL)
DIHENSION PERCITILE

ITF2 .. 4 IjCJLJ;; TR-72-52 STUDY

(1) Weight_(Lbs)___________

() Stature

(3) Sitting Height

( ) @e Height (Sitting)

(5) Mid~houlder Height (Sitting)

(6) Elbow Rest Height ,_.

(7) Knee Height

(8) Popliteal Height

(9) Buttock-neei Length

(10) Shou3der-Elbow Length

31) Elbow-Firgertip Length _i

(12) Buttoek-Politeal Length

(13) Buttock Knee Length__

(lh) Shoulder Breadth

5 HiP Breadth (Sitting)

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sittig)

(17) Chest Depth ,

(18) Punctional Reach

(19) Maximm Reach

(20) Oraup Remch

(21.) Vertical Arm Reach --

FIGURE 501 ANTHROPOMTY DATA SHEET
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U.S. ARMY GEOMETRY STUN

DATA Msine

NAME ___

DAf:_______
LOCATICE:____

1. AATI-TORQUE PED ALS

* Comfortable PosLtion _ _nb

* Max Forward with foot at &50 Inch

* Max Forward

P. CYCtIC THROWS

Fore (In) Let (In) Angle-In Degrom

" Max Forward - Left (Locked)

* Max Forward - Right (Locked)

. Max Aft - Left (Locked)

" Max Aft - Right (Locked)
" Mid Aft - Left (Locked)
" Mid Aft - Right (Locked)

" Max Forward - Left (Unlocked)

" Max Forward - Right (Unlocked)

3. COLLECTIVE THROWS (All Locked) Foi 2 _ Point 5 Poift 8
Elbow Lc A Elbow Loc Loe

An p Aft An TAft-

. Max Down

. max up

" Comfortable Down . . ...

• Comfortable Up; i i-
4. YfY iMCCU'IRSIO (All Locked)

X (Inhes)Z (Inches)
" Fit ive Position
" MaxUp
" Max Down

" Max Up Forward Straining

" Max Down Forward Straining

" Sitting Height
" Shoulder Height
. Helmet Height

" Visor Height (

FIGURE 5.2 SPECIFIC ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA SHEET
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REACH ENVELOPE DATA - U.S. ARMY AVIATORS Limar
Reach From

WORK SHEET SRP in Inches

MANE

ZONE :

Contour Level
(Inches) AZIMUTH (DWGREES)

Eleva~ion LEI. R IGlT... .. .,*........ .. ".__ 1 o is l .3.0 4s, O;F 's - -9o

.~ I

45

40

"3s

30 "' " 1

25. _

20 I . . . . .

15

EQUIP CONFIG

FIGURE 5,3 REACH ENVELOPE DATA SHEET
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o Numerous visits were made to the Texas Army National Guard

to verify various geometry related problem areas on avail-

able study aircraft and discuss operational requirements

and needs with experienced rotary wing pilots.

o Numerous phone calls were made to appropriate airframe

manufacturers to obtain or verify specific crew station

design data.

o A request to inspect an AH-lQ helicopter from Fort Hood,

Texas resulted in flying such a helicopter to Vought on 3

July 1975 for a one day inspection.

o The following industrial agencies supplied various

drawings and information related to seating and crew station

geometry data:

- Aerosmith Products - Miami, Florida

- Carborundum Corp. - Niagara Falls, New York

- "pink. 'Industrial Tnc. - Ft. Worth, Texas

- Skyline Industry - Ft. Worth, Texas

- ARA (Aerospace Research Assoc.) - West Covina, California

- Norton Company - Worcester, Massachusetts

- Aircraft Mechanics, Inc. - Colorado Springs, Colorado

- Boeing Vertol - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

- Bell Helicopter - Ft. Worth, Texas

- Sikorsky Aircraft - Stratford, Connecticut
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PHASE II - DEFINITION OF CREW SYSTE4 VARIABLES

5.4 IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS (TASK 4)

Within this study human factors is identified as consisting of

man factors and machine factors which when combined, define the crew

station Iunctional envelope.

5.4.1 Man Factors

Man Factors include the man himself and any constraints relating

to his personal dynamic envelope and are defined by:

o Anthropometry

o Kinematics

o Clothing and Equipment

5.4.1.1 Anthropometry

Typically, classical anthropometric data as defined in TR 72-52-CE

is used by the designer to assist in the design of crew stations. This has

proven inadequate, therefore, the baseline selected for this study is the

crew station iunctional envelope described in Paragraph 5.4.3. However, in

order to relate the functional envelope baseline approach to data most

familiar to human engineering personnel, this effort began with classical

anthropometry. These measurements are composed of weight, seven body

heights, five body lengths, four body breadths and depths and four arm

reaches as shown in Figure 5.4.

Thirty U. S. Army aviators stationed at Fort Hood, Texas were

selected as the prime subjects. Classical measurements were taken to allow

comparison of the limited sample population to the iuch larger Arm popula-

tion studied in TR 72-52 CE. Percentile values for the aircraft specific

anthropometric data were computed solely from the data gathered on the

thirty subjects rather than measuring a subject as representative of a

specific percentile. The final graphical presentations are based on this

data integrated with the kinematics data described in paragraph 5.4.1.2.
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3 Sitting Height
4 Eye Height (Sitting)
5 Mid-Shoulder Height (Sitting)

I. 6 Elbow Rest Height (Sitting)

I Weight 7 Knee Height (Sitting)

2 Stature 8 PoplLteal Height (Sitting)

9 Buttock hleel Length

14

1611

10 Shoulder-Elbow Length 14 Shoulder Breadth
11 Elbow-Fingertip Length 15 Hip Breadth
12 Buttock-Popliteal Length
13 Buttock-Knee Length

16 Abdominal Depth

FIGURE 5.4 CLASSICAL ANTHROP014ETRIC MEASUREMENTS
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18 Functional Reach

17 Cheat Depth

19 mimum Reach

21 Vertical Arm Reach 20 Grasping Reach
(Sitting)

FIWE53 CLASSICAL ANflIROPOSWIRIC NEASUU1 (C(ST 'D)
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In order to relate these classical measurements to the study

completed in TR 72-52 CE, the same procedures were followed as much as

practical. The instruLents used for the measurements were a Siber Hegner

#101 Anthropoieter, a table measuring board and wall measuring boards. The

anthropometer, calibrated in tenths of a centimeter, was used for most of

the measurements. (See Figure 5.5) The anthropometer is detachable such

that the detached lower half forms a small anthropometer used to measure the

smaller heights while the detached upper half forms a caliper to measure

body breadths and depths. The table and wall grids, calibrated in tenths

of an inch, were used to measure buttock-popliteal length and arm reaches.

Each subject was clad only in his underwear for

the classical measurements to insure that clothing thickness was not measured

and to avoid restrictions to standardized body positioning. Prior to each

measurement, the subject was instructed to maintain a specific body position

corresponding to the positioning used in TR 72-52-CE. Two body positions,

used almost exclusively for the measurements, were an erect standing

position and an erect sitting position. The standing position consisted

of an erect stance, weight evenly distributed on both feet, heels together,

legs and toes straight without stiffness and head erect with the line of

vision parallel to the plane of the floor. The sitting position consisted

of sitting on a hard flat surface, torso straight without stiffness, head

erect, feet flat on a rest with knees flexed 900, upper arms hanging loosely

at the side with elbow flexed 90 and hands straight. Functional, grasping

and maximum reach were all measured with the subject standing erect in a

corner with his back against the back wall and right arm horizontal along

the side wall. Keeping the shoulders against the back wall, functional reach

was measured from the back wall to the tip of the thumb while the index finger

touchs the pad of the thumb. Grasping reach was measured from the back wall

to the center of a dowel held firmly in the right hand, again with both

shoulders against the wall. Maximum reach was measured from the back wall

to the tip of the longest finger, hand extended and right shoulder thrust

as far forward as possible.

In spite of the relatively small sample of aviators measured, the

subjects ranged from less than a Ist percentile to greater than a 99th
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FIGUR~E 5.5 SIBER HEGNER #101 ANTHEP0I.TOE
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percentile for stature*, a measurement which can be used as an overall

indicator of body size. Nineteen of the thirty subjects, however, had a

stature greater than a 50th percentile which caused a bias of the measure-

ment toward the larger percentiles. This bias is readily seen in Table 5.2

which compares the mean value and standard deviation for each measurement

as computed from the sample of 30 Army aviators with those values determined

in TBR 72-52 CE. Appendix C contains all of the classical measurement data

listed by subject number.

*Percentiles refer to TB 72-52 CE percentiles for stature:

1st - 63.18" 50th -68.78", 99th - 74.87"
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BIVAPIATE ANTHPOPOYM'IIC CONSIDERATIONS

A selection of bivariate combinations to be studied was made

primarily from variations of the 1st and 99th percentile;; however, the

original bivariate combinations as listed in the detailed work plan

(Appendix A) were found to be unrealistic according to a study, Selected

Bivariate Anthropometric Distributions Describing a Sample of Naval

Aviators - 1964, NAMRL-1130. This study consists of bivariate tables

based on 1549 subjects which show the interaction between the various

anthropometric measurements. The bivariate combinations listed in Table

5.3 were derived from NAMWL-1130 and represent the most extreme percentiles
for the other variables in relation to the ist and 99th percentile variable.

These bivariate combinations are much more realistic compared to the hypo-

thetical 1st - 99th percentile bivariate combinations; yet, they are still

unrealistic in that they represent the most extreme cases of the 1549

aviators and therefore can be misleading. For example, the smallest

percentile functional reach related to a 99th percentile buttock-knee

length per NAMRL-1130 was a 15th percentile; however, the next smallest

functional reach jumped to a 55th percentile.

TABLE 5.3 EXTREME BIVARIATE COMBINATIONS

Sitting Eye Shoulder Functional Buttock
Height Height Reach Knee

Sitting Eye 99% 55% 15% 35%

Height 1% 30% 80% 55%

Shoulder 99% 70% - 15% 3%

Height 1% 25% 40% 50%

Functional 99% 5% 10% - 40%

Reach 1% 90% 65% -95%

Buttock-Knee 99% 15% 30% 15%

Length 1% 90% 60% 40%
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Therefore, considering the overall distribution of the selected

bivariate variables, four bivariate combinations considered extreme yet

reasonable were selected to be utilized in the helicopter assessment phase

of the study and are based on the following extreme conditions:

o Bivariate 1 is based on a 99th percentile sitting eye and

shoulder height, minimum reach and maximum buttock-knee

length.

o Bivariate 2 is based on a 1st percentile reach, maximum sitting

eye and shoulder height and minimum buttock-knee length.

o Bivariate 3 is based on a 1st percentile reach, maximum sitting

eye height, minimum shoulder height and maximum buttock-knee

length.

o Bivariate 4 is based on a Ist percentile buttock-knee length,

maximum sitting eye and shoulder height, and minimum reach.

These bivariate combinations are shown in Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4 REASONABLE BIVARIATE COMBINATIONS

Sitting Eye Mid Shoulder Functional Buttock

Height IHeight Reach Knee

SITTING EYE 99% 99th 99th 25th 75th
HEIGHT 34.07* 27.28* 30.09* 24.38'

SHOULDER 60% 80th 60th ist 30th
HEIGHT 32.04* 25.03* 27.91' 23.14*

FUNCTIONAL 1% 80th 30th 1st 70th
REACH 32.014* 214.19' 27.91' 24.23'

BUTTOCK-KNEE 1% 60th 50th 10th ist
LENGTH 31.32* 24.760 29.25* 21.38*

*percentile value in inches
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USE OF CGBCPS PROGRAM

The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Computer Program System (CGECPS),

originally identified as Boeman, was investigated to determine its applica-

tion to the movement capabilities (reach and foot) of five bivariate crew-

men. The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Program, as defined in Janair Report

72oOl, "is an experimental development (program) to establish a standard-

ized method for evaluating the physical compatibility of a seated crew

member of any size with the geometry of a crew station, beginning with the

design concept". Data on the geometry of the crew station, the anthropometric

characteristics of the crew members, and the sequence of tasks to be per-

formed are stored in a computer. Mathematical routines provide dynamic

movement for a variable-sized mathematical man-model. Numerical performance

indicators, identification of physical and visual interferences, and reach

infeasibilities are output.

The CGECPS assessed the feasibility of the five bivariate crew-

men to perform specified tasks in the OH-58A and the AH-IQ helicopters.

The evaluation was based on eleven tasks involving reach and three tasks

involving foot movement selected for each of the helicopters. The four

bivariate combinations listed in Table 5.4 and a ist percentile were

selected to be evaluated by the Boeman computer program.

NOTE: It is obvious that a crewman with a large func-

tional reach would be able to reach further and

thus be able to achieve more "reach" control points

(used to define a task) than a crewman with a short

functional reach. In order to eliminate some ob-

vious results and instead have results that reflect

variations of bivariancy, all of the crevmen eval-

uated have short functional reaches.

Crew station geometries of the AH-l and 0H-58 were furnished

as inputs. The reach points were identified, and the three-dimensional

coordinates determined. In the case of the AH-l pilot, the seat was

adjusted according to Boeman's specified size such that his eye was at

the design eye reference point. Feasibility of each task was then
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determined on the basis of reach feasibility, physical interference

avoidance (Boeman with himself and cockpit geometry), and man-model feasi-

hllI.t,y (.lolnl. loat, ion and orientation). A summary of' the tasks and

ie.AIhI1 ll.y or tnk eomplel.Ion can be f'rund In Appendix .1.

The compuler evaluation results obviously ref'lected the different

percentile variations. 'lIe AH-lQ task feasibility study showed that the

crewman with the 25th percentile functional reach achieved seven of the 11

reach tasks (Zone 1); the crewman with the 10th percentile functional

reach achieved six of the 11 tasks; and the other crewmen with 1st percen-

tile functional reaches achieved only four of the 11 tasks.

The computer evaluation for the OH-58A again reflected the per-

centile variation but also demonstrated some bivariant effects. The crew-

men with the 25th and 10th percentiles functional reaches and the Ist per-

centile crewmen each completed five of the 11 tasks (Zone 1). The other

two crewmen with lst percentile functional reaches completed only two of

the 11 tasks. In this case the ist percentile completed the additional

tasks which involved positioning the cyclic in the maximum forward and

maximum lateral right position. This cyclic position was obtainable

because of the lower shoulder pivot point which locates the shoulder closer

to the reach control point. The ist percentile functional reach, there-

fore, was adequate for the 1st percentile crewmen, but combined with the

60th and 30th percentile midshoulder heights the ist percentile functional

reach was not adequate.

The UH-1 and CH-47 helicopters were not evaluated by the CGEXPS

because of cost constraints.

Analysis of the computer output leaves some question as to the

validity of the results and the actual reasons for the infeasibility of

a given task. Several of the results appear to be unreasonable and for

this reason, the CGECPS results were not used in the impact analysis.

Limited program funds prevented refinement of the technique and further

use in this study. The program did, however, show one effect of bivariancy;

that of shoulder pivot-functional reach as described for the OH-58. This

effect points out the need to design a crew station which will acconodate

such bivariants.
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The impact of bivariancy is also demonstrated by assessing any

of the 30 study subjects in relation to their ability to achieve the

design eye position while maintaining control access.

Reach capability, for instance, does not simply correspond to

functional reach, but it is also interrelated to other anthropometric

variables. As an example compare two subjects with the same classical

functional reach. The classical anthropometric data in Appendix C show

subjects 15 and 22 to have identical functional reach measurements of 29.4

inches. The mid-shoulder height of subject 15, however, is 1.74 inches

less than subject 22. The impact on reach is shown in the reach measure-

ments taken for each subject at 5 inch elevation increments. Table 5.5

lists the reach measurements for both of these subjects. The values

represents distance of reach forward of the NSRP at each of the corresponding

elevations.

TABLE 5.5 GRASPING REACH OF TWO BIVARIANT SUBJECTS

ELEVATION REACH FORWARD OF NSRP (INCHES)

ABOVE NSRP SUBJECT 15 SU1BJECT 22

45 7.5 10.0

4o 15.5 16.3

15 19.5 19.7

y) 21.6 21.6

25 22.7 22.5

20 22.8 22.3

15 21.7 21.0

10 19.4 18.4

As shown in the table subject 15, with the lower mid-shoulder

height, has greater reach in the lower elevations and lesser reach in the

higher elevations compared to subject 22. These reaches would be typical (
of that observed for these subjects in a helicopter with a fixed seat.
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Ansuming vertical seat adjustment to the design eye another

bivarlant, I'ae.or, thal. of' eye to mid-shoulder height, ImpvLa.n the relation-

nhip) or' ithoulder heighl. and rearh. The two rcarnp]e subjects had the
'ol.lowing eye heighfs and mid-shoulder heights, measured From the seat

reference point, under conditions simulating an in-flight posture.

SUBJECT EYE HEIGHT MID-SHOULDER HEIGHT

15 26.8" 22.9"

22 31.0" 23.1"

Adjustment to the design eye, referenced at 31.5 inches vertical

from the NSRP, raises the mild-shoulder heights to 27.6 and 23.9 inches
above the NSRP respectively. In this case subject 15 now has a mid-

shoulder height location 3.7 inches higher than subject 22. The resulting

impact on grasping reach is shown in Table 5.6. This table lists the

reach measurements in inches forward of the NSRP. These values correspond

to the reach distances achieved at the elevations above the neutral seat

reference point rather than the adjusted seat reference point.

TABLE 5.6 GRASPING REACH OF TWO BIVARIANT SUBJECTS
(SEAT ADJUSTED FOR THE DESIGN EYE)

ELEVATION REACH FORWARD OF NSRP (INCHES)

ABOVE NSRP SUBJFET 15 SUBJECT 22

45 15.2 10.9

40 19.3 16.8

35 21.5 20.0

30 22.7 21.8

25 22.8 22.5

20 21.8 22.2

15 19.5 20.9

10 - 18.0
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tinder Lhese conditions subject 15 now has a greater reach in the

higher elevations and a lesser reach in the lower elevations compared to

subject 22. This trend is exactly opposite of that observed before with a

fixed seat, but such a trend would be realized in a helicopter with the

seat adjusted to position the subject at the design eye. In either case

the impact of bivariancy is shown in the variations of reach capability

between these two subjects who have identical classical reach measurements

yet different reach capabilities.

Leg positioning or pedal throw capability is also influenced by

bivariancy, relating knee height, buttock-knee length and seat adjustment

based on sitting eye height. Illustration of this bivariance is made with

subjects 6 and 20 each of whom have the same buttock-heel length of 40.4

inches. (Anthropometric data listed in Appendix C) This would lead one

to believe the two subjects should have the same maximum brake pedal throws.

When measured, however, subject 6 positioned the pedal 39.5 inches forward

of the seat reference point while subject 22 could only position the pedal

36.9 inches forward of the same point. Some of the difference in the

amount of throw apparently is dependent on the bivariant differences in

the partial leg measurements. Subject 6 has a longer buttock-knee length
and shorter knee height compared to subject 20 as indicated below:

SUBJECT BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH KNEE HEIGHT

6 23.7 20.3

20 23.3 20.4

Aesuming now that these subjects adjust the seat to position for

the design eye, based on in-flight body posture subject 6 would lower the

seat .17 inches while subject 20 would raise his seat 1.75 inches. This

difference in seat adjustment will directly impact the pedal throw capa-

bility. In this example based on the UH-1H crew station geometry, the

amount of adjustment would increase the delta between the pedal throw (
capability of the two subjects by an additional 0.75 inches. Again the

impact of bivariancy is shown with these subjects having identical classical

buttock-heel lengths but whose pedal throw capability can vary as much as

3.5 inches.
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5.4.1.2 Kinematics

Basic Kinematics

lih c :lLJLantal. tnthropometric body dimensions and the renulting,

percentiles have been used to define the movement capabililien of an operator

in relation to a machine design; however, because of the complexity of the

human body, kinematics or mobility of the body as one performs in a cockpit

environment cannot be described solely by anthropometry. Therefore, the

movement capability was determined experimentally from several sources.

(Iraphical illustrations of the reach envelopes were to be developed

from the report AMI,-TIm1-64-59, Reach Capability of the USAF Population with

correlation of the data to TR 72-52 CE. The same problems of using classical

anthropometry, however, would be encountered in determining the reach

envelopes for the percentiles other than the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles

presented in ANDIT, - mn-64-59. Therefore, the reach envelopes were developed

experimentally usinf U. ;. Army aviators in obtaining the data. The apparatus

and method used to determine the reach capability is described in detail in

paragraph 5.4.3.4. Te graphical illustrations and tabular data for the

reach envelopes are shown in Appendix D.
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The kinematics of the body depends to a large extent on the

location and flexibility of the joints. The location of the shoulder and

knee pivot points is of particular importance in determining range of move-

ment for the seated crewmember. Determination of these points was made in

conjunction with the functional envelope definition using the graphic

method developed in AFFDL-TR-69-73, Crew Station Geometry and Equipment

Evaluation for USAF Aircraft. During the process of developing the reach

envelopes, described in paragraph 5.4.3.4, arcs were scribed by the seated

subject as shown in Figure 5.6. These arcs were used to locate the shoulder

pivot point which theoretically is the center of the arc. These centers

were graphically determined by the intersection of lines constructed per-

pendicular to tangents on the arcs. Figures 5.7 and 5.7.1 show the location

of these points for Zone 1 and Zone 2 reach arcs in the zero degree azimuth

plane respectively. The apparent pivot points are numbered to correspond

with f.he indIvIdual ;ub.ect.s. The classical anthropometric data for these

subjects are t.Abul.ated in Appendix C.

The knee pivot points were determined on selected subjects in a

similar manner except that the dowel marker, used to scribe the arcs, was

attached to the bottom of the subject's foot. Figure 5.8 shows the knee

pivot points of three subjects in relation to the UH-I production helicopter

used by the subjects when scribing the arcs. Comparison of the anthropo-

metric data on these subjects listed in Table 5.7 with Figure 5.8 shows a

relationship opposite that of MIL-STD-1333 in that the larger percentiles

have a lower knee pivot instead of higher as dictated by MIL-STD-1333.

This phenomenon is discussed further in the development of aircraft specific

anthropometry. (See paragraph 5.4.3.1)

TABLE 5.7 ANTHROPOMEMTIC DATA - LEG MEASUREIENTS

SUBJECT A B C

Knee Height 21.00 23.50 21.00

Buttock Knee Length 23.50 27.24 22.98 (
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FIGURE 5.6 REACH ARC USED TO LOCATE THE SHOULDER PIVOT
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35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

DISTANCE FORWARD OF NSRP (INCHES)

FIGURE 5.8 LOCATION OF KIKEE PIVOT POINTS

The range of movement in a cockpit environment is also dependent

on the seat geometry. Seat back angles of 130, 200, and 250 were studied in

combination with a 60 bottom angle. An adjustable crew station device was

used to measure the flight eye (external canthus) and the acromion, which

approximates the shoulder pivot point. The adjustable crew station device

pictured in Figure 5.9 can be adjusted to the various back angles being

evaluated. The subjects assumed a normal or slouched position and wore a

flight helmet during the measurements. A measuring device, shown in Figure

5.101, was used to measure the angle and distance from the seat reference

point to the flight eye and acromion. Figures 5.11 and 5.11.1 show the

effect of the seat back angles on flight eye position and shoulder pivot

location for 10 random percentiles subjects. The effects of the various

back angles differ substantially from individual to individual; however, a

general trend, independent of the percentiles, is seen in these plots. C
Figure 5.12 shows the average displacement of the flight eye and shoulder

pivot points as the seat back angle varies from 130 to 250. Leg movement

is not affected by the seat back angle if the buttock reference point and
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seat bottom angle remain constant; therefore, no leg measurements were

made on the adjustable crew station device.

______ ~200 ____ ____

250

FLIGHT EYE

" ' , .. 250

SHOULDER PIVOTS

FIGURE 5.12 AVERAGE EFFECT OF VARIOUS BACK ANGLES
ON FLIGHT EYE AND SHOULDER PIVOTS

The final range of movement envelopes are completed using

additional experimental data obtained for the development of the functional

envelopes. Therefore, the range of movement envelopes are incorporated into

the functional envelopes shown in Appendix F. Paragraph 5.4.3.5 describes the

procedures used in developing these functional envelopes.
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Crash Load Kinemtics

The kinematics of the body associated with crash impact loads are

radically greater than the normal body kinematics and need to be considered

to insure optimum crash protection. Even during crashes of moderate severity

with the crewmembers restrained by the lap belt and secure shoulder harness,

flailing of the head, arms, and legs is extreme, extending outside of the

normal movement envelope. USAAMRDL Technical Report 71-22, Crash Survival,

Design Guide, describes full-restraint extremity strike envelopes which are

shown in Figures 5.13, 5.13.1 and 5.13.2. These strike envelopes are based

on the following parameters.*

o 95th percentile U. S. Armyr personnel.

o 4G accelerations with human subjects; higher accelerations

would change Lhe strike envelopes to some degree.

o 4f inches of' lower torso movement away from the seat both

laterally and forward (an approximation based on crash test

data).

o 4+ inches of upper torso movement away from the seat back both

laterally and forward when restrained by lap belt and shoulder

harness (an approximation based on crash test data).

Considering the relatively small space utilized for the crew

station, it can be seen from these envelopes that it is infeasible to design

a crew compartment to prevent flailing body and limbs from contacting

structural members. Injury, however, may be minimized by: (1) designing

the crew station to afford maximum protection during body contact with

structure, and (2) avoiding potential traps where the crewmember could

become debilitated or entangled to the extent of being unable to evacuate

the helicopter.

The head is the most vulnerable part of the body and its impact

with rigid structure is the primary cause of injury. Some of the most

common hazards associated with head injury include window and door hard-

ware, consoles, seat backs, cyclic controls and instrument panels. A

secondary cause of injiury is the impact of the lower extremities with the

*Parameters were taken from USAAI4RDL TR 71-22
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sharp lower edge of the instrument panel or the pedal assemblies. Serious

consequences can result if the crewmeter becomes trapped or injured to the

extent that rapid egress is severely impaired.

Evaluation of the study helicopters was made using the full

restraint extremity strike envelopes for a 95th percentile. The results of

this evaluation are included in Section 5.6, Impact Assessment.

FIGURE 5.13 FULL RESTRAINT EXTREMITY STRIKE ENVELOPE - SIDE VIEW
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5.4.2 Equipment Factors

5.4.2.1 Normal Flight Clothing

Flight clothing plays an extremely important role in the suc-

cess or failure of helicopter operations. The possibility of global

operational requirements for these aircraft is real; therefore, critical

selection of clothing and related equipment is mandatory to obtain maximum

efficiency and comfort for both normal and emergency aircre operations

under a wide variety of adverse conditions.

Comfort is a unique and highly unpredictable sensation, and it

dictates that the individual maintain temperatures of various skin areas

which he considers to be normal.

There are other factors, however, which dictate the combinations

of body covering that must be worn for flying: (1) ambient temperatures

at home base versus those contemplated along the flight route, (2) cap-

ability of the aircraft to provide adequate heating/cooling under all

flight conditions, (3) protection from conditions encountered as a

result of ejection/extraction/bailout, (4) attenuation of cockpit noise

and protection against buffeting, and (5) protection against flash fires

in the cockpit. Protection against these conditions can be provided

through use of selected combinations of flight clothing and equipment.

It is the intent of this section to confront the designer with

the various flight clothing and equipment combinations required through-

out the complete spectrum of flight conditions so that the salient aspects

of these items can be considered and thereby ensure proper interface

between man, equipment, and aircraft.
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Clothing considered under this section will be divided into two

sections--normal flight clothing and restrictive flight clothing. Normal

or standard flight clothing will consist of protective helmet, flight boots,

gloves, flight suit, and survival vest. Restrictive flight clothing will

include jacket, mukluk boots, gloves, survival vest, and body armor.

Helmet - This item of headgear refers specifically to the SPH-4

protective helmet which is designed to be worn by Army aircrevmen. The

helmet is constructed to absorb impact energy, distribute forces, and

resist penetration, thus preventing head injury during buffeting, para-.

chute landing, or crash situations.

The need to provide adequate head protection without excessive

bulk and weight is of paramount importance because the excessive weight

contributes to pilot fatigue; whereas excessive bulk has a deleterious

effect on head mobility.

The SPH-4 helmet adds approximately 1.5 inches to the periphery

of the aircrewman's head. This additional height increases the overall

sitting height of a 1st percentile subject from 32.79 inches to 34.29 inches

and a 99th percentile subject from 36.64 inches to 40.34 inches,

The geometry requirements specified in MIL-STD-1333 (ref. pars.

4.6) are based upon nude dimensions and do not include any tolerance for

flight clothing, except flight boots and helmets.

MS 33575 requires a 10 inch spherical radius originating from

the design eye position to provide for head clearance. The design eye

position is located 31.50 inches above the neutral seat reference point

(NSRP), resulting in a total dimension of 41.50 inches from NSRP to the

outer radius allotted for head clearance. When this dimension is con-

sidered with the sitting height of a 99th percentile subject, a clearance

of 1.66 inches results between the helmet and the canopy of the cockpit

structure. This measurement does not include the 2.50 inches of seat -

adjustment.
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Flight Bots - Design of applicable areas of crew station

compartments must be compatible with current footwear envelopes. Specif-

ically, attention should be addressed to anti-torque pedal width and

spacing, ejection/extraction envelopes, and emergency egress envelopes.

NS 33575 currently requires a minimum pedal width of six inches

which is sufficient to accommodate an aircremuan with a 99th percentile

foot breadth and length.

Gloves - Suitable aircrevaember gloves must constitute a

compromise between requirements for insulation, manual dexterity, and

tactile sensitivity. Nomex gloves provided to aircrewmembers are fabri-

cated with a thin leather palm which provides for excellent fit and meets

the requirements for manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity. The

leather palms do$ however, serve to conduct both heat and cold to the

wearer. The obvious solution for the designer lies in providing the

thickest gloves which will accommodate manipulative and sensitivity

requirements.

Flight Suit - The Arzy Aviation crewmember uniform consists of

a shirt and trousers fabricated of 4.4 ounce flame resistant material in

an OG-106 shade. The uniform provides protection from environmental

elements encountered during flight and survival conditions where tempera-

tures are compatible with this light weight clothing and provides space

necessary for stowage of personal items.

The summer uniform is compatible with heavier uniform sets

such as parkas, trousers, as well as light and intermediate weight jackets,

to extend its utility to other climatic conditions where clothing of

increased insulation and warmth is required.

The summer uniform, if fitted properly, will present little if

any encumbrance to aircrewmembers.
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Survival Vest - The SRU-21/P modified survival vest is con-

structed of Nylon Raschel mesh knit material with nylon duck pockets,

The vest consists of 12 pockets--seven pockets on the wearer's right side

three pockets on his left side, and two pockets on the inside of the

vest. The vest comes in two sizes-.medium and large. The medium vest

will accommodate a chest size range from 36 to 42 Inches; while the large

size will accommodate a size range of 43 to 49 inches. The lacing at the

back of the vest is used to provide a form fit for the wearer. Closure

of the vest is accomplished by a separating-type slide fastener located

on the front of the vest.

The vest plays an important role under survival conditions

by providing crewmembers with an assortment of valuable items vith only

minimal performance on their part.

The vest can be worn separately or integrated into the body

armor system. If the vest is worn separately and is packed and fitted

properly, little interference with aircraft structure will be encountered.

Problems are created when the vest is incorporated into the body armor

system as discussed under restrictive clothing equipment.

5.4.2.2 Restrictive Clothing and Equipment

By definition, clothing and equipment that is restrictive limits

or inhibits the mobility of the aircrewman. Clothing coming under this

category includes extreme cold weather jackets and parkas, mukluk boots,

and heavy gloves. The primary restrictive equipment addressed in this

effort is the survival vest/personal body armor combination.

The primary purpose of winter clothing is to protect the air-

crewman against the rigors of extreme cold conditions. The ability of

clothing to provide this protection depends upon the internal insulative

capabilities of the garments. The practical limit of bulk and weight of

the insulation required for these garments is approximately one inch (..

thick. It is this bulk and weight that imposes the restriction on air-

crewmn's mobility. The impact of restrictive clothing on sitting height
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is greatly reduced, however, because of the compression of the clothing.

Arctic clothing vill add appromately 0.3 inches to both sitting and

sitting eye height, assuming no interference with side seat structure.

Mulkboats - TYD* U-US
The mukluk boots are cotton duck with sage green colored

uppers, which are fire, water, and weather resistant. The soles and heels

are cleated rubber. Slide fasteners, running from instep to collar, are

provided for ease in donning and removing. Lacing is also used on the

instep and mukluk collars to provide proper fit and adjustment.

Mukluks are used by both ground and flight personnel for opera-

tion in dry cold conditions where the temperature is below +150 F. Insula-

tion combined with body heat is the secret of warmth. Insulation is

determined largely by the amount of dead airspace enclosed within the

boots. Added insulation can be provided in mukluka by adding felt in-

soles and additional pairs of wool socks. It should be considered$

however, that the addition of insulative socks and insoles compounds

the already ponderous condition created by mukluks, making their use

as standard cold weather equipment in helicopter cockpits difficult. For

examples an aircrewmember wearing an extra large size mukluk with the

maximum number of socks and insoles would have a foot-circumference of

17 inches and a heel ankle circumference of 24 inches. Although this

size boot can be accomodated by current anti-torque pedal widths, the

bulk imposed by the mukluk boots makes foot/ankle actions tedious.

Gloves

The requirement for manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity

for pilots and copilots precludes the use of mittens for normal hell-

copter flight activities. The maximum thickness of gloves that can be

provided is limited to that which will satisfy the requirements for

manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity. Nomex gloves currently being

issued to aircrewmembers meet these requirements. They are available in

sizes ranging from 7 through 11 and will accommodate almost any hand.

These gloves are not adequate for extreme cold weather operation. The

HAU-c/P lined gloves are designed to be worn for extreme cold Vesither

operation. Tlese gloves consist of brown I nitted wool and nylon glove
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incerts which can be worn on either hand; and brown, intermediate weight

leather glove shells. Manual dexterity can be maintained with the leather

glove shells worn with or without the inserts, but the inserts mst not be

worn without the glove shells. Mittens are the preferred handwear for

extreme cold weather operation, but they are not recomnended for flight

operations because they do not provide the dexterity and sensitivity

required.

Survival Vest and Body Armor

Three principle designs of armor systems are in use on Army

helicopters-aircraft armor, seat armor, and body armor*

Aircraft armor represents those pieces of armor material integral

with or mounted to the aircraft structure in or near the crew station.

Seat armor consists of those pieces of armor material integral with or

mounted to the aircrew seat. Aircraft and seat armor systems are

supplemented with the body armor system which consists of segments of

armor material which are worn on various portions of the aircrewman's

body.

Complete coverage of the human body is neither feasible nor

required, since body armor is used primarily to augment other armor sys-

tes and protect high priority thoracic areas of the body against small

arms fire, fragmentation and penetration. The thoracic region is a prime

region of trauma resulting from wounds because of its large size and the

fact that it contains a concentration of cardiovascular and respiratory

organs.

The armor inserts of the vest are constructed of aluminum oxide/

reinforced fiberglass and are contained in covers made of nylon felt and

several plies of ballistic nylon, which provide spall protection and ex-

tend beyond the periphery of the armor plate. The armor insert has a

covering (spall shield) of ballistic nylon and a rubber edging to reduce

damage to the insert edge if dropped,

The body armor vest has waist bands to which nylon hook and

pile tape are attached to hold the armor in place when it is worn.
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There are two specific styles of body armor--one with aluminu

oxide plates both front and rear for use by crew chiefs and guaners,

and the other, a vest with an armor insert In the front only, designed

for use by pilots and copilots.

The body armor Is fitted to the aircreuan on a best-fit basis

with inserts installed. Properly fitted armor should extend from the

collar bone to the waist. Even though it is properly fitted, the body

armor is extremely bulky, and this bulk is compounded when the armor is

worn beneath the survival vest. The combination adds approximately three

inches to the wearerts chest depth measurement and approximately six

inches to his stomach depth. These measurements both can be increased

if the survival vest is packed Incorrectly.

In addition to the extreme bulk created by the survival vest/

armor combinationg this ensemble permits excessive heat build up In the

torso area which can have a serious effect on aircrevmember efficiency

by inducing fatigue at an accelerated ratd.

The vibrations prevalent in helicopters cause the body armor

to shift. This shifting has little added effect on the aircrewmsn's

reach capability but it does cause the restraint straps to move Inward

and cut into the neck. This condition necessitates repeated readjust-

ment of the armor during flight. Movement of the armor plate is not con-

fined to any specific anthropometric percentile group; it is an inherent

characteristic of the armor platq.

During flight operations, body armor presents many unsatisfactory

conditions to the wearer. For example, when an aircreman wearing body

armor and survival vest assumed a flight position, the base of the armor

rests n the top of both thighs, eventually creating pressure points. As

the aircremember leans forvard from this position, the armor resting on

the thighs is forced up first against the throat and then the chin. At

the same time, the strap that goes around the vaist begins to constrict

the torso creating a binding condition. A similar condition is prevalent

on aircrew movements to either side. Upon reaching toward lateral locationsu
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the armor section on the side in the direction of the reach moves upward

and contacts the throat and Jaw. Again, torso binding accompanies this

movement, and contingent upon the degree of binding, limits reach capa-

bility.

The impact of cold weather gear together with the impact of

the armor/survival vest combination on aircrewmember reach capability,

were verified in a study completed using subjects of varied anthropometric

percentiles. This study is described in paragraph 5.4.3.6.

5.4.3 Functional Envelope

5.4-.3.1 Importance of the Functional Envelope

From the beginning (the first crude efforts began in the Arqr

Air Corps in 1926) military anthropometric data was used primarily for the

sizing of clothing. The early techniques and format have changed little

as can easily be seen by comparing AAF TR 5501 (June 1946) and WADC TR

52-321 (Sept 1954) with TR 72-52-CE (Dec 1971). The majority of the

measurements are related only to clothing design and those which could be

useful in crew station design cannot be converted directly into dimensions

applicable to the crew station design. The basic problem lies in 3 areas:

(1) Lack of joint data, which is not required for clothing but is critical

to the placement and range of controls, (2) The impact of body positioning

on body length e.g. slump, and (3) the range of movements of the body and

limbs which make up the total functional envelope. Of the 70 dimensions

provided in TR 72-52-CE, only about 20 are of any use to the crew system

designer and only half of those are directly applicable. In short, the

design of a crew station requires its own specific anthropometric data

with measurements made from subjects occupying a crew station format. This

is defined as the crew station functional envelope.

The functional envelopes used in this study depict the volume

described by a seated crewman as he moves his head, torso, and legs through-

out their entire range of movement as limited by the seat configuration,

restraint, and clothing/equipment in which he is clad. They define the
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range of physical movement available to function as an aircrew member

as constrained by his environment i.e. clothing, personal and survival

equipment, seating, and restraint.

5.4-.3.2 Defining the Functional Envelopes

In defining the f'unctional envelope for a specific percentile,

many variables need to be considered. Some variables relate directly to an

ordered array for the various percentiles such as sitting eye height while

other variables have no direct correlation to percentiles such as fore and

aft eye position which varies randomly regardless of the percentiles. Con-

sidering human factors such as an individual's preference for a certain

sitting position, body slouch, and bivariance, even an ordered variable

can become disarrayed, and it becomes readily apparent that no individual

can be classified as a certain percentile or describe a functional envelope

for that percentile. Yet, it is important to define these functional

envelopes for the various percentiles, in order to have a basis for deter-

mining the anthropometric range of aircrewmen that can be accommodated by a

particular geometry.

This task was accomplished in 3 steps. First, the 30 selected

subjects were measured with a crew station measuring device, and the raw

data recorded. Next, the raw data was reduced, and finally it was trans-

lated into a 1/5 scale graphical format for ease of comparison with various

crew station layouts, both operationial and advanced. The functional envelopes

are described graphically in Appendices D, E and F.

5.4-.3.3 Production Seat Measuring Device

Aircraft specific anthropometric data defines basic body movements

related to reach, cyclic and collective throws, anti-torque pedal travel,

and eye excursions. To obtain this data, a production seat measuring device

was designed and fabricated. The device consists of a UH-lH armored seat,

cyclic assembly, adjustable collective, anti-torque pedal assembly, vertical

grid board, cyclic throw measuring device and eye excursion grid. (See

Figures 5.14 through 5.14.4)
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The seat, around which the device centers, is an Alaco AL-1l&O

armored helicopter seat. The sliding armor panel and the left shoulder

armor panel are removed to avoid unnecessary restrictions to movement. The

seat is fixed to a base platform which supports the entire device. The

neutral seat reference point defined for the seat is the basic reference

point for the various measurements.

The cyclic assembly consists of a cyclic stick grip and tube

mounted on a universal joint which allows a complete range of cyclic throws.

A removable forward stop is used to position the cyclic such that lateral

throws can be measured at a fixed neutral pitch position.

The adjustable collective consists of a telescoping tube mounted

to the base platform at a stationary pivot. The radial distance from the

pivot point to the collective grip reference point is adjustable from 22

inches to 30 inches. A compass rose incorporated in the pivot is used to

measure the angle of the collective from a horizontal plane.

The anti-torque pedal assembly consists of a heel rest platform

and two pedals mounted to a base plate which has a calibrated scale to

measure the pedal adjustment. The pedals have lateral stops to retain the

feet within the limits imposed by NIL-B-85811c, and the right pedal has a

wooden block inclined at a 45 0 angle simulating a brake during a maximum

braking condition.

The vertical grid board is used to measure the grasping reach of

the seated subject. Paper grids are attached to the vertical grid board

which pivots around a vertical line coinciding with the vertical seat

reference line. The board can be fixed to the base platform with a locking

device to establish the vertical plane at any 15 0 interval from 90 0 left to

90 0 right. Arcs scribed on the paper grids record the reach capability for

all vertical elevations from 10 to 55 inches above the horizontal seat
reference plane.
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FIGURE 5.14.1 PRODUCTION4 SEAT MEASURING DEVICE
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FIGURE 5.1)4.2 UN-lH ARMORED) SEAT
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The cyclic throw meisrng device is the sae measuring device
used with the adjustable crew station described in paragraph 5.4.1.2. The

device is mounted to the seat at the neutral seat reference point and is

used to measure the angle and distance of the cyclic from the reference

point. A sliding pointer mounted perpendicular to the measuring rod is

used to measure the lateral displacement of the cyclic.

The eye excursion grid is a plexiglass board to which transparent

grids are attached. The assembly is mounted on the seat so that the center

of the grid coincides with the design eye position as specified in MIL STD 1333.

A vision target, placed in front of the seated aviator, is used as a refer-

ence to align the eye during the excursions. The flight eye position can be

recorded on the transparent grids by viewing the external canthus through

the grid and marking its location.

5.-.3.4 Aircraft Specific Anthropometry Data Acquisition

The production seat measuring device described in paragraph

5.4-.3.3 was used to measure the same thirty aviators who were measured

classically. The aircraft specific anthropometric data gathered using this

device are listed below:

o Flight Eye Position

o Downlead Eye Position

o Uplead Eye Position

o Downlead Eye Position (Straining)

o Uplead Eye Position (Straining)

o Sitting Height

o Shoulder Height

o Helmet Height

o Zone 1 Grasping Reach

o Zone 2 Grasping Reach (
o Maximm Anti-Torque Pedal Throw

o Maxim= Braking Pedal Throw

o Comfortable Anti-Torque Pedal Position
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o aia ylcTrw-Zn
o Maxim= Cyclic Throw - Zone 1

o Mwmzm Cyclic TRowl - Nea 2ic

o Maxiiwm Cyclic Roll - Netra Pitch

ko Maximum Down Collective

o Maximum Up Collective

o Comfortable Down Collective

o Comfortable Up Collective

The cockpit enviromient was simulated as much as possible. Each

subject wore his standard flight clothing including helmet.* Other than

full restraint, obtained by use of the lap belt and secure shoulder harness

restraint in the locked condition,, no restrictions of body positioning

were imposed, and the subjects were requested to ass their normal in-

flight position. For simplicity and standardization of the measuremnts a

fixed seat position was used for all subjects with one exception noted later.

By using a fixed seat the measurements cou~ld be made from the neutra~l seat

reference point (NSRP) or as in the case of the collective be easily con-

verted to the NSRP from another fixed point.

Flight E~ye Position end Excursions

Using the eye excursion measuring grid on the production seat

measuring device, eye locations were determined on each subject for each

of the following situations:

" Normal Flight Eye Position -

Pilot assumes a relaxed comfortable sitting position represen-

tative of his normal flight posture - shoulder harness unlocked.

o Comfortable "Up Lead" Position -

Obtained by the aviator lowering his neck end ducking his head

{ down slightly without straining against the locked shoulder

harness straps to acquire comfortable up vision.
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0 Kaxinu "Up lad" Position -

Sam as the comfortable up lead but with maxiju extension of
the neck straining against the locked harness to obtain the

absolute maxima up vision.

o Comfortable "Down Lead" Position-
Obtained by the aviator extending his neck up and rotating
his head aft slightly to acquire a comfortable over-the-nose
vision position.

o Mxima "Down Lead" Position -

Same as the comfortable 'own Lead" position but with maxim

extension of the neck, maximum rotation of the head, lifting
of the shoulders, extension of the back and straining upward

on the locked shoulder straps to obtain the maximum over the

nose vision.

The eye excursion grid was attached to the helicopter seat fram
and positioned so that the center of the grid aligned with the design eye,

located 31.5 inches above and 6.1 inches forward of the NSRP for the U-liH

seat. A vision target, consisting of a window through which could be

viewed a graduated vertical and horizontal scale, was positioned in front

of the aviator. Thin target was used as a reference to assist the subjects

in establtshing their up and down lead positions and to provide a fixed

visual target to aid in sustaining a fixed eye position.

The subjects were requested to maintain each seated position, as

described above, until the eye location was recorded. For each position
the external canthus of the eye was used as the eye reference and its

location was marked on a transparent grid. A carpenter's square was used
to establish a level line of sight and minimize any parallax caused by
viewing the external canthus through the plexiglass. This procedure is

shown in Figure 5.14.4.
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Table 5.8 lists the normal in-flight eye positions, for each
subject measured, recorded as horizontal (X) and vertical (Z) coordinates.

The range of eye position is extensive, ranging 6.1 inches horisontally

and 5.5 inches vertically.

An interesting result of the eye excursion data are related to

these relative flight eye position locations. Figure 5.15 shows a plot of
the 27 normal flight eye positions relative to the design eye, defined by

MIL-STD-1333. The resulting plot locates the flight eye position of only

4 out of 27 subjects above the design eye. Furthermore, only 3 of the 27

subjects sat at or forward of the design eye. The average flight eye

position is approximately 1.9 inches aft and 1.1 inches below the design

eye specified by MIL-STD-1333.

Considering that the mean classical sitting eye height of these

27 subjects is approximately .78 inches higher than the mean value based

upon U. S. Army data found in TF-72-52, an even a greater delta between

the average flight eye position and design eye position would be expected.

A partial explanation of this delta stem from the difference in the

classical measuring posture versus the posture assimed under a flight

condition. Another factor influencing the difference in these two positions

is related to the origin of the 31.5 inch design eye requirement.

The design eye height requirement per MIL-STD-1333 is based on an

average of USAF and Navy 50th percentile subjects (31.5 and 31.52 inches

respectively) sitting in the classical anthropometric position. The 50th

percentile sitting eye height for Army personnel,however, is approximately

31.0 inches. This factor, therefore, accounts for approximately 0.5 inches

.of the 1.1 inch delta between the measured flight eye position and the

design eye position. The following anslysis is presented to suiarize the

above data from another point of view.

Assuming a design eye height of 31.5 inches, each subject with a

classical sitting eye height greater than 31.5 inches should theoretically

sit at or above the design eye location. Of the 27 subjects measured, 19

had a sitting eye height of 31.5 inches or greater; therefore, from a

strict nubers aspect it would appear that these 19 subjects would sit at
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or above the design eye.. As these data reflect, this is not the case;

only four of those 19 subjects sit above the design eye. The point

Illustrated is that classical anthrorpometric data are not adequate

for crew station geometries because the pilot does not maintain a "classical"

posture but a more natural "slouched" position. This analysis in not

intended to be critical of the classical approach, butt again demonstrates a

need to refine and update certain measuring procedures and/or techniques.

An analytical comparison of the classical versus normal sitting

eye height was made by statistically computing the vertical coordinate

percentile values for the normal in-flight eye positions. As can be seen

in the plot of eye positions, Figure 5.15, the fore and aft eye positions

are not related to the vertical eye position but are randomnly scattered

throughout the entire range of percentiles. Although the fore and aft eye

positions could be listed as an ordered array from right to left and

percentile values computed, these values would not be representative of any

percentile. Therefore, an average fore and aft eye position must be assumed
as representative of the entire population. The range is from 1.12 inches

to 7.30 inches forward of the XSEP for the 13 0 seat back angle and the

average value is 4.1 inches forward of the NSRP.

A summary comparison of sitting eye height data is presented in

Table 5.9. This table compares data from EP-150, TR-72-52-CE, and the

percentile values computed for the classical and normal flight eye heights

of the Armyi aviators measured in this study. A slump factor is also

provided which measures the delta between the classical approach and air-

craft specific approach. It must be noted, however, that the slump factor

values are provided for reference only. These values should not be con-

sidered directly related to a percentile because the slump factor is

dependent on each individual's posture.

The impact of designing a crew station using classical anthro-

pometric data can be illustrated by evaluating a theoretical design eWe/

seat geometry. The basic crew station outlined in M4L-STD-1333 and

NS 33575 calls for a design eye 31.5 inches above the NBhP and a niium

of 5 inches total seat adjustment. Such a configuration, when evaluated
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per TR-72-52 data, would allow the 6th through,98th percentiles to adjust

to the design eye position. When evaluating the sam application using

the truxe flight eye data, however, it was found that only the 23rd through

99th percentiles group was actually accommodated. Although a designer

using TR-72.-52 data would be. confident that this geometry would accomdate

approximately 92 percent of the aviators, test data resulting from this

study indicate that it would more realistically accommodate only 76 percent.

Another facet of eye excursion study is the fore and aft eye

positions. The range of fore and aft eye positions adds a complexity to

the design eye location which has not been considered in crew station

design prior to this study.

A crew station with a non-adjustable seat requires that-the pilot

himself adjust to the design eye. This positioning can be accomplished in

some cases through adapting the sitting posture or by use of seat cushions

and back pads. This, of course, can be used in existing helicopters. How-

ever, adjustable seating is considered a necessity for accommodating the

Army' aviator population in new airframe designs.I

The crew station with a two-way adjustable seat improves the

pilot's ability to adapt to the design eye; however, this type seat not

only precludes fore and aft adjustment but usually moves aft as it is

adjusted upward. The small percentiles, who normally adjust the seat up

to obtain the level of the design eye, are most adversely affected by the

aft movement of the seat as it moves them further from the controls and

displays. Design eye accomiodation up to date is based only on the

vertical dimension from the NSRP of the seat to the design eye. The pilot,

therefore, adjusts the seat vertically to position his eye level with the

design eye; however, with the vertical adjust only seat fore and aft

positioning to the design eye is still dependent on pilot posture. Although

such a position is considered accommdating, it will result in a normal

sitting position either above the vision line or unaccounodatingly below

the vision line as shown in Figure 5.16.
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The disparity between the accommodated flight eye and the flight

eye which is below the vision liiae (i.e. less than required over the nose

vision) becomes even more critical for crew stations with four-way adjust-

able neatnu. Ihelse aea~l, annuming horizonl adjustment r*Ane of at leasnt

9.35 Inches, theoretically would be capable of direct adjustment to the

design eye. Conventional horizontal adjustment of the seat, however, is

made in reference for reach capability to the controls and displays. This

conventional use is in concurrence with MIL-STD-1333 which defines reach

envelopes based on the seat full up and forward for the minimum percentile

and the seat full down and aft for the maximum percentile. Adjustment for
reach will move the fore/aft eye position of some aviators toward the

design eye but others will be adversely affected to even a greater degree

than with no horizontal adjustment at all. On the other hand, if the

horizontal seat adjustments were made strictly to adjust for the design
eye, adjustable controls and displays would be required to accommodate the

various percentiles in terms of reach and clearance.

In any case regardless of the type seat adjustment some effort
must be made on the part of the pilot to attain the design eye position.

The eye excursion measurements present some usable information pertaining

to eye envelope. The eye excursion data are tabulated by subject nuumber

in Table 5.10. An eye excursion plot, shown in Figure 5.17, graphically

represents the location of the eye excursion end points plotted with the

normal flight eye positions for each subject (see Table 5.8) superimposed

at the design eye.

Of particular interest are the eye movements associated with

rotation of the head and neck as would be done in a normal visual scan.

Each eye excursion is unique, however, as an average the eye travels on

approximately a 1400 slope off of the horizontal and ranges approximately

2.5 inches aft and 3.0 inches forward of the normal flight eye.

Considering this relative eye motion and the inadequacies of

adjusting to the level of the design eye,the criteria for accomdtion of

the design eye was revised to meet the criteria of the vision line rather

than the specific design eye. Figure 5.18 shows this criterion of adjust-

ment to the vision line. This new requirement for accommodation provides
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TABLE 5.10 EYE EXCURSIONS MEASURED FROM THE SEAT REFERENCE POINT

COM MAX COW MAX
SUBJECT DOWN LEAD DOWN LEAD UP LEAD UP LEAD

x _ x z x z x 

1 -1.0 30.0 -1.4 31.5 4.6 25.7 7.6 24.4
2 0.2 32.9 -1.3 34.1 5.4 29.5 8.7 26.0

3 - - - - - - -

4 1.2 30.8 0.7 31.4 9.1 24.9 10.7 24.0

5 1.3 33.2 0.1 34.0 3.5 30.4 11.3 25.9

6 1.7 34.0 1.4 34.9 7.1 28.1 12.0 25.2

7 1.1 30.3 0.2 31.9 6.0 25.4 9.5 23.6

8 2.4 33.2 0.9 34.7 10.8 26.2 13.9 24.1

9 3.3 29.5 1.8 31.1 6.1 26.3 9.9 23.7

10 2.7 34.0 1.1 34.6 7.8 29.1 10.9 26.8

11 - - - - - - - -

12 6.3 32.1 4.5 34.8 11.9 27.5 13.5 27.1

13 2.5 32.1 0.2 33.9 8.3 27.9 11.8 26.0

,L 3.2 32.7 1.7 34.0 7.9 28.5 9.6 28.2

15 2.4 28.9 -1.0 30.1 7.1 25.6 8.5 24.4

16 1.6 33.1 0.6 34.1 7.5 27.9 10.6 27.0

17 2.5 33.1 -o.4 34.7 7.0 29.5 9.9 28.0

18 0.9 31.7 -3.4 33.0 7.0 28.0 10.2 25.9

19 0.6 29.5 -1.6 30.0 7.7 25.5 9.2 24.2

20 1.1 31.5 0.2 32.0 6.4 26.5 10.0 25.9

21 2.2 33.0 -0.2 34.6 7.0 29.4 12.4 27.4

22 0.7 33.0 -1.7 34.0 6.9 27.1 10.9 24.9

23 1.9 32.5 0 34.0 7.0 29.0 8.7 27.5

24 - - - - - - - -

25 0.7 32.8 -0.8 33.9 6.6 28.2 10.1 26.3

26 -0.7 31.7 -1.3 32.7 5.0 26.8 11.1 24.0

27 2.2 33.5 0.2 35.1 6.8 29.1 9.7 27.0

28 0.2 32.7 -2.2 34.6 6.0 28.4 11.3 26.0

29 1.2 34.7 -1.3 36.1 8.0 29.6 10.5 28.2

30 3.1 33.2 -1.0 34.2 7.3 30.5 12.1 29.0

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
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for better accommodation in several areas. The normal sitting position,

with the flight eye on the vision line, will provide all aviators the same

over the nose vision, same external vision references, and the sam angle

of incidence with head-up displays. Also simple head rotation will move

the eye toward the design eye, which was not necessarily the case when

sitting level with the design eye but either fore or aft. This criterion

for design eye accommodation was utilized in the assessments of both

operational and advanced helicopters.

A significant trend for the flight eye location of the Army

aviator was observed. This trend locates the average flight eye lower and

further aft than that found of subjects flying fixed wing aircraft. The

general trend for fixed wing aircraft is that the pilot tends to sit as

high as possible for maximua over-the-nose vision and leans forward to in-
crease vision for landings, takeoffs and HUD viewing. The trend for a rotary

wing pilot is nearly the opposite. This trend appears to be a result of

lowering the seat or slumping in the seat in order to raise the leg which

enables the aviator to fly with the forearm resting on the thigh.

Results of the data discussed above and questionnaire responses

indicate that rotary wing pilots are less concerned about their relative

flight eye position. Approximately 33% of the pilots indicate that they

adjust the seat/anti-torque pedals to obtain a comfortable forearm-to-thigh

relationship to stabilize cyclic operations. Another 20% indicate that they

adjust the seat compromising between the forearm-to-thigh relationship and

a desirable eye position while only 10% adjust for desirable eye position.

Additional related data can be found in the questionnaire results located

in Appendix B. (Questions 4 and 5)

In summary, it appears that rotary wing aviators are not

consciously trying to fly from the design eye position. Most of the pilots

are unaware of the existence of the design eye, and therefore do not realize

its importance. To ensure optimum vision, both external and internal,

there is a very definite need to provide the aviator with a means of readily

determining what and where the design eye position is. Since the entire
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helicopter visual spectrum in designed around this specific point, the

aviator needs to be made aware of it and the resulting benefits that it

orf'ers. "Jevera1. di rrerent and inexpensive devices could be designed which

would provide the aviator with the capability of readily locating the design

eye position. Although some pilots would probably refuse to utilize this

device, the capability should still exist. Another aid to improve vision

would be to provide a cyclic control which is adjustable in height. This

would enable the pilot to adjust to the design eye position and yet maintain

the forearm-to-thigh relationship which so many of the aviators utilize for

obtaining a desirable flight position.

Based upon the impact of this study future revisions to MIL-STD-1333

should include separate geometry requirements for fixed wing versus rotary

wing aircraft.* This is particularly true for the design eye position.

Grasping Reach - Zone 1 and Zone 2

In order to achieve realistic and consistent reach measuremients,

grasping reach was utilized to avoid any possible variations in a thumb fore-

finger type reach. The grasping reach was obtained by having each subject

firmly grasp a dowel (markcer) in his right hand using a full overhand grip

and scribing arcs on the vertical grid board of the production seat measuring

device. The dowel was kept perpendicular to the vertical grid board by a

flat plate attached to the marker end of the dowel, as shown in Figure 5.19.
If the hand was twisted in either direction the flat plate would hit the

vertical grid board and pull the marker from the board. During the tests

frequent checks were made to insure that proper seat restraint and hand grip

were maintained. Figure 5.20 shows the procedure used in measuring the

grasping reach.

In scribing the arcs each subject started directly overhea and

using the dowel marker scribed three arcs, in the vertical plane, on a grid

attached to the vertical grid board. These arcs were scribed at each 15 0

of azimuth from 30 0left of centerline to 90 right of centerline. Zone 1

reach was obtained by instructing each subject to keep his arm and wrist
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FIGURE 5.19 MARKER~ DOWEL

straight while scribing the arc without stretching or overly extending the

arm or shoulder muscles. Zone 2 reach was measured from 30 0left to 300
right of centerline using the sawe procedure except each subject was instructed

to exert maximum extension of arm and shoulder muscles being limited only by

the shoulder restraint straps.

The resulting reach arcs are difficult to visualize In the

vertical plane, so the data is converted to represent reach arcs in the

horizontal plane. Data points from the vertical reach arcs were taken at

each five inches of elevation starting at ten inches above the horizontal

seat reference plane. This data is recorded in the Linear Grasping Reach

Tables. (See Appendix D) Linear grasping reach is defined as the horizontal

distance from the vertical line (SnV) through the seat reference point to

the scribed arc.* This distance is shown by the bold lines of the two view

in Figure 5.21.* An average value of the three arcs, which were scribed at

each aztimuth, was used in determining the linear grasping reach data. The
reach arcs in the horizontal plane, shown in Appendix D, are constructed by

plotting the linear grasping reach points for each azimuth In the respective

contour elevation.
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FIGURE 5.20 REACH MEASUREMENTS
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Cyclic Throw Envelopea

The cyclic throw envelopes were defined by measuring eight

points; full aft lateral left and right, neutral pitch lateral left and

right, Zone 1 full forward lateral left and right, and Zone 2 full forward

lateral left and right. Figure 5.22 show the geometry relationship of the

cyclic appolication being evaluated. The cyclic throw were measured at

each position using the measuring device -to determine the angle from a

horizontal line and linear distance between the NSRP and cyclic grip refer-

ence point. The lateral position was located using a steel tape to measure

the lateral distance along a cross bar perpendicular to the measuring device.

See Figure 5.23.

The full aft position was limited by the seat structure for

all subjects except one. In this case the cyclic bottomed against-the

subjects abdomen, limiting the aft throw by nearly two inches. The lateral

position in all cases was limited by the cyclic stick striking the leg. To

prevent excessive lateral throw due to an outward bowing of the legs the

subjects were required to keep their legs and feet in line with the outboard

lateral stops of the anti-torque pedals. This positioning insured that the

lee would be clear of any side consoles or structure which would limit the

leg in the actual helicopter. In the full aft position lateral throw from

full left to right ranged from 2.5 inches to 8.7 inches with an average

of 3.1 inches left and 1.9 inches right of centerline.

The neutral position was measured with the cyclic grip reference

point located 15 inches forward of the NSRP. At this position the total

lateral throw ranged from 14.4 inches to 12.9 inches. The lateral throws

averaged 4.14 inches left and 3.14 inches right of centerline.

In both Zone 1 and Zone 2 a greater forward cyclic throw occurs

in the lateral right position conpared to lateral left due to the increased

distance in reaching with the right arm across the body. This difference

in forward throw distance from left to right averages 3.5 inches for Zone 1
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~and 2.6 inches for Zone 2. Since the limiting factor will be the forward

lateral left position further discussion on forward throws will refer to

only to the forward lateral left throw. Zone 1 forward cyclic throws

ranged from 21. 1 inches to 28.2 inches forward of the NSRP. In the Zone 1

range, lateral throws, left side to right Bide, varied from 7.9 Inches to

17.2 inches while the average lateral throw was 6.0 inches left and 6.7
inches right of centerline. Zone 2 throws increased the forward cyclic

envelope by three to four inches as the throws ranged from 23.9 to 32.9

inches forward of the NSRP. Zone 2 lateral throws also increased showing

a total lateral range of 11.~4 inches to 20.8 inches with the average of

7.9 inches left and 8.6 inches right of centerline. Figure 5.24 shows a

plan (top) view of the minimum cyclic envelope. This envelope was deter-

mined by drawing a composite of the thirty individual envelopes and extract-

ing the minimum envelope. This envelope defines the largest area in which

all subjects~ measured could position the cyclic, limited by reach capability,

leg interference restrictions and the locked shoulder strap restrictions

associated with Zone 2 conditions. The MIL-STD-1333 cyclic envelope for a

1st percentile is shown as a comparison to the measured valves.

Collective Throw Envelopes

The collective position was measured under four conditions:

full down, full up, comfortable down and comfortable up. The elbow location

at each of these collective positions was also recorded to evaluate clear-

ance in the various helicopters. These series of measurements were made for

three different length collectives as shown with the collective geometry

in Figure 5.25. Subjective opinion as to the overall comfort of the three

collectives proved the shortest collective to be most desirable with 71.4

percent of the subjects questioned preferring it over the other two, while

none of the subjects preferred the longest collective. The longer collec-

tives also degrade the throw capability; therefore, discussion will be limited

to the shortest collective.
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In measuring the full down collective position, restrictions to
body position had to be imposed. It is almost possible to position the
collective down to the heel rest line, even with restraint straps secure

and locked; yet it would be imracticable to design for such a position.

The slouch and lean required by the crewmeiiber would present an =.safe
condition in flight and be unreasonably uncomfortable. Therefore# the ful:l
down position of the collectivye was measured with the subject maintaining
his back flush against the seat back and extending his arm enough to lock
the elbow, but without strain in the shoulder muscles. (See Figure 5.26)
After analyzing the data obtained, it was realized that a greater reach is
required to operate the collectives in the current inventory of helicopters
and that it would not be justified to evaluate the study helicopters on the
basis of the data obtained. Therefore, a second series of collective data,
was gathered from subjects at Vought using a more flexible set of ground rules.
For these measurements each subject came forward until the locked shoulder
straps were tight, then obtained rll down collective by extending both the
arm and shoulder muscles. The collective measurements were then repeated
using the former measuring technique. A comparison of the two series
showed a very nearly consistent 10 degrees of additional collective throw
using the new set of ground rules. This 10 degree factor was then added to
the original data of the thirty aviators resulting in the data listed in
Table 5.11 for the computed percentiles based on the collective geometry
shown in Figure 5.25 for the shortest (23 inch) collective.

The minimum envelope that all thirty aviators could reach when

operating the collective is shown in Figure 5.27. The dashed line shown
the additional range of collective throw available by allowing the subject

to strain against the straps. The MI1L-STD-1333 collective envelope is also

shown as plotted for a 1st percentile.

Analysis of the collective data shown in Table 5.llshows that the
collective throw can be correlated directly to the grasping reach. The

collective grip reference point in the full down position lies approximately

in the 30 0 azimuth plane. Comparing the collective data with Zone 2 grasp-

ing reach in the 300 right azimuth plane for the same percentiles show that
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TABLE 5.11 ADJUSTED COLLECTIVE THiROWS-MAXPO4 DOWN POSITION

PECENTILE COLLECTIVE COLLECTIVE GRIP EEREE POIN
________ ANGLE& X-COORDINATE Z-COORDINATE

1 31.8 16.1 1.2

3 30.2 16.5 o.6

5 29.4 16.6 o.4

30 25.1 17.4 -1.1
40 24.0 17.6 -1.5

50 23.0 17.8 -1.9

60 21.9 17.9 -2.3

70 20.7 18.1 -2.8

95 15.3 18.8 -4.8

99 11.3 19.2 -6.4

a - Values represent degrees above the horizontal

b - Values represent inches from the NSRP

15

I10

0

DIBTANCZ 7OIVARD 0F NORP (ICi)

FIGURE 5.27 MINIMUM COLLECTIVE ENVELOPE
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the two data sources correspond quite closely. The 300 right axim-th Plane
is used even though the collective is on the left because the left hend in

used to operate the collective. This correlation allows the reach, ares to

be used to assess collective throw in the impat assessment phase.

Anti-Torque Pedal Envelopes

The anti-torque pedal position was measured for these

conditions; maximum forward throw, maximum forward throw simulating a

braking condition, and a comfortable neutral position. The pedal asseibly

of the production seat measuring device was used for these measurements.

Figure 5.28 shows the geometry relationship of the pedal assembly to the

seat reference point. The pedals were adjustable to 43 inches forward of

the NSRlP; however, it was soon found not to be adequate. In those cases

where a su~bject could exceed 43 inches the seat was adjusted aft to allow

for full extension of the leg. The measurement taken was then corrected

for the seat adjustment; and the seat was returned to the neutral position.

The maximum forward position measurements, typical of

helicopters with skids, ranged from 38.0 inches to 47.5 inches forward of

the NSRP. The average value for the maximum forward position of the thirty

subjects measured was 43.0 inches forward of the NSRP. The maximm forward

position under braking conditions, typical of wheeled helicopters, was

measured while the sole of the right boot maintained a 45 0 angle forward of

and above the pedal, simulating a braking condition. The braking condition

decreased the maximum forward positions by an average of 2.7 inches when com-

pared to the non-braking condition. The maximum braking condition positions

ranged from 35.2 inches to 44.2 inches forward of the NSRP. The comfortable

neutral position was a very subjective measurement in that the crewmeer

positioned the pedals to where he would prefer to adjust the pedals for

flight. These measurements ranged from 33.0 inches to 43.0 inches forward

of NSRP.
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Determining the apparent knee pivot points was dam ezperimstally

because of the many variables involved. These variables include both

physical dimensions such as buttock-knee length, knee height, popliteal

heighL and buttock-heel length; and seat factors such as length of seat

bottom and thigh tangent angle.

The format for knee pivots in ICL-STD-1333 appeared to have merit
in that it accounts for the thigh tangent angle and measurements relating

to the buttock-knee length and knee height; however, when applied to the

geometry of the production seat measuring device the values dictated by
MIL-STD-1333 and those experimentally measured varied appreciably especially
in the smaller percentiles as shown in Table 5.12.

TABLE 5.12 COMPARISON OF MEASURED PEDAL THROW TO MIL-STD-1333

DESIGN CRITERIA MAXIMUM BRAKING CONDITION

PERCENTILE MIL-STD-1333 EXPEFIMDTAL

1 37.66 34.74
5 38.97 36.36

95 44.88 44.19
99 1 6.29 45.81

Values represent inches forward of NSRP

MIL-STD-1333's pedal geometry is based on upper and lower leg

measurements for the various percentiles. These numbers were challenged

on the basis of USANL TR 72-52 CE. Buttock knee length was compared to
the upper leg measurement and knee height was compared to the lower leg

measurement. A constant factor was sought which could be subtracted from

the values given in USANL TR 72-52 CE to determine the knee pivot location

and revise Table III as related to Figures 7 and 8 of MIL-STD-1333. It

became readily apparent that no factor could be found which could correspond

MIL-STD-1333 to the experimental data unless the distance between the thigh

tangent and knee pivot was also revised. When the thigh tangent to knee C
pivot distance was decreased as the percentiles increased, a positive

relationship between MIL-STD-1333's methodology and the experimental data

was round. The resulting data for the upper leg and lower leg was obtained
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by subLracting 2 inches from the buttock-knee length and 1 inch from the

knee height. 'be thigh tangent line to knee pivot distance became 2 inches

ror a lot percentile dr ,reasing progressively to zero for a 99th percentile.

To confirm this theory knee pivots were measured on some subjects

at Vought while seated in the UH-1 production seat. Knee pivot points,

determined by graphically locating the centers of arcs scribed with a

marker attached to the foot, confirmed a lower pivot point for larger per-

centiles; however, all of the knee points were falling below the thigh

tangent line instead of above the line. The measured pivot points also

indicated the need to revise the constant factors subtracted from the

classical data. After several more trials and related experimentation a

final set of numbers was arrived at which was consistent with all of the

experimental data. The upper leg values were obtained by subtracting 1.5

inches from the buttock-knee length and the lower leg values were obtained

by subtracting 2.5 inches from the knee height. The knee pivot point was

lowered to 0.6 inches above the thigh tangent line for a 1st percentile and

decreasing to 3.4 inches below the thigh tangent line for a 99th percentile.

Figure 5.29 shows the new relationship derived and Table 5.13 shows the

maximum braking condition pedal position as computed from the relationship

Just developed compared to the position computed on the basis of the thirty

U. S. Army aviators.

TABLE 5.13 COMPARISON OF MEASURED PEDAL THROW TO EPGERIMENTAL
DESIGN CRITEIA MAXI4M BRAKING CONDITION

PERCFNTILE MEASURED COMPUTED IAW FIGURE 5.2 DELTA

1 34.74 34.61 .13
3 35.80 35.81 .01

5 36.36 36.30 .06

30 39.03 38.91 .12

40 39.68 39.59 .09
50 40.28 40.22 .06
60 4o.88 40.86 .02
70 41.52 41.52 -
95 44.19 44.17 .02

99 45.81 4-.o .09

Values represent inches forward of NSRP
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II

It can be seen here that the relationship for pedal geometry as

shown in Figure 5.29 compared quite closely to the measured values; whereas

the pedal geometry delined in MIL-[1'DM-1333 varied appreeiably when compared

to the measured values. I'igure 5.29 also referm to the classical measure-

ments such that anthropometric data for any population can be used in

determining the forward and aft range of pedal geometry. On thin basis a

revision to NIL-STD-1333 is proposed as described in Appendix H.

B

450 A - Buttock-Knee Length Minus 1.5 Inches

B - Knee Height 3linus 2,5 Inches

C - Per Table for Appropriate Percentile

HEEL REST LINE

PERCENTIL A* B* "C" (INCHES)

1 19.88 16.o9 +o.6o
3 20.29 16.53 +o.48
5 20.51 16.76 +O.4O

30 21.64 17.83 -0.60
4o 21.92 18.09 -1.00
50 22.18 18.34 -1.4o
60 22.45 18.59 -1.80
70 22.73 18.86 -2.20
95 23.92 20.10 -3.20
99 24.70 21.01 -3.4o

a ANTHIROPOMETRIC VALUES FROM TR 72-52 CE

FIGURE 5.29 ANTHROPOMETRIC RANGE OF ANTI-TORQUE PEDAL
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5.-.3.5 Development of the Functional Envelopes

To define the runctional envelopes, certain conditions and

kassumptions had to be made and are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Trhe functional envelopes are based on "in the seat" data gathered using

the production seat measuring device. The measurements taken on thirty

U. S. Army aviators were assumed to be of a normal distribution, and the

percentiles were computed from the standard deviation. The complete

statistical process of testing for normal distribution, determining standard

deviations, and computing the percentiles is described in the Statistical

Summary in Appendix G.

Design Eye Location

Defining the flight eye involved considering the vertical and

horizontal eye ponitions separately. Figure 5.15 shows the normal flight

eye ponitions of the subjects measured, referenced to the design eye

specified in MIL-STD-1333. The vertical eye heights ranged from 26.82 Inches
above the NSRP to 32.23 inches. The computed vertical eye heights for

various percentiles are listed in Table 5.14. These values are used in

conjunction with the average fore and aft eye position of 1.1 inches forward

of the NSRP in order to locate the flight eye in the development of the

functional envelopes.

TABLE 5.14 SITTING EYE HEIGHT - FLIGHT POSITION

PECETILES INCHES ABOVE NSRP

1 26.66
3 27.33
5 27.69
30 29.40
140 29.82
50 30.20
60 30.59
70 31.00
95 32.71
97 33.07
99 33.75
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Functional Reach

The reach area shown in the functional envelopes are obtained

from the grpsping reach envelopes described in paragraph 5.4.3.4. The arcs

of the functional envelopes define the reach capability for Zone 1 at each C
150 of azimuth from 300 left to 750 right of the seated cre mwber and for

Zone 2 at 00 azimuth. The linear grasping reach values recorded in Appendix

D are converted to the vertical planes and used to develop these arcs. The

computed mean and standard deviations of the grasping reach values used for

the development of the functional envelope reach arcs are listed in Table

5.15.

Shoulder Pivot Points

The shoulder pivot points for Zone 1 and Zone 2 are graphically

determined from the computed grasping reach arcs in the 00 azimuth plane

for each of the percentiles. These pivot points are located using the same

method, described in paragraph 5.4.i.2, for locating the shoulder pivot

points for an individual subject. Figure 5.30 shows the pivot point loca-

tions for the specified percentiles.

99

3ZONE 2
""23

J 99
95 4

7025 70
2 60 0o3

40%
3ZONE I

21._

+3 .2 i NSPP -1 -2 -

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM NSRP (INCHES)

FIGURE 5.30 SHOULD PIVOT POINT LOCATIONS
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The flight eye and Zone 1 shoulder pivot points are also located

for seat back angles of 200 and 250. The adjusted positions for the various

back angles are determined according to the effects of the back angles as

described in paragraph 5.4.1.2 and shown in Figure 5.12.

Leg Positions

The leg positions are located by using the experimental data
obtained with the production seat measuring device. Table 5.16 lists the
anti-torque pedal throws for the maximum forward throw and maximum forward
throw simulating a braking condition as computed for the various percentiles.
The dimensions listed in this table are the horizontal distances from the
NSRP to the center of the anti-torque pedal bar. These values are used to
locate the two pedals positions shown on the functional envelopes. The

knee pivot point positions are located according to the experimental
process developed in paragraph 5.4.3.4 as related to Figure 5.29. The foot
arcs are drawn to the surface of the anti-torque pedals using the knee pivot

point as the center or the arcs.

TABLE 5.16 ANTI-TORQUE PEDAL THROWS

MAXIMUM FORWARD MAXIMUM FORWARD
THROW THROW-BRAKING

PERCENTILES INCHES INCHES

1 36.94 34.74
3 38.i0 35.80
5 38.72 36.36

30 41.64 39.03
4o 42.34 39.68
50 43.00 4o.28
60 43.66 40.88
70 44.37 41.52
95 47.29 44.19 (
97 47.90 144.75
99 49.05 45.81
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Figure 5.31 shows a typical graphical presentation of the

functional envelope. Each of these functional envelopes were drawn as

overlays in one-fifth scale to be used in both the impact assessment of

operational helicopters and the advanced helicopter design. Functional

envelopes were defined for the following percentiles:

1st 50th

3rd 60th

5th 70th

30th 95th

40th 99th

Graphical presentations for all of these functional envelopes are located

in Appendix F.

5.4.3.6 Impact of Restrictive Clothing on Functional Envelopes

The impact of various combinations of restrictive clothing on

the crewmember's functional envelope is evaluated on the basis of experimental

data obtained at Vought. Primary emphasis is placed on the impact that restric-

tive clothing has on the reach capability of the seated crewmember. The

restrictive reach measurements were obtained by measuring four test subjects

in the production seat measuring device described in paragraph 5.4.3.3.

A total of 3ix tests, three series of' two tests each, was conducted

on each subject. The first series or tests, one each for Zones 1 and 2, was

accomplished with the subject wearing a flight suit, helmet and boots. The

second series of tests, also consisting of one test each for Zones 1 and 2,

was completed with the subject wearing standard flight clothing, together

with a pilot/co-pilot body armor segment and a fully equipped survival vest;

and the third series of tests was conducted in Zones land 2 with each sub-

ject wearing an Arctic N-2B Parka.

Subjects were dressed appropriately for each test and then seated

in the device. The lap belt and shoulder harness were adjusted snugly to
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ZONE 2

ZONE 2

30 200-

o____

5OTM PERCENTILE

DESIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES)
0 5 10 20 SHOULDER PIVOT (3 BACK ANGLES)

I I I IZONE 2 SHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE 1"t =ov 10+. KNEE PIVOT

E)MXIMUM FORWARD PEDA POSITION

b~MAXIMUM FORWJARD PEDAL POSITION
%. BRAKING CONDITION

FIGURE 5.31 TYPICAL FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE (5OTH PERCENTILE)
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insure the subject maintained a correct seated posture and the inertia reel

'was locked. Restraints were checked periodically throughout the tests to

insure that adjustment 'was consistent. The results of these tests,, as well

as those outlined previously, were recorded at contour elevations starting

at a level 10 inches above the neutral seat reference point (NSRP) and

increasing at 5 inch intervals to a maximum elevation of 50 inches above the
NSRP. The data accumulated from each test were averaged to approximate a

50th percentile subject. This data and corresponding grasping reach envelopes

are located in Appendix E.

Comparison of' the grasping reach envelopes for standard clothing

to the grasping reach envelopes for armor/survival vest configuration shows

that at all elevations the most signiricanL difference in reach capability

occurs in those azimuths of 'Zone 1. from 30 0 to 75 0right and in Zone 2 from

0to 30 0left. See Figure 5.32 for a typical illustration.

It is surprising that reach capability 'with body armor actually

increases in Zone 1 at azimuths from 0 0 to 900 right. This added reach

capability is due to the thickness of the armor back pad. The advantage

gained by the thickness of this back pad, however, is cancelled by shoulder

interference with the armor which becomes predominant when reaching to the

left. Little difference in reach capability, therefore, can be noted in

the 'Zone 1 reach for the azimuths 00 to 300 left. At the 50 inch contour

level, however, the converse is true. Subjects wearing body armor were not

able to reach as high as when wearing standard gear because the weight of

the armor restricted the reach. As the subject's arm rotated to the left

along the 50 inch contour, contact with the shoulder segment reduced reach

capability further such that the 50 inch contour could not be reached left

of the 30 0 right azimuth.

In Zone 2 reach the baw:k pad is no longer a factor, but reach is

restricted by the front armor plate which prevents the subject from coming

as far forward as the subject in standard flight gear. More significant,

however, is the shoulder contact with the armor segments, again occurring when

reaching to the left. At the 10 inch elevation contour, the difference in

Zone 2 reach capability at 30 0 left azimuth between a subject with and without
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body armor reached 4#.1 inches. This reach capability gradually decraae

with each increment of increase in elevation, and at the 45 inch elevation

contour, the highest point reached by all subjects, the difference weas

reduced to two inches.

The third series of tests was conducted utilizing the same

subjects as in the previous tests but clothed in a full set of arctic

clothing, including mukiuks and winter weight gloves. Tests were completed

in both Zones 1 and 2 with subjects seated and fully restrained in the

production seat measuring device.

The Zone 1 tests indicate conclusively that arctic clothing is

far more restrictive at every contour level than is body armor. This reach

restriction is due to the excessive bulk created by the arctic clothing,

especially around the shoulder pivot areas.

The difference in Zone 1 reach capability between subjects wearing

standard clothing and those wearing arctic clothing was most pronounced in

the azimuth range from 15 0 right to 30 0 left for ali elevations. In this

quadrant, subjects wearing arctic clothing experienced excessive binding

in the shoulder area due to the bulk of material gathered as the shoulder

pivots to the left. Starting a' the 35 inch contour the effects of this
binding are increa.ried to affect the reach capability throughout the entire

azimuth range from 30 0 lef't to 90 0 right. This binding increases with

increase in contour elevations and becomes so great as to prevent any of the

subjects from reaching the 50 inch contour.

Surprisingly, Zone 2 reach of subjects wearing arctic clothing

proved to be less restrictive and actually exceeded the Zone 2 reach of the

subjects in both other series of tests,- as is borne out by the grasping

reach envelope plots. The increased reach achieved during the arctic

clothing tests resulted from the padding which the arctic clothing provides

to the sensitive shoulder areas. During the standard clothing and body

armor Zone 2 tests, subjects stated that restraint straps cut Into the

shoulder and neck, causing great pain which limited the forward reach. The

padding intrinsic with arctic clothing, however, cushioned the restraint
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straps when the subjects, vearing arctic clothing, applied Zone 2 presure.
This cushion thus allowed them to strain further forward and achieve a

greater reach.

One additional worst-case condition test was conducted for Zones

1 and 2 through azimuth range 300 right to 30P left, using a 99th percentile

subject dressed in full arctic clothing and equipped with body armor and a

survival vest. As in the other tests, the subject was seated in the pro-
duction seat measuring device and fully restrained.

At the 5 inch contour in Zone 1, the test subject was able to

achieve recordable reach at the 300 azimuth position only. In Zone 2 at

this seane elevation, the subject could achieve recordable reach from a 00

to 300 right azimuth range.

From the 10 inch elevation contour through the 40 inch contour,,

the difference in reach capability between Zones 1 and 2 remained fairly

constant at approximately 5 inches. At the 145 inch level, however, the

difference increased to about 6 inches in the azimuth range from 00 to 300
left. The difference resulted from the drastic reduction in Zone 1 reach

capability from approximately 19.2 inches at the 140 inch contour to about

11.5 inches in Zone 1 at the 45 inch contour as seen in the grasping reach

envelope plots.

At the 50 inch contour, the subject was again able to attain re-

cordable reach only at the 300 right azimuth in Zone 1 and the 00 to 300
right quadrant in Zone 2. The greatest recordable reach in Zones 1 and 2

was attained at the 20 inch contour level. At this point, howver, the

least distance, approximately 3 inches between Zones 1 and 2 was also
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5.5 IDENTIFICATPION OF MACHINE FACTORS (TASK 5)

After identifying the crew station variables relevant to human

factors, there is a requirement to consider the machine factors. These

machine factors are the physical arrangement of the crew station and its

associated equipment. Analysis of the machine factors requires three

primary areas to be identified: Control and Display Surfaces, Vision, and

Life Support Equipment.

5.5.1 Controls and Display Surfaces

The design of controls and display surfaces are extremely impor-

tant to ensure safe and effective mission accomplishment. This end can be

met by designing controls and displays which will provide for consistent

operation and actuation. Design requirements for rotary wing aircraft air-

crew station controls and displays are specified in NIL-STD-250.

5.5.1.1 (ControlR

The primary flight controls, cyclic, collective, anti-torque

pedals and throttle, are designated for both pilots in dual pilot helicopters.

These controls must be operable with a minimum of effort throughout the full

range of' movement while the crewmember is secured with the seat belt fastened

and the shoulder harness in place and locked.

Three types of controls may be used to actuate the primary flight

control systems:

Type 1 - Mechanical Flight Control System: A reversible control

system in which the pilot actuates the control surfaces through direct

mechanical linkages.

Type 2 - Power Boosted Flight Control System: A reversible control

system in which the pilot actuates the control surfaces throu'gh mechanical

linkages assisted at some point by a power source.
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Type 3 -Power Operated Flight Control System: An irreversible
control system in which the pilot actuates a power control servo-mechanism

which actuates the control surfaces.

The use of artificial feel device. to provide a force gradient

which permits the aircraft to meet contract requirements can be incorpora-

ted into the flight control system. Any failure of the artificial feel

system, however, shall not result in control forces that will create a

hazardous flight situation.

For helicopter application, control forces are specified in MIL-H-

8501 A, "General Requirements for Helicopter Flying and Ground Handling
Qualities." Requirements pertaining to control forces apply for all con-

ditions of steady state flight including hovering and throughout a speed

range from at least 30 knots rearward to the maximum forward flight speed.

Longitudinal (cyclic), lateral (cyclic), directional (yaw), and vertical

(collective) force characteristics must insure satisfactory handling and

flight qualities.

During steady state flight, it shall be possible to trim longi- *

tudinal, lateral, and directional control forces to zero. For these trim

conditions the controls must demonstrate positive self-centering character-

istics.

The requirements for breakout forces, which are those forces re-

quired to start movement of the control surfaces during flight, are shown

in Table 5.17. These forces are based on the controls trimmed for zero

farce and include friction forces in the control systems.

TABLE 5.1T ALLOWABLE BREAKOUT FORCES AT V 35 KNOTS, (POUNDS)

COCKP'IT CONTROL FORCE

Pitch Longitudinal Cyclic 0-5/1.5
Roll Lateral Cyclic 0-5/1.5
Directional (Yaw) 3-0/7.0

Thrust (Collective) 1.0/3.0
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The limits of force gradients for longitudinal, lateral, and

directional controls are shown in Table 5.18 and are based on the first

inch of travel from trim. The force produced for this one inch travel,

however, shall not be less than the breakout force required in flight.

The force gradient for the cyclic shall remain positive at all times with

the slope for the first inch of travel from trim greater than or equal to

the slope for the remaining stick travel. The directional control shall

have a linear force gradient from trim position to the limiting force at

maximum deflection.

TABLE 5.18 ALLOWABLE CONTROL FORCE GRADIENTS (POUNDS/INCH)

CONTROL FORCE

Min. max.

Longitudinal Cyclic 0.5 2.0

Lateral Cyclic 0.5 2.0

Directional (Yaw) Linear Force
Gradient

The limit (maximum) control forces allowed, without retrimming,

are shown in Table 5.19. The control forces shall not exceed these values

when changing from any trim and power condition to another trim and power

condition listed in Table 5.20.

TABLE 5.19 LIMIT COCKPIT CONTROL FORCE VALUES (POUNDS)

COCKPIT LIMIT CONTROL
CONTROL FORCE

Longitudinal Cyclic 8.o

Lateral Cyclic T.0

4 Directional (Yaw) 15.0

Collective T.0
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TABLE 5.20 POWER AND SPEED CONDITIONS

INITIAL TRIM AND POWER CONDITION SPEED RANGE OF INTEREST

Hovering 0 to 30 Knots

Level Flight at 35 Knots 15 to 6o Knots

Level Flight at 80 Percent V mx60 Percent V. - Vma

Level Flight at V 80 Percent V -V

max max - limit

Climb at Best Rate of Climb V mxRIC + 15 Knots

Partial Power Descent at 300 to 500 fpm 15 to 60 Knots

Autorotation with Trim as in "Level Flight 60 Percent V mx- Vma
at 80 Percent V mx" Above for Autorotation

Autorotation at Speed for Minimum Rate of 15 Knots (Trim Speed +
Descent 20 Knots)

For helicopters equipped with power-boosted or power-operated con-

trols the maximum control forces resulting from a control system failure shall

not exceed 80 pounds for the directional control, 25 pounds for the collective

and longitudinal controls and 15 pounds for the lateral control.

The cyclic pitch stick control location and actuation shall be con-

ventional, i.e., in accordance with established custom. Movement of the

cyclic forward shall direct the resultant rotor thrust in the forward direc-

tion; movement of the cyclic aft shall direct the resultant rotor thrust in

the aft direction; movement of the cyclic to the right shall direct the

resultant rotor thrust to the right; and movement of the cyclic to the left

shall direct the resultant rotor thrust to the left. The vertical location

of the cyclic grip reference point shall be located from 11 to 15 inches

above the neutral seat reference point. The cyclic throw envelope shall be

based on Zone 2 reach for the minim=m percentile specified. The range of

movement shall be not more than 114 inches fore and aft, and not more than T'

inches left or right of the neutral position.
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The cyclic pitch stick grip shall incorporate the following func-

tions an required:

(a) Electric Trim Control

(b) Force Trim
(c) Radio-Intercounmication Control System

Switch

(d) Release (cargo hook, tow hook, external stores)

(e) Rocket firing

(f) Gun firing

(g) Auto-pilot/stability augmentation system release

T1he collective pitch control shall be a lever located to the left

of the pilot set(s). Actuation of the collective shall be conventional,

i.e. movement of the collective upward shall increase the resultant rotor

thrust, and movement of the collective downward shall decrease the rotor

thrust. An adjustable friction device, capable of retaining any desired

pitch, must be incorporated in the pilot-in-comand collective control.

The lateral position of the collective cannot exceed 13 inches from the

centerline of the pilot's seat. The range of movement of the collective

shall be based on Zone 2 reach for the minimum specified percentile with

the full down position of the collective placing the collective grip refer-

ence point in a horizontal plane through the neutral seat reference point.

The throttle is an integral part of the collective pitch control

and should be synchronized to provide the proper throttle setting as the

collective pitch is increased and decreased. Independent control of the

throttle is possible by rotation of the throttle grip. Desired rotation

range is 120 degrees with a maximum allowable range of 150 degrees. The

torque required to operate the throttle is adjustable by means of a friction

device.

The anti-torque pedal location and actuation shall be conventional.

Forward movement of the right pedal causes the aircraft to rotate to the

right, and forward movement of the left pedal causes the aircraft to rotate

to the left. The pedal location is based on the maximu= specified percen-

tile for full forward pedal adjust ana throw. The minimum specified percen-

tile determines the location of the pedal for full aft adjust, full forward
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throw. The recounded range of throw is 3.25 inches with a niwm pedal

adjustment of 3 inches forward and aft of neutral. The adjusatmnt control,

required to adjust both pedals simultaneously, shall be located forward of

and near the pilot. Actuation of the adjustment can be clockwise, push or

lift depending on the mechanism.

location of the flight controls are defined, as stated herein,

to be within zone 2 reach for the minimum percentile specified. By

definition MIL-STD-1333 states that zone 2 is the maximm limit allowed for
the placement of emergency controls and establishes the forward most operation

limit of the primary flight and propulsion controls. Contrary to these

reports, however, MIL-STD-250 requires the primary flight controls to be

located in zone 1, as defined by MIL-STD-1333, throughout the entire range of

operation by the specified airdrew population. The impact of zone 1 criteria

for placement of controls would be rather significant. Minimmi flight control

evelopes based on subjects measured during the study are shown for the cyclic

and collective In Figures 5.24 and 5.27 respectively. These figures show the

relative evelopes for zone 1, zone 2, and MIL-STD-1333 as defined for a 1st
percentile using a zone 2 functional reach. As can be seen from these

envelopes the zone 1 criteria would limit forward throw of the cyclic by

nearly 3 inches and even further limit the collective throw by 4 inches or more.
Designing to such criteria would make it much more difficult to design a crew

station which would accommodate the 5th through 95th percentiles because of the

additional adjustment that would be required.

The zone 1 requirements of MIL-STD-250 are unnecessarily restrictive

to the extent that design and crew comfort would be impaired. It is reconrended,

therefore, that this document be revised by requiring that the specified con-

trols be located in zone 2, thereby conforming with MIL-STD-1333 and MIL-F-83300.

Considering the other requirements placed on flight controls by

ML-H-8501A special consideration must be taken in locating controls at the

extreme limit of zone 2. Location of the controls at such a limit under normal

flight conditions places the controls well within zone 3 reach and presents no
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problem. If locked restraint is utilized, however, a minium specified

percentile would be required to use maximum stretch of shoulder and arm
muscles to obtain fuil throw of the controls. This condition does not

allow for the additional forces to be exerted as might be required in an

untrimmned condition or as a result of a control system failure.

The same emphasis must be placed on location of the yaw control

pedals. Table 5.12 indicates that the pedals, located in accordance with

?41L-STD-1333, would be placed at or slightly beyond full log extension

during full forward throw. This condition again would not allow for

additional forces to be exerted if required.

5.5.1.2 Display Surfaces

All aspects of display surface requirements associated with safe

flight, mission accomplishment, and emergency egress need to be considered
in the crew station arrangement. Cockpit controls, displays, panels, and

consoles along with the support equipment are generally arranged as

described in M4TL-STD-250 and shown in Figures 5.33, 5.33.1 and 5.33.2.

The display surfaces, I.e. instrument panel, side consoles, center

consoles, and overhead consoles, shall be located to provide access by a
minimum specified percentile using a functional reach. No requirements for

display surfaces specify a particular reach zone in which to locate the

various surfaces. instead generalized requirements are specified for each of

the various zones which relate to the types of controls located on the display

surfaces. The sazm discrepancy in requirements for location of emergency

controls exist between KMh-STD-250 and MXrL-STD-1333 as stated for the location

of primary flight controls.

The implications of designing for a zone 1 reach to the display
surfaces has even a greater impact than for the primary flight controls because

such surfaces are located beyond the reach of the flight controls.
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The zone 1 reach requirement to a control/dis-play on the instrument
panel, for instance, would reduce flight eye to instrmnt panel distance

to approximtely 23 inches for a 5th percentile. This restriction would

cause extremely cramped conditions for the 95th percentile or else require

large seat adjustments, leading to wasted space in the crew station.

The requirements for zone 1 placement of emergency controls, such

as auto-pilot disconnect, emsergency power, emergency engine shutdown, air

start, fuel selector, etc., as specified in ?41L-STD-250, are not necessary

and will impair crew station design. Operation of these controls are all

momentary actions which can easily be accomplished wnder a Straining reach

required for zone 2 with locked restraint. In addition these controls can be

placed at the limits of zone 2 without detrimental effects because only a

short duration of reach is needed for actuation and no auxiliary forces are

involved in such controls. For these reasons it is recommended that the

zone 1 reach requirements of KEL-STD-250 be deleted or revised to locate

these controls in zone 2.

other considerations of the display surfaces require the instrumnt

panel to provide the most normal viewing angle from the design eye and main-

tain 1.5 inch clearance with the crevuember's legs through the full range of

leg movement. The overhead console shall be located to provide an unrestricted

view of the console elemnts and access by the minimum specified percentile.

The requirements identified herein were used in the impact analyses to evaluate

vision and reach access to the controls and display surfaces of the study

helicopters.

5.5.2 vision

The interactive elements of vision Including aircraw percentiles,

seat adjustment and design eye location are identified to determine the

impact on rotary wing flight. MIL-STD-850 establishes the requirements for

providing adequate external vision from the crew stations for all phases of

flight operations. The requirements established in this standard are minimum
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requirements with maximum external vision stressed for pilot(s) to the ex-

tent practicable. Particular emphasis is placed on over-the-nose visibility;

therefore, controls, consoles, and instrument panels shall be located to

preclude any restrictions to vision.

Vision requirements for helicopters are defined for two types of

cockpit seating arrangements: side-by-side pilot and single pilot/tandem

pilot. Rectilinear and Aitoff's equal area graphical vision plots are

shown for both of these seating arrangements in Figures 5.34 and 5.35.

These vision requirements are based on the assumption that vision areas

are symmetrical with respec+ to the aircraft centerline. In Figure 5.34

the minimum vision requirements for the pilot's position are, therefore,

applicable to the copilot's position with the angles of azimuth reversed.

Figure 5.35 vision requirements are applicable to the pilot's position for

both single and tandem crew station arrangements. In addition, the forward

cockpit position, if occupied by other than the primary pilot (i.e., gunner

or observer), must meet these vision requirements.

All of the vision requirements defined in MIL-STD-850 are based on

monocular vision from the design eye position as defined by WS 33573,

MS 33574, and MIL-STD-1333. The design eye position, defined by MIL-STD-

1333, is an arbitrary point based on the eye location assumed by the crew-

member under most flight conditions. From the design eye position the

crewmember must have the specified over-the-nose vision and, at the same

time, an unrestricted view of the instrument panel.

Two fallacies are readily apparent in this definition of design

eye position as pertains to vision: (1) The definition assumes that the

crewmember is capable of positioning his eye (external canthus) at the

design eye location under most flight conditions. This assumption is in

error for two reasons. First, it assumes that the crevmember sits in a

classical position under most flight conditions because the design eye is

located based on classical sitting eye height data. This study, however,

has shown that the normal in-flight posture is more relaxed than the rigid

classical posture. Secondly, it assumes the entire accommodation range of

aviators can effectively position their eye at the design eye. For this to
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be done a minimum seat adjustment of 6.2 inches horizontally and 5.5 inches

vertically would be required just to accomodate the 27 random subjects

whose eye positions are plotted in Figure 5.15. Statistically computing

the range of adjustment required to accoimodate the lst through 99th per-

centile range, the minimum amount of seat adjustment required increases to

9.35 inches horizontally and 7.09 inches vertically.

(2) The crewmember's ability to sit at the design eye position is

dependent directly on the location and adjustment of the seat reference

point; however, this point is not adequately defined. The neutral seat

reference point (NSRP) is defined as a point located on the centerline of

the crew station on a line parallel to the horizontal vision line 'Y'

inches aft of a point extended 31.5 inches perpendicularly from the design

eye position. The 'x" distance is a variable value dependent on the seat

back angle. Seat manufacturers, however, lack specific guidance to the

important relationship of seat reference point to the physical properties

of the seat, i *e., back cushion, buttock cushion, thigh tangent angle,

seat and cushion compression, etc. This lack of standardization is readily

apparent in the large variation of NSRP location found between the various

seat manufacturers. Therefore, regardless of locating both the design eye

position and the neutral seat reference point, the basic premise of the

design eye definition, "location assumed by crevmembers under most flight

conditions," is invalid without a standard definition relating specific seat

properties to the seat reference point.

In order to reconcile these discrepancies a new approach to the

design eye/flight eye/seat reference point relationship is considered. The

first step is to redefine the design eye position and neutral seat reference

point as defined in Revision A of MIL-STD-1333-

Design Eye Position - The design eye position is a reference datum

point on the eye location that permits the specified viw'ion envelope re-

quired by NIL-STD-850, allows for posture slouch and is the datum point

from which the aircrew station geometry is constructed.
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Neutral Seat Reference Point (NSRP) - The neutral seat reference

point is the intersection of the back tangent line and the bottom tangent

line with the seat in the nominal midposition of the seat adjustment range.

This seat position will place the 50th percentile man with his eye in the

design eye position.

Based on these definitions and the aircraft specific anthropometry

data discussed in paragraph 5 .4.3.4 , a basic design eye to NSRP geometry

was established as shown in Figure 5.36. This arrangement allows for a 50th

percentile, sitting normally (allowing for posture slouch), to sit at the

design eye level.

From the design eye level additional adjustment fore and aft to

the design eye position has never been addressed in either MIL-STD-1333 or

MIL-STD-850. With the fore and aft seat adjustment normally made to accom-

modate reach or in the case of a seat without horizontal adjustment,

positioning to the design eye has to be accomplished by the individual

crewmember adapting his sitting position. Even though individual effort

to conform to the crew station is required for any geometry arrangement,

the situation where the crewmember normally sits aft of design eye will

also result in sitting below the specified over-the-nose vision line.

As described in paragraph 5 .4. 3 .4, the criteria for aircrew ac-

commodation with respect to the design eye has been revised for eye adjust-

ment to the over-the-nose vision line rather than to the level of the design

eye. An immediate advantage of this criteria is the fact that each indi-

vidual will meet the specified !over-the-nose vision regardless of the fore/

aft seat adjustment.

Assuming that a small rercentile adjusts the seat forward and

a large percentile adjusts the sett aft, accommodation of the 1st through

99th percentiles for vision can t!: accomplished with less vertical seat

adjustment than would be requiredi for adjustment to the design eye level.

This fact is shown in Figure 5.371which compares seat adjustment of a 1st

through 99th percentile for each ase. This concept was used for the vision

accommodation criteria and formed ,he baseline for seat adjustment.
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DESIGN EYE

HORIZONTAL VISION LN

33.75
SRP-IST PERCENTILE

SRP-99TH PERCENTILE 7. 9

DESIGN EYE LEVEL ACCOMMODATION

DESIGN EYE ---- ,

HORIZONTAL REFERENCE LINE

I

I
I

I
, . - " I2 7 .7 0

32.70

SRP-IST PERCENTILE

SRP-99TH PERCENTILE 5 00

VISION LINE ACCOMMODATION

FIGURE 5.37 SEAT ADJUSTMENT FOR VISION
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The minimum vision plots specified in MI1L-STD-850 will remain a

requirement from the design eye position. Special consideration would have
to be given to the effective vision plots for those subjects whose flight

eyes are located off of the design eye. The impact would be minimal for

most crev station configurations and future airframe design can allow for

the specified minimum vision or greater from various points along the over-

the-nose vision line as well as from the design eye position.

Reconciliation of the problems associated with a standardized

definition and location of the neutral seat reference point is discussed

in the life support section for aircrew seating, paragraph 5.5.3.1.

5.5.3 Life Support

Aviation life support equipment plays a paramount role in assuring

that the aircrewman is able to perform to his maximum effectiveness in an

airborne environment. Life support equipment allows the aircrevman to re-

main functional throughout all flight regimes, provides for survivability

in an emergency, provides for protection from environmental hazards during

a survival situation, and enhances aircrew comfort necessary for effective

mission accomplishment.

The Army Aviation Life Support System has been established to

meet these objectives. The Aviation Life Support System Description is

provided in Appendix K. This description breaks life support into three

subsystems:

(1) Aircrewmen Environmental Life Support Subsystem which provides

support, protection, and comfort to flying personnel. This subsystem con-

sists of provisions for the crew station and personal equipment.

(2) Escape and Descent Life Support Subsystem which insures safe

and reliable egress and descent from disabled aircraft. This subsystem

consists of ejection seats, lap belts, restraint harnesses, parachutes,

and propellant actuated devices.
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(3) Life Support Survival/Recovery Subsystem which aids in

survival, escape, evasion, and recovery of downed airmen. This subsystem

consists of survival equipment, survival clothing, seats and restraint,

more rapid ground and water egress, and materials which reduce the hazards

of fire.

The life support equipment which generates the greatest impact

in the crev station geometry area are discussed in detail. This equipment

includes seating, restraint, ejection/extraction systems and ingress/egress.

5.5.3.1 Seating

The greatest single influence on an aircrewman, in terms of posi-

tion, mobility, comfort, and safety in a helicopter, is the seat and its

associated armor and restraint system.

This study addresses seats in two basic categories: first, the

seats in existing helicopters as they were configured prior to Vietnam or

as modified with ballistic armor, and secondly, the state-of-the-art crash

attenuating, armored seat defined by MIL-S-58095.

The initial step was identification of requirements contained in

military specifications. Once identified, a survey of prime helicopter

contractors was tben conducted to determine the vendors who supplied seats

to helicopter contractors. These vendors were asked to provide data re-

garding their seats to facilitate analysis and determine compliance with

specifications.

EXISTING HELICOPTER SEATS

Cushion Properties

Seat cushions must have flotation qualities on water and be

installed in helicopters for occupant comfort rather than to absorb crash

energy applied in the vertical direction. As a general rule, crushable

cushions are not desirable for helicopter use because of the long stroke

distance required to attenuate the loads imposed by 95th percentile crash
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loads. Further, use of polyurethane filled cushions presents problems

regarding proper adjustment of lap belt and shoulder restraint. The

filled-type cushion will compress when downward loads are applied, thus

introducing the possibility of submarmning. Conversely, when longitudinal

acceleration is applied to forward facing seats, dynamic overshoot may

result.

Net type seat supports may be used in lieu of crushable foam-

filled cushions. Net-type supports do not deflect in the manner of foam

cushions. Loads applied in the vertical direction are absorbed mainly by

the body. The net support will deform somewhat upon loading, but will re-

turn to a no~rmal loading depth of approximately 1.50 inches.

In a test conducted on 12 subjects ranging from a 1st to 99th

percentile seated in an AL-10140 (UH-l) armored net-support seat, seated

deflection ranged from a minimum .75 inches for the 1st percentile subject

to a maximum of 1.60 inches for a 50 percentile subject. It is interesting

to note that the 99 percentile subject deflected the net support 1.140 inches,

while a 97 percentile subject deflected the seat only 1.00 inch. See Table

5.21. This phenomenon is the result of mass density which allows the avia-

tor with the smaller buttocks to deflect the net to a greater degree than

the larger percentile aviator.

Cushion Geometry

Foam cushions are required to be contoured for the human body.

Such contour, however, is to be fashioned so that pressure points do not

result which would induce excessive fatigue or restrict normal body circu-

lation. A typical foam cushion installation is shown in Figure 5.38.

Net supports can be contoured to the human body by bending the

frame over which the net is stretched and attached. See Figure 5.38.1.

The degree of net tautness can be varied by adjustment of the lacing which

holds the net to the frame. As stated previously, deflection of the netting

is limited to a maximum of 1.50 inches. When net supports are used, care

must be exercised to insure that no contact between the occupant and seat

pan will result when vertical loads are applied.
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FIGURE 5.38 FOAM CUSHION INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5.38.1 NET SUPPORT INSTALLATION
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Fatigue

The effects of overexertion are well known and include tem~porary

reduction~ of work capacity and effectiveness, as well as feelings of

weariness and unpleasantness. A predominate cause of fatigue is poor

posture caused by seat design which does not fit or support the aviator.

Seats designed properly negate the need for the occupant to utilize skeletal

muscles to support his body, and they distribute the mass of the occupant's

weight evenly over the widest possible area.

Comfort is related positively to the distribution of body pressure

and the positioning of joints. Fatigue results from excessive localization

of pressure which prevents the proper flow of blood to the area of localized

pressure. It has been noted that pressure between 8 to 10 =a Hg is adequate

to restrict capillary blood flow. Frequent movement of the body is required

to relieve this restriction.

Greatest comfort is achieved when proper use can be made of the

skeletal structure for posture. Less muscle effort is required to maintain

the body in functional condition when the lumbar spine is straight while

the aviator is in a sitting position. Straightening of the lower (lumbar)

spine, in turn, causes the upper thoracic spine to straighten. The result

is that the trunk weight is supported by the skeleton which then unburdens

the muscle structure. The more the skeletal frame is used to assume the

weight of the body, the less will be the muscular effort required and the

less will be the onset of fatigue.

'The lower (lixymbpr) -nortion oo the seat must be designed to

preclude forcing the lumbar spine to curve. This forward curvature will
cause spinal Misalignment, again transferring torso weight from the skeletal

to the muscle structure.

Seat back angle relative to the forward vision line is also an

important design consiaeration. A seat back with excessive inclination,(

even though the spine Is in proper alignmient, places strain on the neck

muscles and severe fatigue will result through the efforts of the aviator

to maintain a proper forward vision line.
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The seat pan and cushion angle must also be designed properly

to prevent uneven distribution of weight over the seat surface and the
development of pressure points under the thighs; a situation which will

cause pooling of blood in the lover legs and feet. Conversely, with the

seat surface too flat, pressure is diverted to the buttocks where it tends

to localize.

Comfort .

The comfort provided by an aircra~ft seat Is a safety-of-flight

consideration rather than a crash safety design factor. An uncomfortable

seat can induce pilot fatigue in a relatively short period of time; and

fatigue is an indirect cause of accidents. Thus, comfort is of primary

importance in the design of aircrew seating and must not be compromised.

All seat and restraint system components should be conceived and designed

to delay, to the maximum extent possible, the onset of aircrew fatigue.

Effective body support which precludes the development of pressure points

and restraint harness systems which minimize the development of excessively

high loads on the aviator during routine cockpit activities are two

important criteria in this area of design.

Seating Width
A study was conducted to evaluate the seat width requirement for

a 95th percentile. Using the standard UH-l armored seat (AL-14O), with a

modified restraint system, a 95th percentile hip breadth subject dressed

in Cull cold weather flight clothing was assessed for seat width side

clearance. The restraint system was modified by routing the lap belt so

that the adjustor would be on the inboard side of the seat rather than

outboard, simulating a more restrictive seat typical of the AH-l seat.

The seat width envelope between the seat side panels was 17.25 inches.

Under these conditions, the subject had marginal seat width clearance for

sitting but found it extremely difficult to gain access to the lap belt

adjustor and to make the required adjustments. Mild pressure points also

occurred in the thigh and pelvic area as a result of the binding between

the adjustors and the sides of the seat. It was felt that pressure would

become severe after a longer period of time under actual flight conditions.
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Further evaluation of seating width requirements was made by

measuring the addItional bulk of the crewman's clothing. Using the anthro-

pometer caliper, the arctic clothing was measured directly. With the

clothing stretched flat, but not compre-ised the bulk mnetiared 2.15 'entl-

meters, about .85 inches thick. Confirmation wns obtained by measurlng. 4
the sitting hip breadth of the test subject in the semi-nude state and

then again fully clothed. The delta of these measurements was found to

be 4.6 centimeters or 1.8 inches, representing a clothing bulk of 0.9

inches. This bulk applied to a sitting hip breadth of a 95th percentile

resulted in a total breadth of 18.51 inches.

Conclusions that could be drain from this study are:

(1) A seat width of 17.25 inches or less would be

unacceptable for a 95th percentile dressed in cold

weather flight gear, particularly if the lap belt

adjustors are located on the inboard side of the

seat.

(2) The minimum seat width required for accommodation

of the 95th percentile dressed in arctic clothing

is approximately 18.51 inches. This minimum seat

width does not allow clearance for the lap belt

adjustors between the man and seat sides. The

standard restraint system used for this study in-

creased the required seat width by l.50 inches for

a total of 20.01 inches; however, the additional

seat width required to allow for adjustor clearance

is dependent upon the adjustment hardware utilized.

(3) Consider the feasibility of incorporating the lap

belt adjustor as an integral part of the lap belt

buckle assembly. This feature would improve adjus-

tor access and operability plus help to alleviate (
pressure points in the thigh and pelvic area.
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UH-l Helicopter Seat

The UH-I utilizes the Al-1040 helicopter seat. It is the armored

version of the AL-1018 seat (See Figure 5.39). It has fixed armor segments

on the seat bottom, back, and on one side. A sliding panel is provided on

the outboard side of the seat nearest the door to aid in ingress and egress

from the helicopter. The entire seat frame is covered with braided nylon

net with removable comfort pads added to the shoulder area and the forward

edge of the seat bottom.

fii

FIGURE 5.39 AL-1o4o HELICOPTER SEAT

The AL-1040 seat is adjustable a total of 4.50 inches fore and

aft and 4.48 inches up and down (See Figure 5.39.1). Slots are provided

in the side panels of the armor through which the lap belt halves pass.
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The AL-1031 seats examined during this study were equipped with

foam-filled, contoured cushions. Although these cushions did not offer

the same level of comfort as net supports used in other helicopters, they

were not uncomfortable. The contours appeared to be adequate and did not

appear to constrict the test subjects or create pressure points.

Ingress and egress from the AL-1031 seats were good. No signifi-

cant p.oblems were encountered during the ingress/egress tests conducted on

the CH- 147. Refer to paragraph 5.5.3.4i for ingress/egress data.

Seat controls on the AL-1031 seat are located in accordance with

MIL-STD-250 and function with minimum effort. Some difficulty was encountered

in operating the rotational seat adjustment, however, the other fore and aft

adjustments operated normally.

The seat back angle of the AL-1031 is set at 80 and the seat
00pan has an angle of 13 . Although the back angle is less than the 130

recommended by MIL-STD-1333 and MS33575, the seat can be adjusted, through

rotation, to achieve the desired 130 * When this adjustment is accomplished,

however, the seat pan angle (thigh tangent angle) is increased automatically

to 180. This angle is considered excessive for extended periods because

of the possibility of restricted circulation and the development of pres-

sure points on the lower extremities.

Several different percentile subjects were used to evaluate the

mobility afforded by the seat as well as the ease of operating seat restraint

controls. Mobility was found to be comparable with other helicopter seats.

Restraint controls were positioned per MIL-.STD-250 and could be operated

without difficulty.

The AL-1031 seat has a seating 'width of 17.7 inches. This width

is adequate to accommodate a 99th percentile with normal flight clothing.

With arctic clothing, however, an additional 1.80 inches is added to hip

breadth, increasing the width requirements to 19.32 inches, more than is

currently available.
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1631.3

Height of Seat in highest position (ref. 31.3)... .. . . ...... 35.8"
Height of forward edge in highest position (ref. 11.6) .. ............ ....16.0"
Fore and aft travel overall @ .75 increments .. . 4.50"

Up and down travel on 13' C& .64 increments. ............... ... 4.48'
Lap Belt and Inertia Reel attach to the floor.

Weight of Seat without Lap Belt, Shoulder
Harness and Inertia Real ............. ...... . .... 3,1.5 l6s.

Down Load . ............... .................... Proof 2000 lbs.
Ultimate 3000 lbs.

Side Load ........ ... ..... .... .. Proof 2000 lbs.
Ultimate 3000 lbs.

Seat Back Load ....... ....... ...... ..... .. Proof 700 lbs.
Ultimate 1000 lbs.

Lap Belt Lead .... . .. Proof 1440 V6..
Ultimate 2160 lbs.

Shoulder Harness Load ... .... Proof 90S lbn.
Ultimate 13S0 lbs.

FIGURE 5.39.1 Alo104 (Alo-1o18) SEAT DISMIOIIS



In addition, a metal guide is provided at the top of the seat back to

ensure restraint strap loads are applied and maintained uniformly.

Comfort of the seat is excellent due to the nylon (Raschel) net

used in the seat bottom and back. The netting, if properly adjusted,

spreads the mass of the aviator's weight uniformly over the entire seat

area thus reducing the possibility of developing pressure points and

diminishing the onset of fatigue.

The seat back angle of the AL-1040 is set at 130 and the seat pan

angle is 60. These seat angles enhance aviator comfort by permitting normal

seated posture which makes maximum use of skeletal rather than muscle

structure.

Aviator mobility in the AL-1IO seat is unimpeded by seat struc-

ture. Mobility is limited only by length of restraints.

The armor side panel on the AL-1040 seat used for this study

worked erratically. Considerable effort was required to stow and unstow

the segment. (NOTE: The production seat measuring device was the instru-

ment used to accumulate the reach data in this study. It incorporated an

AL-1040 fully armored seat. For a complete description of the device, see

paragraph 5.4.3.3.) Once the release was actuated, the panel needed to be

jockeyed repeatedly to stow and unstow the panel. This same condition was

found to exist in other AL-IO0 seats examined during this study.

The AL-1040 has an inner seat width of 17.25 inches. This width

is not a limitation of the seat support or bucket but of the armored shell

side segments which surround the seat support and back assembly.

The seated hip breadth of a 99th percentile aircrewman, according

to TR 72-52-CE, is 17.52 (a semi-nude state measurement). The AL-IO4O seat

is, therefore, .27 inches below the requirement to accommodate the 99th (
percentile aircrewman. The arctic clothing (restrictive clothing) tests

conducted during this study indicated that an aircrewman wearing arctic

clothing increases his sitting hip breadth by approximately 1.8 inches.

Using this measurement, a 95th percentile sitting hip breadth measurement
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would increase from 16.71 inches to approximately 18.15 inches. The

AL-1040 seat would then be 1.25 inches below the width required to acctu-

modate a 95th percentile and even more restrictive for a 99th percentile.

CH-47C Helicopter Seat

The CH-47 utilizes the AL-1031 helicopter seat (See Figure 5.40).

The seat is unique in that it provides for rotational adjustment of the seat

FIGURE 5.40 AL-1031 HELICOPTER SEAT

bucket in addition to the normal fore and aft adjustments. Rotational

adjustment covers a segment of approximately 150 over a 24 inch radius.

The normal fore and aft adjustment covers 4.12 inches of travel in increments

of 1.03 inches, while up and down travel covers 5.50 inches in .50 inch

increments (See Figure 5.40.1).
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1.W __________

163 Wr

Hvega f let in lowest position (ref. 27.) ............ ..... ....................... 3. .4

Fore and aft travel overall Q 1.03 increments ................................ 4.12'

Travel up and down on straight vertical column @ .50 increments..-........... 5.60"

Ditance from Shoulder Harness Bracket to centerline of Inertia Reel Spool, . -24.0'

Weight of Seat without Lap Belt, Shoulder
Harness and Inertia Reel.........................4....... . .....A1.0 lbs.

Down Load ... ............................................ Proof 2340 lbs.
Ultimate 3500 lbs.

Side Load........................................... Proof 1300 lbs.
Ultimate 2000 lbs.

Seat Back Load.............................................. Proof 700 lbs.
Ultmate 1000 lbs.

Lap Belt and Shoulder Harness ........................ Proof 800 lbs.
Ultimate 1200 lbs.

Forward Load . .............................................. Proof 2140 lbs.
Ultimate 3200 lbs.

FIGURE 5.40.1 AL-1031 SEAT DIMENSIONS
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OH-58A Helicopter Seat

The OH-58A utilizes a two-piece seat arrangement consisting of a

back pad attached to the bulkhead separating the crew station from the

passenger area, and a net seat support stretched over a tubular seat pan

frame. See Figure 5.41. The back pad and seat support assemblies are

FIGURE 5.41 OH-58A HELICOPTER SEAT

permanently attached to the airframe and no adjustment is possible.

Accomodation of various percentile aviators is accomplished by fore and

aft adjustment of the anti-torque pedals only.

The seat back pad is installed with a built-in angle of approxi-

mately 90 and the seat pan provides a thigh tangent angle of 150. The back

angle is less than the 130 recommended by NIL-STD-1333 and YAS33575 and less

than most other seats examined during the course of this study. Although

the thigh tangent angle deviated slightly from MIL-STD-1333, it was not

considered to be a significant deviation.
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The OH-58A seat was comfortable and did not hinder ingress or

egress for test subjects.

NOTE: Refer to paragraph 5.5.3.4 for results of the

ingress/egress tests of all helicopters in-

volved in this study.

Mobility in the OH-58A seat was good. The restraint control

was positioned in accordance with MIL-STD-250, and no difficulty was en-

countered in its operation.

Seating width was not a problem in this helicopter except in

conjunction with the removable side armor plate. The hinged side armor

segment could be latched into position by a 95th percentile subject, but

it created a very uncomfortable situation. If the 95th percentile subject

was required to persevere under this condition for a prolonged period of

time, extreme discomfort would develop, and efficiency would be degraded.

Further tests indicated that a 60th percentile, with arctic clothing, was

the largest percentile accommodated by this seat due to the limited shoulder

breadth clearance.

AH-lQ Helicopter Seat

The AH-lQ helicopter has a tandem seating arrangement. Each

seat consists of an armored shell with segmented back and seat cushions

(See Figure 5.42). These cushions consist of foam-filled contoured pads

which have a ventilating capability accomplished through a forced air

system. Both the seat and back cushions are covered with Raschel net

fabric to permit a free flow of air and thus enhance ventilation.

The seat pans in both seats have an angle of 100. When the

contoured seat cushion is installed, however, the thigh tangent angle
is changed to approximately 200.

Both of the seats in the AH-IQ were considered basically quite

comfortable. When a 95th percentile subject occupied the front seat,

however, the subject's right knee contacted a fixed segment of the sight

hand control, and his right thigh contacted the canopy ejection handle.
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In addition, he contacted the stowed utility lamp with the upper portion

of his right arm (humerus).

FIGURE 5.42 AH-lQ HELICOPTER SEAT

Ingress/egress by a 70th percentile normally clothed crewman was

accomplished in either seat rapidly and without difficulty. When ingress

and egress were attempted by a 95th percentile subject; however, great

difficulty was encountered. A special ingress/egress study was done in the

AH-IQ helicopter with a 99th percentile subject equipped in full arctic

clothing, wearing a pilot/co-pilot body armor segment and a survival vest.

The results of this and other ingress/egress studies are covered in Para-

graph 5.5.3.4 of this report.

Mobility in both the front and back seats for an aviator clothed

in normal flight clothing was good. Movement of the aviator with his
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restraint attached, but in the unlocked position, was also good.

The width of the front seat pan of the AH-lQ helicopter used in this

test measured 18 inchen, while the width of the rear neat was 17.50 inches.

The width o1f these Beata was adequate for a normally clothed aviator. As

pointed out previously, however, seat width was inadequate for both the 95th

and 99th percentile aircrewmembers clothed in arctic gear and equipped with

body armor and a survival vest.

The front seat was especially restrictive for the 99th percentile

subject because there is no seat adjustment capability. Restriction in the

rear seat was less pronounced, however, because of the vertical adjustment

capability.

Visibility from the front seat of the AI{-lQ was unimpaired.

Visibility from the rear seat was impaired when the front seat was occupied

by either a 95th or 99th percentile subject. Extreme difficulty would be

required by the pilot flying NOE missions with a 95th percentile subject or

larger in the front seat. Under these conditions, the pilot would be required

to look alternately out the side windows for a quartering view since forward

vision would be extremely limited.

Seat and restraint control& for the rear seat were located appropriately

and were accessible with the lap belt fastened and shoulder harness in the

unlocked position. Controls applicable to the front seat were limited to the

shoulder harness locking lever, which was located conveniently on the left

hand canopy sill.

Varying degrees of difficulty were encountered operating the lap

belt adjusters while seated in the seat. With the adjusters located inside

the armored seat shell, the degree of adjustment varied from very limited for

a 50th percentile subject to none for 95th and 99th percentile subjects.

Reach capability in the AH-lQ helicopter was considered good by

all subjects who took part in this evaluation. No difficulties were

encountered by any of the test subjects.
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CRASH ATTENUATING, ARMORED SEAT

The crash attenuating armored seat defined by MIL-S-58095 has only

recently been introduced on new Army procurements such as the UTTAS and

AAH and as a replacement article in the Bell Model 214 being fabricated

for Iran. A standard MIL-S-58095 seat is being developed by AVSCOM.

Bell Model 214 Seat

The Bell 214 seat is manufactured by Aerospace Research Associates

of West Covina, California as a replacement for the ALSCO Model 1040 and

as such, maintains the same basic seating geometry and approximately the

same space envelope as shown in Figure 5.43. Although MIL-S-58095 specifies

a 12 inch energy attenuating stroke, it was necessary to limit the ARA seat

to an 8.5 inch stroke due to the retrofit application.

UTTAS/AAH Seats

Detailed information relating to UTTAS and AAH seats was not

available due to the competition which is still in force on these programs.

AVSCOM Standard Seat

Two MIL-S-58095 seat configurations are being developed under

AVSCOM contract N62269-74-C-0666. One is a floor-mounted seat and the

other a bulkhead-mounted seat. Both are intended for retrofit as well as

new installations. Because of this, the bulkhead-mounted seat has inherited

the standard problems of all seats which adjust only in one plane--that of

not accommodating the smaller pilots in terms of reach because as the seat

moves up, it also moves aft. For this reason, only the floor-mounted seat

will be considered in configuring the advanced aircraft configuration.

ARA Model D2784 Floor-Mounted Seat

The ARA D2784 seat is a fully armored, crashworthy aircrew seat

built in accordance with MIL-S-58095. It is floor-mounted with a 3 inch

fore and aft adjustment, a 5 inch vertical adjustment, and a 12 inch crash

attenuation stroke. Figure 5.44 illustrates the seat and basic geometry

space envelope. This is the seat which is used in the advanced aircraft

study described in paragraph 5.6.2. The fore and aft adjustment is increased

to 5 inches for this study.
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Optimized Seat
During the adVanced aircraft study effort it was noted that use of the

D2784 seat impacted the tandem (AH) and side-by-side (OH) configurations

in both length and width. Technical discussion with ARA Inc. reveales

that the seat length and width can be minimized while still retaining

the attenuating feature. In response to these revelations, an optimized

seat envelope was defined using the basic armored bucket and comfort

cushion. This envelope is illustrated in Figure 5.44-.1. Note that the

width of the support and attenuation structure does not exceed the bucket

width of 20 inches. Note also that the structure has been reduced some

3.28 inches in length.

-- 4.1 of.. [E 2D0.0D .I-

ARA D235 :
' ARMORED

BUCKET-_ _ '

30.2

ARA 0-301Z
CUSHION 5.75

SUPPORT AND
ATTENUATION

i.~- 1jSTRUCTURE

f AI

10.5 1-HEEL
LINEFLOOR [ .Y

FIGURE 5.44. 1 OPTIMIZED CRASH ATTENUATING ARMORED SEAT
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SEAT ADJUSTMENT VS. FLIGHT EYE POSITION

Each operational study aircraft was assessed to determine the

design eye position/seat adjustment relationship and the resulting internal

and external impact. It was assumed that if the dictated percentile range

of aviators (5th - 95th) could adjust to the design eye position, the

resulting visual envelope would meet MIL-STD-850 or was near enough that

it had previously been found acceptable by AVSCOM. First, each aircraft

was assessed to determine if the 5th thru 95th percentile pilot could

obtain the design eye location by means of the available seat adjustment.

If not, the appropriate percentiles that could be accommodated were deter-

mined. Next, it was determined how much additional seat adjustment would be

required to accommodate the Ist and 99th percentiles.

To insure a thorough evaluation, each geometry was assessed using

three different sets of sitting eye height data. The three different ap-

proaches and rationale for each are summarized belou:

1. Per the classical sitting eye height data of TR-EP-150 to

assens compliance with applicable document required during

the original procurement. of' the existing operational heli-

copters. All the operational study aircraft, were designed

prior to I'R-72-52-CE; thereby, EP-150 was the applicable

ant hropometric document.

2. Per the computed percentiles based upon the flight eye sitting

heights as experimentally determined in a standard UH-l seat

for 27 Army aviators at Ft. Hood. This evaluation is more

realistic than the classical measurements because it is based

on a realistic flight eye position and not the rigid position

associated with the classical posture. Because of the small

sample size of data gathered at Fort Hood and the bias toward

the larger percentiles (refer to Table 5.2) a third set of

data was also used for the assessment.

3. Per the sitting eye height data of TR-72-52-CE adjusted by a
"slump factor". This slump factor was determined by the delta
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height between the classical sitting eye height and the

normal flight eye height of the 27 subjects measured at

Ft. Hood.

A summary of various sitting and flight eye height data used for

the geometries assessed can be found in Table 5.9. Graphic results of the

design eye position versus seat adjustment analysis for the UH-l, OH-58,

AH-l, CH-47, S-67, and HLH are shown in Figures 5.45 through 5.45.7.

These plots show the percentile range which can be accommodated

through seat adjustment for the percentiles based on the three data sources.

The portion of the curves that lies between the effective design eye levels

(seat full up and seat full down) indicates the percentiles which are

accommodated. The effect of designing for classical measurements can be

seen in the advanced helicopter plots (S-67 and HLH). These plots show

an accommodation range of 3rd through 98th percentiles for the EP 150

classical data. The actual flight eye heights, shown by the Fort Hood

data and TR-72-52 adjusted data, show an accommodation range of 15th

through 99th percentiles.

This difference, between the calculated design range of accom-

modation and the range of accommodation actually achieved, points out the

need for aircraft design based on aircraft specific anthropometry rather

than the classical anthropometry. In the discussion of vision, paragraph

5.5.2, the criteria of accommodation for vision utilized the specific

anthropometry data gathered in this study. The effect was to lower the

design eye level from 31.5 inches above the NSRP to 30.2 inches. Even

though this change represents a significant deviation from the established

norm, it was found to be much more representative of the aviator population.

LOCATING THE SEAT REFERENCE POINT ON A CREW SEAT

As discussed in paragraph 5.5.2, lack of specific guidance on

the relationship of the seat reference point (SRP) to the physical seat

properties has led to a large variance in SRP locations between the
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various seat manufacturers. The basic seat geometry is described in

MIL-STD-1333; however, the only seat requirements specified therein are

to provide the body positioning capability in accordance with the require-

meriLs established In MIL-.TD-1333. Aircrew seats eonforming fto ths

requirementu of MII,-A-81815, MfII--18471, Mi,-S-513095, MIL-p-817(1, find

MIL-A-23121 are not specifically required to define the SRP in accordance

with MIL-STD-1333. Only MIL-S-58095 and MIL-S-81771 even refer to MIL-

STD-1333. IL-S-58095 specifies that the critical dimensions and seat

adjustment conform with MIL-STD-1333, and MIL-S-81771 specifies human

factors considerations, seat bucket design, and seat adjustment conform

with MIL-STD-1333. A more detailed description of the basic seat geometry

along with seat specifications requiring identification of the SRP in

accordance with a standardized procedure are strongly recommended and

will result in crew seats better designed to meet the accommodation re-

qiiir'emntn of' WL-ITffD-l333.

The rollowing definitions from MIL-STD-1333A are used in the

basic seat geometry and location of the SRP.

Back tangent line - The back tangent line is established by

a vertically inclined plane tangent to the back of a seated man at the

thoracic region and buttocks.

Bottom tangent line - The bottom tangent line is a horizontal

line coincident with the reference line of a seat.

Seat reference point (SRP) - The seat reference point is the

intersection of the back tangent line and the bottom tangent line.

Neutral seat reference point (NSRP) - The neutral seat reference

point is the seat reference point with the seat in the nominal midposition

of the seat adjustment range. This seat position will place the 50th

percentile (seated height) man with his eye in the design eye position.

Buttock reference point - The buttock reference point is the

most forward limit of the bottom tangent line and represents the body

pressure points located 5.75 inches forward of the seat reference point.
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This represents the area of the lowest seat cushion compression under a

static vertical load of l-g.

Thigh tangent line - The thigh tangent line is the average

line of the aircraft seat when occupied by a crewmember with the maximum

weight as specified by the procuring activity. The thigh tangent line

originates at the buttock reference point and extends upward and forward

from that point to the forward edge of the seat.

In locating the SEP the starting point is the reference line

of the seat which is a horizontal line that lies in the centerline plane

of the crew station. A back tangent line is established by the inter-

section of the centerline plane with a vertically inclined plane perpen-

dicular to the centerline plane. The angle of incline from the vertical

is at the discretion of the user and/or designer. The nominal seat back

angle specified in MIL-STD-1333A is 130, but the seat back angles of the

study helicopters varied from 90 to 150 with seat rotation up to 230.

The back tangent line also lies in the centerline plane of the crew

station and therefore, intersects the horizontal reference line. This

intersection point is coincident with the SEP because the bottom tangent

line is coincident with the reference line. The bottom tangent line

extends from the SEP along the reference line to the buttock reference

point, a point located 5.T5 inches forward of the SEP. A thigh tangent

line originates from the buttock reference point and extends upward and

forward to the forward edge of the seat. The thigh tangent angle, that

is the angle between the thigh tangent line and the horizontal reference

line, is limited between 100 and 200 for helicopter application in

accordance with MIL-STD-1333A. The basic seat geometry is defined by

these tangent lines and points as shown in Figure 5.146.

Cushion geometries and properties must be designed to meet the

basic seat geometry with respect to the definitions of the back tangent

line, buttock reference point, and the thigh tangent line. A simple

test seat arrangement, as shown in Figure 5.14T, can be used to determine

the amount of cushion or net compression. A series of pins are connected

to the cushion or net so as to extend through the back and bottom of the
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seat. The noncompressed values of pin extension through the seat should

be recorded. Several test subjects of the 50th percentile range should

sit in the seat while the compressed values of pin extension are recorded.

A ecintour of' both the neat pan and seat back will result from the dif-
f'erence between the noncompreuned and compressed val ues. From these

contours the lowest seat cushion compression (buttock reference point),

the thigh tangent line, and the back tangent line can be determined.

When the final seat geometry provides the physical characteristics to

meet the requirements stated in the definitions, the seat reference point

will have a standardized correlation to the sitting eye height which

will allow the design criteria of MIL-STD-1333A to achieve the desired

results in crew station design.

5.5." .? Restraint

The existing restraint systems for the operational study heli-

copters (UH-I, OH-58, CH-47 and AH-I) of this program consist basically

of the same four components:

(1) Standard military shoulder straps (1.7 inch width)

with adjustors

(2) Standard military lap belt (3 inch width) with

adjustors

(3) Standard military lap release buckle (single

point release)

(4) Standard inertia reel (MIL-R-8236)

See Figure 5.48 for a typical illustration.
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These restraint systems have proven to be both reliable and c-
fortable. The restraint strap arranement allows for freedom of movement

by the aviator, providing him the flexibility to operate the required con-

trols. The single point release buckle provides a means of rapidly doffing

the restraint under emergency conditions. Lap bolt adjustor access and

operation, however, is extremely difficult for the larger percentile,

especiay when wearing heavy winter flight and/or personal body armor.

Also, there is some evidence that the width of the lap belt may be wider

than necessary with respect to comfort and may cause pressure points in

the upper thigh and lower pelvic area. This width, however, Is a tradeoff

with load distribution that occurs during abrupt deceleration associated

with emergency or crash situations.

The restraint system of each operational helicopter (A-1. CH-i.,

OH-58 and UH-1) was assessed to determine if there was adequate lap belt

and shoulder harness strap length. To assess a worst case situation, a

99th percentile subject, clothed in full cold weather gear, body armor

and a survival vest was used for this evaluation. Each study helicopter

was found to have shoulder strap assembly lengths more than adequate to

accommodate the 99th percentile subject. The lap belt assembly lengths

were also found to be acceptable# but marginally so. In nearly each case

the subject was able to connect and latch the lap belt but only after a

mild degree of straining. A summary of typical lap belt and shoulder

harness strap assembly lengths and available adjustment capabilities for

each helicopter is provided in Table 5,22. A schematic type drawing of

each of the restraint assemblies is also provided in Figures 5.9 thru

5*9.3o It should be noted that the bulk of the information provided Is

the result of evaluating restraint hardware that exists on operational

helicopters currently being utilized by the Texas Arm National Guard.

Because of the lack of the latest applicable drawings and related restraint

ECP (Engineering Change Proposal), some of the information MW not reflect

all the latest operational restraint configurations.

The following paragraphs provide a description of the basic

components that make up the typical restraint system currently being used

in operational helicopters.
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Lan Belt Assembly

The lap belt assembly, MD-2 (FSN 1680-516-653, Dg. 54i965),

consists of four segments of 3 inch nylon webbing, two adjustors (6104iu8

AMC), a single point release buckle (MB 22013 or MS 22003-1), and the

associated attachment or tiedown hardware,

An adjustor is located on each half of the lap belt assembly to

provide the required adjustment. On the UH-1 armored seat configuration,

there is a total lap belt length of nearly 59 inches; however, only 44

inches are usable because of the manner in which the belt is routed through

the armored side portions of the seat. Typical usable lap belt lengths

for the AH-lQ, CH-47 and OH-58 are 37, 34, and 38 inches respectively. In

the helicopter assessments, the available lap belt assembly lengths were

found to be only marginally adequate to accommodate a 99th percentile

clothed in full cold weather gear, body armor and a survival vest. The

only problem area associated with the lap belt assembly in access to the

adjustors. This access is particularily difficult when the adjustors

are located on the inboard sides of the seat or seat armor, as exists in

the AH-l. Also, in this contigurations potential pressure points may

occur in the lower pelvic or upper thigh area because of pressure exerted

against the adjustors and seat sides. It is recommended that the lap belt

adjustors be located either near the single point release or outboard of

the seat sides as shown in Figure 5.50. These locations for the lap belt

a-austors would provide better access for the seated crewmembers.

Release Buckle (MB 22013-i1

The single point release buckle consists of two basic components:

(1) Latch, lap safety belts quick release -

(MB 22013, dated 8 April 1954 which was

superseded by HS 3488 dated 3 July 1969)

(2) Link, lap safety belt - (MS 22003 dated

21 April 1954)

See Fi w 5.51 for'lap belt assembly (release buckle) hardware.
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Shoulder Stray Assembly

The shoulder strap assembly consists of a single 1.? inch nylon

strap that originates at the inertia reel enA branches to formt a Or.

shaped configuration prior to the point of crossing the shoulders. Bach

segment of the "V" is provided with a length adjustor and a vetu tboed

loop at its end which provides attachment capability at the single point

release buckle on the lap belt.

Typical restraint assembly has approximately 27 inches of ad-

justment between the adjustors and the end attachment point at the lap

belt buckle. Another 16 inches of strap exists between the adjustors and

the "V" with 20 inches of strap from the "V" to the attachment point of

the inertia reel. An additional 18 to 20 inches of adjustable strap is

avallatle in the inertia reel itself. The 26 inches of adjustable strap

provided by the Mjustore is more than adequate to accoamodate a 99th

percentile while veering arctic flight clothing, personal body &aor amd

the standard survival vest.

Inertia Reel

Inertia reels currently installed on the crew seats of U.S.

Arm helicopters are designed In accordance with NIL-R-8236.

The basic function of the inertia reel Is to give the cremaber

full freedom of movement during normal operating conditions vhile auto-

matically locking the shoulder harness during an abrupt deceleration. This

freedom of movement is obtained by spring-loading the cable or webbing to

which the shoulder straps are attached. The inertia reel allows shoulder

harness extension without apparent restraint (only 6 pounds at maximum

extension) while constantly taking up any slack.

I

There are two basic types of MIL-R-8236 reels. The I t-

sensitive t!.e takes a 2- g impact on the inertia reel boming itself

to look autastically. Normal flight loads, including severe turbulence,

will not activate this reel.
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The rate-of-extension type reel, although mechanically different,

serves the same purpose. Its automatic operation depends on the rate at

which the harness Is "reeled off", which makes it a function of the rate

of upper torso displacement away from the seat back, regardless of direc-

tion. The automatic operation of this reel can be checked at an time by

jerking the shoulder straps to lock the harness. This test also demon-

strates how the shoulder harness, after being locked automatically, reels

the pilot in every time he bounces back toward his seat. Eventually,

he will find himself firmly "locked" against the seat back.

MIL-R-8236 requires that both reel types lock automatically

before the occupant travels swe than 0.5 inch during an emergency decel-

eration. The g-setting is factory adjustable; however, MIL-R-8236 speci-

fies a 2-3 g value. There are indications that the 2 g setting of the

rate-of-extension type reel may be too low. In this case, sudden move-

ment of the upper torso as a result of control manipulations could result

in iadvertent locking of the harness* Both types of reels have identical

manual control levers, usually mounted on the seat arm or some other

convenient location. The lever has two positions, manual and automatic.

The manual position permits the pilot to lock the reel if he anticipates

severe conditions or at any time that he wants to be held tightly.

Normally the control lever should be in the automatic position so that

the wearer can lean forward easily and reach all controls without first

having to release the control lever.

Accident statistics indicate that rotary-wing aircraft frequently

impact on their sides, or impact vertically with little longitudinal

deceleration. It is concluded, therefore, that all rotary-wing and VTOL

aircraft should incorporate the rate-of-extension type reel because a

unidirectional (-g x) acceleration (needed to actuate the impact type reel)

might not be present in all rotary-wing or VTOL aircraft accidents.

Restraint Utilization by Crewmembers

The pilot questionnaire survey conducted at Ft. Hood included

a couple of questions directed at current restraint systems and utilization

One was concerned with the use of the restraint system:
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Question: Do you ever fly with your restraint straps tight and the

Inertia reel looked? If so, %rder what onditione?

Reeponee t

DBnIUCYzc/cobewT NUMME 0?

o so 17 56.T%
o No Response 0

o Yes 13 43.3%

No. of
Conditions Coments

Dives 1

Takeoff 1

Landing 1

INC Weather 1

Flying with a "hot dog" 1

Autorotation 1

Low Level 2

Emergencies 2

Combat 2

HOE 8

20

TOTAL 30 100%

This question indicates that 56.T% of subjects never tighten

and lock their restraint straps and inertia reel. Furthermore, even

though 43% responsed "Yes," it was for only a small portion or specific

phase of a given mission.

Another question dealt with reach restrictions associated with

the current restraint systems.
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Question: In aircraft that you have flown* are there critical

flight or emergency controls that you are unable to

reach with your shoulder harness locked? If so, what

aircraft and what controls? C
Responses:

DEFICIENCY/CO!O4ENTNUBRO
______ _____ _____ _____ COMMHENTS -

o No 13 43.3%

o No Response 3 10%

o Yes 14 .4___6._%
No. of

Controls/Helicopter Comments

Battery Switch (UH-1) 1

Lights (Left Seat)(UH-l) 1

Transponder (Bight Seat) 1

Full FNd. Cyclic (UH-i) 1

Emergency Govenor (UH-I & AH-i) 2

Radio Panel (UH-i) 2
Fuel Switch (UH-I, 0H-58 &4

Hydraulic Switch (Ui-1) 5

AC or DC Circuit Breakers 5
(UH-i & AH-i)-

22

TOTAL 30 100%

This question indicates that specific reach problem do exist.

Initially, it might appear that the UH-1 may be the most restrictive

helicopterg however, this assumption is not necessarily true since the

responses are from a group of aviators with an overwhelming amount of

flight time in the UH-1 series and a minimal amount of flight experience

in the other study aircraft.
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Another interesting aspect is that the subjects encountering

reach problems were not necessarily the smaller percentile pilots. In

fact, the pilots responding "Yes" to this question ranged from the 3rd

thru 95th percentile in stature and from the 12th thru 96th percentile

in functional reach. The average percentiles were 63 and 53 respectively.

The primary problems center around the location of the hydraulic

switches, AC and DC circuit breakers and fuel switches.

5.5.3.3 Fjection/Extraction Envelope

Since the beginning of manned flight, escape from disabled j
aircraft has been a significant problem. This problem has been minimized

significantly in fixed wing aircraft through the use of parachutes and

various automated escape systems; however, disabled helicopters often

carry the crewmembers to their death. Reports indicate that 40 to 60

percent of the helicopter fatalities could be prevented if the crewmembers

were provided the means of escape prior to ground impact.

Helicopter crewmenbers have had to rely on autorotation as the

primary method of countering inflight emergencies, but this maneuver is

only effective in the case of power loss. During any other inflight emergency

a means of escape is necessary if these personnel are to be afforded the same

degree of protection provided to aircrews of fixed wing aircraft.

The two primary automated modes of escape available for helicopter

application are ejection seats and extraction systems.

In the ejection seat system, the entire seat/man mass is catapulted

from the aircraft. The specifications of military services utilizing ejec-

tion seats are in general accord on the minimum dimensions of the opening

(26 inches by 30 inches) required to accommodate the ejected mass. (See

Figure 5.52) The 30 inch ejection clearance line is measured perpendicular

from the ejection line of the seat reference point. The 26 inch width is

common to ejection seats for aircraft not requiring pressure suits. (Refer-

41. ence M 33573, JIL-STD-1333, MIL-S-18471, and ML-S-9479.)
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The extraction system is designed to pull the aircrew member from

the aircraft by means of a rocket secured to the crewmaber. Extraction

through moderately small apertures can be achieved using a seat %hose bottom

folds during the extraction sequence. In this mode the seat does not leave

the aircraft but moves only a short distance up the rails allowing the

crewmber's legs to straighten. The streamlined body is then extracted

through an opening considerably smaller than is possible for an aircrew

member seated in an ejection seat. Extractions have been performed

successfully through an opening of only 23 inches (measured perpendicular

from the extraction line of the crewmember). The 26 inch minium width is

still required for the extraction method. The ejection clearance envelope

as defined in Figure 5.52, however, is not considered excessive for extrac-

tion in view of the amount of personal, emergency, and survival equipment

with which the helicopter aircrew member is equipped.

Considering the AH-1 and S-67 attack helicopters equipped with a

bubble-type canopy, an adequate escape opening can be readily provided.

Removal of the canopy during an emergency by the use of linear shaped-

charges (LSC) will result in an escape opening greater than the minim

ejection/extraction envelope with no additional impact on the crew station

geometry.

Three inflight escape system designs, the Stanley "Yankee", the

Stencel "SIIIS-3", and the Douglas "Minipac" are analyzed as to the possible

impact that these systems may have on the crew station geometry.

STANLEY "YANKEE"

The large exit opening available in the attack helicopters and

the relatively low flight speeds allows the Yankee escape system (an extrac-

tion system) to be operationally feasible without modification or replace-

ment of the armor seat.

Location of the rocket launchers behind the pilot and to the left

slightly aft of the gunner, as recomended in NWL TR-2627, Feasibility of an

In-Flight Escape System for the AH-1 Cobra Helicopter, can be accomplished

with only minor modifications. Vision would be slightly degraded at the
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gunner's 8 o'clock position, however, no other adverse effects are noted

using this system. The extraction system which pulls rather than pushes

the crewmember from the disabled craft imposes minima loads on the air-

craft and exerts an acceleration force of less than 12 g on the extracted

crevuember.

Thfese features of the extraction system allow it to be retrofitted

to the AH-I with a minimum of modification and-likewise a minimuma impact on

the crew station geometry.

STINCFL 'SlIIS-3'

The SIIIS-3 ejection seat is designed as a lightweight, minimma

envelope, low cost system. Feasibility of this system's adaptation to the

AH-I is based on the replacement of the armor seat with the ejection seat.

Extensive modification would be required to install the SIIIS-3 seat in the

AH-1 because of the limited space between the side consoles. Elimination

of the side armor, relocation of the consoles, or increased width of the

crew station would be necessary to incorporate this ejection seat in the

AH-1. Vertical clearance is adequate for the gunner's station, however,

accommodation of the seat in the pilot's station requires the ejection seat

reference point, with the seat in the full up position, to be more than

2 inches lower than that for the existing seat. In addition to a lower

flight eye position for the small percentile pilot, vision is further

degraded by the top of the gunner's ejection seat obstructing the pilot's

forward line sight.

The extensive modifications and degrading of the pilots vision

makes this system undesirable as an efficient means of escape in the AH-I.

DOUGLAS MINIPAC"

The Minipac ejection seat is designed as an ultralightweight

low impulse, fast reaction system. This system is also designed specifically

as an escape system for rotary wing aircraft and is adaptable to the AH-I.

Moderate aircraft modification is required through the replacement of the

existing seat and armor. The Minipac system is narrow enough to fit in

the AH-1 with clearance available for adequate armor protection.
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The vertical dimensions of this seat restrict adjustment to a

full up position nearly 2 inches lower than is presently available in the

pilot's station. These dimensions, however, are based on the muxim

ejection seat height. It is possible to reduce the seat height by snubbing

the headrest and relocating the seat separator rocket lower in the seat and

thus allowing for a higher seat reference point. External vision is not

affected in the gunner's station, and the pilot's vision is not restricted

by the gunner's ejection seat because the simple design of the headrest

allows for vision through and/or around the upper portion of the seat.

The loads imposed on the aircraft during ejection would be much

greater than the loads imposed during extraction because of the catapulting

action of the man-seat mass. The initial catapult will apply a force of

approximately 4500 pounds on the seat support structure. The aircraft

structure should be able to meet this requirement without modification

because of the basic criteria for airframe crashworthiness to which it is

designed. The maximum physiological loads on the crewmember will not

exceed the limits of 18 g and 250 g/sec.

Overall, the lightweight (69.4 pounds total installed weight) and

compact size of this ejection seat would adapt well to the AH-1 and present

a minimum impact on the crew station geometry.

5.5.3.14 Ingress/Egress

Normal ingress/egress from U. S. Army helicopters in the current

inventory present no serious problems. Difficulties in ingress/egress are

encountered, however, under emergency conditions; and these difficulties are

compounded if the crewmember is wearing other than normal flibht clothing, i.e.

cold weather ear, personal armor, survival vest, or utilizing an armored seat
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with the side panels installed. Emergency egress is more complicated for

the co-pilot in a side-by-side configuration (OH-58, UH-I and CH-47) be-

cause the collective interferes with exiting through the left door. In a

tandem configuration (AH-I), the collective presents less of a problem;

however, emergency egress is complicated by the gunner's sight and the

small confines of the crew station area.

Ingress/egress is assessed by two different approaches.

(1) A dimensional analysis that assesses relative door envelopes

and related clearance problems associated with the ingress/

egress pathway.

(2) Actual time trials where subjects performed simulated ingress/

egress maneuvers. The time trials were executed twice, first

with the subject dressed in standard flight clothes and then

with the subject dressed in full cold weather gear, personal

body armor and survival vest.

The dimensional analysis provides an analytical comparison of the

various geometry relationships of the side door (emergency exit) to the seat

location, etc., for each study aircraft with side-by-side seating. Those

areas which were assessed consist of the following:

(1) Size of the door envelope in square feet.

(2) A calculated usable door envelope consisting of the door

envelope less the amount of unusable space. The unusable

space consists of that area that is occupied by the seat,

area behind the seat, collective, and other structure that

would block the ingress/egress pathway, or beeof no useful

value in ingress/egress.

(3) Door dimensions including:
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o Maximu= Door Width

o Minimum Door Width

o Door Height Above Ground (Bottom & Top)

(#) Clearance between the front edge of the seat and the front

edge of the door.

(5) Clearance between the front edge of the collective and the

front edge of the door.

(6) Distance from the bottom edge of the door to the floor.

(7) Distance from the top edge of the door and the design eye

position to the top of the interior ceiling.

(8) Height of the collective above the floor.

(9) The amount of lateral offset of the seat and collective

from the door.

Assessment of these areas was completed by measuring the various

parameters on the actual aircraft. Detailed design drawings were not avail-

able, consequently the resulting values may not reflect precise numbers which

could be obtained from detailed design drawings; however, the measured values

do present an accurate analytical comparison.

Standardized measurements were insured by imposing the following

requirements:

(1) The seat adjusted to the neutral seat reference point.

I(2) The collective positioned full down.

(3) The cyclic positioned full forward.
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The assessment was made on the co-pilot's side (left side) of the helicopter

because it was found to be the worst case situation due to the blockage

resulting from the position of the collective. A summary of the data

acquired for this analysis is shown in Table 5.23.

A comparison was not made to the AH-l helicopter because of its

tandem seating arrangement and the different egress/ingress procedures

(through the canopy opening and over the side versus through a side emergency

door). 'Ibis analysis also does not evaluate the effect of seat armor since

the OH-58 and CH-47 helicopters normally are not supplied with seat armor.

It should be realized, however, that use of the armor would further retard

ingress/egress.

The results of the dimensional analysis are not intended to be a

panacea assessing ingress/egress for the different helicopters but should

show some comparative trends or general conclusions formulated by compiling

and assessing the related ingress/egress geometry relationships. A grading

scale was derived and a rank order value assigned to each of the parameters

listed in Table 5.23. Results of this assessment indicate that the UH-i

ranks the best in terms of ingress/egress. The CH-47 and OH-58 results

show these two helicopters to follow respectively in ingress/egress capa-

bilities. The timed test trials, however, proved the results from the

dimensional analysis inconclusive.

The ingress/egress timed test trials in the operational study

aircraft assess a 99th percentile subject under two separate conditions.

These conditions compare ingress/egress times with the aviator dressed in

standard flight clothes versus heavy winter clothing, body armor and a

survival vest. The 0H-58, UH-I, CH-47 and AH-i helicopters are evaluated.

The 0H-58 and UH-l entrance/exit routes were from the left seat

(co-pilot's seat) through the adjacent side door. The co-pilot's jettisonable

emergency door on the CH-47 was not used at the request of AraW National

Guard officials where the tests were conducted because of the difficulty in

re-closing this spring loaded door and possibility of injury due to the door's

height above the ground. Therefore, the ingress/egress route for the CH-47
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TABLE 5.23 INGRESS/EGRESS ENVELOPES & REIATED CLEARANCES

CH-47 OH-58 uH-I

Total Door Envelope (in Sq. Ft.) 9.70 7.30 i0.8o

Useable Door Envelope (in Sq. Ft.) 6.70 5.10 7.40

Door Dimensions

o Max. Vertical Height 51.00 41.00 48.00
o Min. Width 16.00 20.00 20.00
o Max. Width 26.00 30.00 36.00

Door Height Above Ground
o To Top of Door 112.00 64.50 82.50
o To Bottom of Door 61.00 25.00 35.00

Interior Head Clearance-

o Above Top of Door 14.00 4.75 7.00
o Above Design Eye Position 23.50 8.50 13.00

Clearance Between Front Edge of 6.50 10.50 12.50
Seat and Front Edge of Door

Clearance Between Front Edge of 4.00 7.25 4.25
Collective & Front Edge of Door

Heig.ht of Collective Above the Floor 13.00 9.00 16.00

Bottom of Door to the Floor 0 5.00 0

Door to Side of Seat (Lateral) 8.00 4.00 5.25

Collective to Door (Lateral) 4.75 1.00 0.50

All Dimensions in Inches Except zs Noted
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was from the right seat (pilot's seat) through the normal rear entry

corridor, rather than through the adjacent emergency exit door. These

ingress/egress routes required the aviator to exit over or around the

collective side of the seat simulating a worst case situation. Me AH-1

helicopter, with its tandem seating arrangement, was evaluated for both the

gunner's and pilot's stations because of the large differences between the

two stations. The ingress/egress routes are through the open canopies with

the gunner using the left side and the pilot using the right side.

The subject was allowed several practice trials for each helicopter

and Lest condition to develop the optimum procedure that was most suitable

f'or him. The subject was timed for ingress/egress procedures in each air-

craft under the two separate clothing conditions. Timing was conducted in

three steps:

o Step 1 (Ingress) - The time required to enter the crew station

and obtain a seated position.

o Step 2 (Ingress) - The time required to buckle and adjust the

restraint straps.

o Step 3 (Egress) - The 'rime required to release the restraint

and exit the crew station.

Ingress/egress times started and ended with the aviator outside of the

helicopter for the 0H-58, UB-1, and AH-1 and in the cargo compartment for

the CH-47. A pictorial sequence of egress from each of the study helicopters

is shown in Figures 5.53 through 5.53.3.

The results of the time trials for ingress and egress are pre-

sented graphically in Figure 5.54. Although the resulting times Bay not be

totally representative of ingress/egress times for experienced aviators

under emergency conditions, they do provide a relative coprison between

helicopters and demonstrate the effects of restrictive clothing.

The timed ingress/egress trials do not reflect the same results

as the dimensional analysis. As can be seen in Figure 5.54 the UH-1 was
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FIGUR~E 5.53.1 AH-lQ EGRESS (REAR SEAT)
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FIGURE 5.53.3 UH-lH EGRESS 99TH PERCENTILE CLAD IN ARCTIC

CLOTHING, BODY ARMOR AND SURVIVAL VEST
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FIGURE 5.53.3 UH-1H EGRESS (coN'T)
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FIGURE 5.53.14 CH-147 EGRESS 99TH PERCENTILE CLAD IN ARCTIC

CLOTHING, BODY ARMOR AND SURVIVAL VEST
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FIGURE 5.53.4 CH-47 EGRESS (cON'T)
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INGRESS
EU Time Required to Buckle & Adjust

12a Restraint Straps - Standard Clothing

f Time Required to Enter Crew Station &
Obtain Seated Position - Standiard Clothing

1 100 Time Required to Buckle & Adjust
Restraint Strap. - Restrictive
Clothing

Time Required to Enter Crew Station
& Obtain Seated Position -

8Restrictive Clothing
08

S60 i

20

0-4
20 i I .

CH-hT OH-58 UH-1 GUNNER PIWOT
A -1

FIGURE 5.54 INGRESS TIME TRIAL SUMMRY
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first when assessing total ingress time with standard flight gear - 32

seconds, compared to 37 seconds for the CH-47, and 43 seconds for the OH-58.

With the aviator in the cold weather gear, body armor and survival

vest, the total ingress times favored the OH-58 (44 seconds), then the UH-i -

(60 seconds), followed by the CH-47 (66 seconds), and AH-1 gunner (100 seconds).

The AH-1 pilot ingress time trial was terminated at 132 seconds after the

subject spent 70 seconds attempting to adjust the restraint straps. The task

of gaining access to lap belt adjustors becomes extremely difficult when the

aviator is dressed in restrictive clothing, particularly for the larger

percentiles when using a seat with armored side panels. It was this com-

bination that prevented the test subject from being able to adjust the

restraint in the pilot's station of the AH-I.

Time Required to Exit - EGRESS40 Standard Clothing

flTime Required to Exit -
8Restrictive Clothing

in.n

*Mel

I
I !

FIGURE 5.5:1 EGESS TIME TRIAL SUMARY

Egress from the helicopters in standard flight clothing ranked

the CH-47 first (6 seconds), OH-58 (8 seconds) and the UH-I (11 seconds).

(See Figure 5.54.1). The ranking was partially reversed when restrictive (
clothing was worn by the test subject. The OH-58 ranked first with 10

seconds compared to 12 seconds for the CH-47, 19 seconds for the U-i,

24 seconds for the AH-1 gunner, and 31 seconds for the AH-I pilot.
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In summary, the results show a 31%* increase in average ingress

time for an aviator fully clothed in cold weather gear, body armor and a

survival vest compared to an aviator dressed in standard flight equipment.

For egress, the percentage of increase was 37%*.

Thbe most unexpected results were related to the OH-58, particularly

with respect to the cold weather ingress time - only-a 2% increase in time

over the same conditions with standard flight gear. From all the previous

assessments and evaluations related to the relatively small OH-58, its

door size and related geometry relationships, it was anticipated that the

total ingress times for the 0H-58 would be the greatest of all aircraft
assessed. This proved not to be the case. Comments from the test subject

Indicated that the fast ingress time for the small and confining OH-58 was

primarily due to the low profile of the door sill to the ground (25 inches

for the OH-58 compared to 35 inches for the UH-IH). Ingress was easier in

the OH-58 than the UH-i because of the ability to maintain one foot on the

ground and lift the other leg around or over the collective. Although time

and equipment did not allow, it is anticipated that the small percentile

range of aviator would possibly experience as much, if not more difficulty,

in terms of ingress and emergency egress.

CH-47

The dimensional analysis of the CH-47 was made for the jettisonable

emergency door. Based strictly on the size of the usable door space ingress/

egress in the CH-47 ranked slightly less than the UH-l. Considering other

factors such as size of the crew station, accessibility to the door and

general cockpit arrangement, egress through the emergency door is anticipated

to be rapid. The use of this emergency door, however, is also dangerous

because of the 61 inch drop to the ground. A crewmember would be particu-

larly susceptible to injury during egress when wearing body armor or other

restrictive clothing.

* Based on the results for the CH-47, UH-l and OH-58. AH-l data not included.
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The time trials were based on entry and exit through the cargo

compartment which would be the primary route except during an extreme

emergency situation. The CH-47 ranked first and second for the time trials

in standard clothing and restrictive clothing respectively. The large area,

of the crew station and clear pathway evaluated provided for a rapid means

of ingress/egress.

OH-58

The initial assessment based on the preliminary results of the

dimensional ingress/egress analysis indicated that ingress/egress would be

more difficult in the OH-58 than the other study helicopters. The ingress/

egress time trials, however, demonstrated good ingress/egress conditions

compared to the other helicopters especially when restrictive clothing was

worn by the aviator. The low profile crew station, relatively small door,

limited height clearance, and the small confining crew area are factors

which were expected to impede ingress/egress greatly. All of these apparently

negative factors, however, appeared to be offset by the relative height of

the door and floor level to the ground. The ability to keep one foot on

the ground and lift the other leg over or around the collective was found

to be one of the most critical factors when assessing ingress/egress times.

The low profile of the 0H-58 therefore lended itself well to ingress/egress,

resulting in rapid times for both the standard and restrictive clothing time

trials.

UH-1

On the basis of the dimensional analysis the UH-1 was anticipated

to be superior to the other helicopters in terms of ingress/egress capabilities.

Although the UH-1 has a spacious crew station and relatively large door, the

height of the floor above the ground and the location of the collective

hindered ingress/egress. The 35 inch height from the ground to the floor

makes it difficult to climb up to the crew station. A step, located on the P

strut 13 inches above the ground, is provided to aid in ingress but it is

not easily accessible especially for an aviator dressed in arctic clothing,

body armor and survival vest. The collective is the greatest hinderance
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because of its bulky size and location. The collective switch box allows

S only 14.25 inches of clearance to the airframe. This limited clearance

requires the aviator to climb over the collective which protrudes 16 inches

u),ove he rloor with Ihe e'llctive Jn lhe )u] down poniton. Although not

ul.11.1yed durinp, he 1. ime l.lain. he 1 IlMdinso tilde armor lanen. 'ars alo, hinder

ingresS/egress. In the stowed position there is no problem; however, when

extended a great degree of difficulty is encountered in stowing the panel.

Access to the "un-locking" mechanism is very poor, and once unlocked the

panel is extremely difficult to stow. The operation of stowing this panel

will add a minimum of 6 seconds to the egress time. These factors, therefore,

degrade the ingress/egress capabilities in UH-l so much that it ranks last

among the three side-by-side configured helicopters studied.

AH-l

The AH-1 presents some unique problems in terms of ingress/egress.

Ingress/egress capabilities are severely restricted due to the requirements

to climb over the side of the helicopter rather than pass through a side

door. The time trials were completed only for the test with restrictive

clothing due to the limited availability of the test helicopter. This time

trial, however, conclusively shows the problems associated with ingress/

egress. Figure 5.54 shows the excessive time required for ingress. Three

primary problems were encountered during ingress:

(1) The small area of the steps and their close proximity to the

side of the helicopter made climbing to the cockpit extremely difficult for

the test subject wearing mukluk boots. The same subject wearing standard

flight boots, however, found use of the steps adequate in gaining access to

the crew station.

(2) The small area of space for the crew stations, particularly

the distance between the seat and the instrument panel, was barely sufficient

for the 99th percentile subject to pass through when trying to sit in the

seat. Once seated, however, the clearance was adequate because the legs

were positioned beneath the instrument panel.
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(3) The side armor panels of the AH-l seat interfered with the

restraint adjustment. This problem is discussed in Paragraphs 5.5 .3.1 and

5. 5.3.2.

During egress the same problems noted during ingress vere

encountered resulting in the longer egress times reflected in Figure 5.514.1.
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PHASE III - IPACT OF VARIATIONS ON AIR VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

5.6 imPAcT ASSSSImENT (TASK 6)

The impact assessment phase involves the evaluation of both opera-

tional and advanced helicopters based on the functional envelope definitions.

The operational helicopter assessments determine the percentile range that

the study helicopters will accommodate and the technical and cost impact of

modifying the vehicle to accept a 5-95 percentile range. The advanced

helicopter assessments involve the design of various size crew station ge-
ometries based on four anthropometric percentile ranges. Basic tandem crew

stations and side-by-side crew stations are developed with cost, weight, and

performance deltas computed for each configuration.

5.6.1 Operational Helicopters

Each of the candidate operational helicopters were subjected to a

detailed analysis to determine what percentile range is presently accommodated.

This analysis was based strictly on the functional envelope definitions which

were experimentally evolved as outlined in paragraph 5.4.3. This data base

was considered the most reliable information presently available as most other

information is based solely on classical measurements. Unfortunately, due

to the limited constraints of this study, only thirty subjects could be uti-

lized for data gathering; a sample size which does not allow for a confidence

factor on the level desired.

In order to maintain consistency with the other data inputs and to

ensure a certain level of reliability, the "normal" flight eye data, founded

on the random sampling of Army aviators at Fort Hood, was used for these

analyses.

The areas evaluated are internal and external vision, operation

of controls, clearance, crash hazards, seating and restraint, clothing/

equipment, ejection envelopes, and body armor. A sumry of the percentiles

range of accomodations in these specific areas are listed in Table 3.1.
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Ingress/egress was evaluated for these helicopters as discussed in

paragraph 5.5.3.4 but was not included as an area assessed for range of

accmmodation. This area Is not addressed in MIL-STD-1333 and no other
requirements for ingress/egress could be located. Ingress/egress is very

subjective as to requirements which allow it to be evaluated in terms of '

accommodation other than the physical ability to ingress/egress; therefore,

the aspect of accommodation could not be analytically assessed.

Once the areas which could not accommodate the 5th through 95th

percentiles were defined, modifications were determined which would increase

the accommodation range to include the 5th through 95th percentiles. These

modifications were based on the minimum changes which would meet the require-

ments of MIL-STD-1333 but on the basis of the anthropometric data gathered

in this study. This definition of accommodation should "assure efficient,

safe, and comfortable aircrew operation by the full range of pilot body

sizes as defined by applicable anthropometric documents." These modifica-

tions were also based on the present design eye location, being accepted

by concurrence through procurement, even though none of the operational

helicopters studied met the requirements of MIL-STD-850 over-the-nose vision.

Modifications which would provide complete concurrence with the military

standards would in effect call for an entire new crew station design which

was the subject addressed under the advanced helicopter assessment and

therefore, was not addressed here.

Based on the modifications, recommended weight, cost, and perform-

ance tradeoffs were determined for each of the operational study helicopters.

These penalties are listed under the specific helicopter discussions in the

following paragraphs.

5.6.1.1 Study Approach

Assessment of the operational helicopters was completed through a

combination of two methods.

(1) Aircrev station geometry drawings were used in conjunction

with the overlay drawings of the functional envelopes and extremity strike
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envelopes to analyze the crew station. The aircrew station geometry drawingi

were based on composite information as no complete geometry drawings were

furnished to* Vought. Information for the drawings developed vad obtained

from a variety of sources including accumulated drawings, operational hand-

books and Inspection of the actual helicopters. The functional envelope draw-

lngs and extremity rtitrul.nt drawings were developed as explained in paragraphs

5.4.3.5 and 5.4.l.2, respectively. All drawings were completed in 1/5 scale

so that direct overlay of the geometry and envelope drawings was possible.

Overlayed drawings showing the 5th and 95th percentiles in each of the opera-

tional helicopters are located in Appendix L. Aircrew station geometry draw-

ing analysis was used for the evaluation of head and eye position, body and

arm position, leg position and body/limb contact during crash situations.

(2) Inspection of the actual helicopters was used for the evalu-

ation of clearances between the body and basic structure/controls, seat

configuration, restraint, clothing/equipment, and body armor. The OHf-58A,

II-1i and CH-I7A were innpected at the Texas Army National Guard Base in

Grand Prairie, Texas. An AI-IQ wan flown to Vought from Fort Hood, Texas

and inspected during its visit. Inspection of the helicopters included

specific measurements, in-the-seat evaluation of the overall geometry and

clearance/mobility tests with a subject in body armor and arctic clothing.,

Over-the-nose vision requirements were used to establish the seat

adjustment for each percentile. The functional envelope and crew station

geometry drawings were aligned such that the minimum percentile was in the

full forward position, and the maximum percentile was in the full aft posi-

tion. The drawings were aligned vertically so that the eye coincides with

the vision line based on the design eye of the study helicopter. This

alignment established the seat position used for the evaluation. If seat

adjustment available did not allow for vertical adjustment to the design

eye, the limiting over.the-nose vision angle is defined in Table 3.1 under

VISION-EXTERNAL.

VISION-inA was assessed from the flight eye position determined

by the seat adjusted as described above. Even though some percentile flight

eye positions were above and below the design eye, straight line-of-sight

vision was available to the main instrument panel and consoles.
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The basic flight controls (cyclic and collective), emergency
controls on the instrument panel and consoles, and display surfaces of the

instrument panel are evaluated under CONTROLS & DISPLAYS. Thesme controls

were assessed to determine if their location was within Zone 2 reach of the

various percentiles. For the reach evaluation, the functional envelopes

were overlayed on the geometry drawings to align the meat back angles and

buttock reference points at the adjusted seat position. Both the functional

envelopes and grasping reach envelopes vere used to determine the reach

capability. Controls and display surfaces not located on the crew seat center

line were measured for the degree. of azimuth off center line such tbOat

the appropriate reach arcs and tabulated data could be used in evaluating

the individual controls. The limiting percentiles are defined in Table 3.1.

The anti-torque pedal controls were evaluated after adjusting the

leg for the seat pan eagle and the heel rest line. The seat pan angle

adjustment was made by aligning the thigh tangent lines of the functional

envelope drawings to the seat pan line of the crew station geometry drawings

such that the buttock reference point of the two drawings coincide. This

alignment established the position of the knee pivot so that the leg could

be adjusted to the heel rest line by pivoting the lower leg segment. The

evaluation of the PEDALS & BRAKCE was made using the maximum throw or maxi-

mum braking throw arcs as applicable to the type of helicopter. This assess-

ment was based on the appropriate adjustment of the pedals with full forward

throw.

Accommodation for CLEARANCE was based on two factors: clearance

between the body and basic structures/controls and clearance in a crash

situation. This portion of the analysis is based on normal flight clothing

and assumes the least restrictive seat configuration, i.e., minimium armor

configuration.

Evaluation of the clearance between body and basic structure was

based on observation of test subjects in the actual helicopters. Wlhen

clearance problems were noted, the limiting percentile was analytically (
determined based on anthropometric measurements of the body segments in-

volved in the obstruction.
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The extremity strike envelopes are utilized in the assessment of

the environmental hazards inherent in the helicopter's structure during

crash situations. Three types of hazards are discussed:

(Primary Hazards: Rigid structural members within the extremity

strike envelope of the head and chest.

Secondary Hazards: Structural members which can trap or injure

the lover extremities to the extent that egress is impaired.

Tertiary Hazards: Structural members which can injure the upper

extremities to the extent that ability to perform essential tasks is reduced.

This evaluation was made on the basis of a 95th percentile's ex-

tremity strike envelope under a 4#g impact. Again the envelope drawings

were overlayed on the geometry drawings by aligning the seat reference

points with the seat adjusted for the 95th percentile. Strike hazards were

assessed in the three major planes of the crew station.

SEAT CONFIGURATION accommodat ion refers only to the seat width

and shoulder clearance. This assessment is again based on normal flight

clothing but includes restrictions caused by the seat armor. Seating prob-

lems were identified by test subjects during the helicopter inspection and

limiting percentiles defined analytically.

Clearance accommodation described above did not include those

clearance problems associated with the more restrictive clothing consisting

of arctic clothing and the body armor/survival vest combination. The

restrictive nature of this clothing is shown in Table 3.1 under RESTRICTIVE

CLOTHING and BODY ARMOR. The percentiles accommodated were determined using

a combination of the three study efforts described above. The reach envelopes

adjusted for restrictive clothing (using the deltas from the restrictive

clothing envelopes) were overlayed on geometry drawings to determine reach

restrictions. Clearance problems were determined by subjects clad in the

restrictive clothing, and the limiting percentiles were defined according

to anthropometric considerations of the interferring body segments.
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RESTRAINT and EJECTION accommodat ion stud~y efforts are described

in paragraphs 5.5.3.2 and 5.5.3.3, both which pose no restrictions for the

5th through 95th percentiles.

After each helicopter assessment the modifications, required to

increase the anthropometric range to the 5th through 95th percentiles, are
discussed, and revised crew station geometry drawings show the modified

layouts. The modification recommendations were based on both analysis of

functional envelope overlays and observations made during inspection of the

physical crew stations.

Adjustable seating is required if there is to be a range of per-

centile accommodation all of whom can meet the design eye over-the-nose

vision. Using this premise as a starting point, a range of seat adjustments

were selected which would meet the vision requirement and could be incor-

porated into the existing helicopters with minimum modification of the

existing bulkheads and floors. The seat adjustments allow for the 50th

percentile's flight eye to coincide with the design eye when the seat is

in the neutral position. Corresponding to the aft adjustment of the seat

for subjects larger than a 50th percentile, the flight eye will also move

aft of the design eye. The seat adjustments, therefore, allow for the

flight eye to be positioned above the design eye in order to maintain the

same over-the-vision. Likewise, the subjects smaller than a 50th percentile

have a flight eye position forward and below that of the design eye yet
still maintaining the same over-the-nose vision.

From the adjusted seat position, other factors of accommodation

such as reach of controls, clearance with aircraft structure/controls,

seat configuration and restrictive clothing were reassessed. Those areas

which still could not accommodate the 5th through 95th percentiles were

identified. Each item was then evaluated to determine possible modifica-

tions, i.e., either readjustment of the seat or relocation of the offending

control or display.
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The finl recomumendationa -presented in the follonv pazguq a,

omwerg do not in all cas e provide for adequate reach capabilities vhich are

restricted by use of t)he existing body armor. Modifications to allow for

the body armor restricted reach were not justified in light of the fact that

the current "Standard A" body armor is considered a safety of flight hazard

and is to be replaced with a more functional armor system. The new armor,

when available, will have to be evaluated on its own merit.

The final step in the operational helicopter assessment was to

determine the impact of the recommended modifications in terms of weight,

performance, and cost. Preliminary design studies were made for the required

modificat ions needed to increase the anthropometric range. Actual hardware

changes for those modifications deemed feasible were defined as realistically

as possible within the scope of this program. The modifications which

appeared to be infeasible because of incompatibility with other helicopter

sub-systems or prohibitive costs were identified and discussed.

The majority of the hardware changes were designed as modification

to existing equipment, and therefore, did not involve weight changes. The

exceptions were in the seat modifications and armor replacement. These items

were estimated for the weight deltas between the existing hardware being

replaced and the new hardware designed to meet the reconmended modifications.

Performance factors were analyzed to evaluate the impact of the

proposed modifications on hover ceiling (IGE and OGE), maximum rate of climb,

maximum redline airspeed, and power to maintain the baseline performance.

With no proposed exterior changes the impact on performance is directly re-

lated to the weight change. The following performance charts from the

Operator's Manual and Detail Specifications were utilized:

o Hover Ceiling

o Maximum Rate of Climb (Climb Performance)

o Maximum Redline Airspeed

o Power Required to Hover

o Level Flight Power Required
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Cost analyses of the required hardvare change included the following

costs:

o Materials

o Engineering .

- Design (Nonrecurring)

- Sustaining

- Tooling

o Tooling (Nonrecurring)

o Quality Test Manufacturing Fabrication (Nonrecurring)

o Quality Control

o Manufacturing

The costs presented in the following paragraphs for each specific
helicopter do not include publication charges or costs to receive, process

and flight test the helicopters, but represent the costs to physically make

the recommended modifications.

5.6.1.2. AH-lQ Impact Assessment

The AH-lQ helicopter involves the assessment of two crew positions,

the gunner and the pilot. These crew stations need to be evaluated separately

because of the variations in seating and cockpit design.

SEAT ADJUSTMENflT AN~D EYE POSITION

The pilot's station has a seat which is adjustable vertically on

a 150 incline. The adjustment of the Seat allows a 5th percentile to meet

design eye specification with the seat .625 inches (one notch) below full

UP position. The 95th percentile, utilizing the full down seat adjustment,

still sits above the design eye by approximately one half inch. These seat

positions allow both percentiles to have external vision in accordance with

the design eye. Internal vision is not obstructed by an~y aircraft structure;(

however, the 95th percentile has part of the instrumxent panel obscured by

his knee as discussed under clearance problems.
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The gunner' s station has a nonadjustable fixed seat. The design

eye is located to accommovdate a 95th percentile and provides for 260 of down-

lead vision. Forward vision decreases to 190 of downicad for a 5th percentile

and is partially obscured by the sighting station below 100 of downisad.

ARM REACH CAPABILITY

Body and arm position is evaluated on the basis of reach capability

for the display surfaces and the forward most operational limits of the cyclic
and collective. The pilot's station shows the collective within Zone 2

reach of a 5th percentile; however, the forward most position of the cyclic

is nearly 3 inches beyond Zone 2 reach and the instrument panel display

surface is approximately 7 inches beyond Zone 2.

In the gunner's station the flight controls are closer and have less

throw than in the pilot's station allowing a 5th percentile to obtain complete

movement of the controls. The instrument panel is located outside of Zone 2

for the 5th percentile; however, it is easily reached in Zone 3.

LEG REACH CAPABILITY

The anti-torque pedals are assessed under the maximium throw condi-
tion without braking. Both the pilot's and gunner's stations have aft adjust,
forward throw pedal positions that exceed the capabilities of the 5th percen-
tile. The gunner lacks 2.3 inches of throw while the pilot lacks 3.9 inches
of throw. The 5th percentile pilot is hindered by the adverse effects of the

seat adjustment which moves the seat up and aft, both which are detrimental to
pedal throw. The 95th percentile gunner and pilot can obtain the full forward

adjust, forward throw pedal positions for the respective crew stations; however,
a greater adjustment capability is indicated according to the Army aviators
studied. The study shows an additional forward adjustment of 2.5 inches
desired for the pilot and 1.3 inches desired for the gunner.
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BODY, LIMB. AND HEAD CLEARANCES

Clearance between the body and basic structure is limited in the

AH-lQ, but it does not present a major problem. Rfead clearance is adequate

for a 95th percentile in both crew stations; however, the 10 inch radius head
clearance, specified in MS 33575, is not available from the design eye

positions nor from the pilot's or gunner's flight eye position. Thus, the

clearance is limited especially for the pilot, who has only 1.0 inch of

clearance from Aiis helmet to the canopy.. Clearance is available for the

operation of all flight controls with one exception. A 95th percentile,

wearing cold weather gear, cannot grip the collective in the gunner's station

because of the limited space between the canopy and the collective grip

(See Figure 5.55). This clearance problem, however, does not occur in

standard flight clothing. Leg clearance in the pilot's station is adequate,

but the position of the knees blocks the lower portion of the instrument

panel from the pilot's vision. Continual shifting of the left leg, required

to read the transmission oil and engine oil pressure indicators becomes very

tedious and interferes with the effectiveness of the pilot. In the gunner'.

station, the right leg wedges between the sighting station and the side bulk-

head as shown in Figure 5.56. For the larger percentiles, the leg can become

painful after a short period of time, an unsatisfactory condition considering

that no other space is available to position the leg.

ESCAPE CLEARANCES

An inflight escape system for the AH-l has been proven to be tech-
nically feasible in NWL TR-2627, Feasibility of an In-Flight Escape System

for the AH-l Cobra Helicopter. The minimum ejection/extraction envelope,
as discussed in paragraph 5.5.3-3, is 26 inches wide by 30 inches measured

perpendicularly from the ejection line. This envelope allows for ejection/
eV extraction of a 99th percentile dressed in normal flight clothing. The

ejection envelope for a crewuember wearing a pressure suit is specified at

30 inches by 30 inches (MS 33573). This envelope would be more than adequate(
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FIGURE 5.55 COLLECTIVE INTERFERENCE - GUNNER'S STATION

FIGURE 5.56 AH-1Q LET INTERFERENCE - GUNNER'S STATION
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for the ejection/extraction of a 99th percentile dressed in arctic clothing

and/or other restrictive clothing. Assuming the extraction or ejection is

through the canopy opening, the AK-i exceeds with width requirements of 30

inches by 2 inches. The longitudinal clearance is not adequate to meet the

ejection standards without minor modifications. The pilot's station requires

relocation of the heads up display (if installed) forward approximately one

inch. The gunner's station would require that the telescopic sight unit be

automatically positioned against the instrument panel prior to initiating

the ejection/extraction sequence. Major structural changes, however, are

not required for the introduction of an inflight escape system in the AH-l.

CRASH HAZARDS

A crash in AH-lQ will not involve any primary hazards for either

the pilot or gunner with the seat restraint tight and locked. Special

note, however, should be made to the hazard associated with the telescopic

sighting unit (TSU) in the gunner's station. If the sight is in use,

i.e. the restraint unlocked, the proximity of the gunner~s face to the

sighting unit is potentially dangerous in a crash situation. Corrective

modifications, such as a breakaway or telecoping unit designed to giveway

on impact, would be of benefit in injury reduction, however, these new

systems would also be very costly. Secondary hazards are those which could

be apt to trap the crevmember's leg because of the tight space allowed for

the legs and feet. Some injury might be expected from the bottom edge of

the instrument panel, but a greater danger exists because of the anti-

torque pedals. During a crash, there is a tendency for a pelvic rotation'

under the lap belt which will cause the leg and foot to be forced forward.

The heel of the foot can be pushed beneath the simple bar design of the

pedals and become badly injured or trapped. This situation would hinder

or completely restrict the crevmember from rapid egress of the helicopter.

Tertiary hazards are associated with the magnetic compass case and sighting

station in the gunner's station, both which could seriously injure a

flailing arm. No specific tertiary hazards are noted in the pilot's

station.
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PILOT. ND GUNNP SEATS

Both the pilot's and the gunner's seats will accommodate greater

than a 95th percentile wearing normal flight clothing; however, the side armor

makes it difficult for the large percentiles to operate the lap belt adjusters

while seated. The stationary gunner'. seat is positioned to accommodate

approximately a 95th percentile while all smaller percentiles have to compro-

mise on external vision. The neutral seat position of the pilot's seat is

located to accommodate a 40th percentile with the seat adjustable to accommdate

from a 3rd to 95th percentile.

RESTRAINT SYSTEM

The single point restraint system, typical of most helicopters, is

used in the AH-lQ. Adjustment of the lap belt and shoulder harness straps

are adequate to accommodate the 5th through 95th percentiles. The straps,

however, are located inside of the seat armor making it extremely difficult

for a crewman to readjust or grasp the straps after being seated. The restraint

system is described in detail in paragraph 5.5.3.2.

NORMAL FLIGHT CLOTHING

The normal flight clothing does not induce any additional restrictions

in the AH-lQ. Ingress and egress was difficult for the 95th percentile, as

described in paragraph 5.5.3.14; however, the difficulties encountered are not

due to clothing restrictions. Normal flight clothing and personal equipment

do not hinder in-flight movement and allow for complete flight control move-

ment.

BODY ARMOR

The additional bulk of the body armor is restrictive for the gunner,

especially when using the telescopic sight. As the gunner leans forward,

the body armor front plate is pushed upward by the legs and restricts the

reach capability, particularly noticeable for the small percentile. The 5th

percentile gunner can still reach the flight controls but is further

restricted from the instrument panel. The pilot, likewise, has reduced reach

to the instrument panel and less cyclic throw capability.
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MODIFICATION REQUI M- FOR 5-95 PERCENTILE ACCQO4ODPLTION

Modification of the All-i requires both repositioning of the smaller

percentiles and Increasing the seating width for the larger percentiles.

The most obvious method for achieveing this repositioning is the installation

of a )4 way adjustable seat in each station, plus other minor changes to

equipment. (

A detailed investigation of the feasibility of installing new

seats reveals this to be a totally impractical approach because it would

entail major redesign to structure and systems.

The nose turret ammunition feed system Is the limiting factor in

the gunners position. It occupies space required for down adjustment of

a new seat. The ammo, feed cannot be located internally because there is no

other space for it to occupy. External installation is a possibility,

however, a far more economical approach is available and with no technical

consequences implied. The solution lies in the use of back and bottom

cushions to relocate the smaller percentile; forward and up. The cushions

can be tailored for the individual crewman and issued as personal equipment.

For example, the 5th percentile crewman would require 2.50 inches vertically

and 2.3 inches horizontally added to the present bottom and basic cushions.

The bottom cushion would be of equal thickness overall, however, the basic

cushion would be tapered to provide the 2.3 inches at the shoulder without

repositioning the hips. Typical cushions are shown in Figure 5.57.

The large percentiles will not be affected by these modifications. Although

it is realized the seating width is not totally adequate for accommodation,

it is recommended to fly as is on the basis of being the only practicable

solution.

Provisions for a 4 way seat in the pilot position would require

redesign of the floor and associated structure to carry seat loads and an

increase in airframe. Here again the width based on available seats.

With vertical seat adjustment there is no problem for the 5th percentile

pilot to achieve the design eye, but a problem exists in control access.

The same back cushion discussed for the gunner can be used by the pilot

to reposition the shoulder forward, allowing for greater reach.
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Rlelocation of the night hand control in the gunner's station is

required because of the kneiD contact with the control by a 95th percentile.

Clearance for the knee can be obtained by raising the 11CP panel and the eight

hand control 1.25 inches. Preliminary studies indicated available space on

the ins trument panel to rais the lrP panel. The opening in the instrument

panel for mounting the 'CPl unit needs to be enlarged by cutting the panel to

extend the opening 1.25 inches higher. The mounting track for the TCP unit

needs to be located to reposition the unit corresponding to the enlarged

opening. This modification will allow soae for the sight hand control to be

remounted higher on the instrument panel.

Modification to increase the range of anti-torque pedal adjustment

must be made for both crew stations because the seat cushions only slightly

affect the hip position and, therefore, leg position. The required increase

in adjustment for the gunner's position is 1.3 inches assuming the back

cushion moves the hips approximately 1.0 inch forward. The adjustment range

can be increased by replacing the threaded adjustment rod with a longer rod

and increasing the length of the push-pull rods to the pedals. The pilot's

position requires an additional 2.9 inches of aft adjustment. Again modifi-

cation will require increasing the length of the adjustment rod and push-pull

rods. Additional modfication of moving the pedal arm asseubly (pivot point)

aft 1.5 inches is required to insure the pedals maintain a minimum distance

of Ii inches above the heel rest line in the maximum adjust and throw positions.

WEIGHT', PERFORMANCE, AND COST IMPACT

The modifications listed for the AH-l helicopters are all internal

modifications and, therefore, the only performance impact would be due to any

weight increase. The only weight increase anticipated would be for the

additional cushions required. The maximum weights of the cushions would be

3.0 pounds for the bottom cushion and 2.5 pounds for the back cushion.

Allowing for the two crew positions this weight increase amounts to 8 pounds.

The flight performance charts found in the detailed specification

for the AH-l were used to determine the impact. The maximum gross weight of

9500 pounds was used to determine the baseline parameters (unless otherwise
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indicated).. A second parameter was defined based on a gross weight of

8 pounds less than that used for the baseline parameter. The impact on

performance is the difference between these two measured values.

o HOVER CEILING (IGE) values are based on a standard day,

military rated power, and a 2 foot skid height.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBS) PRESSURE ALTITUDE (n)

9,500 9,850
9,49 9,900

DELTA ----------------------------- -50 Feet

o HOVER CEILING (OGE) is not possible at design gross weight so

an 8,000 pound gross weight was selected. The values are

based on a standard day and military rated power.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBS) PRESSURE ALTITUDE (FT)

8,008 9,530

8,000 9.6OO

DELTA ----------------------------- -70 Feet

o MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB values are based on a standard day and

military rated power at 4,O00 feet.

(ROSS WEIGHT (Las) MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB (n/MIN)

9,500 1,525
9,492 1,531

DELTA ----------------------------- -6 PT/MiN

o VH (Maximum Redline Airipeed) is not affected by the small

weight change enough to be measurable.

Although this impact on performance would be expected corresponding

to the weight increase, it should be pointed out that the maximum gross

weight and performance charts are based on 200 pounds for each crewmeuer.

Therefore, variations among crew size would account for an even greater

impact on performance than that shown here.
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The following cost estimates are based on modifications described

above. These estimated costs represent costs for engineering, fabrication and/

or purchase of new parts, and incorporation of the modifications into the

helicopter.

Relocation of' TCP Panel and Sight Hand Control

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 85 hours

Tooling - 45 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 7 hours

Materials - $3.00 per ship

Modification of Anti-Torque Pedals

Non-Recurring labor

Engineering - 145 hours

Tooling - 190 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 13 hours

Materials - $34.00 Per ship

Table 5.24 presents the straight labor and material costs based on

a $24.00 per hour flat labor rate.

TABLE 5.24 AH-lQ MODIFICATION COST ESTIMATES

DOLLAR COST PER HELICOPTER
ITEM4

100 UNITS 250 UNITS 500 UNITS

Relocation of TCP Panel
and Sight Hand Control 202 151 124

Modification of Anti-
Torque Pedals 426 312 254

TOTAL 628 463 378
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In addition to these costs, the cost impact of the seat cushions,

to be issued as personal equilment, would have to be assessed. The cost of

the seat cushions vary slightly by size as listed below:

Back Cushion - $11.95 each

Bottom Cushion

1 inch thick - $ 9.44 each

2 inches thick - $10.20 each

3 inches thick - $10.95 each

These costs are based on seat cushions made with urethane foam per

MIL-S-27332A having 20 PSI crush strength and covered with a standard cotton

vinyl cloth per MIL-C-10799. The prices are based on quantity lots of 1000

each.

5.6.1.3 CH-47C Impact Assessment

SFAT ADJUST4MEM AND EYE POSITION

The CH-47 helicopter provides unique mobility for the seated

occupant in that the seat has a tilt adjustment as well as the normal fore and

aft adjustment. In order to simplify and standardize the evaluation, the

angle of the seat back is assumed to be fixed. The maximum forward seat tilt

giving an 80 back angle is used for the assessment. This position was selected

because it will allow for a lerger percentile range of accommodation than

would be afforded by a greater seat back angle. The design eye position can

be obtained for both the 5th and 95th percentiles. The required eye position

is achieved with the seat positioned full forward and one inch below full up

for the 5th percentile. The 95th percentile requires the seat to be positioned

full aft and one half inch above the full down position. From these positions,

both percentiles have external vision as specified from the design eye and

internal vision which is unobstructed. Head clearance greater than the ten

inch radius required by MS 33575 is available for both percentiles.
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ARM REACH CAPABILITY

Arm position is evaluated by determining the ability to reach the

forward most limits of the cyclic, thrust control rod, emergency fire control

handle, and display surfaces. The cyclic and thrust control rod is within
Zone 2 reach at the respective azimuth and elevation as shown in the overlay

for the 5th percentile. The fire control handles are located beyond the

Zone 2 reach envelope; however, they are readily accessible in Zone 3 as

tested in the actual helicopter. The instrument panel display surface can

be reached in Zone 2 by the 95th percentile. The 5th percentile cannot quite

reach the panel in Zone 3 but finds it accessible in Zone 3.

LEG REACH CAPABILITY

Determination of the leg position in relation to the anti-torque

pedals is made imposing the maximum braking condition requirement. The 95th

percentile can apply brakes in the most extreme condition, that of full

forward adJust, forward throw. The 5th percentile is capable of Vull forward

throw with aft adjustment; however, braking capability is limited to a throw

of 1.75 inches forward of the neutral position with aft adjustment.

BODY. LIMB AND HEAD CLEARANCE

Clearance between the body and basic structure is more than adequate

in the CH-147. Head and shoulder clearance is greater than any of the other

study helicopters with a 13.5 inch radius clearance from the 5th percentile's

design eye and greater clearance for the larger percentiles. Clearance is

also afforded between the structure and body limbs throughout the entire

range of flight control movement. Leg clearance between the shin and bottom

edge of the instrument panel is available for the 5th through 95th percentiles

with the minimumi required distance of 16 inches from the heel rest line to

the bottoma of the instrument panel as specified in MS 33575.

CRASH HAZARDS

Primary hazards induced during a crash situation are not evident

for either the pilot or co-pilot due to the spaciousness of the CK-47.
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secondary hazards do exist primarily from the lover edge of the instument

pa nel. The sharp edge of the panel is protected by a small rubber guard;

however, during an abrupt acceleration caused by a cracs the legs rapidly

extend outward with an upward velocity such that the rubber guard would do

little to protect the leg from injury. Tertiary hazards are noted in now

of the hardware associated with the pilot's and co-pilot's sliding windows.

The magnetic compass case is also a hazard because of the sharp edges within

the strike envelope.

PILOT SEAT

The AL-1031 seat can accoummodate the 5th through 95th percentiles.
This seat does not have an armor configuration and therefore, is not restric-

tive because of armor. The seat has a seating width of 17.7 inches which is

adequate to accommodate greater than a 95th percentile wearing normal flight

clothing. The design placement of the seat is located such that in the

neutral position a 50th percentile subject is accommodated. The range of

adjustment is more than adequate to adjust for 5th through 95th percentiles

in respect to the design eye.

R~ESTRAINT SYSTEM

The restraint system in the CH-47 is typical of all helicopter seat

restraint systems; however, the restraint straps are more readily accessible

than in the other helicopters studied primarily because of the absence of

seat armor. The lap belt and shoulder harness have enough adjustment to

accommodate all percentiles. See paragraph 5.4.2.2 for a detailed descrip-

tion of the restraint system.

NORMAL FLIGHT CLOTHING

The basic nonrestrictive nature of normal flight clothing and

equipment is demonstrated in the CH-1i7. No difficulties are encountered with

ingress/egress or in-flight movement capabilities because of personal equip-

ment, including helmet, boots, gloves and flight suit.



BODY ARMOR

The additional bulk incurred with the use of body armor is not a

problem in the CH-147 because of' the spaciousness of the crew station area.

Body armor, however, is restrictive because of the reduction in reach capa-

bility imposed, particularly for the small percentile. The restrictions

caused by the body armor preclude the 5th percentile from reaching full

forward and left cyclic throw under Zone 2 conditions.

OVERALL ACCOMMODATION

The overall assessment of the CH-47 can be summarized as being

adequate for the large percentiles with the capability to accommodate up to

a 95th percentile; however, the reach required for operation of the emergency

fire control handles, location of the anti-torque pedals and body armor

restrictions reduce the range of accommodation for the smaller percentiles

as linted in Table 3.1.

MODIFICATION REQUIRED FOR 5-95 PERCENTILE ACCOMMODATION

Modification of this helicopter to accommodate the 5th through 95th

percentiles requires relocation of the fire control handles and pedal

ausemb lies.

The f'ire control handles located across cockpit on the upper center

instrument panel cannot be reached by less than a 70th percentile under

Zone 2 reach conditions and are therefore, not in accordance with t.IL-STD-1333.

Relocation of the fire control handles to an emergency overhead panel in

accordance with MIL-STD-250D is recommended. This relocation of the handles

will allow the entire population from 5th through 95th percentiles to operate

the emergency controls using a Zone 1 reach.

The brake on the forward anti-torque pedal cannot be operated with

full throw by less than an 8th percentile. Accommodation of the 5th percentile

can be accomplished by either relocation of the pedal and brake assembly or

change in the adjustment. Relocation of the assembly aft 0.6 inches would
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be enougch to accommodate the 5th percentile; however, at the same tie it

would reduce the forward adjustment for larger percentiles. Increasing the

range of adjustment from 3 inches aft to 3.6 inches aft would alloy for

accommodation of the 5th percentile without af'fecting the forward range.

Incorporation of' an adjustment mechanism to move both pedaln simultaneously,

as required by MIL-STD-250D, could be made while the adjustment range is

increased. Therefore, the change in adjustment range and mechanization is

recommended.

The hardware modifications are based on the simplest changes I

which can be made to meet the accommodation criteria for the 5th through

95th percentiles. Relocation of the fire control handles consists of mounting

the handles in a new switch box, rigging the wires and cables, and mountinig

the assembly to the over head control panel. Moving the fire control handles

to this location requires that fire warning lights be installed on the center

instrument panel. Installation of warning lights are recommended for botA

the pilot and co-pilots instrument panels. This installation includes new

materials for the lights, sockets and wire; installation of the lights;

wiring for the system; and a system's check. In addition the magnetic compass

will have to be moved from its mount beneath the overhead panel to a location

above the instrument panel or on the right windscreen post, if the flight

log display is installed. Modification of the pedal assembly is based on

using the same adjustment system but increasing the aft range of adjustment

by redesign of the adjustor arm assembly. This modification includes design

and manufacture of an adjustor arm, assembly with the pedal control, and

installation in the helicopter.

WEIGHT, PEFORMANCE AND COST ESTIMATES

These modifications on the CH-47 do not involve any changes in

weight or structure; therefore, there will be no impact on performance

associated with incorporation of thes7 changes.

The cost estimates are bas d on the modifications specified above

and present the estimated costs for ngineering, fabrication and/or purchase

of new parts, and incorporation of t e modifications into the helicopter as
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shown below:

Modification of Anti-Torque Pedals

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 120 hours

Tooling - 125 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 11 hours
Materials - $181.50 per ship

Relocation of Fire Control Handles and Switch

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 45 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 8 hours

Materials - $22.50 per ship

Installation of Master Fire Warning Lights

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 80 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 4 hours

Materials - $30.00 per ship

Relocation of Magnetic Compass

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 40 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 4 hours

Using the flat rate of $24.00 per hour the approximate estimated

costs for modification of the CH-47 are listed in Table 5.25. The dollar

costs listed are cost per helicopter based on modification of 100, 250, and

500 helicopters.
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TABLE 5.25 CH-47 MODIFICATION COST FlTiMATM

DOLLAR COST PFOJ HELICOPFR

ITEM 100 UNITS 250 UNITS 500 UNITS

Modification of Anti-Torque
Pedals 504 384 319

Relocation of the Fire
Control Handles and Switch 225 178 150

Installation of Master Fire
Warning Lights 145 110 91

Relocation of Magnetic
Compass 106 82 68

TOTAL 980 754 628
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5.6.1.14 OH-58A Impact Assessment

MY LOCATION

The fixed seat immiediately creates design problems especially for

vision requirements because of the spread between a 5th and 95th percentile's

flight eye height (See Table 5.114). The design eye position of the OH-58A
00

affords unimpaired vision of 22 below the horizon at 0 azimuth. A 5th

percentile can only obtain 114" down lead vision whereas a 95th percentile has

230 down lead vision, a significant 9o of variation. An 80th percentile meets

the vision requirements specified by the design eye whereas all other percen-

tiles have to compromise on either internal or external vision. Internal

vision is unobstructed for all percentiles. The design eye position allows

for only an 8 inch radius clearance to the overhead structure, two inches less

than required by MS 33575, and because the 95th percentile sits above the

design eye only 6 inches of clearance are available from his flight eye. This

stiuation causes clearance problem as discussed later.

AR~M R~EACH CAPABILITY

Body and arm position Is evaluated for the forward most limits of'

the cyclic, col.lective, Puel. tnhutoffi valve and dioplay surfaces. The fuel.

ahutofl' valve In easily accessible for all percentiles being within Zone 1

reach. The collective is within Zone 2 reach at the adjusted azimuth and

elevation for the 5th percentile. The forward throw position of the cyclic

and the instrument panel are located beyond the Zone 2 reach envelope for the

5th percentile. The inability to obtain maximum forward cyclic is undesirable

and decreases the percentile range of accommodation.

LEG REACH CAPABILITY

The anti-torque pedals are evaluated using the maximum throw condi-

tion without braking. A 5th percentile cannot reach full pedal deflection in

the aft adjust position. His throw capability is 1.5 inches forward of(

neutral which is 1.7 inches short of the full throw. The 95th percentile can

reach the extreme forward adjust, forward throw condition; however, would

prefer even a greater throw. He has the capability to exceed the forward
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adluaLt., l'orward t-hrow position by more Lhan ' I nehen and pref'erred a neitfral.

rudder pedal position 1.7 Inches forward ol'- the rorward ad.juat eapability.

BODY, LIMB AND HEAD CLEABAMCS

Clearance between the body and basic structure is extremely limited;

and for the larger percentiles in some areas, clearance does not exist. The

overhead clearance is limited and poses a problem in the OH-58. Under normal

conditions, the natural body slouch will allow a 95th percentile to clear

the overhead structure; however, he cannot sit upright without hitting the

structure. This problem becomes even more pronounced with arctic clothing

as shown in Figure 5.58. Thus the large crewman is required to slump in

the seat making it extremely tiring to fly for an extended period of time

and reduces the percentile range of accommodation. Operation of the collective

from the left seat by a 95th percentile causes the left arm to contact the

door; however, no restrictions are noted because of the arm contact. Instal-

lation of the side seat armor causes a greater problem as arm and shoulder

contact with the armor is unavoidable for large crewmembers (See Figure 5.59).

On the left side, the armor restricts operation of the collective and causes

the co-pilot to lean inboard to compensate. There is enough clearance for

the operation of the outer flight controls throughout the entire range of

movement. Even though the bottom edge of the instrument panel is only 15

inches above the heel rest line, less than specified in MS 33575, shin clear-

ance is available for the 5th through 95th percentiles.

(CRA21H HAVARDS

A crash in the OH-58 will involve several primary hazards. Violent

head contact is possible with the helicopter structure directly overhead, the

side doors and structure, the center overhead console and the fuel shutoff

valve handle. Secondary hazards are the lower edge of the instrument panel

and the anti-torque pedals. The instrument panel edge is unprotected and

can severely injure the lower leg upon contact. The pedals, which consist

of a simple bar, are a potential trap because the heel my be forced against

the pedals through pelvic rotation and become badly injured or trapped beneath

the pedals. No specific tertiary hazards are noted.
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FIGURE 5.58 OVERHEAD INTERFERENCE IN OH-58A
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FIGURE 5.59 SIDE ARMOR INTERFERENCE IN OH-58A
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SEATING

The OH-58 seat is not restrictive by itself in relation to the

percentile range of accomdation; however, the addition of the seat armor

restricts the seat to less than the 95th percentile because of the constant

contact of shoulder and arm with the armor. The nonadjustable seat is located

to accommaodate the 80th percentile for the design eye. All other percentiles

need to compromise on eye position as they cannot obtain the design eye position.

RES3TRAINT SYSTEM

The restraint system is the normal single point release system.

The restraint straps can adjust to accoumodate the 5th percentile through 95th

percentile and are readily accessible along with the locking device. Paragraph

5.4.2.2 describes the restraint system in miore detail.

NOP1MAL FLIGHIT CLOTHING

Normal flight clothing presents no basic problems in OH-58. Ingress/

egress and in-flight duties are not restricted due to the clothing or personal

equipment. The helmet of a 95th percentile contacts the overhead structure

if an erect sitting posture is maintained.

BODY ARMOR

The restrictions imposed with the body armor are reduced reach

capability in Zone 2 and limited forward movement. The reduction in reach

further restricts the cyclic throw capability of the 5th percentile, who even

without armor cannot reach full forward cyclic in Zone 2. Forward movement

is limited because as the head moves #rward the body armor slides upward

until the armor plate contacts the nec or chin.

OVERALL ACCOMMtODATION

The overall assessment of th OH-58A shows an airframe barely adequate

for a 95th percentile, the need for 5t -95th percentile body positioning, and

two flight controls beyond the operati nlability of the 5th percentile.
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MIFICATIONS EQUIR FOR 5-95 PIRCNTILE ACCOhNDATIONS

Modification to accommodate a 5-95 percentile range of airerewmen

required body positioning provisions, relocation of' armor plate, and changes to

k the cyclic and collective controls.

As in the case of the AH-1, body positioning can be achieved by the

addition ot" 4 way adjustable seats; however, this calls for major structural

modification to the floor and main bulkhead plus redesign of the cyclic and

collective control systems. As in the case of the AH-1, this approach does

not seem at all practical because of the weight, and dollar impact when nearly the

same effect can be achieved with seat cushions. Urethane cushions, such as

are shown in Figure 5.57, can be issued to the smaller aviators at a very low

cost. These cushions are attached to the present net seat with velcro tape

and provide adequate adjustment to the design eye.

Based on the use of the seat cushions the following modifications are

required to accommodate the 5th thru 95th percentiles. The anti-torque pedals

need to adjust aft an additional 0.9 inches or a total of 3.2 inches aft of

neutral. This change in adjustment is based on using the same pedal arm

pivot point. The range of adjustment can be increased by lengthening both the

push-pull rods and the adjustment rod to increase the amount of pedal travel.

In order for the 5th percentile to obtain full forward cyclic with

Zone 2 reach the cyclic stick grip needs to be moved further aft by 1.1 inches.

The new grip reference point can be attained using the cyclic control assebly

currently installed in the helicopter. This can be achieved by modifying the

alignment of the cyclic tube with the rod end clevis.

Use of the back cushions positions the aviators further forward in the

cockpit which requires the collective be increased in length by 1.0 inch. The

current collective pivot assembly and 10.65 inches of throw can be retained if

the new collective grip reference point is raised 1.3 inches when the collective

is in the maximum down position. Modification of the collective requires a

new collective tube and interior assembly to increase the length and re-

alignment of the collar jackshaft to reposition the reference point.
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Increasing the width to accommodate the 95th percentile can

be accomplished by incorporating the armor into the door. Inclusion

of the armor in the door effectively increases the width of the

helicopter by approximately 2 inches which allows space for a 95th

percentile wearing arctic clothing. Armor protection could be increased

by including armor both along the torso and lover legs. This armor

arrangement would give additional protection to the lover legs presently

left unprotected by the side armor plate. Even though the window area

of the door would have to be reduced, the effective window space can remain

nearly the same because the present armor when installed blocks much of the

available window space.

These modifications consist of the practicable solution to

accommodation; however, the large percentile aviators will still be re-

(juired to adapt to ennure clearancen, pDart cularlly with the' overhead

structure.

WEIGHT,* PERFORMANCE. AND COST IMPACT

The weight impact of the modifications described above would be

due to the change in armor arrangement and the addition of seat cushions.

The weight of the armor required in the door is estimated at 36.5_ pounds.

This is an increase of approximately 11 pounds over the weight of the side

armor panel. Considering both crew positions, an overall weight increase

of 22 pounds is anticipated with the inclusion of the armor in the door.

Weights of the seat cushions are estimated at 2.5 pounds for the

bottom cushion and 2 pounds for the back cushion. Thus an increase of 9

pounds would be realized with two sets of cushions.

The total weight increase for these modifications would be approxi-

mately 31 pounds. This weight increase vould cause the center of gravity

for design gross weight to move forward 0.45 inches of the present C.G.

* position.

The effect nf the modifications on performance is limited to

the affect of the weight change alone because of the assumption that the

basic airframe remains intact. The following performance analysis is

based on an increase in weight of 31 pounds and a maximum gross weight of

3000 pounds. 15-219



o HOVER CEILING (IGE) values are based on a standard day, military

rated power, and a 2 foot skid height.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBs) PRSURE ALTITUDE (Fr)

3,0OO 10,500
2,969 10240

DELTA ------------------------------------- 340 FEET

o HOVER CEILING (OGE) values are based on a standard day and

military power.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBS) PRESSURE ALTITUDE (FT)
3,000 5,4OO

2,969 5,790

DELTA ------------------------------------- 390 FEET

o MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB values are based on a standard day and

military power at sea level.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBS) MAXIM RATE OF CLIMB (FT/MIN)

3,000 1,190

2,969 1,218

DELTA -------------------------------------- 28 Fr/MIN

o VH (Maxim= Level Speed) values are based on a standard day and

military rated power.

GDROSS WFIGHT (IES) MAXIMUM AIRSPEFD (KTS)

3,000 124

2,969 124.4

DELTA -------------------------------------- o.4 IxuOTs

o POWER (required to regain baseline performance) is determined

by the power required to hover (OGE) at ceiling limit.

GROSS WEIGHT (LBs) SHFT 1RSEPOWUR (HP)
3,000 261

2,969 257
DELTA ----------------------------------- P
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As shown above the impct of Lhese modifications on performance

is measurable, though ranging from less than 1 percent to approximtely 3

percent variation. This small impact is actually less than that which would

be noted by variation in body weights between various airerews.

Engineering, fabrication and/or purchase of new parts, and instal-

lation costs are based on the following estimates for modification rework.

Modification of Anti-Torque Pedals

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 125 hours

Tooling - 170 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 11 hours

Materials - $34.00 Per ship

Modification of Collective Stick and Throw Ajustment

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 50 hours

Tooling - 60 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 16 hours

Materials - $8.00 per ship

Adjustment or Cyclic Throw

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 55 hours

Recurring

Manufacturing - 3 hours

Replacement of Side Armor With Armor Door

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 1800 hours
Tooling - 1050 hours

Manufacturing 350 hours
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Recurring

Manufacturing - 160 hours

Engineering - 5 hours

Tooling - 10 hours

Materials - $3000.00 per ship

Based on a $24.00 per hour rate for labor the estimated costs for

modification of the OH-58 are listed in Table 5.26. The additional costs

incurred by personal issue of seat cushions need to be added as a separate

item. These costs will be dependent on the number of aviators equipped with

the cushions. Prices of the cushions are the same as specified for the AH-1

mod:

Back cushion - $11.95 each

Bottom cushion

1 inch thick -$ 9.44 each

2 inch thick - $10.20 each

3 inch thick - $10.95 each

TABLE 5.26 OH-58A MODIFICATION COST ESTIMATES

ITEM DOLLAR COST PER HELICOPTER

100 UNITS 250 UNITS 500 UNITS

Modification of Anti-Torque
Pedaln 369 P70 2P0

Modification or Collective

Stick and Throw Adjustment 418 328 275

Adjustment of Cyclic Throw 85 64 52

Replacement of Side Armor
with Armor Door 7968 6139 5122

TOTAL 884O 68o 5669
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T
5.6.1.5 UH-lH Impact Assessment

SEAT ADJUSTMENT AND EYE POSITION

The UH-1H helicopter provides a basic four-way adjustable seat for

both Lhe pilo and co-pilot. The design eye, however, cannot be obtained

by the 5th percentile. In the full forward, full up seat position, the 5th C
percentile is still 2 inches below the flight eye when assuming his in-flight

position. This position causes his downlead vision to vary from the 200 at

the design eye to 140 from his flight eye. The 95th percentile can obtain

the design eye position with the seat full aft and 1.28 inches below the

full up adjustment. Internal vision is adequate and unobstructed for both the

5th and 95th percentiles.

ARM REACH CAPABILITY

The forward most operational limits of the cyclic and collective,

and locations of the main fuel switch and display surfaces are used to evaluate

body and arm movemept related to reach capability. The cyclic and main fuel

switch are located within Zone 2 reach for the 5th percentile. The instrument

panel is slightly over 1 inch beyond Zone 2 grasping reach, but operation of

switches is possible because of the additional reach obtained with a thumb-

forefinger relationship (.'unctional reach). The full down position of the

collective is one-half inch beyond Zone 2 reach for the 5th percentile with

the seat full up. A lower seat position would allow full operation of the

collective, but it would further jeopardize external vision.

LEG REACH CAPABILITY

The anti-torque pedals are evaluated using maximum throw without

braking. The aft adjustment is enough to accommodate a 5th percentile who

can exceed the forward throw by 1.4 inches. The 95th percentile can exceed

the forward adjust, forward throw pedal position by more than 2 inches and

indicates a preference for an additional 2 inches of forward adjust.
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BODY, LIMB AND- HEAD CLPARANCES

Clearance between the body and main structure is generally adequate

with two exceptions. Although the 10-inch radius head clearance required

from the design eye is exceeded, insuring clearance with the overhead struc-

ture, a map light is located above the co-pilot's seat in a manner such that

a 95th percentile will hit the light with his helmet when raising his head up

and to the right (See Figure 5.60). The sliding side armor plate also presents

a problem to the 95th percentile with cold weather gear because of shoulder

contact with the armor as shown in Figure 5.61. No clearance problems are

noted throughout the range of movement required for operating the flight con-

trols. Leg and shin clearance is also adequate with 17 inches of space from

the heel rest line to the bottom of the instrument panel.

CRASH HAZARDS

A primary hazard induced during a crash situation is limited to the

map light over the co-pilot's seat as just discussed. Secondary hazards

involve both those from the instrument panel and anti-torque pedals. The

sharp bottom edge of the instrument panel is completely unprotected which

could induce serious leg injury. The anti-torque pedals of' a simple bar

design become a potential trap if the heel is forced beneath the pedal.

Tertiary hazards are not evident in the UH-1H.

SEATING

The AL-1040 armored seat accommodates the 5th through 95th percentiles

and allows for good mobility. The armored shell side segments limit seat

width to 17.25 inches which allow for the 95th percentile in normal flight

clothing; however, with arctic clothing, the hip breadth increases to 18.51
inches thus restricting a 95th percentile. The seat is located such that

in the neutral position, a 90th percentile subject is accommodated. This

location accounts for the lack of adjustment to accommodate the 5th percentile

in respect to vision.
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FIGURE 5.60 MAP LIGHT INTERFERENCE IN UH-1H

FIGURE 5.61 SIDE ARMOR INTERFERENCE IN IJH-1H
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RESTRAINT SYSTEM

The restraint system has no limitations on the percentile accommoda-

tion. The single point release system has enough adjustment to accommodate

the 5th through 95th percentiles. Slots in the side armor panels through

which the lap belt passes allow for adjustment of the lap belt without inter-

ference from the seat.

NORMAL FLIGHT CLOTHING

Normal flight clothing and personal equipment present no problems

in the UH-lH. No difficulties with ingress/egress or in-flight movement are

encountered because of the clothing or equipment.

BODY ARMOR

The bulk of the body armor is not restrictive in itself; however,

it does reduce the reach capability. The reduction in reach incurred by

the use of body armor precludes the 5th percentile from reaching full forward

and left cyclic under Zone 2 conditions.

OVERALL ACCOMMODATION

The accommodation assessment of the UH-lH is summarized as being

adequate for the large percentiles up to a 90th percentile. The small

percentiles, however, are not accommodated because of limitations on external

vision, collective reach and cyclic reach.

MODIFICATION REQUIRED FOR 5-95 PERCENTILE ACCOMMODATION

Modification of this helicopter to accommodate the 5th through 95th

percentile requires relocation of the collective and map light, redesign of

the cyclic and replacement of the AL 1040 seat with the ARA 2249 seat.

Peplacement of the AL 1040 seat with the ARA 2249 seat will provide
o te seat width and shoulder clearance. Installation of this seat with the
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NSRP located at station line 52.80 and waterline 33.85 will accommuodate the 5th
thru 95th percentiles in terms of vision. Thiis modification requires the

removal of' the current seats and the floor mounted track, installation of new

track corresponding to the realignment of the seat, and installation of the

seat.

This new seating arrangement will result in aft cyclic interference

which, therefore, requires modification of the cyclic stick. Replacement of

the straight cyclic tube with a goose shaped tube will allow for seat clearance

without relocating the control assembly.

The collective, in relation to the new seat location adjusted for

the 5th percentile, is beyond a 5th percentile reach by slightly less than

one inch. Relocation or' the collective can be accomplished most simply by

retaining the same pivot point and control assembly but changing the locus

of throw to raise the grip reference point within reach of the 5th percentile.

Modification of the collective consists of adjusting the position of the

collective full down position by changing the alignment of the flight control

tube with the collective stick elbow.

Elimination of interference with the co-pilot's map light is possible

by moving the light to the side of the center console. This location moves

the light approximately 3 inches laterally to the right of the co-pilot,

allowing complete freedom of head movement yet retaining effective use of

the light. Relocation of the map light is based on rerouting of the wires,

drilling new mounting holes, and reinstalling the light in the new location.

WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE. AND COST ESTIMATES

These proposed modifications of the UH-lH are all internal modifi-

cations and do not affect any aircraft structure. Replacement of the standard

crew seats with crash attenuating seats adds approximately 7 pounds additional

weight per seat. None of the other modifications involve any increase in

weight, therefore, leaving a total weight increase of only 14 pounds. This(

small weight increase only minimally affects the center of gravity moving it

forward approximately 0.13 inches. The impact on performance is negligible
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when compared to the much larger weight variations realized by the crew,

passengers, cargo and in-flight movement of personnel.

The cost estimates for incorporation of these modifications are

based strictly on the engineering, fabrication, and installation costs of the

modifications as listed above. These costs include materials, engineering,

manufacturing, tooling, and quality control. Cost estimates listed in Table 5.27

give the dollar cost per helicopter for modifications of 100, 250 and 500

helicopters.

TABLE 5.27 UH-lH MODIFICATION COST ESTIMATES

ITEM DOLLAR COST PER HELICOPTER
100 UNITS 250 UNITS 500 UNITS

Replacement of AL i0040 with

ARA 2P49 Seat 10000 9700 9300

Modification of Cyclic 319 248 208

Relocation of Map Light 58 43 35

Adjustment of Collective
Throw 166 125 i04

TOTAL 10543 1on6 9647

These costs are based on the following labor and material estimates.

Modification of Cyclic

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 40 hours

Tooling - 65 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 12 hours

Materials - $600 per ship
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Relocation of Rep Light

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 140 hours

Recurring labor

Mnufacturinlg - 2 hours

Adjustmient of Collective Throw

Non-recurring labor

Engineering - 60 hours

Tooling - 30 hours

Recurring labor

Manufacturing - 6 hours
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5.6.2. Advanced Helicopter Design

The basic and most important premise of this study phase is that

the crew station can and should be created independent of the other

design process interactions and should be dealt with exactly as is the

AHU fixed size equipment, that is; build the airframe around it. In

the case of 2 or more crewman it is a matter of assembling 2 or more

packages in relation to each other. There are, of course, selectable

varibles within this crew station which can change the size and shape

such as, varying the heel line depth, seat configuration, down vision,

seat back angle,and in this study, aircrew percentiles were alsovariled

to examine their impact. Tandem and side-by-side arrangements were

studied for the Alf, C11, O1, and !JH mission with percenti]e ranges of:

lst through 99th

5th through 95th

30th through 70th

90th through 60th

50th only

5.6.2.1. Ground Rules and Assumptions

The crew station envelope developed for each mission was based

upon the following general ground rules and assumptions:

(1) Geometry definition technique per MIL-STD-1333A as revised in

appendix H

(2) Vision requirements per MIL-STD-850B

(3) Crew station arrangement per MIL-STD--5OD

(4) Conventional Instrument Panel and console display surfaces

to include a 12 inch double track center console for side

(OH) configuration and 6 inch single track side consoles (2)

for the tandem (AH) configuration

(5) MIL-S-58095 armored, crash attenuating, standard &M

pilot/co-pilot seats with 5 inch by 5 inch vertical/horizontal

adjustment and 12 inch attenuating stroke. Specific con-

figuration is the ARA Inc. P/N D2784 seat.
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(6) 10.5 inch NSRP to heel line dimension
(T) Functional envelopes as developed with 30 Fort Rood subjects

(8) .50 inch typical clearance

5.6.2.2. Approach

The first step was to prepare a basic crew station envelope

for each of the selected percentile ranges using the stated ground rules

and assumptions. This established the outer limits of each individual crew

station in terms of length, width and height. Figure 5.62 illustrates the

basic envelopes which resulted. To determine the total size of a side-

by-side configuration such as is traditional with the CH,OH and UR Mission,

two individual envelopes were placed abreast with console width plus

structure and nominal clearances added. For the tandem configuration,

which appears to be traditional for the AH mission, two individual envel-

opes were placed in tandem with height established by using a 20 inch vertical

spacing between design eyes. Length was established by placing the aft crew
station pedal clearance line tangent to the forward crew station seat clearance

line.
In both sift-by-side andtandem configurations, the next step

was to use the functional envelope reach limits to establish the cyclic

and collective throw limits, pedal throwe end aft limits.

The final step was to match these crew station envelopes with

the S-67. OH-58, and HIS contour lines and make adjustments where necessary

to accommodate each specific envelope.

Estimated weights of the crew station's areas were based on

weight equations using the wetted area as the variable. The wetted area

of the crew station was determined by computing fuselage perimeters at

several different stations and calculating the area under the curve

representing perimeter versus longitudinal stations. In addition to the
weights of the crew stations structure, he weight increases incurred by

going from fixed to adjustable seats and yaw control pedals were included

in the total delta weights.

Performance factors were an yzed to evaluate the impact of the

increased size and weight of the crew s ation associated with an increase
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in the accommodated anthropometric range. The performance factors included

in this analysis are those of hover ceiling (IGE and OGE), maximum rate

of climb, maximum redline airspeed, and power to maintain the baseline per-

formance. Several factors were considered in this analysis. The external

crew station geometry variations alter both the planform area

and the flat plate drag area. The effect of changing the planform area

affects vertical drag, a factor important in hover performance. Similarly

the flat plate drag area affects the parasite drag which influences maximum

level flight airspeed and horsepower required. The weight factor,

however, was found to have the greatest impact on performance affecting

all of the parameters evaluated.

Estimated costs differences for the variations of an advanced

helicopter system are based on the weight deltas as determined by the

weight equations. This estimating technique is highly reliable considering

that the weight deltas are based only on variations of the same type and

class of helicopter; and, therefore, reflect only the cost deltas estimated

for the change in crew station.

5.6.2.3 Summary

One fact is clearly evident from the advanced aircraft phase

of the study and that is, in terms of anthropometry alone, small increases

in percentile range accommodation have very little impact on a new airframe

design in terms of size and weight. For example, Tables 3.3 through 3.6 show

that increasing the percentile range accommodation from the present 90% (5-95

percentile) to a proposed 98% (1-99 percentile) for a side-by-side configuration

increases length by only 1.8 inches and depth by only .50 inches. In the case

of a tandem configuration this increase is only 3.6 inches in length and .50

inches in depth. It should be noted that these increases are the maximum that

would be necessary and the maximum applies only if the crew station is the con-

trolling factor in sizing the airframe. In most cases it is not and the 98% of

the aircrew population can be accommodated at no increase in size or weight

in a new airframe design.

The largest delta reduction that can be achieved in airframe size,

based solely on arcre, reduces the accommodation rane from the present 90%
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(5-95 percentile) down to 1% by considering only the 50th percentile. This

would allow a reduction of 5.1 in length and 2.0 inches in height for side-

by-side and 10.2 inches in length and 2.0 inches in height for tandwm. Again

these are maxims but more significant is the fact that far less than 1%

of the Army Aircrew population could be accomodated because the 50th percentile ()
aviator is almost non-existent. Within the Army Aviation population the

chances of finding a man with 50th percentile sitting height, arm reach, and

leg reach are about 10 to 1. In other words, the smallest theoretical crew

station would be useful workplace for only a handful of aviators, a situation

which would not be considered acceptable from any stand point. As the crew

station size increases so does the range of accomodation but it soon becomes

a situation of diminishing returns.

A very signiffeant factor in sizing the crew station is aircrew/

aircraft survivability and vulnerability as manifested in the crash atten-

uating armored seat, avionics displays/controls as reflected in console widths

and instrument panel volume, and over-the-nose vision.

Protective seat armor and load attenuators increase the overall

seat width and the attenuation stroke requires additional fuselage depth.

To accommodate the large man with cold weather clothing and body armor, the

seat bucket width must be increased. Up to 3 inches in length and 4 inches

in width may be required to properly protect the aircrewman.

If standard track mounted control panels are used, approximately

6 inches of fuselage width is added with each row of control panels required.

Over-the-nose vision has considerable impact on two-place tandem

configurations. With an aft pilot and holding strictly to MIL-STD-850B re-

quirements, the aft eye rises .466 inches for each inch of horizontal spacing.

With a 60 inch distance between stations a vertical distance of 27.9 inches is

required and an extremely deep fuselage is the result. This over-the-nose vision

impact on airframe configuration is shown in Figure 3.3.

These survivability and vulnerability requirements along with control

panel requirements anticipated for the latest avionics controls and displays

and vision requirements were considered in the geometry envelopes developed for

the advanced helicopter configurations.
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5.6.2.4 Tandem Configuration

Dimensional Impact of Aircrew Anthropcmetry

The tandem configuration study representing the attack category

utilizes the Sikorsky S-67 "Blackhawk" helicopter design as the baseline design.

The S-67 was chosen because it is representative of a state-of-the-art attack

helicopter and total information was available. It does not, however, conform

to many of the basic crew system requirements such as down vision, crashworthy

seating, etc.

To establish an S-67 configuration which does conform to these re-

quirements, two of the basic crev station envelopes described in Figure 5.62

were joined. The vertical eye distance established by providing both crewmen

with 25e over-the-nose vision per MIL-STD-850B requires 29.7 inch vertical

spacing between the two stations and results in a 98 inch maximum fuselage

section depth for a lat-99th percentile accommodation compared to 87.0 inches

for the basic S-67. Being realistic, a 20 inch vertical spacing was used,

based on the S-67, which provides the aft pilot with 230 over-the-nose vision.

If it were assumed that the gunner would occupy the aft crew station, then

a reduction in over-the-nose vision could probably be assumed. Although MIL-

STD-850 seems to specify 250 from either station regardless of the duties,

some interpret it as requiring less for a gunner in the aft crew station

because he is using head down optical sighting devices.

This contention has a precedent in the Bell YAH-63 attack helicopter

which features the aft crew station for the gunner and has a vertical eye

spacing of 10.57 inches. Applying this thinking to our advancedtandem design

would result in a 76.8 maximum depth for the fuselage nose section. MIL-STD-850

should be further clarified in this area.

Referring to Figure 5.62 the variable dimensions A through G are

dependent on aircrew anthropcmetry; therefore, these key dimensions determine the

impact on airframe configuration. The basis of this geometry as of any crew

station geometry is the design eye. The design eye location establishes the

vision line and neutral seat reference point. The crew station geometry envelope

is established from the NSRP. Seat adjustment is required primarily to allow the

aircrew to adjust to the design eye (vision line) as described in paragraph 5.5.2.

Secondarily, seat adjustment provides a means of adjusting for access to the

controls and displays. These factors determined the seat adjustment values,

Dimensions D, E, F, and G. Dimension A is the distance fro, the NSBP to the full
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forward adjust and throw pedal position. Maximum leg extension was determined

for the largest anthropometric airerew with seat adjusted down and aft according

to the procedure outlined In parapraph 5,h4'*,}) (rater to eip.ure 5.29). From

this value the aft seat adjustment, Dimension E, was subtracted to obtain the

distance from the NSRP. Dimension B, the distance from the NSRP to the aft bulk-

head, is dependent directly on the amount of aft seat adjustment. The distance

from the aft adjust, forward throw pedal position to the NSRP, Dimension C, is

dependent on the maximum leg extension of the smallest anthropometric aircrew

with seat adjusted up and forward.

In determining the required length for an advanced tandem crew station

design, a standard nose section length of 24.5 inches was used for each airframe

configuration. The length of the crew station envelope is determined by Dimensions

A plus B plus 6.0 inches, as shown in Figure 5.62. The tandem configuration re-

quires two crew stations back to back separated by a half inch thick bulkhead.

The width of the advanced taxidem crew station design based on the ARA

D.-'(184 crmuhwart.hy ueat Is determined by Lilht oqulpment; tke1rel'ore, aircrw

anthropometry has no impact on airframe width. Referring to Figure 5.62, the

minimum airframe width is determined by the side structure, single track side

consoles (on each side), the standard crashworthy seat and clearances.

Determination of the height requirements are based on the height of

each crew station and the relationship of gunner's crew station to the pilot's

crew station. The height is computed by suming the following factors: structure and

equipment space beneath the floor (10.8 inches), 10 inch radius head clearance to

design eye, vertical distance between pilot's and gunner's design eyes (20 inches),

30.2 inch distance from design eye to NSRP, amount of seat adjustment down from

NSRP (Dimension G), and the 15.0 inch distance to floor line.

Figure 5.63 compares the overall crew station length, height and

width dimensions which are required to accommodate the specified percentile ranges.

These dimensions are not to be considered absolute dimensions for any helicopter

design because of the generalized ground rules on which they are based. The

consistent use of these ground rules for the development of the various percen-

tile range crew stations, however, makes the comparison of the dimensions or

delta values representative of the increase in space required as the percentile

range increases. A comparison of the advanced crew station dimensions to the baseline

helicopter, 8-67 Blackhawk, which was designed to accommodate the 5th through

95th percentile aviators, showed increases in length and height of 8.1 inches and

1.0 inches respectively.
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PERCENTILE RANGE

1DIMISICt4 50 40-60 30-70 5-95 1-99

A 38.9 4Io.0 41.o 42.5 43.3
B 12.3 12.4 12.5 13.8 14.84
c 38.9 37.8 36.6 34.4 33.3
HI 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5
J 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
K 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
L 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
M 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
N 57.7 58.9 60.1 62.8 64.6
x 115.4 117.8 120.2 125.6 129.2

Z86.o 86.5 87.0 88.o 88.5

DiX

IXCALF IN INCHF-S

FIGURE 5.64 BASIC CREWf STATIO?. DIMENSIONS -TANDM CQNFIGURATIOII
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A more detailed'tabulated drawing shown in Figure 5,64 shows some of

the basic crew station dimensions for the different aircrev nthropometry ranges.

Four-way adjustable seating is required to accommodate thelst-99th and 5tb-95th

percentile ranges for both the pilot and co-pilot positions; however, vertical

seat adjustment is capable of accommodating the 30th-TOth and 4th-6Oth percentile

ranges. The adjustment dimensions are consistent with required reach for all

percentiles. The instrument panel is located within Zone 2 functional reach and

maintains the required distance from the design eye. The flight controls are

located to be operable throughout the entire range of movement for the applicable

percentile range:.

Weight Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

Airframe configuration changes, reflecting accommodation of various

percentages of the Army aviator population, are compared to the Sikorsky S-67 as

the baseline. The weight of the airframe configuration designs are based on the

Sikorsky weight equation'

T =SWET -8T5

WT = 2,1145.8 (1000

The variable required to determine the weight is the surface wetted

area in square feet. The wetted area was determined as described in paragraph

5.6.2.2. A typical perimeter plot is shown in Figure 5.65. This plot compares

the Blackhawk to the airframe configuration for the 5th-95th percentile range.

The wetted area is represented as the area beneath the curve. Likewise crew

station volumes were determined by the area beneath the plot of cross sectional

areas versus fuselage stations. Table 5.28 lists the crew station airframe

volumes and wetted areas computed for each of the aircrew anthropometric ranges.

5
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TABLE 5.28
BACKAVK. CW STATION VOLUME AND WETTED

AREA FOR VARIOUS ACCOMMODATION RANGES

PERCENTILE WETTED

RANGE OF VOLU!E ARE
ACCOMMODATION #, rT FIT

Blackhawk 198.0 173.1
50 193.7 170.2

4O-60 198.T 174.0
30-70 203.8 178.1
5-95 215.2 187.0
1-99 222.6 192.6

The Impact or aircrew .nthropometry on airframe weight in shown in

Table 5.29. The total weight deltas are based on both the change in weight of

the crew station size and the additional weight incurred by adjustment hardware

required for the seats and controls. Ten pounds were added to the airframe

weight for each crew station requiring vertical seat and yaw control adjustment.

An additional five pounds per seat were added to the weight for horizontal seat

adjustment.

TABLE 5.29

BLACKLWK CREW STATION WEIGHT WITH

VARIOUS ACCOMMODATION RANGES

PERCENTILE CREW ADDITIONAL DESIGN
RANGE OF STATION HARDWARE GROSS

ACCOMMODATION WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT
1v LB 'LB 'LB

Blackhawk 462 25 18900
50 456 0 18869

ho-6o 465 20 18898
30-70 474 20 18907
5-95 495 30 18938
1-99 508 30 18951
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The weight deltas between the various airframe configLrations were

used to calculate the performanoe deltas because the variation in design gross

weight is so small that the performance deltas could not be read directly- from

the charts. A comparative factor, therefore, was determined for each performance

factor which could be multiplied by the weight delta to obtain the performance

delta. This comparative factor is the slope of the curve when gross weight is

one of the plotted variables, if not the factor is computed from two known data

points.

o Hover Ceiling O.G.E. - Based on OGEl hover c:eiling versus gros,;

weight chart - Slope = 1.6 A G.W. x 1.6 = A hover Ceiling (UG:)

o Hover Ceiling I.G.E. - Based on iG[, hover ceiling versus gross

weight chart - Slope =1. A G.W. x 1.5 - A Hover Ceiling (IGE)

o MaximuRatr ( I' CJ Lfh - i JL:ed orr × tixiinil rate CA' climb versus gross

w-ijght ,:hnrL - ;."oj! iV,, A f,.W. z . [ = A Mz lIt,- of* Climb

" Muximum Velocity - i,:d on Lotal ergli A, power required versus true

airspeed - at military rated power a change in gross weight of

10,810 pounds equals a 4 knot chang,:. in airspeed - Factor = .0004
A G.W. x .0004 = A VMa x

o Power to Regain Baseline - Based on non-dimensional system hover

performance (weight coefficient CW versus power coefficient Cp) -

Delta Power is estimated as

A H.P.- A G.W. X NCw

with Cp a .00070 and CW = .0070, A C. W. X .10 = A H.P.

Cost Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

The cost impact of aircrew anthropometry is determined as a percentage

change compared to the 5th-95th standard baseline. Estimated cost differences

are directly related to the weight of the empty helicopter. The empty weight of

the 5th-95th airframe configuration is 12,967 pounds based on the S-67 Blackhawk.

Thfe estimated percentage cost deltas were computed from the weight deltas as

follown:

Cost % GW. x 00

1, - AG.W.
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The weight, performance, and cost deltas resulting from the imact of ailrrev

anthropometry on airframe configuration for a tandm erev station are shown in

Table 3.I4.

5.6.2.5 Side-By-Side Configuration

Side-by-side configuration study is divided into two phases. The

first phase of this study evaluates a small helicopter configuration represent-

ing the observation type helicopter. The Bell OH-58A design is used as the

departure point for the advanced design. The second phase evaluates the large

helicopter configuration representing the cargo/utility type helicopters. In

this phase the proposed Boeing HLH design is utilized for the baseline design

concept.

OH Tyne

Dimensional Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

The Bell 0H-58 was chosen as the baseline OH type from which to make

the various technical comparisons simply because it is the only'OH type in ser-

vice with the Army for which data was available. It must be noted, however, that

the OH-58 was procured a good many years ago under ground rules which did not

include any definitive crew station. Design, human factors, survivability or

vulnerability requirements are considered essential in today's helicopters. For

this reason, there will be a large dimensional delta between the 0H-58 configu-

ration and today's OH configuration. Unlike the S-67, which requires very little

change to update and could, therefore, be the subject of performance comparisons,

the OH would require a complete airframe design exercise to generate any

meaningful performance data and that is beyond the scope of the study. This did

not prevent a meaningful analysis of the dimensional and weight deltas for

various anthropometric percentile accommodation ranges.

In the OH impact analysis, as was the case with the AH, vulnerability,

survivability, avionics equipment, and vision had a greater impact than anthropo-

metric range, especiully in width. What this means is, today's side-by-side

helicopter is a necescarily larger machine if these requirements are to be satisfied.
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The same standard crew station geometry used for the tandem configura-

tion evaluation applies to the side-by-side configuration. The length of the

crew station envelope, therefore, is in accordance with Figure 5.62. A standard

nose section length of 22.5 inches was used for this configuration which is added

to the crew station length.

The width of the advanced side-by-side crew station design is also

determined by the equipment rather than aircrew anthropometry. The minimum width

for the airframe is shown in Figure 5.62. The width is based on two ARA D2784

armored seats, side-by-side, a double track center console, one-half inch clear-

ances, and 1.2 inch structure on each side. All percentile aircremen will be

acccmmodated by this minimum width designed for the required equipment.

The minimum height requirements vary with the aircrew anthropometric

range, also shown in Figure 5.62. The airframe height allows for 1.3 inches of

structure, 10 inches head radius clearance, 30.2 inches NSRP to design eye height,

15.0 inches clearance from the floor line to the lowest SRP for crash attenuation,

plus the amount of seat adjustment down from the NSRP.

The overall crew station length, width and height for the five air-

crew percentile ranges are shown in Figure 5.66. The maximum impact of anthro-

pometry as the accommodated range increases from the 50th percentile to the lst-99th

percentile range is only 6.9 inches in length, 2.5 inches in height, and no effect

in width. More significant is the comparison of the advanced design configuration

for the 5th-95th percentile to the baseline OH-58A. Length increases 5.8 inches,

width increases 21.0 inches, and height increases 6.5 inches. Most of this in-

crease in crew station configuration is directly attributable to the requirements

for crash attenuating seats and advanced avionic systems.

Figure 5.67 shows a basic side-by-side crew station geometry. The

tabulated data shows the impact of aircrew anthropometry on the basic crew station

dimensions. Following the study approach location of the NSRP is based on the

50th percentile's in-flight eye position at the design eye. The instrument panel

is located 30 inches from the design eye. Accommodation of the different per-

centiles is achieved through seat adjustments as shown. The flight controls are

located within Zone 2 operating limits for all aviators in the specified percentile

range.
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PERCUITILLE RANGE

DI CE 50 140-60 30-70 5-95 1-9

(. A38.9 0. 1..2543.3
B 12.3 1.2.14 12.5 13.8 114.8
C 38.9 37.8 36.6 314.4 33.3
N 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5
J 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
K 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
L 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
m 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
X 57.7 58.9 6o.1 62.8 614.6
z 56.2 57.0 57.5 58.5 59.0

mC IN bCE

FIGURE 5.67 BASIC Cmw STATION DIIWSIoIs

sIj-By-S1 coKFGUmwioN (oH Tnmc)
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Weight Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

Airframe weights of the configurations shown in Figure 5.66 were

estimated using a weight equation* formulated from the Sikorsky weight equation.

The new constant of this equation was estimated from the weight and wetted area

of the OH-58A.

*WT - 1410.8 AM)
875

1000

Using the procedures outlined in paragraph 5.6.2.2 perimeter plots

of the airframe configurations were made to determine the surface wetted areas.

The comparison plots of the OH-58 and the 5th-95th aircrew airframe configuration

are shown in Figure 5.68. The crew station wetted areas, computed as the area

under the perimeter plot curves, are listed in Table 5.30. The crew station volumes,

also listed in Table 5.30, were computed from the cross-sectional area plots. Fig-

ure 5.69 compares the cross-sectional area plots for the OH-58 and the baseline

airframe configuration (5th-95th percentile range). This plot graphically illus-

trates the large impact of the more stringent requirements of the advanced heli-

copter.

TABLE 5.30

OH TYPE CREW STATION VOLUME AND WETTED
AREA FOR VARIOUS ACCOMMODATION RANGES

PERCENTILE CREW STATION CREW STATION
RANGE OF VOLUME WETTED AREA

ACCOMMODATION NFT 3 -FT2

50 UT. 3 99.8

o0-60 120.3 101.6

30-70 123.5 103.7

5-95 130.3 108.2
1-99 134.7 111.2

OH-58 81.0 83.1

The impact of aircrew anthropometry on airframe weight is shown in

Table 5.31. The crew station weights were obtained directly from the weight (I)
equation. The additional hardware weight is based on requirements for additional
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seat and pedal adjustment as the anthropometric range increases. A direct com-

parison of weight to the OH-58 is meaningless based on crew station deltas be-

cause the increase in size of the crew station is great enough to significantly

impact the rest of the helicopter. In addition, the basic equipment such as the

crashworthy armored seat adds additional weight compared to the OH-58. For this

reason only the delta gross weights of the advanced airframes are listed using

the 5th-95th anthropometric airframe configuration as the baseline.

TABLE 5.31

OH TYPE CREW STATION WEIGHTS FOR
VARIOUS ACCOMMODATION RANGES

PERCENTILE CREW STATION ADDITIONAL DELTA GROSS
RANGE OF WEIGHT HARDWARE WEIGHTS

ACCOMMODATION 1,LB WEIGHT nv LB "'LB

50 188 0 -44

40-60 191 20 -21

30-70 194 20 -18

5-95 202 30 Baseline

1-99 206 30 +4

OH-58 16o - -

Performance Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

The impact of increasing the external airframe configuration from

the 50th to the lst-99th anthropometric ranges provides the greatest performance

deltas attributed to aircrew anthropometry. Again the affect on parasite drag

and vertical drag are very small. The wetted area only increases 11.4 square feet

which approximates 0,04 square feet flat plate area. This increase in flat plate

drag represents less than a one percent increase in parasite drag. Likewise

alteration of the planform area acted on by the rotor downwash is nearly negligible

because of the constant crew station width. The close proximity of the altered

planform area to the rotor hub also minimizes any delta in vertical drag.

The impact of the weight change, however, does directly affect the

performance of the helicopters. The performance deltas were determined from the

0H-58 performance charts
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'Standard Day Conditions

Sea Level Pressure

Maximum Design Gross Weight

The weight deltas of the five airframe configurations were used

to calculate the performance values. A comparative (slope) factor was obtained

from tke performance charts to calculate the performance deltas from the

weight deltas as described in paragraph 5.6.2.4 for the tandem configuration.

Performance was computed for the following variables.

0 Hover Celing O.G.E. - Based on Hover Ceiling - OUT OF GROUND

CHART - Slope = 12.5

AG.W. X 12.5 AHover Ceiling (OGE)

0 Hover Ceiling I.G.E. -Based on Hover Ceiling - IN GROUND EFFECT

CHART - Slope = 11.0

A G.W. X 11.0 = A Hover Ceiling (IGE)

0 Maximum Rate of Climb - Based on CLIMB PERFORMANCE CHART-

TAKE OFF POWER - Slope = 0.9

AG. W. X 0.9= A Max Rate of Climb

0 MAXIMUM VELOCITY - Based on LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE, SEA LEVEL -

At military rated power a change in gross weight of 100 pounds

equals a 1.2 know change in airspeed - Factor = .012

A6. W. X .012 = A V
max

0 Power to Regain Baseline - Based on Torque and Power Required

To Hover Chart, 3000 pounds - slope = .115

A G. W. X .115 = A H.P.

COST IMPACT OF AIRCREW ANTHROPOMETRY

The cost impact of aircrew anthropometry is determined as a per-

centage change compared to the 5th - 95th standard baseline. Estimated cost

differences are directly related to the width of the empty helicopter. The

empty weight of the 5th - 95th airframe configuration is estimated at 1751

pounds.
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The percentage cost deltas were computed from the weight deltas as follows:

A . W.
A Cost % 1751- AG.W. X 100

The impact of aircrew anthropometry on the airframe configuration, therefore,

results in the weight, performance, and cost deltas for a side-by-side configu-

ration as listed in Table 3.4.

CH Zrpe

Dimensional Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

The utility and cargo helicopters are designed for transportation of

personnel, litter patients, cargo and weapons. The crew station area, therefore,

has little impact on the overall size and weight of the helicopter but will be

determined by the required size of the cargo compartment. Figure 5.70 tabulates

the basic crew station dimensions for the same percentile ranges considered in

the OH type helicopter study. These dimensions were determined in the same

manner as for the observation type helicopter except the nose section length was

reduced to 21.0 inches based on the relative bluntness of the Boeing HLH. The

comparison of the dimensions required to accommodate the aircrew to that of the

HLH crew station shows that aircrew anthropometry has no impact on the size of

this type helicopter.

Weight, Performance, and Cost Impact of Aircrew Anthropometry

As discussed above, the size of the crew station in the cargo type

helicopter is dependent on the fuselage configuration rather than aircrew

anthropometry. Even if this fact were dteregarded and an impact analysis

was made based on the dimensional deltas shown in Figure 5.70, the weight

change would be on the same order as the OH type crew station or approximately

50 pounds. Considering an empty gross weight of 59,580 pounds and a de-

sign gross weight of 118,000 pounds the weight change is less than one-

tenth of one percent. The weight, performance and cost of an advanced cargo

helicopter, therefore, would not be affected by the aircrew anthropoetrie

range.
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)REV [

11-22-74

DETAILED PROGRAM PLAN

CONTRACT DAAJOI-74-C-! 107 (PIG)

A study to determine the impact of
alrmw anthropometry on airframe

configuration

The following is a detailed description of the various, tasks and the methodology

to be employed in completing those tasks which are defined by the subject contractual

agreement.

PHASE I - DATA ACQUISITION

TASK I - PROGRAM PLAN

The final program plan is defined herein.

TASK 2 - AIR VEHICLE SELECTION

The air vehicles recommended for study are as follows:
MISSION CATEGORY

STATUS
AH CH OH UHU H

OPERATIONAL AH-IQ CH-47C OH-58A UH-IH
ADVANCED S-67 HLH OH-58A UTTAS
*Study of advanced helicopters is contingent upon receipt

of proper technical data from AVSCOM within study

schedule constraints

TASK 3 - DATA ACQUISITION

Data described in the contract statement of work is in hand or on order

with the following exceptions:

" CH-47 Geometry

" UH-ID Geometry

* OH-S8 Geometry

0 HLH Geometry

* HLH Basic Drawings

* Detailed Crew Station drawings for all study aircraft
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The AVSCOM drawing repository will be. radewed for these drawings.

Inspection of AVSCOM HLH, AH-IQ, and OH-58 mockups at AVSCOM

Granite City, Illinois Facility will furnish some needed information. Inspection of

the UTTAS mockup is also planned.

PHASE ii - DEFINITION OF CREW STATION VARIABLES

TASK 4 - IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS

A. MAN

(1) Physical Anthropometry

There are three basic elements to be identified in this effort;

specific percentiles, specific body measurements, and bivariate selection. Based upon

the utilization of this data as described in Task 6, the following data will be defined:

(a) Percentiles

* Ist

* 3rd

Sth

.0 30th

" 40th

" 50th

" 60th

" 70th

* 9Sth

* 99th

(b) Body measurements as specified in TR 72-52-CE for the per-

centiles noted in (a).

* Stature

* Sitting Height

0 Sitting Eye Height

* Shoulder Height

. Shoulder Breadth

o Chest Depth

0 Functional Reach
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0 Maximum Reach

9 Grasp Reach

0 Elbow Rest Height

0 Shoulder-Elbow Length

* Elbow-Fingertip Length

* Vertical Arm Reach

0 Buttock-Leg Length

* Buttock-Knee Length

e Knee Height

* Popliteal Height

0 Hip Breadth

0 Buttock-Popliteal Length

* Abdominal Depth-Sitting

(c) Bivariate data as defined by Natick Laboratory Reports for the

combinations described in Figure 1.

(2) Kinematics

Kinematics include the envelope of body, head, leg, and arm

movement capability and will be determined by a combination of two data sources.

(a) Existing Data

For a reach envelope baseline, the data contained in report

AMRL-TDR-64-59, reach capability of the USAF population, will be correlated with

the data of Report TR 72-52-CE, Anthropometry of U.S. Army Aviators - 1970.

The results will be a representative graphical illustration of reach envelopes for the

percentiles selected in para. A.(I). The leg and body envelopes will be developed

experimentally since no suitable data exists. The Boeman computer program will

be investigated and reach data acquired from the U.S. Army Natick Laboratory.

(b) Experimental Data

Using methodology developed during the study described

in AFFDL-TR-69-73 (Section V page 71), limb pivots and range of movement for

selected subjects will be determined. This will be accomplished in conjunction with

the functional envelope definition described in Task 6.
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(c) Integration of Data

The final range of movement envelope will consist of

retch envelope and leg excursion envelope for the unrestricted seated operator

utilizing a 130, 200 and 250 back angle with a 60 bottom angle. The percentile

will include 1st, 3rd, 5th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 95, and 99th percentiles

and bivariate combinations listed in Figure 1.

The method of achieving the final envelope definition

will be integration of the existing data with experimental data. The integration will

consist primarily of adjusting the reach envelope on the basis of measurements of

selected subjects. The leg envelope will be defined experimentally thus no integration

of data is required. The end product will be a tabulation of data and graphical

illustration which can be overlayed on geometry drawings.

(3) Body Positioning Through Crash Loads

Each study aircraft geometry will be evaluated in terms of the

full-restraint extremity strike envelope described in USAAVLABS Technical Report

71-22, Crash Survival Design Guide. This will be accomplished with layout overlays.

(4) Ejection/Extraction

Ejection/extraction loads imposed and clearances required will

be analyzed to determine the impact on geometry. The study effort will be based on

use of the Stanley "Yankee," "Stencel" and the Douglas "MLtipac' ejection seat

system designs. This investigation will be conducted on only AH class helicopters.

B. EQUIPMENT

(1) Seating

This will involve the identification and analysis of U.S. Army

helicopter seating philosophy, requirements and hardware. The fust step will be the

identification of requirements in the form of military specifications. Once these specs

have been identified, a survey will be made to determine who manufactures seat

hardware (both prime contractors and vendors). Once identified, these manufacturers

will be requested to provide drawings and data regarding the product. The drawings

will be analyzed to determine specification compliance. Items of consideration will

include:
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0 Seat Geometry

* Seat Adjustment

* Cushion Properties

- Cushion Geometry

0 Seat Crashworthiness

0 Restraint Geometry

* Restraint Configuration

Each seat configuration will be evaluated for

* Comfort

0 Fatigue

0 Restraint Effectiveness

0 Geometry Impact

* Mobility

Changes to requirements and equipment will be recommended when appropriate.

(2) Restraint

Restraint will be analyzed in terms of the impact upon the

functional envelope; specifically, the limitations to head excursions, torso positioning,

arm reach and leg movement. Each seat installation in each study aircraft will be

evaluated for these limitations. In addition, the entire philosophy of helicopter

restraint systems will be studied to determine if new requirements, specifically related

to helicopter flight characteristics, are required. Study of mission profiles and dis-

cussions with experienced Army pilots is expected to provide most of the study

material. This information will be obtained from the same pilots that are used to

obtain anthropometic information in Para. C herein.

(3) Norntl Flight Clothing

It Is anticipated that the following equipment will be furnished

by each army aviator measured for the functional envelope definition:

* Helmet

0 Boots

9 Gloves
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d Flight Suit

0 Jacket

SSurvival Vet

(4) Restrictive Flight Clothing

This will involve identification of clothing and equipment which

would be used in combat and/or extreme climatic conditions and/or special operations.

It is anticipated that the following equipment will be provided to VSD by AVSCOM:

* Jacket

* Mukluk Boots

9 Gloves

0 Jacket w/Liner

* Survival Vest

* Body Armor

C. FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE DEFINITION

The functional envelope is that volume described by a seated crew-

man when he is extended from the minimum to the maximum range of torso head,

arm, and leg movement. It is the range of physical movement available to function

as an aircrewman and consists of basic body movements constrained by clothing,

personnnel and survival equipment, seating, and restraint as shown in Figure 2.

The functional envelope used in this study will be based upon the

gathering of anthropometric data utilizing an adjustable crew station device pictured

in Figure 3. This device will be transported to Army aviation installations and

measurements will be taken on as many Army aviators as can be accomplished in

a 2-week period. A minimum of 25 aviators will be measured.

(1) Locations

It is anticipated that the required anthropometric data can be

gathered at the Texas Army National Guard facility at Grand Prairie, Texas, and at

Fort Hood, Texas.

(2) Procedure

Data gathering will follow this general procedure.
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(a) Basic Anlhropometric Data

Each subject will complete it biographical type question-

naire and the basic anthropometric data will be-acquired in accordance with the

format of TR 72-52-CE. Dimensions to be taken include those enumerated in

Task 4, para. A.(l).(b).

(b) Aircraft Specific Anthropometric Data

Each subject will then be measured in the adjustable

crew station device at the several back angles wearing flight suit, helmet, boots, gloves.

Dimensions taken will include:

0 Sitting Eye Height and Station

0 "Alert Eye"

0 Sitting Height

0 Shoulder Height

0 Maximum Reach

0 Functional Reach

0 Maximum Rudder Pedal Throw

0 Maximum Stick Throw - Pitch and Roll

0 Maximum Up Collective

0 Maximum Down Collective

0 Maximum Overhead Functional Reach

(c) Production Seat Anthropometric Data

Each subject will be measured in the adjustable crew

station device equipped with a production UH-! pilot seat. Subjects will be clad

in flight suit, helmet, and boots. Dimensions taken will include:

0 Sitting Height

0 Sitting Eye X and Z Dimension

* Shoulder Height

* Maximum Reach at 3 points

0 Functional Reach at 3 points

0 Maximum Rudder Pedal Throw

0 Maximum Cyclic Stick Throw - Pitch and Roll
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* Maximum Dow Collective
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gear plus body armor. [nclude abdominal depth and hip breadth.
(3) Data Formal and Usage

The data gathered will be recorded in the format shown on
Figure 4. This data will then be integrated into the data gathered in Task 4. The

result will be a functional envelope definition for the 1st through 99th percentile.

A final graphical presentation will be prepared and the tubular data modified

accordingly. The graphical presentation will be used in completing Task 6.
TASK 5 - IDENTIFICATION OF MACHINE FACTORS

A. CONTROLS AND DISPLAY SURFACES

The requirements for basic flight controls such as cyclic stick,
collective stick, and yaw pedal will be identified. This includes throws and forces.

The requirements for display surfaces such as instrument panel, side console, and

overhead console will be identified. The impact of these considerations in terms of

reach envelope, reach zone implications, leg excursions, and force application will

then be assessed.

B. VISION

Vision requirements per MIL-STD-850 will be examined and the

interactive elements such as aircrew percentile and seat adjustment will be identified.

This will include determination of the impact of seat adjustment. both vertical and

horizontal, on the design eye location of 1st through 99th percentile subjects.

C. LIFE SUPPORT

All life support system requirements and hardware will be identified

for each mission category. Each will then be studied to determine what impact is
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Sheet I of 2
ANTHROPOMETRY DATA SHEET

A. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Name_ Rank SerNo
Organization Location

Age Aeronautical Rating
Length of Service Total l~iight-Hours

Types of Aircraft Flown and Hours in Each

Comments

B. ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS PER TR 72-52-CE

ITEM DIMENSION PERCENTILE

(1) Weight
(2) Stature
(3) Sitting Height

(4) Sitting Eye Height
(5) Shoulder Height
(6) Shoulder Breadth

(7) Chest Depth
(8) Functional Reach
(9) Maximum Reach

(10) Grasp Reach
(11) Elbow Rest Height
(12) Shoulder-Elbow Length
(13) Elbow-Fingertip Length

(14) Vertical Arm Reach
(15) Buttock Leg Length
(16) Buttock Knee Length
(17) Knee Height
(18) Popliteal Height
(19) Hip Breadth
(20) Buttock-Poplitcal Height

(21) Abdominal Depth

(Sitting)

FIGURE 4
A-13
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Sheet 2 of 2

C AIRCRAFT SPECIFIC ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

ITEM DIMENSION ITEM DIMENSION

(1) Sitting Eye Height (6) Max Pedal Throw

(2) Sitting Height (7) Max Stick Throw

(3) Shoulder Height (8) Max Up Collective

(4) Maximum Reach (9) Max.Down

(5) Functional Reach Collective
(10) Overhead Reach

D. PRODUCTION SEAT ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

ITEM DIMENSION ITEM DIMENSION

(1) Sitting Height (6) Max Pedal Throw

(2) Sitting Eye X & Z (7) Max Stick Throw

(3) Shoulder Height (8) Max Up Collective

(4) Max Reach (9) Max Down

(5) Functional Reach Collective
(10) Overhead Reach

E. COLD WEATHER GEAR DATA (99 PERCENTILE ONLY)

ITEM DIMENSION ITEM DIMENSION

(i) Sitting Height (6) Max Pedal Throw

(2) Sitting Eye X & Z (7) Max Stick Throw

(3) Shoulder Height (8) Max Up Collective

(4) Max Reach (9) Max Down

(5) Functional Reach Collective
(10) Overhead Reach

F. BODY ARMOR DATA

ITEM DIMENSION ITEM DIMENSION

(1) Sitting Height (6) Max Pedal Throw

(2) Sitting Eye X & Z (7) Max Stick Throw

(3) Shoulder Height (8) Max Up Collective

(4) Max Reach (9) Max Down

(5) Functional Reach Collective
(10) Overhead Reach
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pnerated in the geometry area. This will include pilot personal equipment such

a helmet, boots, flight suit, gloves, and survival vest; protective equipment such

a body armor; and ejection systems such as ejection seat and extraction escape.

Personnel and protective equipment will be addressed for all helicopter categories

while ejection will apply only to AH helicopters. It is expected that the escape

system will generate the greatest overall impact therefore, it is anticipated the

greater emphasis will be placed in this area.

D. INGRESS/EGRESS

Ingress/egress requirements will be studied to determine low they

impact the ultimate geometry and structural considerations. Both normal ingress/

egress and emergency egress will be evaluated. Considerations will range from the

Ist percentile in normal flight gear to the 99th percentile in Arctic flight gear.

PHASE Ill - IMPACT OF VARIATIONS ON'AIR VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

TASK 6 - IMPACT ASSESSMENT

A. OPERATIONAL HELICOPTERS

This portion of the study will involve determination of the

percentile range that the study helicopters will accommodate and the technical

and cost impact if the vehicle should be modified to accept a larger percentile

range.

(1) Percentile Range Accommodation

Data in this category will be acquired through a combination

of two methods: by analysis of aircrew station geometry drawings and inspection

of the actual aircraft. Geometry data is on hand for the AH-IQT, OH-58A, and

UH-IB. Aircraft available at the Texas Army National Guard Base in Grand Prairie,

Texas, include the OH.58A, UH-ID, and the CH-47A. AH-IQ aircraft arc available

at the Bell factory in Hurst, Texas, if inspection permission is granted by Bell.

Geometry drawings for the CH-47A and the UH-I D are needed to complete the

package. The specific study effort will involve the evaluation of:

(a) Head and eye position for internal and external vision

(b) Body and arm positioning for operation of basic flight controls,

system controls, mission controls, emergency controls, and display surfaces



(C) Leg positioning for access to and operation of basic flight

controls

(d) Clarances between limbs/body and basic structure and controls

(e) Fjecton envelope if applicable

() Body/limb strike envelope during crash situation

(8) Seat configuration, position, and envelope

(h) Restraint

(i) Clothing and equipment

(j) Body armor

The functional envelopes used for this evaluation will

be those described in Task 4 and will bivariate combinations as well as standard

percentile ranges.

(2) Modification Impact

Each operational helicopter will be subjected to a detailed study

to determine if it could be modified to accommodate a larger range of anthropometric

percentiles up to a maximum of 5th through 95th percentile.

(a) Procedure

Using the graphical and tabular functional envelope data

developed in Task 4, the crew station will be analyzed as follows:

0 The crew station geometry drawing and the graphical

function envelope overlays will be used to identify the

largest percentile aircrew that will fit within the confines

of the existing crew compartment

* Determine if basic airframe structure is affected

* Reduce percnetile as necessary to avoid basic airframe

structure interference

* Assess vision, display surface and primary flight control

impact

* Study each individual area to determine suitable configuration

* Perform trade studies as necessary
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* Develop crew station configuration based on tradc studies

* Evaluate recommended changes on actual aircraft

0 Revise configuration as necessary and finalize

0 Prepare weight and performance analysis

0 Prepare cost analysis estimates

(b) End Product

The end produce of this task will be a study package for

the AH-1, CH-47, OH-58, and UH-I helicopters. Each package will contain:

0 Design Analysis with Layouts

* Weight Analysis

9 Performance Analysis to include as a minimum: Hover

Ceiling (IGE and OGE),Vertical RCO at 40 00 feet/950 F,

VH, and power required to regain or maintain baseline

performance

B. ADVANCED HELICOPTER DESIGN

This task will involve the development of various size crew station

envelopes based on various anthropometric percentile ranges. A basic tandem crew

station and a basic side-by-side crew station will be developed and delta performance

weight, and cost estimates will be produced for each configuration.

(I) Selection of Percentiles

The initial percentile selection will include:

0 lst through 99th percentile

0 20th through 80th percentile

e 40th through 60th percentile

* 50th percentile

These ranges will be expanded or reduced depending upon the

value of preliminary studies. The 5th through 95th percentile range will be used as a

baseline for estimating the impact of accommodating a larger or smaller range of

population

(2) Functional Envelope

A functional envelope drawing will be prepared for each

percentile group based on data acquired in Task 4.
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(3) Study Ground Rules

lit order to make the study realistic and to dfine a reasonable

scope of activity, certain ground rules will be established. Theme ground rules will be

based upon the requirements normally provided any airframe contractor for responsible

for a helicopter design. These include:

0 Vision Requirements per MIL-STD-850

0 Instrumentation Arrangement per MIL-STD-250

, Instrument Panel 28 to 30 inches from Design Eye

0 Conventional Instrument Panel and Console Display Surfaces

0 Display and Control Equipment Requirements per an existing

(late model) helicopter of the particular mission category

(4) Tandem Configuration Study

This study phase will utilize the Sikorsky S-67 'Blackhawk"

helicopter design as a point of departure. This approach will be taken for two

reasons: first, the "Blackhawk" is an advanced design which did not go into active

service, and secondly, VSD possesses complete design data. The study will proceed

as follows:

* Prepare large-scale drawings of crew station geometry

arrangement and vision

0 Overlay 1-99% functional envelope

* Define new geometry arrangement and vision

* Develop revised nose section and interfacing fuselage lines

* Estimate weight delta based on lines changes and associated

structural changes

9 Estimate cost delta based on weight change

* Estimate performance deltas to include as minimum: Rover

ceiling (IGE and OGE),Vertical ROC at 4.000 fect/95 0 F,

VH, and power required to regain or maintain baseline

performance

* Repeat this procedure using 20 through 80, 40 through 60,

and 50th percentile functional envelopes.
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(S) Side-by-Sidc Configuration

The side-by-side configuration study will cover two phases:

a small configuration representing the OH category and a large configuration such as

would apply to the CH and UH categories.

(a) OH Type

This study will utilize the OH-58 series as a point of

comparison and from which to determine equipment complement.

The study procedure will be similar to that described

for the tandem configuration study.

(b) CH Type

This study phase will use the HLH as a point of

comparison. Study procedure will be the same as that described for the tandem

configuration.

TASK 7 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the total study will be reviewed and conclusions drawn

in each area, with special emphasis on Task 6. Recommendations, with substantiating

summary statements, will be set forth in all areas of study but with particular

emphasis on possible changes to existing operational helicopters, future design

criteria, and further study efforts.

TASK 8 - MIL-STD-1 333 REVISION DRAFT

Upon completion of the first seven tasks, and based upon the findings

of those tasks, a revision to MIL-STD-1333 will be drafted. It will take the form

of a helicopter section rather than being integrated into the existing format.

TASK 9 - FINAL REPORT

The final report will be prepared in draft form and submitted to

AVSCOM for comment. Report format will be identical to that used in preparation

of AVSCOM Technical Report 73-1, "Study to Analytically Derive External Vision'

Requirements for U.S. Army Helicopters," dated November 1973. This report was

t prepared by VSD for AVSCOM. Draft submission will be accomplished at the end

of the 13th month with 30 days turnaround time by AVSCOM assumed. The final
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corrected report will be submitted at the end of the 15th month.

STUDY SCHEDULE

The study schedule is summarized in Figure 5.
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APPENDIX B

AIRCREW SURVEY SUMMARY



U.. AIM oNammTRY WZ

KW3ARY 0F ROTARY WING ?LIGM H0OMB FM 30 &WE=S ic

REJECTTH-13
ARM -1 CH-4 CHII cm-6l 01143 oIF58 UN- TH55ON23 TOTAlS

1. 50 821 1.50 1,02-1
2. 500 1,900 2,100

200 100
200 1,800 2,000

5. 20 660 120 800
6. 151 85 236
7. 165 85 250
8. 300 300
9. 25 375 .1o 500

10. 350 350
11. 300 300
12.-- - ---- NoResn e - -- ... ..
13. 270 100 370
24. 1,200 300 1,50
15. 2,700 2,700
17. 300 300
18. 50 1,000 110 1,160
21. 100 30 600 220 1,2?2'
23. 60 440 50O
25. 1,000 200 1,4w 2,600
26. 50 590 110 750
27. 60 1 o0100 300
30. 308 100 1.8

a. 10 1,40 100 200 1,710
b. 25 207 232

. 00 1"0
d. 50 50 100 600
e. 75 750 1,550 800 3,175

175 250 125
- - -0 .1.820 11o 1,9

TOT 3,13 5 0 0 300 495 1,020 21,047 2,060 530 26,587
I,?. lS,

10.9% 0% 0% 1% 1.7% 3.6% 73.6% 7.2% 38% 100%

AVD MO m/fLOT -952.9
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1. In general, vhat is your chief cosplaint, or vhat do you consider the most
serious geometry problea(s) (if any) when fLying a of the helicopter in the
cu-ent am inventory? (c3-58, c0-6, U-1, AR-1, CH-47, CH-54)

AC/D.C circuit breakers not accessible 2
GUn sight/knee clearance problem (front seat)
Armor inadequate cause of high seat position

reouired for vision 1

No c"plaints 0
0.0

So comlaints 0

Non-adj-t table seat 2
lack of shoulder space 2
teathedal relationship inadequate 1

5 15.6%

R. Inst. bd block chin bubble vision 2
Over inst. bd vision is limited for short person - with

seat up, can't reach pedals 1
From L. seat, can't see instruments on R. inst. bd 1
DO circuit panel access 2
Inab. bd.restricts forwurd vision with seat aft 1
Cyclic is too :.gh 2
Need adjustable cyclic 2
Not enough leg room 1
Center windscreen post blocks vision 2' 14 43.d%

Aeneral Comments

Aircraft not fully instrumented 1
Need adjustable cyclic 1
ncomfortable seating 1

Cyclic restricted cause of knees and kneeboard. 2
Inst. bd needs to be centered better I1 I

6 1 ,a1a

32 1__100-%I
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2. State specific geomtry related problem areas you have encountered with the following
types you have flown. If you have exLrienced no "woblam with the listed ailerft,
please state so. Likevise, if yoU bave never flon a specific aircraft, plea.. note It.

pin/t-6 an .! , C.-7 CH-54 U-1 A, -.1
No. % N. S N. S N. no -- Nj

No problm 2 7.4 12 37.5 2 7.

Son adjustable seat
& pow ae1 1tr.
relationship 4 24.8 1 3.1

Cyclic too far fld 1 3.7 1 3.1

Need adjustable cyclic 3 9.4

Cyclic restricted by
knees & kneeboard 2 6.3

Knee clearance (AH-i
front mseat) 4 14.8

knee clearance with
Iastrument panel 1 3.1

DC/AC circuit breakeraccess 3 9.4 1 3."

eed awa~e pedal travel 1 3.1

Poor croce cockpit 1

vision 3.1

Ingress obstructions 1 3.6

Can't open/close
doors after strapped
In 2 6.3

Center vindscreen
post block vision 1 3.1

Injured pilot -
collective-
Intarference 1 3.7

Never flown 22 78.6 1. 51.9 23 82.1 22 81.5 2 6.3 15 55.6

No. response 5 17.8 5 18.5 5 17.9 5 18.5 2 6.3 5 18.5
I I - - - -_ -1.

To o " 26 0 27 28 27 32 27

..... 00%1ll%100%100% 100



3. hat Is your evaluation of the adequacy of the rer stations #e=try in the
following aircraft. Check the asopriate sqmr.

n MLMO00D IMO mNVM FLOM CM

0ou-6 1 4.2 23 95.8 2

6 24.0 3 12.o 16 64.o 25

C2-17 2 100 24

524 100 24

TZ-1 6 20.7 20 70.0 3 10.3 0 0 29

AM-1 1 14.0 5 20.0 5 20.0 1. 56.0 25

TOWS 8 5.3 31 20.5 11 1.3 101 66.9 151

k. Prior to flight, Vhat criteria do you use in adjusting the seat, anti-torque
pedals, eatc., to accommodate you to a canfortable flight position? r
exmsle, do you adjust the seat to obtain a certain flight eye position,
or do you adjust the seat to obtain a height that provides a comfortableposition to rest the forma on the iee or thigh area?

30. 07

Arm/Leg Relationship 10 33.3%

fte Position 3__ ____

Comfort 2 6.7%

No Response 1 3.3%

Arm Reach/Eye 1 3.3%

Seat Down & Aft/Pedal Forward 1 3.3%

Feet to Pedals 1 3.3%

Cnlic/Conlective Relationship 1 3.3%

30 10

B_5



5. If you adjust the seat to obtain a com frtable forearm-leg relationship,
do you feel that your fight eye position is jeopardi ed to a dgre that _
external vision o instrament visibility Is degraded? Exasin if answer
Is yes.

* Yom

Outside Vision 6 200

0 No 1)5 5~

0 No Response 2 .5

30 200%

6. To vwht position do you adjust your seat and anti-torque pedals for the fol-
liing fligh; phases? Check the appropriate squares.

=EAT U5165 61 516.1
& Kid 18 58.1 18 58.1 18 58.1

DO U25.8 25.8 25.8

S FT. 3.7 U 36.7 36.7
1VI & Mid 17 56.7 17 56.7 17 56.7
AFT Aft 6.6 ;o 6.6 P+ 6.6

ANTr- Yo"e 17 ~ 5J.9 17 5)4.9 17 514.9
fOMU mi4 9 29.0 9 29.0 9 29.0
.ZU Af1611611.

NOT& Onl I out of 30 subjects made m change in seat/anti-torque pedal fr
T .o. - infight - Lnding

eOo pilot broke out separate .responses tor Ar-1 & UR-1 for Seat Up/Down & Pedals.

L t



. Rave you operated any aircraft with inadequate anti torque pedal aju ot to
aceoodate Your size? If so, which aircraft? Not enough adjustimnt? oo
mch throw?

N22 73.3%

No Reponse 2 6.?%

yen 6 20.0%
CH6

U-5

30 100%

8. Nave you flown any aircraft in which the cyclic throve were too geat to
accomodate you? If to, what aircraft? Give details.

=n _c____/___T NO. o COMW

No 2 83.%

No Response 2 6.7%

yes 3 10.0%

TH-13
W-1 2

30 100%

9. Have you encountered any aircraft in which the collective throw vere
excessive? If so, *at aircraft? Give details.

IWICIMc0 mI 110. CW CQ443?S 1

No 23 76.7%

No Response _ 13.3%

yes 3 :L0.0%

30 100%

B-7
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10. It t h cyclic controls vere aeatable in length so that up & dm adjustment
could be rmide, vould you adjust the seat dlftertly? Pleae explain.

NO 18 60.0%

So Response 2 6.7%

Yes 20 33.3%

Adjust meat lover 5
Adjust "eat up
No explanation

30 100%

31. Do you ever fly vith your restraint straps tight and the Inertia reel

locked? If so, under hat conditions?

w!cINwCY/cOCMe2T NO.* OF CGGIINTS

No 17 56.7%

No Response 0

yes 13 13.3

Dives I
LM Level 2
Noe 8
Takeoff 1
lading I
Weather I
Whken flyin1 with a

"hot dog 1
Inergencies 2
Combat. 2
Autorotation I

30 100%

I L



11. 1 aircraft thwt yOU have fi'n ane there Critioa flight or minrge"7
eea.le V .st you are uible to weseb vita yaw uallder hmem leai
it sop bat sirre a vhat eastwola?

MU MCeMrfvl oM N. or' i Om.

so 1.3 43.3%

No Respose 3 20.0%

Yes Al h6.7%

.311iroulic Ow4 teb
attery Switch

AC or DO Cir. krs. ohu~gency Governor

Liabt (Left Seat)

Trnponder (-Miet Set)
lio2

Fun Fwd. Cyclic III II

30 200%

13. After initi& adjusting your seat and anti-torque pedlsA prior to take off,

do you ever readjust either? If go, for vbat Purpose?

MICIMY/C4mm NO. Or ItBEIT

No 25 83.3%

No Response 2 6.1%

Yes 3 10.0%

During Windy Weather - sest
back for pedal throw
demeds

Fatigue
Depends an control

position for flight (1)

30

B-9



. po you hive a prblem with leg cl~easae befrm the eylie ead ooleletiwt
It go, wbat utirwaft and Wuder wat Cmditi? 

No 23 76.7%

No Bedpan". 3 10.0%

Tee 13.3'

tv-1 (on 4,.op,) (2)
W1-1 (with kneeboard &

Al a/c when other
pilots fly (1)

30 100%

15. Do you have w other problems with heads shin, leg, elbov, or amo
clearance in existing aircraft? It so, what aircraft and to vhat degee?

wxcz c'rIcrE h O., 0? catiuws.~

No 19 63.3%

NO Response 2 6.7%

es9 30.0%
Y"t-. - armor plate block eit (2 ) 3

t1-1 - inst bd/shin problem 2
M1i - armor/co.llective problen I
N-1- armor/(L) console prob
11.. hAeA learce during

X-1G- Inst. bd/shin in trot
seAt (2)

a-j8- cyclic/rmor iterfernce
I. seat ()

-collective/armor Inter-
ferenceL.ea i

M-10- armor not adequate if
sit high enough to ee (1)

30 1-%

3.410



APPIEIDIX C

CLASSICAL ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

ARMY AVIATORS

FORT HOOD, TEXAS
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CLASSICAL
ANTH ROPOIM3IC IL'A

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBSECT NO. 1 AGE 26
t.

PERCENTILE
ITT14 CINCHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight ( .. . . . . m l . s....

(2) Stature Q _9 qd

(3) Sitting Height 86.1 33.9 4IJI

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 75.6 29.7 I4+

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 59.6 23.5 ___ .,

(6) Elbow Ret Height 22.5 8.8 3th

(7) Knee Height 50.2 19.8 13th

(8) Popliteal Height 43.3 17.0 65th

_(9) Buttock-Heel Length 96.4 .0 < lot

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 34.4 13.6 9th

(11) Elbow-Firgertip Length 46.o 18.1 15th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Lerwth . 7.g 18.9 "3id

(13) Buttock Knee Length 54. 2l'- lot

(19) Shiuder Breadth 42._ 16._g _rd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) '40.8 1 1 < lot

(16) Abdominl Depth (Sitting) m72 "

(17) Cheat Deph 188616th

(18) Functional Reach '76.7 30.2 27th

(19) M axi m a..Re ach 90g .7 35.7 -

(20) GranD Reach

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 1-6.7 53m8 12th
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CIASSICAL
A"M3 ROPOMETIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUjTCT NO. 2 AGE 26

PnRCZRDIL
IT2 CH4 INCES TR-72-52

.1(3) Weight (Lbs) 180 __

( ) Stature 174.7 68.8 soth

(3) Sitting Height 91.3 35.9 s'th

(4) ii.eHeight (Sitting) 80.4 31.6 _6_th

(5) Midhoulder Height (Sitting) 62.3 24.5 41st

(6) Elbow Rest Height , 23.2 . 9.1 . 51st.

-17) Knee He~ght 51.2 __ 0.2Z 24th

(8) Popliteal Height 44.2 1,4 th,

-(9) Buttock-Heel Length 102. 4o._3 2d_

(i0) Shoulder-Elbov Length 16.o __14_ 2 4th,

(ii) Elbow-Fingertip Length 47.8 18.,8 42nid

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Ln gth 5 a , 9th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 6 , 6 80th

(i4) Shoulder Breadth 49.7 19.6 81-t

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 18-, 15.2 Alat

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sittirg) pr, 1 , 0-0 .-

(17) Chest Depth 2So_ Tth, ,

(18) Functional Reach .7"7-7 'An - 36th ,

(19) Maxim=u Reach 98.3 3§,7 --

(20) Orma Reach _71AL a_ --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach . I;r46 5S.0 25th

C-3
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CIA-MICAL
AJNT1ROPOWTRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATOHS

SUBJECT N.j A

t

PICWTILE
ITEM Q4 INCHES TR-72-52

() Weight (Lb.) 1_5_,

() Stature 165.7 65.3 8th

(3) Sitting Height 86.7 34.1 th

(L4) We Height (Sitting) 74.9 29.5 l0th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) q.4- 21.4 loth

(6) Elbow Rest Height i.0 8-1 20th

(7) Knee Height Rl 7 ;i0.4 loth

(8) Popliteal Height , l: 16. ,,.th ,

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 101-8 h0.1 Ilt

(10) Shoulder-ElbowLe r1.1 i1.9 21s

(3I) Elbow-Fingertip Length 45.7 18.0 12th
(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 49.6 ,69.6 6"b

(13) Buttock Knee Length 59.0 21. 3rd

L14) Shoulder Breadth 48.s 19.1 66th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 13.2__ 4th____

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 22.1 8.7* , --

J17) Chest Depth .. 23.8 9.4 , 46th ,

(18) Funtional Reach , . 74.2 29.2 9th .

(19) Maximp Reach ,_90.5 35.6, --_._i_

(20) Orai Reach 68.8-- (

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 11.1 s.4

i-



CLASSICAL
ANTHROPoEMTRIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SV3ECT No. 4 AGE 27

PERCETILE
ITSK c4 INOHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight (Tbs) 190 ..... .

(2) Stature 174.4 68.6 48th

(3) Sitting Height 88.7 34.9 24th

(4) We Height (sitting) T8.1 4lth

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 9. 2.4 llth

(6) Elbow Rest Height 23.3 9.2 52d

(7) Knee Height , 22.0 8

(8) Popliteal Height 4.3 17.4 78th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 112.1 44.1 49th

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 35.8 14.1 30th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 49.0 19.3 66th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 5 q 20.9 *2nd

(13) Buttock Knee Length 64.4 25.4 94th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 51.0 20.1 91st

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 9.2 15.4 70th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 28.6 11.3 --

(17) Chest Depth 27.8 11.0 95th

(18) Functional Reach 79.6 31.4 55th

(19) Maxim=m Reach 95.8 37.7 ""

(20) Grap Reach 76.5 30.1

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 136.7 53.8 12th
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CLASSICAL
AITIROPONETRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SU3.TECT NO.j AGE 2~4

ITEM a4 INCHES TR-72-52

(1) WeUht (Lb) 190

(P-) stature 185.1 72.9 95th

(3) Sitting Height 97.8 38.5 98th

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 83.5 32.9 92nd

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 65.3 25.7 80th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 21.0 9.1 48th

(7) Knee Height 'i6 -Q 22nd

(8) Popliteal Heiht 45.9 17.9 89th

. (9) Buttock-Heel Length 112-7 44.4 sth

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 38.9 15.3 88th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 51.2 20.1 92nd
(12) Buttock-Politeal Le0.th 51, 0 . 1L8Oth

(13) Buttock Knee Length 63.3 24.9 87th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 49.5 19.5 79th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 39.0 15.3 67th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 24.0 9 ""

(17) Chest Depth 24.7 9.7 60th

(18) Functional Reach 82.6 32.5 78th

(19) Maxiu= Reach 102.6 40.4 --

(20) Gragp Reach 76.2 30.0---

(21) Vertical Arm Rewch 151.8 .98 91St
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CLASSICALANTIROPOMVRIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUJ=CT NO. 6 AGEg

PERCETILEITEM CK INCHNS TR-72-52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 188
(2) Stature 5t6.1 . 39h

(3) Sitting Height 96.1 37.8 94th

-(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 83.4 328 2nd

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 66.4 26.1 89

(6) Elbow Rest HeIght, 26.1 lO.4 88th

(7) Knee Height 51.6 20.3 29th

(8) Popliteal Height ,4 _2.7 16.8 _ th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 102. 7  40.4 2nd

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 36.8 14.5 52nd..

(3i) Elbow-Fingertip Length __.1_ 18. _h,

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 40: 0 C; 5 .

(13) Buttock Knee Length " .

(14) Shoulder Breadth * 185th,

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) w7 , 11L7 jj,

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 25.o --

(17) Chest Depth pq_ 10,I 77th

(18) Functional Reach 79. 1.,22 Slat

(19) Maximum Reach OIL ,, -.- -.

(20) Gras" Reach 7.2 29.2 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach ,+_ .-

C-7
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CLASSICAL
ANTIROPONEVfRIC DATAOF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT NO. 7 AGE 27

PERCUTMILE
ITEM Cm INCHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight (we) 13o0

(2) Stature 165.3 65.1 7th.

(3) Sitting Height 84.6 11 .1 2nd

(4) &ye Height (Sitting) 71-8 2*.0 5th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) s.87 21. l. 6th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 179 1th

(7) Knee Height 1'-A I I8 L.n

(8) Popliteal Height 4i_ 1 16, .th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 101.7 4o.o 1st

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Lenrth 34.9 13.7 14th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 47 17.6 5th

(12) Buttock-Pplteal Lovgth 47.9 18.9 34th

(13) uuttock Knee Length 56. 9  22.4 10th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 44.0 17.3 9th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 31.7 12.5 < fat

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sittirg) 23.4 9.2 --

(17) Chest Depth 20.5 8.1 5th

(18) Functional Reach 73.9 29.1 8th

(19) Maxim Reach .O 36.2 --

(20) Gram Reach 68126.8 --

(21) -Vertical Arm Reach 132.8 52.3 _- rd
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CLASSICAL
ANTHROPOMEVRIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBIECT NO. 8 AGE 27

PERCETIZLE
ITM4 Cm INCHES TR-72-52

(1) Wetht (Lb.) 190,_,

(2) stature 183.2 72.1 91st

(3) Sittiia Height Q6. , 37.8 93rd

(4) Wye Height (Sitting) 84.2 33.2 95th

(5) Midhoulder Height (Sitting) 66.3 26.1 8th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 25.9 i0.0 82nd

(7) Knee Height r68 -22,3-- ;2nd

(8) Popliteal Height 4s-8 18.0 91-st

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 44.6 56th

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 181 1.0 79th

(U) Elbow-Fingertip Le hO 19.7 83rd
(32) But tock-Ppltteal Lagt 53,9 ,91. 6th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 64.2 2S.4 gd

(14) Shoulder Breadth 49.8 19.6 2gnd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 16-6 14.4 '44th
(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 06- 101* -- 

(17) Cheat Depth 81st

(18) Functional Reach 81.9 32.3 74th

(19) Maximum Reach 0.64 --

(20) Gral Reach .2k.. . .. --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach -0 56-3 k6t.
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CLASSICAL
AMTfROPOMMETC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

StThJA NO. 9 AGE 26

(1) WOU Ij_(b.) 158__ ______

(2) stature 1,65.9 6S. 8h

(3) Sittng Height 86.1 39.9 6

(4) M e Height (Sitting) 72.7 .nd

(5) Midahoulder Height (Sittilg) 5§.8 _.fla.. ma
.(6) Elbow Rest. Heg~ht 22.1 8.7 qbth

:,. (8) Popltea.Height ... .i1 2

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 91.0 '6-6 4Cj,+

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Lav j2,7 i., t

(ii) Elbow-l niertiP Length 4,. 17. Is
(12) Btoo-Politeal Imngth . 3. ]a.2 1st

(13) Buttock Knee Lemth 53.3 21.0 C.s

(14) Shoulder Breadth 4. 18. 58t

(15) Hip Beadth_ (Sitting) 34.2 13.5 9pt ,

(16) Abdoial De (Sitti) 26.6 0.0

Uz7) Chest R!A 25.3 1o.5. TOtb

(1) Maximm Reach _o._ 3.6.--

(20) Gresw Reach 63.9 25.2 _ --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 1UM6 S1.8 I an
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CLASSICAL
A MROPONI'RC ATA

OF ARKY AVIATORS

StBECT NO. 10 AE 25

(1) wei JiKtlbs) ISO____,.

(_) Stature 2.86.7 73.5 r

(3) Sitting Hoeiht , .8 l. R

(14) Wye Haight (Sitting) w_6,~

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 67-8 _*6.7 . Qt.h

(6) Elbov Rest Height 04-0 !ln, % ,

(7) Knee Height 5T.6 22.7 95th

(8) liteal Height 4.5 18.7 t

(9) Buttock-aHos Length .3o. 4.8 63

(10) Shoulder-l bo L36.9 1 .. 5 55th ,

(n) .lbow-iraertip Len-th 5.1 22.5 > 9th

(12) Buttook-Popliteal Lovath . A anb

(13) Buttock Kne. Lon4h.4 21;-4

(14) Shoulder Breadth 4 .
(15) Hip Breadth (Sittir g)" U

(16) Abdooma Depth (8ittirm) ore a--

(17) Chest Depth 2_.9 98 64t

(18) Funtoal Reach &-8 -- A 80th

(19) Maimmu Reach 00I -M-0--

(20) oraun Reach 7 . 2.9 --

(21) Vertioal Arm Reach
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CLASSICAL
ANMROPOMTRIC DATA

OF AFMY AVIATORS

SUBJZCT NO. 11 AGE 26

PERCEMTILE

ITE C1 INCHES TR-72-52
- I

(1) Weight (Lb.) 1_8 _ _ _

,(2) Stature 174.5 68.7 4M

(3) Sitting Height 88..1 4.8 20t;h

(4) Fye Height (Sitting) 77.5 .O. 33rd

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitti) 24.5 1st

(6) Elbow Rest Height 24, g.6 70th

(7) Knee Height tL 51- A+I

(8) Popliteal Height 4a. 17- 7th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 1(o-_ Wi.2 Alat

(10) Shouldr-Fabov regth , 1 149Q Plt .

(11.) Elbow-Pilnerti , Leng'th ILA.9 19-0 r,-.

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Legth t 20.4 21,.,

(13) Buttock Knee Lenth 62.3 24.5 78th

(14) Shoulder Breadth ,8.6 19.2 68th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 3. 13.8 15th

(16) Abdomial Depth (Sittirng 24.6 1 --

(17) Chest Depth ,23.1 9.1 3

(18) Functional Reach 79. 31.1 .... **b

(19) Maximu= Reach 93.7 6.9

(20) orap Reach 73.0 -0_8 -- (.

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 120- oh j
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CLASSICAL
ANTROPMMC ATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT NO. 12 AGE 22

PERCEILE
lm ( INCHES TR-72-52

(1) weight (Lbs) 200

(2) Stature 183.5 72.2 91st
(3) Sitting .Reight 94.6 37.2 86th

(4) wve Heiaht (sittins) 81.6 32.1 81st

(5) Midahoulder Height (Sitting) 66.2 26.0 ,th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 23.5 9.3 5....

(7) Knee Height 58.2 22.9 97th

(8) Popliteal Height 45.7 18.0 9

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 110.2 43.4 34th

(10) Shoglder-Elbov Lengtth 39. 15.6 94

(11) Elbow-Finertip Length r ,:t 19.4 71st

(12) Buttock-Popliteal L gth ' . ..

(13) Buttock Knee Length M 0 A

(14) Shoulder Breadth 51.3 20.2 93rd

(15) HIP Breadth (Sitting) 43.7 17.2 98th

(M) Abdomona Depth (sittin) 38 12.1 -- ,

(17) Chest Depth 28. 11.2 97th

(18) Functional Reach 82.6 32.5 78th

(19) Maxim=m Reach O41i0 --

(20) pre Reach .rT.0 0.J --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 146.6 5T.7 70t
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CLASSICAL
AWIHROPOTf RIC DTA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUwECT NO. 13 A= E2

PERENILE
IT4 0 INCHES TR-72-52

(1) weight (.) 5 _lT5,

(2) stature T 719 89th

(3) Sittig Height 95.4 3T.5 92sL

-(4) We. Height (Sitting) 814 32.8 Sft_

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitti6) 25.8 81st

(6) Elbow Rest Height 2.9 9.8 75th

-(Z) Knee Height 5T.822.896t

(8) Powliteal Height 47.4 18.7 97th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 110.6 43.5 3th

10.o Shoulder-Elbow Lent 3T.8_1.9_72 _

(3.) Elbow-Firertip Length 51.8 20.4 95th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 50.0 19.7  6%rd

(13) Buttock Knee Length O-o 2.4 7';t-h

(14) Shoulder Breadth . 18.8 5414

(15) Hip Breadth (Si ting) '14- 13.5

(16) Abdomi y Depth (Sitting) , 6 9.3-

(17) Chest Depth "A 8.9 26th

(18) Functional Reach PDA g.6 Both

(19) Maxim= Reach r4-1

(20) Oran Reach 5.4.__. 29_T

(21) VeOA l An beach 146. 57.9 72m4
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CLASSICAL
ANTHROPOMMT1IC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBECT N.J AGE 2

PERCENTILE

ITE4 CM INCHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 210

(2) Stature 186.5 73 . 96th

(3) Sitting Height ga. - 38.7 98th

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 86, 33.8 98th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 66.6 26.2 90th

(6) Elbov Rest Height 2 .Q 9.4 62n d

(7) Knee Height s4 -s 21.4 2nd

(8) Popliteal Height J. 17.1 66th

(9) Buttock-Heel Legth 111.j 44.7 60th

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Leowth 19.1 .. . 91st

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Lefgth 49.8 ig.6 78th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 5,6 20.7 90th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 65.4 25.8 97th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 5.4 20.6 97th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 41.8 16.91st

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sittivn) _2 _ --

(17) Cheit Depth 25.4 10.0 71st

(18) Functional Reach 82.3 32.4 77th

(19) Maximum Reach 100.84 . --

(20) Orap Reach 7-0 --

(21) Vertical Arm Rea-ch _ 83W,.A .,
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CLASSICAL
AMIliROPOI oMIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUWaTCT No. 15 AGE 27

PERCENTILE
IT am INOHS TR-72-52

(1) weUcht (Lbs) 135

( sta ture 1-19o6. 19th

(3) Sitting Height ., 8 8 .. 34.7 19th

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 74.s 8th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sittia) d 2 22rid

(6) Elbow Rest Height .. 8t

(7) Knee HeIght ... 4 ig.4 7th

(8) Popliteal Height 4o-4 15. 9  21st

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 16 .7 < lot
10 ShoulAer-Elbov Leng .

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 4,.7 18.Q 32t

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Legh 47.2 18.6 25th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 56.3 22.2 7th

11) Shoulder Breadth 4.7 17.6 . th

(15) Hip Breadth (SittinG) 33.0 13.0 3rd

(16) Abdooinal Depth (sittizn) 22.0 --

(17) Chest Depth 21.8 8.6 16th

(18) Functional Reach 74.7 29., 12th

(19) Maxiumm Reach 89.2 35.1-

(20) orao Reach 70.1 . 6 -

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 1i 2nd. L ,
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CLASSICAL
AlIRrOPOMTrnIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATOI(S

SUBJECT No.16 AGE 28

PERCETILE

ITEM C INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) weight (w,) 200 .

(2) Stature 176.7 69.6 63rd

(3) Sitting Height 94.8 37.3 88th

(4) We Height (sitting) 82.2 .4 88th

(5) Midshoulder Height (sitting) 64.9 25.5 75th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 26.6 10.5

(7) Knee Height 53.8 21.2 65d

(8) Popliteal Height 42.2 16.6 48th

(9) Buttock-Kee. Length io6.i 41.8 Ut

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 36.7 i4.4 49th

(ii) Elbow-Fingertip Length 48.4 19.1 55th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length s2.8 20.8 91st

(13) Buttock Knee Length 6P8 24.7 84th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 1 9

(15) Hip Breadth (Sittig) hp_ 1-6-7

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 30.2 11.9

(17) Cheat Depth 25.8 10.1 77th

(18) unctional Reach 78.4 30.9 43rd

(19) Maximm Reach 98.6 J§.8 --

(20) Grasp Reach 7.7 29.0 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 1,57 S7 4.1,

c-IT



CLASSICAL
ANIIi OPOMIWRIC IWrA

OF ARMY AVIATORS
SUBYECT NO.M_ A020

PERCMITILE
ITEM CM INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Weight (Lb,) 15

(2) Stature 189.5 74.6 98th

(3) Sitting Height 96.5 38.0 95th

(4) we Heiaht (sitting) 83.3 32.8 92nd

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 65.1 25.6 78th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 24.4 9.6 69th

(7) Knee Height 58.2 22.9 97th

(8) Popliteal Height 48.2 9.0 98th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 11., 44.8 6.W

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 38.5 15.1 84th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 51. 20.2 93rd

(32) Buttock-Popliteal Length fl -7

(13) Buttock Knee Length 66.3 26.1 98th

34) Shoulder Breadth 47.5 18.7 52nd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 33.1 13.0 3rd

(16) Abdominal Depth (sitting) 20.3 8.0 --

(17) Chest Depth 22.0 8.7 19th

(18) Functional Reach 85.2 33.6 90th

(19) Maximum Reach 99.6 39.2 --

(20) r eap ech 83.1 32.7 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 150.6 59.3 1 8t
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CIASSICAL
AWTHROPOMIgTRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUWECT NO._I AGE21

PERCENTILE

ITEM 0M INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Wei gh 18 _ _3

( s) stature 183.7 T2.1 92nd

(3) Sitting Heht 93.5 36.8 79th

(1E) iye Height (Sitting) 82.2 32.4 86th

(5) Midshoulder Height (sittirg) 62.0 24.4 37th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 19.3 7.6 7th

(7) Knee Height 56.6 22.3 91st

(8) Politeal Height 46.7 18.4 95th

-(9) Buttock-Heel Length 112.90 4.5 55t

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 37.8 14.9 73rd

(3.) Elbow-Fingertip Length 1.9 20.4 95th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal L4mth 50.8 20.0 73rd

(13) Buttock Knee Lenth 61.5 24.2 68th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 49.0 12.3 73rd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sittrg) TI_ 14.6 _Ist

(16 Abdominal Depth (8ittirg) 25-1 9.9 -

(17) Chest .Dep:th , 23.9 9.4 48th.

(18) Punctioal Reach 87.6 34.5 96th

(19) Maximtm Reach 103.9 40.9 --

(20) Orap Reach 79.0 31.1 --

(21) Vertcal Arm Reach 145.7 57. 64th
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CIAISICAL
AN HROPOMETRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBIECT NO. 19 AGE 24

PERCLILE
ITE4 CM INCHES TR-72-52

(3) Weight (Lbs) 120 _

(2) Stature 161.2 63.5 lit

(3) Sitting Height 84.9 33.4 3rd

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 72.2 28.4 lit

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 57.8 22.8 iet

(6) Elbow Beat Height 21.5 8.5 26th

(7) Knee Height 480 18.9 2nd

(8) Popliteal Height 4o.5 16.0 23rd

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 96.3 37.9 < lot

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 34.3 13.5 9th

(13) Elbow-Fingertip Length 43.3 17.0 < lot

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 1,5.5 :. oa+

(13) Buttock Knee Length 53.9 21.2 < lit

(14) Shoulder Breadth 45.3 17.8 21st

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 42.9 13.0 2nd

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 226. --

(17) Chest Depth 20.1 7.9 3rd

(18) Functional Reach 71.5 28.2 lot

(19) Maximum Reach 89.9 35.4 --

(20) Orasp Reach 65.2 25.7 "

(21) Vertical Arm Reach inI.4 51.7 lot
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CLASSICAL
ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT NO. 20 AGE 31

PERCENTILE
ITEM CM INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) weight(b.) 1070

(2) Stature 168. 1th

(3) Sittirg Height .90.1 3,5 40th

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 77.8 0.6 37th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 2 .7 5.1 62rid

(6) Elbow Rest Height po.C i0.4 90th

(7) Knee Height 5- 7  2o.4 lst
(8) Popliteal Height 41st

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 102.7 40.4 3rd

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 3.4 11.2 2nd

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 44.6 17.7 4th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 49.0 19.3 49th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 59.1 23.3 33rd

(14) Shoulder Breadth 46.7 18.4 40th

(15) Hip Breadth (SittiB) 33rd

(16) Abdominal Dep:th (Sitti_%) 7-1 lO8 -

(17) Chest Depth .26.0 10.2 80th

(18) Functional Reach 78.1 30.8 40th

(19) Maximum Reach 89.7 35.3 --

(20) Grasp Reach --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 13g.7 5.3 3rd
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CIASSICAL
ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT NO..2. AGE_=

PERCENTILE

ITEM CM INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 205 

(2) stature 182.4 71.8 89h

(3) Sitting Height 93.8 36.9 81st

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 81.7 -2 82nd

(5) Midshoulder Height (sitting) 66.9 26.3 92nd

(6) Elbow Rest Height 27.0 10.6 92nd

(7) Knee Height 57.1 22.5 93

(8) Popliteal Height 44.8 17.6 8'4rd

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 111.2 43.8 41st

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 37.9 14.9 74th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 49.1 19.3 68th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length -2. 20.6 89h

(13) Buttock Knee Length 63.3 24.9 88th

(IM) Shoulder Breadth 49.4 19.5 73rd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 39.5 15.6 7 -h

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 28.8 1.--

(17) Cheat Depth 26.6 I0.5 8fth

(18) Functional Reach 79.3 31.2 st

(19) Maximum Reach 80 38.6 --

(20) Grao Reach 1 .7-7 O . .

(21) Vertical Arm Reach ]Lp 6..2 kth.
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CLASSICAL
AnDIROPOME RIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT NO. 22 AGE 28

PERCENTILE

ITEM C14 INCHES TR-72- 52

(I) Weight(Lb.) 155,

(2) Stature 179.6 70.7 79th

(3) Sitting Height g4.6 37.3 87t h

(4) Eye Height (sitting) ,82.2 MA 7th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 692 25.7 79th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 26- IO,4 88th

(7) Knee Height s5-1 01.7 80th

(8) Popliteal Height 44-8 17-7 84th

'(9) Buttock-Heel Length 1086 42.7 23rd

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Lergth W.1 14,6 59th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 47.3- .,5 30th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 49.3 19.4 53rd

(13) Buttock Knee Length 58.8 23.1 29th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 45.6 17.9 24th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sittig) 36.0 14.2 26th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 21.1 . . --

(17) Cheat Depth 20.8 8.2 7th

(18) Functional Reach 74.7 29.4 12th

(19) Maximum Reach 88.48 --

(20) Grasp Reach 67.4 26.6 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 141.3 5.6 36th
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CIAOS;IVAI,
AMTIMKPONOI C DATAA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJECT N. 23 AGZ 23

PERCENTILE
ITEM CM INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 150

(2) Stature 174.6 *. * z

(3) Sitting Height 93.8 36.9 81st

(4) Eye Height (Sitting) 8,9 31.9 T5th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sittig) 62.8 24.7 48th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 24.4 9.6 69th

(7) Knee Height 2.1 20.5 36th

(8) Popliteal Height 42.8 16.9 5th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length i0.O 40.2 ist

(1o) Shoulder-Elbow Le gth 1s.1 13.8 I

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 4, 18.4 23rd

(12) Buttock-Popliteal lngth , I, ig 1i

(13) Buttock Knee Length 58.1 22.9 22nd

(14) Shoulder Breadth .46. 7  18.4 39th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 36.0 14.2 ?6th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 24.8 1 . --

(17) Chest Depth 21.7 8.5 15th

(18) Functional Reach 79.5 31.3 54th

(19) Maxim;m Reach 92.3 36.4 --

(20) Gramm Reach Tl.4 28.1 -- (
(21) Vertical Arm Reach n6.7 51.8 12th
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CLASSICAL
ANTHROPOiMIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUWECT No. 24 AGE 35

PERCENTILE
ITEM CM INCHES TR-72-52

Ci) Weight (Lbs) 250

(2) Stature 1 7.3. 77.7 >99th

(3) Sitting Height 105.5 41.4 >99th

(4) Eve Height (Sitting) 91.6 36.0 >99th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 74.4 29.3 >99th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 30.9 12.2 99th

(7) Knee Height 59.2 23.3 98th

(8) Popliteal Height 47.8 18.8 98th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 121.2 47.7 96th

(0) Shoulder-Elbow Length 41.0 16.1 98th

(ii) Elbow-Fingertip Length 52.2 20.596th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length .6 21.1 95th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 66.4 26.2 98th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 52.2 20.5 L6th
(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 41.7 16.4 91st

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 31.2 12.--

(17) Cheat Depth 27.1 10. 7  2M

(18) Functional Reach 87-6 U. s

(19) Maxim=m Reach 1oz 41-4 --

(20) gri Reach 80.7 31.8 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 159.5 62.8 1 92M
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CIA'3SICAL
AN4HR0POOTRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBEZCT NO. 25 AGE 36

C
PERCENTILE

TqN C1 INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 175

(p) Stature 178.5 70.3 73rd

(3) Sitting Height .5 37.2 86th

(4) ye Height (Sitting) 82.2 2.4 86th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 65.2 25.7 79th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 25.3 10.0 80th

(7) Knee Height 5,0 22.1 87th

(8) Popliteal Height 4,. 17.7 85th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 110.0 43.3 33rd

(10) Shoulder-lbow ength J9 14.9 74th

(ii) Elbow-Finertip Length 4T.3 18.6 34th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 50.4 19.9 69th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 61.6 24.3 70th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 47.0 18.5 44th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 3,1 14.6 40th

(16) Abdminal Depth (Sitting) 24.8 9.8 --

(17) Cheat Depth 23.6 9.3 43rd

(18)- Functional Reach 81.3 32.0 69th

(19) Maximu= Reach 99.7 39.3

(20) Gran Reach 78.6 30.9 C
(21) Vertical Arm Reach 141.73 55.8 38th
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CLASSICAL
ANTHROPOMERflIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SURTECT NO- 26 AGEg~

PERCENTILE

ITEM CM INCHES TR-72-52

(1) weight (Lbo) 1.60

(Q) Stature 704 "0oh

(3) Sittig Height I,% q , qd

(4) ike Height (Sitting) 77.0 30.3 28th

(5) Midahoulder Height (sitting) 62.9 24.8 50th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 24.2 9.5 67th

(7) Knee Heit 52.1 20.5 37th

(8) lppliteal Height 42.9 16.9 59th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 105.7 41.6 loth

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Length 36.1 14. 37th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 46.0 18.1 14th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 19BA i 0

(13) Buttock Knee Length 59.8 23.5 44th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 45.2 17.8 20th

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 35.4 13.9 19th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 20.7 8.2 --

(17) Cheat Depth 23.0 9.1 32nd

(18) Functional Reach .5 30.5 34th

(19) Maxim=u Reach 236.4 -

(20) G rau Reach t1. . .2 -- H
(21) Vertical Arm Reach '5.8 1,
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CAISSICAL
ANTHROPOCNMIC DATA
OF AFR AVIATORS

sIJ T nio. 27 AGE 24

PERCENTILE

ITEFM C INCHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 203' .

(2) Stature 185.T T3.1 95th

(3) Sitting Height 96.7 38.1 96th

(4) Vye Height (Sitting) 85.3 33.6 97th

(5) Midahoulder Height (Sitting) 66.4, 26.2 89th

(6) Eibow Rest Height 2, .6 67th

(7) Knee Height ,582 22.9 97th

(8) Popliteal He (it 45. 17.9 88th

()Buttok-Heel E!nMth Ul 5. S 5 45.5 75vb

(16) Shoumier-Elbo Lengti 29.1 15. 901h

(11) elbow-Fi ertip Len2th 51.2 20.2 92nd

(12) Buttock-Popliteal 8gMth 52.3 2o.6 88th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 66.o 26.o 9Sth

114k) Shoulder Br eadth 52.6 20.7 sq th

115) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 41.9 16.5 92rid

(16) Abdmia Depth (Sittir ) 28.2 11.1 . -

(17) hest 'Rath 27.2 10.7 91t

(18) Functional Reach 82.9 32.7 81st

(19) Maximm Reach 104.1 41.0 --

(20) Oran each , l.6 J. . -- (
(21) Vertical Arm Reach 148.7 58.5 1st
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CIA:sIcAL
ANI'kROPOIQ C M°TA

OF AMY AVIATORS

STIBECT NO. 28 AGE 20

PERCENTILE
ITEM CM INCHES TR-72- 52

(l) Weight_(Lbi) 185

(2) Stature 2183.6 9 nd

(3) Sitting Height 95.2 3T.5 90th

(4) ye Height (Sitting) 822 32. 86th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitting) 65.4 25, 81st

(6) Elbow Rest Height 22.2- 1 L.7 36th

(7) Knee Height 57.2 2.th

-(8) Popliteal Height 46.7 18.4 9th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 112.9 1 . 55th

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Leth 16.0 98th

(11) Elbow-Fingertip Length 52.6 20.7 9th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 53.6 21.1 95th

(13) Buttock Knee Length 63.2 24.9 87th

(14) Shoulder Breadth 148.2 19.0 62nd

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 37.3- 14.7 44th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 24.4 9.6 --

(17) Cheat Iepth 25.2 9-9 69th

(18) Functional Reach 83.1 ,32. I 81st

(19) ?4aximum Reach 101.5 0-,-

(20) Grasp each.

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 15.
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Ii

CLASSICAL
AN1HROPOMdTRIC DATA

OF ARMY AVIATORS

SMTJECT NO. 29 AGE 20

PIRCiRLE
TN INCHES TR-72-52

(1) Weight (Lb.) 168

(2) Stature 187.8 73.9 97th

(3) Sitting Height 99.0 39.0 99t

( ) ye Height (Sitting) 86.3 34.0 98th

(5) Midshoulder Height (Sitti) 25.9 85th

(6) Elbow Rest Height ... 9.7 71st

(7) Knee Height . 22.2 =

(8) Popliteal Height .6.7 18,4 95tb

(9) Buttock-Keel Lenth - . .. 5.2 70

(10) Shoulder-Elbow LAn~th T7.6 14.8 70th

(11) E lo,-Fingertip Length 4, g, 19.1 56th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Lerth 53.1 20.9 93rd

(13) Buttock Knee Leigth 0. 25.0 8. §h
(14) Shoulder Breadth 47.9 18.7 1I

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitti_%) 14- i4o2t

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sittig) .o . 8 --

(17) Chest Depth 21.2 8.4 1oth

(18) Functional Reach 83.6 32.9 81&th

(19) Maxim=u Reach 98.8 3.9 --

(20) Gra Reach 80.3 31.6 --

(21) Vertical Arm Reach q. .

C-30
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CIA,"MICAL
Am IROPOMTnIC DATA
OF ARMY AVIATORS

SUBJCT NO. 30 AGE 21

PERCEOTILE
ITE4 C INCHES TR-72- 52

(1) Weight (Lbs) 162

(2) stature 189.2 74.5 98th

(3) Sitting Height 98.2 38.7 98th

(4) We Height (Sitting) 86.4 34.0 98th

(5) Midshoulder Heiht (Sittin) 66.6 26.2 90th

(6) Elbow Rest Height 22.8 9.0 45th

(8) Popliteal Height 4T. 3 18.6 9th

(9) Buttock-Heel Length 117.2 146.1 84th

(10) Shoulder-Elbow Lergth 40.4 15.9 97th

(1) Elbow-Fingertip Length . 20.6 97th

(12) Buttock-Popliteal Length 51.7 20.4 83rd

(13) Buttock Knee Length 64.2 25.3 93rd

(14) Shoulder Breadth 47.5 18.7 52d.

(15) Hip Breadth (Sitting) 3.5 13.6 5th

(16) Abdominal Depth (Sitting) 19.3 7.6--

(17) Chest Depth 8.4 loth

(18) Functional Reach . .

(19) MaxivAm Reach I0.4 I.1--

((20) CGras Reach AoI 3 L.L 1 -

(21) Vertical Arm Reach 153. 8 60,6 95th
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APPENDIX D

GRASPING REACH ENVELOPES
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 10 INCH CONTOUR

00
15 0L 150R

300L 30OR ,IJ

• 99
9- 60OR

3%
-

lTeeam, wl 1 1 0O

Amth ]fft 3rd M 30th 4fth 50th 60thb 7Orb 95tb 99tb
30°L 14.5, 15.-74 16.37 10.39 2.12 20.80 21.4 22.22 23' 27.06

1.5% 15.96 1.7.04 .. 62 20.34 21.01 21.62 22.24 22.90 2'5.63 27.29

0°  17.08 1.08 18.61 21.12 21.73 22.29 22.86 23.47 25.98 27.50

If3 18.45 19.52 20.09 22.79 23.45 24.06 24.67 25.33 28.03 29.67

3003 20.78 21.66 22.13 214.37 214.91 25.2 25.92 26.6 28.70 30.0o3

4503 21.58 22.51 23.01 25.37 25.94 26.18 27.01 27.% 29.94 31-.37

600! 23.02 23.91 .24.38 26.63 27.7 27.68 28.19 28.73 3o.96 32.34

750t 23.47 24.37 24.85 27.12 27.67 26.19 26.70 29.25 31.53 32.91

90o0 23.98 24.79 25.22 27.27 27.77 28.23 28.69 29.19 31.24 32.8
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 15 INCH CONTOUR

450

6 0°L 60;0R

,, 45OR

155 
O , OR

RV 5 10 15 20 2 30 3IC S

P rcent, 1, l

As BMnt lot 314 5th 30th 40th 50th 60th 70th 95th 99th

30°L 17.15 18.2* 18.79 21.148 22.13 22.74 23.35 21.o 26.70 28.34

1A 18.58 .19.55 20.06 22.51 23.11 23.66 21.22 24.81 27.26 28.75

00 19.95 20.77 21.20 23.27 23.77 24.24 21.71 25.21 27.28 28.53

15 20.8& 21.81 22.33 21.77 25.36 25.92 26.7 27.o6 29.51 3o.99

3003 22.89 23.73 21.17 26.28 26.79 27.27 27.7 28.25 30.36 31.61

k0 21.50 25.271 25.68 27.6 28.12 28.56 29.01 29.8 31..4 32.63

6A 25.18 26.02 26.7 28.57 29.09 29.%6 30.0 30.55 32.66 33.94

7?' 25.75 26.58 27.02 29.U 29.61 30.09 30.56 31 .07 33.16 3.1.2

9003 26.21 26.98 27.39 29.33 29.80 30-2 30.68 31.15 33.09 3-.27
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 20 INCH CONTOUR

150L  0015OR

L J 7 5 OR

0 15 20 25 30 35 .cmcis

LnMU3 DATA OM SIMpr MACE

]pereent:Ule

Am I h ]At 3rd 5th 30th 40th 50th 60th 70th 95" 99th

3o0 ,  18.12 19.18 19.75 22.-4 23.10 23.71 24.32 214.97 27.66 29.30

IftL 19.41 20.41 20.914 23.45 214.06 24.63 25.20 25.81 28.33 29.86

00 20.91 21.73 22.17 214.25 214.76 25.23 25.70 26.20 28.28 29.54

15PR 21.78 22.73 23.23 25.62 26.20 26.74 27.28 27.86 30.24 31.69

3002 23.57 214.43 24.89 27.05 27..58 28.07 28. 29.09 31.25 32.57

414 25.21 26.00 26.42 28.42 28.90 29.35 29.80 30.28 32.28 33.49

60oR 26.14 26.96 27.39 29.44 29.94 30.41 30.87 31.37 33.2 34.67

793 26.75 27.56 27.99 30.04 30.54 31.00 31.46 31.96 34.01 35.25

9002 27.09 27.88 28.30 30.29 30.78 31.23 31.68 32.16 34.16 35.37



ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 25 INCH CONTOUR

155L 0 152R

~450R

6 o./, . 600R

L4o ,MA 01man- .

90R
15 05 INCHE'S

Perentll.e

Azth lot 3rd %b 30th 1th 50th 60th 7Otb 95tb 99th

30L 17.87 18.98 19.57 22.37 23.05 23.69 24.32 25.00 27.80 29.50

let i9.23 20.26 20.81 23.141 214.04 24.62 25.21 25.84 28.44 30.02

op 20.79 21.63 22.08 214.20 214.72 25.20 25.68 26.19 28.32 29.61

15*R 21.57 22.54 23.05 25.49 26.08 26.64 27.19 27.78 30.22 31.70

30OR 22.96 23.88 214.37 26.70 27.26 27.79 28.31.  28.88 31.20 32.61

45% 24.79 25.64 26.09 28.24 28.76 29.24 29.72 30.24 32.39 33.69

601125.89 26.74 27.19 29.34 29.86 30.34 30.82 31.34 33.149 34.79

26.57 27.41 27.86 29.917 30.19 30.97 31.45 31.96 34.07 35.36

9^ 26.91 27.78 28.24 30.42 30.95 31.44 31.93 32.46 3-.64 35.97
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 30 INCH CONTOUR

0 o )
300L 30oR

OR5 R

.7 5OR

W ~ I ITTil'- w~90OR1
5 10 5 20 25 3 5N S

It 3%4 %th 30t4h 4M0t 5th 60"b 70th 9%bh 9th
30% 16,51 17.71 18.35 21.36 22.09 22 78 23.A6 214.9 27.t. 2g.ok

15% 17.90 19.01 19.59 22.37 23.04 23.67 24.30 2148 27.76 29.4 ,

0 19.10 20.33 20.83 23.19 23.76 24.30 24.83 254.0 27.76 29.M0

1501 30.19 21.93 21.78 24.40 25.03 25.63 26.22 36.85 29.47 31.06
3003 21.8. 22.79 23.31 25.77 2 26.37 26.93 27.48 28.08 30.54 32.04

45ft 23.3. a4.25 214.74 27.,11 17.68 8.21 26.7 29.32 31.-68 33.13
6o0 24.61 2.53 26.01 26.32 26.88 29.10 29-.2 30.8 32.79 3 .19

25.30 26.20 26.68 26.95 29.0 30.01 30.2 31.07 3334 3AM7
9002 25.141 26.35 26.85 29.22 29.80 30.33 30.87 311.1 33.82 35.25



ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 35 INCH CONTOUR

15.L 10 152R

30.2. 30R

45OR

60% ?0%60OR

-75o R

01. fll -900R.

Aalxt lat 3r "b 3ft ftbt %oMb 6M 70tb " 99*

130L 1.i9 16,k4 17.10 20.25 21.oe 21,73 28.45 23.21 16.37 96.0

op 16.84 17.89 M8.44 gi.o6 21.70 22.29 22.89 3.52 26.15 27.74

450A so.56 21.64 22.21 9.9o, 25.89 96.91 982 748 30,0 31.86'

79P R 29,72 23,75 24.30 16,92 27.55 98,14 18,73 19.36 31,96 33.56

900o1 23.02 24.07 24.63 27.28 r7.9 88.52 29.12 29.76 32.41 34.0l
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 40 INCH CONTOUR

150L 15°R

300 30 60R

Go%

V 10 15 25 INCMS

M ~ ~ an at I¢1mn~o =aOl

AmiWb 1,t 3ft 5th 30th 4OMi 5th 60th 70t 9th 99t b

30, 9.64 21.20 .12.oe 15.91 16.90 17.79 18.67 19.63 23.5, 25.93

15L 10.99 32.6 13.2.4 16.93 17.83 18.67 19.5o 20.0 2k.20 26.34

op 12.19 13.52 14.-23 17.-58 18.0 19,16 19.92 20.73 24.0 26.12

15% 12.96 14.39 15.15 18.76 19.64 2o.h6 21.27 22.15 25.76 27.95

3 14.34 15.714 16.19 20.03 20.89 21.69 22.49 23.35 26.89 29.04

4503 15.91 17.27 "18.00 21..43 22.26 23.04 23.82 24.65 26.08 30.17

6001 17.43 18.74 19.-43 22.74 23.54 24.28 25-03 25-.83 29.13 31.1

N,, 18.30 19.58 2o.26 23.5o 24.29 25.oe 25.75 26.54 29.17 3tL.7

901 28.87 20.15 20.83 24.05 24.83 25.56 26.28 27.07 30.29 32.24



ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 45 INCH CONTOUR

150L 0 150R

30L 30OR

605OR

600R

70%-6o0% -0% 75OR
40%

3014-

) 1Oltm .

RV 5 10 15 20s 2 30 3INCNU

Nftcntill

ASiuah lat 3rz 5t 30th hm. 5mt 60th 70t 9PA 99th

3ft 9.82 11.29 12.52 13.68 11.87 19.59 22.38

1o% 10.57 11.97 13.20 1.38 15.60 20.51 23.13

00 1.68 U.08 12.29 13.41 111.50 15.47 20.1 23.32

lea 5.77 12.41 13.66 14.89 15.95 17.16 22.12 25.10

30or 7.86 13.99 15.15 16.21 .7.26 18.37 2." 25.70

b5-2 9.43 15.42 16.56 17.60 18.62 9.M1 21.18 26.87

6o03 9.27 o1.09 12.06 16.65 17.76 18.80 19,4 20.96 25.55 28.34

?$OR 10,38 12.15 13.09 1T. 56 18.64 19.65 20.66 21. 7k 26i 28.96

90e 11.21 12.96 13.89 18.30 19.3T 20.37 21.36 22.43 26.85 29.53
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ZONE I GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 50 INCH CONTOUR

00
150L 15R

300L 300R

5 10 IS 20 2 5 3 3R ~

RV~ 8.17s 13.51 15.87111-9

79 120 15125 3.20HI

300L. 16 16.16 18.762

hr50 9.15 u.85 16.83 19.16

60,8.9. U. 15 12.93 18.63 21.69

7501 1.0.73 12.65 13.18 19.12 21.77

90% 10.77 12.8x 13.23 15.50 19.91 22.36
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 10 INCH CONTOUR

150 10R1 0 2 03,CI

LDL 30PRIU U~

Pmeat45OR

30'l~~~ ~~ 01.1 2151 26.3 22159.8 3.41 3. 31.7 3414 36.1
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 15 INCH CONTOUR

RY05 10RI 0 2 0 3'C~

300L 30ORmu~ c

Nma45lR

AsluAth mat 31d "th 30th 40~th 9Mt GMt 70th 95th 99A

3do. 23.01 23.86 24.31 16.116 26.98 27.116 27.91. 18.16 30.61 31.91

15@t 23.88 24.85 25.36 27.79 18.37 18.92 19.417 30.06 31.119 33.96

24..65 25.70 26.16 88.92 29.56 30.16 30.76 31140 314.06 35.67

1503 25.43. 26.51 27.08 29.80 3.116 31.06 31.69 32.35 35.07 36.72

3003 26.55 27.60- 26.16 30.80 31.1.4 32-04 32.61. 33.16 35.93 37.51.
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 20 INCH CONTOUR

0090R

51 10 1 .. 20 25A 3 35 NcwIts

UM MA U *51 NiMU

AsivAth lit 3rd Mt 3M h bth 5th 6mt fmt "at 9"bh

30PL 23.87 245 25.21 27.1.3 27.W96y2.17 28.97 29.51 31.73 33.07

214 g.72 25.70 a6.22 g8.60 29.28 29.85. 30.39 30.99 33.116 314.96

0025.39 26.1.5 27.01 29.69 30.34 - 30.95 31.55 32.20 34.88 36.51

19t26.11. 27.31 27.78 30.1.6 31.114 31M7 32.37 33.01 35.73 37.37

3O327.16 aB6ui1 28.76 31.1.1 32.05 32.65 33.25 33.89 36.51. 38.15
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 25 INCH CONTOUR

00
150L 150R (

30L 1 3OR

1% 45OR

:" %, .60OR

75OR

90OR
10 15 20 iNCHES

Plientllam

Aalmth let 3rd 5th 30th 1 h 5th 6th 7th 5th 99th

30Z, 23.67 21.59 25.08 27.11 27.96 28.50 29.03 29.60 31-93 33.34

5,, 24.59 25.52 26.05 28.59 29.20 29.78 30.35 30.96 33."0 35-.0

0 25.15 26.23 26.81 29.5 30.20 30.82 31.1. 32.10 34.83 36.1-9

150 25.78 26.88 27.6 30.22 30.89 31.52 32.14 32.81 35.58 37.25

301 26.89 27.95 28.51 3. 16 31.81 32.11 33.01 33.66 36.31 37.93
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 30 INCH CONTOUR

R001 S 02 0 5n~~

150L M 151OR 0 A

3001- 30ORU

9ilat 45 r th 3t .0h 5t 6t 0hR5h 9

3012.2 2.2 2.6 2.. 70 75481 67 13 28

23.1 26.1 2078 2.0 2.1 87 9.9 3.5R27 1.

75O

0 2386 5.0 2560 8.13 2.11 9.7 3039 1.0 3391 506

3001 25.132 26.7. 27.16 26.93 30.61 21.29 3616 2.578 31.32 37.00
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE .35 INCH CONTOUR

00 5 1 S 2 2 0 3rcu

150LRDW 15OR IO-

300L 30ORe

Asltb et s~ th 0th 1.th 0th 60t 70h 945 9R

60%1



ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 40 INCH CONTOUR

____ ___________00

RV*1 530I 0O2R 035w,3

WAR DtA 7C *BI45 AC

60% ?Oro 
60OR

i~z 1.1 1.80 18 5 18 26 2304 21.2 25. 15 26.9 3.1

300 17.00 18.39- 19..3 20.2 2.66 23.51 223.3 1 25.10 25.96 29. 57 3.6

1%17.1.6 18.8? 19.62 23.17 294.0'. 214.81. 2s.64 26. s1 30.06 32.22

3d%3 17.88 19.38 20.18 23.97 24.89 25.711 26.60 27.52 31.31 33.60
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 45 INCH CONTOUR

150L 5 15R 2
300L !30OR

. lh 0th h60OR

. 730%.

75OR

90PR1
5 f)INCHES

300L 6.2h 8.21 9.31 1 .52 15.79 26.97 18.15 19.41 2.63 27-.0

8.70 10.52 11.48 16.06 17.17 18.20 19.24 20.35 219493 27.70

op 9.06 1o.95 11.96 16.72 17.88 18.96 20.04 21.20 25.96 26.86

15PR 9.41 11.33 12.36 17.21 18.39 19.-48 20.58 21.76 26.61 29.56

30R 10.50 12.36 1.334 18.03 19.16 20.22 21.28 22.41 27.10 299
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ZONE 2 GRASPING REACH ENVELOPE 50 INCH CONTOUR

'00

15L 150R

300L 30OR

45OR

600%

30°'L 5.83 8.1.1 10.71 12.28 17.1. 20.21
15'°L 6.23 0 .96 fl.37 12.98 18.37 2.32
00 8.75 11.0 12.60 1.01 18.9 21.67

1503 9.10 11.39 12.98 i14.11 19.36 22..2

3 o3 6.68 9.96 11.79 13.29 14.73 20.01 23.0
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APPENDIX E

GRASPING REACH ENVELopzs

RESTRICTIVE CLOTHING
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LINEAR GRASPING REACH ZVE DATA - 99TH PERCENTIL

CLAD IN ARCTIC CWTHING BODY AVMRs AND SURVIVAL VEST

CoIUM EVE ZONE .. ZOWE 2 '
(zNcHW) 300L 30R 300L 0 30oR

50 13.6 15.7 18.5

145 11.5 18.1 23.14 19.2 24.0 26.6

40 19.2 214.0 28.5 24.2 28.5 31.2

35 22.6 27.8 31.3 27.2 31.7 33.9

30 214,2 30.1 31.3 28.2 33.5 35.7

25 25.0 31.3 314.0 29,4 314.3 36.7

20 24.8 31.2 33.9 29.3 314.3 36.8

15 23.7 30.0 33.0 28.0 33.3 35.9

10 21.3 27.5 30.8 25.2 31.3 314.2

5 26.6 26.9 30.4
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APPENIX F

FNCTIONAL ENVELOPES
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ZONE IU

E 2t!
/J

0C A 1Y1 0" U 'S PIVOT

' ' L .AXM " FOWRtEALPSTOFUNCIONA EELO T(.Ef4Ti EE

0 5 1020DESIGN EYEt (3 BACK ANGLES,)

* ZONE 2 SHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE lot " loll + Miz P VOT

SMAXIMM4 FORWARD PEDAL POSITION

"BRAKING CONDITION

FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 18T IRCE~N'TLE
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ZONE 2

ZONE I

0 15" 0 4 M Wit 7r1
300R 1M L 30%

+ 
RP

3"E' PE" t-LN1 ILE

5 102 DESIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES)
-i 10 20 ' SHOULDER PIVOT (3 cC ANLS)

SL 1ZONE 2 SHOULDER PIVOTSCALE 1" * 10" $lEPVT
+ am PIVOT

SMAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION

g',MAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION
' RAKING CONDITION

FUNCTIONAL EVELOPE 3RD PRCETI
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ZONE 2

ZONE I

5T.PERCENTILE

0 5 0 20DRSIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES)
0__5__10_ 20__+ SHOULDER PIVOT (3 BACK ANGLES)

I =4ZONE 2 sHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE 1" *10" +1 anE PiO

E) MAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION

' MAXIM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION
BRAKING CONDITION

FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 5TM PERCENTILE
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2O
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" BRAKING CONDITION
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FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 50TH PZnCqTILE
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i 3c, 005

06 1' 4L Y0%
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7TrH PERCENTILE

0 5 0 20DESIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES)
I I I + SHOULDER PIVOT (3 BACK ANGLES)*ZONE 2 SHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE 1" -10" +.' KNEE PIVOT

@ MAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION
It%~q1

'0* AXIM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION
BRAKING CONDITION

FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 7TT PERCENTILE
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ZONE 2 ZONE I

')5TH PERCENTILE

DESIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES )

0 *5102 SHOULDER PIVOT (3 BACK ANGLES)
I+* Z 2 SHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE 1" -10" + anS PIVOT

*,~MXIUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION

XAM OWR A POSITION

FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 95TH PERCENTILE
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ZONE 2 ZONE J

l7r/201
250

991" PERCEN TILE

DESIGN EYE (3 BACK ANGLES)
0 5 10 20
0 5 0 SHOULDER PIVOT (3 BACK ANGLES)

-- , I I ZONE 2 SHOULDER PIVOT

SCALE 1" 1 i0" + M PIVOT

*E) MAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION

MAXIMUM FORWARD PEDAL POSITION
BRAKING CONDITION

FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE 99TH PERCENTILE
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STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY FOR CCHPU7ATIOK OF PERCENTILE VAUS

There are two basic approaches to estimating population percentiles.

One approach is to estimate population percentiles by the corresponding

sample percentiles without making any assumptions concerning the under-

lying probability distribution. The other approach is to estimate popula- (.
tion percentiles by a method which depends on the underlying probability

distribution. There are several methods for estimating population per-

centiles corresponding to each of these approaches.

The first approach for estimating percentiles was used in

AmRL-TDR-64-59, Reach Capability of the USAF Population. Twenty Air Force

pilots were measured and sample percentiles were computed directly from the

ordered grasping reach data without making any assumptions concerning the

underlying probability distribution. The sample percentiles were then used

as estimates of the corresponding population percentiles.

Percentile computations for the 1482 Army aviators measured in

TR-72-52-CE were based on the second type of approach. These data were

summarized by the use of descriptive statistics including the mean, median,

standard deviation, coefficient of variation, skewness, and kurtosis.

The functional reach measurements were then grouped into intervals.

Initial estimates of population percentiles were computed based on these

intervals using normal scores, i.e., the expected functional reach value

corresponding to a given percentage of values from a normal probability

distribution. Final estimates of population percentiles were obtained by

smoothing the initial estimates.

ANALYSIS OF GRASPI= REACH DATA

Since grasping reach data were obtained from only 30 subjects for this

study, estimates of the 1st and 99th percentiles cannot be made using

sample percentiles. in order to estimate these percentiles the form (type)

of the probability distribution of grasping reach data is required. Descrip-

tive statistics were computed for each sample of grasping reach data to

summarize and describe the data statistically without requiring knowledge of

the underlying probability distribution. These statistics along with histo- )
grams provide insight as to the form of the probability distribution of

grasping reach data.
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

The descriptive statistics used to describe grasping reach data provide

measures of (1) centering, (2) variability, (3) skewness, and (4) kurtosis.

The sample mean and median describe the data in terms of its centering

or location. The sample mean, denoted by f, is the arithmetic average or

centroid of the sample data and is defined as

n
n : Xi a n (xI + X2 +... n-

Jii-i

where

X is the ith value in the sample

and

n is the number of values, i.e., the sample size

The sample median is the middle value in the sample when the values are

ranked in numerical order. If the sample size is even, the median is the

average of the two middle values. For a normal distribution, the mean and

median coincide and are also equal to the 50th percentile.

Variability or dispersion of a sample is described by the sample range

and standard deviation. The sample range is defined to be the maximam value

minus the minimum value. The sample standard deviation, denoted by S, is

defined as

ns : (XI _ 1)2 7, . )Exx _ 2+. x 1

i=l

The coefficient of variation, denoted by CV, is defined as

CV - 10- 2-- p

and provides a measure of the variability of the sample data relative to the

sample average. Usually the coefficient of variation is between 5 and 15

percent.
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A measure of the symmetry or skewness of a population about its mean

is given by the following formula

B (x I . / ( -i

Positive skewness indicates a predominance of sample values larger than

the mean giving X(X - a large positive value. This indicates the upper

tail of the distribution is extended. A negative skewness indicates the lower

tail is extended. The normal distribution has a coefficient of skewness of

zero.

Kurtosis, indicating the shape of the distribution, is

n

B2  2 (Xi _ /E) (n l)

i=l

A normal distribution has B2 = 3. Usually B2 > 3 implies there is an excess

of values around the mean and in the extreme tails and a lack of intermediate

values. For B2 < 3, the distribution curve appears flattened. The skewness

and kurtosis statistics for the data sets are relatively close to 0 and 3,

respectively, indicating the possibility of normality.

GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS

The descriptive statistics for the data sets indicating the possibility

that the sample data is normally distributed. In order to test the hypothe-

sis of normality a goodness-of-fit tests available for testing the hypothesis

that the sample data belongs to a specified distribution. The Kolcaogorov-

Smirkov (K-S) test was used since it is easily computed and can be used for

small samples. In the K-S test the sample cumulative distribution is compared

with the hypothesized cumulative distribution function. The absolute value

of' the maximum difference between these distributions is compared to a critical

value (d n ) for a specified level of significance (01). The K-S test statis-, n

tic is given on the following page.
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max. for

Dn :alln i (X)n P o (X)j

where Fi (X =

n a total numer in the sample
i - 0, 1, 2p ... ,I n

The normal distribution function is

2 6
ro¢X) •

Fo (X) is computed using I and S' as estimates of the parameters A and C".

The unbiased estimate of the standard deviation (S') is S' - K/ nI S

where K is an unbiasing factor (K>I). if Dn< dotC, . the hypothuis

that the sample comes from a normal distribution cannot be rejected. All

K-S tests in this study were made at the .05 level of significance.

ESTIMATION OF PERCUTILES
Since the hypothesis of the normal distribution was not rejected as

indicated by the K-S test for any data sets, point estimates of the per-

centiles were computed from a normal distribution. The percentiles are

estimates of the true population percentiles and tolerance limits at a

specified level of confidence can be associated with the estimates. The

parameters of the normal distribution were estimated by the unbiased

maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) X and S. An estimator 9 is called

an unbiased estimator of 9 if the expected value of # equals S. Estimates

of the let, 3rd, 5th, 30th, 4Oth, 50th, 6oth, 70th, 95th, 97th, and 99th

percentiles were computed for each data set.

For those contours in which some of the individuals could not reach

the line, all descriptive statistics were computed fir those who did give

measurable results. The percentiles were estimated assuming a normal

distribution and beginning with the first percentile for which measurable

results occurred. For example, the data for Zone 2, 30 degrees right, 50 inch

contour indicate 8 subjects did not reach the line. This corresponds to 27

percent of the population (n a 30) so the 30th percentile was the first one

to be calculated.
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SAME RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Figure F-. illustrates the probability distributions of the grasping

reach data for Zone 1, 0 degrees, and 15 inches. Using a nrmal distribu-
tion with a mean of 24.24 and a standard deviation of 1.85, Figure P-1
gives the probability that the grasping reach is less than a specified number
of inches. The mean and standard deviations are estimated by the methods
stated in the section on descriptive statistics. For example, 42.7 percent of
the aviators have a grasping reach of less than 23.9 inches. The actual
sample data indicates that 43.3 percent have a reach of less than 23.9 inches.

A computer program was written to compute descriptive statistics and

percentiles for each of the 136 reach positions. Figure F-P provides an

example of the actual output for Zone 1, 0 degrees, 15 inches. The

descriptive statistics are given on the left. The actual reach measurments

for the 30 aviators are shown on the right. Estimates of the 1st through 99th

percentiles are given below the descriptive statistics.
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REACH4 DATA ZONE 1 0 JL3REES 15 INCHES

A~SVAU~ -- N RASPING RE.ACH
N ~(IN INC-HES)

IIMUN 21.00 2 2161
3 2.

SANPLL ST3 0E- V _ .8 211

F24.24 ic23.4

0EL.80 t2 21.?

!j 134 2,

15 24.4

KU 1OSIS 2.20 20 24.9_
21 25,0

K-S *STATISTI~w _ _ 82 22 2592
(.K-S CRITIPAL VALUEl--- .Zt -- - 23.

25 Z.
- ~26 2.

.~NT-E ----ES-- 2?7 26.?
________28 - 26.?

I1 ST 19.95 29 26.9
3 RD 20*fl 30 2?.?
5 TN 21.23 ___

30TH 23.2? __ ___

4.9 TN23@7?

.- 3Q J." Z 4 ~ .---- .--

?a Tt4 25021

T7 H 27.725

99 IN 28.53

FIGuRE P.2 SAMPLE COMPUTER PRINTOUT
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MILITARY STANDARD

AIRCREW STATION GEOMETRY

FOR

MILITARY AIRCRAFT

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Purpose - This standard establishes the design requirement

for aircrew station geometry in military aircraft. Compliance assures a design

that is efficient, safe and comfortable for operation by aircrew personnel for

the ranges of body sizes specified by the procuring activity.

1.2 Scop- The requirements defined herein apply to all piloted

aircraft procured by the military departments.

2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2.1 Military Specifications and Standards - The following

documents of the issues in effect on date of invitation for bids or request

for proposal form a part of this standard to the extent specifiec. herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-B-8584 Brake System, Wheel, Aircraft, Design of

MIL-M-8650 Mockup, Aircraft Construction of

MIL-S-18471 Seats, Ejection, Airplane, Design and Installation
of

MIL-A-23121 Aircrew Environmental Escape and Cockpit Capsule
System, General Specification for

MIL-H-46855 Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems,
Equipment and Facilities

MIL-S-58095 Seat System, Crashworthy, Non-Ejection, Aircrew,
General Specifications for

H-2
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STANDARDS

Military

MIL-STD-203 Aircrew Station Controls and Displays for Fixed
Wing Aircraft

MIL-STD-250 Cockpit Controls, Location and Actuation of for
Helicopters

MIL-STD-850 Aircrew Station Vision Requirements for Military
Aircraft

MIL-STD-I472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military
Systems, Equipment and Facilities

2.2 Other publications - The following documents form a part

of this standard to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated,

the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal

shall apply.

PUBLICATIONS

USANL TR 72-51-CE The Body Size of Soldiers, Anthropometry
(AD 743465) 1966

USANL TR 72-52-CE Anthropometry of U.S. Army Aviators
(AD 743528) 1970

NAEC ACEL Report
No. 533 Anthropometry of Naval Aviators, 1964
(AD 626322)

NAMRL Report
No. 11-65 Inter-Corraletions and Selected Descriptive
(AD 754780) Statistics for Ninety-Six Anthropometric

measures on One Thousand Five Hundred
Forty Nine Naval Aviation Personnel 1972

NAVAIR O0-80T-101 Aircrew Protection and Survival Manual

Air Force

AMRL-TDR-64-59 Reach Capability of the USAF Popula-

tion, 1964
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3. DEFINITIONS

3.1 Design eye position - The design eye position is a

reference datum point based on the eye location that permits the specified

vision envelope required by MIL-STD-850, allows for pasture slouch and is the

datum point from which the aircrew station geometry is constructed.

3.2 Catapult launch eye Rosition - The catapult launch

eye position is a reference datum point based on the nominal eye position

of the crewman during catapult launch of the aircraft and assumes the helmet

to be placed firmly against the seat headrest and head level.

3.3 Horizontal vision line - The horizontal vision line is a

reference line passing through the design eye position (3.1) and parallel to

the fuselage reference line.

3.4 Back tangent line - The back tangent line is established

by a vertically inclined plane tangent to the back of a seated man at the

thoracic region and buttocks.

3.5 Bottom tangent line - The bottom tangent line is a

horizontal line coincident with the reference line of the seat.

3.6 Seat reference point (SRP),- The seat reference point is

the intersection of the back tangent line and the bottom tangent line.

3.T Neutral seat reference point (NSRP) -The neutral seat

reference point is the seat reference point with the seat in the nominal mid-

position of the seat adjustment range. This seat position will place the 50th

percentile man with his eye in the design eye position.

3.8 Buttock reference point - The buttock reference point is

the most forward limit of the bottom tangent line and represents the body

pressure points located 5.75 inches forward of the seat reference point. This

represents the area of the lowest seat cushion compression under a static verti-

cal load of 1-g. H- 4



3.9 Thigh tangent line - The thigh tangent line is the average

line of the aircraft seat when occupied by a crewmember with the maximum weight

as specified by the procuring acitivty. The thigh tangent line originates at

the buttock reference point and extends upward and forward from that point to

the forward edge of the seat. The angle of the thigh tangent line must be such

to permit full forward throw of the rudder pedals when adjusted in accordance

with the leg length of the crewmember. The length of the thigh tangent line

must not be so long as to cause a discomforting compression of the crewmember's

calf of the leg during normal operation of the aircraft.

3.10 Heel rest line - The heel rest line is a reference plane

parallel to the mean line of travel of rudder pedal throw and adjustment.

3.11 Control grip reference point - The control grip reference

point is the point at which the crewman's second finger is in contact with the

forward face of any grip-type control such as control stick, control wheel,

collective stick, or throttle.

3.12 Efficient, safe, and comfortable aircrew operation - Efficient,

safe, and comfortable aircrew operation is defined by the dimensions, size, and

adjustments of an aircrew station that will allow the aircrew to: reach and

actuate all controls, have external vision in accordance with MIL-STD-850, have

unobstructed internal view of all critical controls and displays, be able to

function effectively without undue fatigue or discomfort, and escape without

injury.

4. GENERAL REQUIREM4ENTS

4.1 Selection of geometrI - Aircrew station geometry shall take

into consideration all aspects of control display requirements associated with

safe flight, execution of the mission, and safe emergency egress and shall con-

form to the requirements specified herein. A description and explanation of the

proposedgeometry determined on the basis of the requirements contained herein

shall be submitted to the procuring activity for approval. This description shall

contain a rationale for the proposed geometry and shall delineate the accomo-

dation limitations, if any, for a special aircrew population.

H- 5
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4.1.1 Basic geometry guide - A basic geometry guide for this

document is presented as Figure 1.

4.1.2 Seattng Aeometry - The seating geometry shall conform to

the requirements of Figure 2.

4.2 External vision - The external vision for aircrew stations

shall conform to the requirements of MIL-STD-850.

4.3 Internal vision - All controls and displays shall be

located so as to be visible from the design eye position.

4.4 EJection clearance dimensions - The ejection clearance

dimensions for aircrew stations shall conform to the requirements of Figure 3.

4.5 Anthropometric considerations - The aircrew station

geometry shall be based on the anthropometric percentile range specified by

the procuring activity.

4.5.1 Body dimensions - The requirements for all body dimensions

shall conform to the following documents as applicable:

NAEC ACEL Report No. 533
NAMRL Report No. 11-65

4.5.1.1 Functional body data - Figures 4, 10, and 11 present arm

and leg link values derived from cockpit work space studies and functional con-

siderations of anthropometric data.

4.5.1.2 Reach zones - Applicable data of reach capability defined

in AMRL-TDR-64-59 shall be considered for reach zones illustrated in Figure 4

and defined as follows:
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ZONE 1 Restraint Harness Locked - Functional Reach

This zone includes the area that can be functionally

reached with the seat in the full up position and/or in the full up end for-

ward seat adjust position by the fully restrained crewmember without stretch

of arm or shoulder muscles. Controls placed in this zone shall include those

frequently used during operation of the aircraft in flight phases which required

full restraint. This would include such flight phases as takeoff, landing, low

altitude-hi-speed flight, weapons delivery, and escape.

ZONE 2 Restraint Harness Locked - Maximum Functional Reach

This zone includes the area that can be functionally reached

with the seat in the full up position and/or in the full up and forward seat

adjust position by the fully restrained crewmember with maximum stretch of

shoulder and arm muscles. This zone defines the marimum limit allowed for

the placement of emergency controls and establishes the forwardmont operation

limit of primary flight and propulsion controls.

ZONE 3 Restraint Harness Unlocked - Maximum Functional Reach

This zone includes the area that can be functionally

reached with the seat in full up position and/or in the full up and forward

seat adjust position by the crewmember with the shoulder restraint fully

extended and the arms stretched full length. Only non-crit'cal flight con-

trols and ground operated controls shall be placed in this zone.

4.6 Effects of personal and survival eguiaent - All geometry

requirements specified herein are based upon nude body dimensions and do not

include any tolerance for clothing or equipment, except flight boots and basic

headgear. Many items of personal and survival equipment significantly alter

the crewman's position in the aircrew station. All such equipment specified

by the procuring activity shall be considered at the earliest point in design,

and adjustments made to the geometry to accommodate required equipment. A

check list of most frequently used items is contained in NAVAIR 00-80T-1O1 and

Table I.
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TABLE I

PERSONAL AND SURVIVAL IQUIPM4NT CRUCK LICT

PROTECTIVE GARMENTS FOOTWEAR SURVIVAL & VULNERABILITY

Anti-Exposure Shoes Protective Armor

Anti-G Flight Boots Survival Vests

Cold Weather Survival Boots Survival Kits

Pressure Cold Weather Flotaizion Garments

Ventilation Small Arms

Flight Suit Parachutes

HEADGEAR HANDWEAR OTHER

Protective Lightweight Oxygen Mask

Pressure Cold Weather Restraint Harness

Windblast

Anti-Radiation

4.7 Accessibility of controls - Crewstation controls shall be

accessible and usable by the entire anthropometric range of percentiles

specified by the procuring activity.

4.7.1 Selection of controls - Selection of controls for the

respective crewmembers shall be based upon a time line task analysis as

defined by MIL-H-46855.

4.7.2 Location and actuation of controls - The location and

actuation of controls shall conform to MIL-STD-203 as applicable. Specific

control locations and arrangements shall be established within the specified

reach zones in accordance with the designated aircraft mission requirements.

5. CONTROL AND DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
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5.1 Controls

5.1.1 Pitch and roll controls

5.1.1.1 Stick type - The vertical location of the handgrip refer-

ence point shall be located from 11 to 15 inches above the neutral seat refer-

ence point, as required for the particular aircraft. The maximum envelope of

stick throw shall be based on Zone 2 reach as defined in Figure 4 and paragraph

4.5.1.2. A minimum clearance of 1.5 inches as shown in Figures 5 and 6 shall

be maintained between the stick and all structures and crewmember's body when

the stick is in any extreme position. Special consideration shall be given to

the effect of personal and survival equipment, examples of which are shown in

Table 1, when establishing stick envelope.

5.1.1.2 Control wheel type - The height of the handgrip reference

point above the neutral seat reference point shall be based upon the specified

wheel configuration and upon maintaining a 1.5 inch clearance as shown in

Figure 6 between the bottom surface of the wheel through its full forward, aft, and

rotational travel and the leg of a crewmember of maximum specified percentile

with the seat in the full up position and rudder pedals in full aft adjustment.

The maximum wheel throw envelope shall be based on Zone 2 reach as defined in

Figure 4 and paragraph 4.5.1.2. The minimum clearance between wheel and struc-

ture shall be 1.5 inches as shown in Figure 6, while a minimum clearance of 0.5

inch shall be maintained between the crewmembers' hand and body.

5.1.2 Propulsion controls

5.1.2.1 Single throttle - The location of the forwardmost position

of the throttle shall be based on Zone 1 reach as defined in Figure 4 and para-

graph 4.5.1.2. The aft position shall be based on the aft structural clearance

of the maximum specified arm as shown in Figure 7.

5.1.2.2 MulLiple throLLle - Locate the same as for single throttle,

except the geometry of all throttles shall be based upon the forwardost position

of the throttle furthest from the crewman laterally.

5.1.3 Yaw control gedals - The yaw control shall consist of two

pedals of the configuration conforming to MlL-B-5884. Differential braking as

defined by MIL-B-8584 shall be provided by these pedals. Pedal throw geometry
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shall be based upon the pedal position which is determined by the maximum speci-

fied porueittie log lW4Ith ueated with the seat full aft, full down, and full

forward pedal adjust, full forward throw, and the brake fully depressed, as

shown in Figure 10. The most aft position of the rudder pedal shall be based an

minimum specified percentile leg length seated with seat full forward, full up and

full aft pedal adjust, full forward throw, and the brake fully depressed as shown

in Figure 11. Yaw control pedals forward and aft range requirements shall con-

form to Figure 12. A minimum clearance as shown in Figure 9 of 1.5 inches above

and 0.75 inches on either side of the pedal shall be maintained over the maxi-

mum specified percentile foot in a flight boot, throughout the full pedal travel.

A 4 inchminimum clearance envelope shall be maintained under each to satisfy

braking requirements. With normal braking procedures, a 1.5 inch clearance between

maximum size footwear and all adjacent instruments and structure shall be main-

tained as shown in Figure 9.

5.2. Displays

5.2.1 Lower surface consoles

(a) Locate side consoles to provide access by crewmember

of minimum percentile functional reach as defined in Figure 4.

(b) Locate center console to provide access by crewmember

of minimum percentile functional reach as defined in Figure 4.

5.2.2 Overhead consoles - Locate to provide unrestricted view

of the console elements as defined by Figure 3 and with the same access as for

lower surface console if critical.

3 I~. I.trumnorit ptie *l - The instrument piel JiiJtalJ, be: located

so as to provide a 1.5 inch clearance with the crewmember's legs through the

full range of leg movement as shown in Figure 6. On aircraft equipped with

ejection seats, clearance shall be provided as shown in Figure 3. The panel

shall provide the most normal viewing angle as practicable from the design eye

position.

5.3 Escape system - The escape system shall conform to the

requirements of MIL-S-18471 or MIL-A-23121, as applicable.



Crew station geometry verification - Verification of the

crew station geometry shall be accomplished by design and mockup reviews as

defined by the procuring activity and MIL-M-8650. This verification shall

demonstrate satisfactory compliance with the requirements specified herein and

in addition to the requirements or MIL-11-46855 and MIL-3TL)u ' lir2.

6. MULTI-CREW STATION REQUIREMUNTS

6.1 Tandem arrangement

6.1.1 Dual control

(a) The single crew station geometry specified herein shall

be duplicated for both crew stations unless otherwise specified by the procuring

activity.

(b) Minimum fore and aft spacing between the crew stations

shall be based on the minimum space required to accommodate the largest specified

percentile crew member in each station while maintaining full control movements

in both stations.

(c) The external vision for the forward and aft crew

stations shall conform to MIL-STD-850.

6.1.2 Single control

(a) The flight control station geometry shall conform to

the requirements herein while the other crew station geometry shall be configured

for the specific aircraft mission.

(b) Minimum spacing between forward and aft crew stations

shall be based on the minimum space required to accommodate safely the largest

specified percentile crewmember in each station while performing his assigned

mission function.
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(c) External vision for the aft crevuember shall be as

specified by the procuring activity and shall depend on the aircraft mission.

6. .1 Dual control

(a) This configuration shall consist of two crew stations

side-by-side, similar in seating, clearances, and flight controls. Propulsion

control locations shall be based on the requirements for equally adequate access

and operation by either crewmember under all flight conditions.

(b) Both crew positions shall be on the same level, unless

otherwise specified. The lateral centerline spacing between crewmembers shall

be a minimum of 26 inches and a maximum of 42 inches centerline to centerline

for configurations with displays and controls common for both crevmembers. In

rotary wing aircraft, the dimensions shall be a minimum of 2b inches and a maxi-

mtum of 50 inohes,

(c) Minimum lateral spacing shall be based upon minimum

clearances between seat and structure or controls, and providing for no inter-

ference between crewmembers in performance of their flight tasks. The absolute

minimum clearance between seats shall be 3 inches for nonejection seats and 6

inches for ejection seats.

6.2.2 Single control - The flight control station geometry shall

conform to the requirements herein and the other crew station geometry shall be

configured for the specific aircraft mission.

7. HELICOPTER REQUIREMENTS

7.1 General - Requirements for Army helicopters geometry shall

be as defined in part 1 thru 6 of this document except as noted in part 7 herein.
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7.2 Geometry

7.2.1 Basic Geometry Guide - Figure 13 presents general guide-

lines for Army helicopter geometry.

7.2.2 Seating Geometry - Seating geometry shall conform to

Figure 14.

7.3 Anthropometric Consideration - T1he helicopter aircrew

station geometry shall be based on anthropometric range specified by the

procuring agency.

7.3.1 Body Dimensions - The requirements for all body dimen-

sions shall conform to the following documents.

USANL TR 72-51-CE
USANL TR 72-52-CE

7.3.2 Functional Body Data - Figures 15, 16, and 17 present

arm and leg link values derived from crew station studies and functional

considerations of anthropometric data.

(.3.3 oei.h Zoto.w - Applicable data of reach capabillity defined

in report 2-5711U/5H-32j44 shall be considered for reach zones illustrated in

Figure 15 and defined in paragraph 4.5.1.2 herein.

7.4 Location and Actuation of Controls - The location and

actuation of controls shall conform to MIL-STD-250 as applicable. Specific

control locations and arrangements shall be established within the specified

reach zones in accordance with the designated aircraft mission requirements.

7.4..L Cyclic Stick - The cyclic stick shall be configured as

shown in Figure 5; however, the reference point to NSRP distance shall not

exceed 20 inches to permit operation by pilot with forearm resting on the

leg.
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DISTANCE FROM DESIGN EYE TO VERTICAL PLANE

OF NEUTRAL SEAT REFERENCE POINT FOR VARIOUS

SEAT BACK ANGLES

SMIN

JMISS2, MM

SEAT BACK ANGLE - I I

(IIEREES) X (INCHE)

to 5.6

10.5 5.4
11 5.1

11.5 4.9

12 4.6 .5
12.5 4.24 Zo-WAY SEAT ADJUSTMENT 4- WAY SEAT ADJUSTMENT
13 4.1

13.S 3.9

14 3.6

14.5 3.3

15 3.1

DESIGN EYE

HOR IZONTAL VISION LINEI

DOWN VISION SEAT BACK
PER MIL-STIL-850 , ANGLE

1130 DESIRED)

'ii
GLARE SHIELD 30.2

. BACK
I NSTR UMENT TANGENT

'PANEL ILINE

9Oo

' J HORJZON TAL PLANE

TANGENT ANGLE \ 5.75 m:i. .f " (SEE NOTE 1) RO /I, 5 .'

THIGH TANGENT LINE BUTTOCK REF POINT

HEEL REST LINE

NOTES

1. THIGH TANGFNT ANGLE SHALL III A A|INIWIU161 OF S' AND A MAXIMtI OF .W.

2. THE SEAT ArJUSTMENTS SHCWN ARE FOR THE ith THROUGH 95th PFRCENTII.F PILOT IMOPULATIOH. (
3. I)iAIFNSION FRON NSWP TO HEEL REST LINE DOFS NOT INCLUDE VFRTICAI. SFAT AWVISTMENT.

4. 1I tiEHSIONS IN INCHES.

FIGURE 14. SEATING GEOMETRY - ARMY HELICOPTER
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CENTSR LINEOF CREW STATION

NOTE 3

ZONE I

211

NSRP NSRp'

21WAYSEAT4-WAY SEAT

PERCENTILE ""XTS
______________1. MIAXIMUtM FORWARD hMOFMlF.'T OF MINIM.UPIERCENTILE holyblENAf?'

AI.IA)WED BY RIIOtIDFR RESTRAINT AND/Ofi INERTIAI. REI. UNI.XKI..

23.3 2. ENVETIXPF OH46FStIONS SIEWN\ HERE ARE SUITABLE FOR LOCATING STICK.
2 22.9 WVHFEI.. THROTTLE. AND OTHER RFFERENCE PIOINTS WITHIN t. 10 INCII.

3 23.3
3. 7,O* N, 2 flImEIoN SHALL HE -1.5 INCNFS FOR EJECTION SEAT AIRCRAFT AND5 23.7 ~ 4 INCHES FOR NONEJECTION SEAT AIRCRAFT.

4. FOR vNrN DEFINITION 8FF IARAGIIAifH 4.5. 1.2.

5.DIENRIONS IN INCHF8.

FIGURE 15. FUNCTIONAL REACH ENVELOPE

ARMY MINIMUM PERCENTILE
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o. 4 WAY $AT

FULL AIT*DOSN

POSITION

MAX ERCENTILE
" C K KNEE PIVOT

B NOTE I.8 N"
, LT1.IGH TANGENT 6 MAX ANGL 2 ASA

450 --. 2.4

_ . fLL DOWN POITIO

J HEEL REST LINE

FORWARD ADJUST
FORWARD THROW

LEG LENGTHS FOR MAXIMUM PERCENT.LE:S
1. NiA1190 ON MAX]IMUMN ICILGRC&1I=,I LEU rtI

PERCENTILES "A" "B " " TJX~ 0olr. ft G=ITI~Zf: VI CA' .R.

[ I,1. VUMCTIONA16 1.20 TllFA0W IFOI Sl91tC'rED
, &AXVAUM MAIMU PtltCTUX S mOWNW no. M31

99 BUTTOCK- KNEE 3. zo

97 KNEE
r  HEIGHT 3. 28 DmU MI.

9 LENGTH -2. S 3.34

FIG:URE 16. YAW C:ONTROL,.PEDAL.S - FORWARD RANG CE
ARMY HELICOPTER
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A '

* +4P
4- WAY SEAT

MIN PERCUTII.E

M~E PIVOT

B

2- WAY SEAT *fjUPOITN

5

A~r AD . USTHEL. REST LINE

FWD THROW

LEG LENGTHS FOR MINIMUM PERCENTILES POT~S

1. 5"90D ON MOIUUM PZACZNTILZO n.3 fLLY YU4D3
PERCENTILE .. Bi tic' IN EMALWT SIZ FOOTWTAS.

MINIMUM X. fUNCTONAL 5.30 THROW 703 IMLgC?30 WINmiUM

I BUTTOCK. KNEE po EC4IUUSHW NFG S

2 KNEE HEIGHT .5 .- DAINII NH

3 LENGTH -Z.S .48

L . 40

FIGURE 17. YAW CONTROL PEDALS-AFT RANGE
ARMY HELICOPTER



CENTER LINE OF CREW STATION

SACK JANGENT LINE
is5

L5 MIN
CLEARANCE BETWEEN

COLLTIVEALL STRUCTURE AND
CONTOL RIPMAX SHOULDER-ELU(YN
RILL UPLENGTH AT ALL SEAT

21 POSITIONS

COLLECTIVE CONTROL L
CONTROL OR I P_____

S DESIRED REGION OFLOCUS OF COLLECTIVE

CONTROL PIVOT POINT

FIGURE 18. COLLECTIVE CONTROL GEOMETRY
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ANKLE

F IGHT BOOT-LARG ST SIZE

FIGURE 20. TYPICAL M'OT "WEAR
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7.4.2 Collective Stick - The collective stick shall be designed

as specified in Figure 18.

7.4.3 Xaw Control. Pedal munge - Forward and aft limits of yaw

controls shall be as defined in Figures 16 and 17.

8. NOTES

8.1 International interest - Certain provisions of this

standard are the subject of international standardization agreements (ASCC

10/55). When revision or cancellaLion of this standard is proposed, the

departmental custodians will inform their respective departmental standardiza-

tion offices so that appropriate action may be taken respecting the interna-

tional agreements concerned.

Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publica-

tions required by suppliers in connection with specific procuremeuLL functions

should be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting

officer.

Copies of this standard for military use may be obtained as

indicated in the foreword to, or the general provisions of, the index of Mili-

tary Specifications and Standards.

The title and identifying symbol should be stipulated when

requesting copies of military standards.

Custodians: Preparing activity:

Army - AV Navy - AS
Navy - AS

Reviewer activity: (Project No. 1500-0098)

( Army - AV
Navy - AS
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User activity:
Army - AV
Navy - AS

Review/user information is current as of the date of

this document. For future coordination of changes to this document, draft

circulation should be based on the information in the current DOD Index of

Specifications and Standards.
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Crew Systems Cmfiguration Report

The purpose of this report is to establish the general

content and format for the airframe contractor to follow in the

preparation of a crew station systems entiiguratio report for

oulaisisti duri', t.hn drnniti.on rnd ne(qultifion phunela

of military aircrart procurement.

The data presented in this report will be used:

1. For technical evaluation of crew station design and

layout.

2. For determining a technical approach to crew station

design and man/machine interface.

3. For technical evaluation of crew escape, emergency

ground evacuation, and ditching escape provisions.

4. For developing detailed requirements to assure adequate

crew comfort and survivability.

A Crew Systems Configuration Report shall contain the following:

A. Crew System

1. Crew Station

a. Geometry (per-MIL-STD-1333)

(1) Pilot Station

(2) Other Crew Stations

b. Vision (per MIL-STD-850)

(1) External Vision
(2) Internal Vision

c. Arrangement (per 14L-STD-250)

(1) Pilot Station

(a) Instrument Panel

(b) Consoles

(c) Flight and Propulsion Controls

(d) Optical Sights and Displays

(e) Equipment Installations

(f) Interior Lighting

(2) Other Crew Stations

(3) Crew Rest Facilities



P. Life Support

a, Aircraft Environmental System

(1) Vent Air System

(2) Anti-C System

(,3) Crew Services

(14) Crew Sustenance and Relief

(5) Nuclear Protection

(6) Acoustics

(7) oxygen Systems

(8) Personal and Protective Equipment

b. Escape and Descent System

(1) Inflight Escape

(2) ,';urface Escape

e. Survival and Recovery System

d. Personal and Protective Equipment

3. Vulnerability

a. Personnel Armor

b. Aircraft Armor

B. Passenger and Cargo Accommodations
L. Passenger

a. Geometry and Arrangement

(1) Seating

(2) Rest and Relief

(3) Litiers

b. Life Support

(.) Oxygen

(2) Ventilation

(3) Restraint

c. Ingress and Egress

(1) Normal

(2) Emergency

2. Cargo

a. Arrangement

C. Detailed Contract Requirements

1. Aircraft Model Specification
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REOUIREDMO

The format shall generally conform to MIL-STD-847 and shall

contain, as a minims, the following portions:

A. Cover Sheet. The standard shall have a cover sheet containing

contractor name and report number, report title, aircraft model

designation, contract or proposal number, security classification,

and report author.

B. Abstract. An abstract shall be provided in accordance with

NIL-STD-847.

C. Table of Contents. A table of contents shall be provided

giving location of the main paragraphs, including the numbers, titles,

and page numbers of the main paragraphs and subparagraphs, as well as

the page numbers of the beginning of the various appendicies.

D. List of Illustrations and Tables. A separate list of

illustrations and a list of tables shall be provided in accordance

with mIL-STD-847.

E. Introduction and Sumnary. The introduction and sumaary shall

be combined.

F. Drawing Format. All drawings are to be drawn to scale, except

perspectives, and the scale noted prominently on the page of the

drawing. Appropriate part number identification shall be provided for

all items on each drawing.

G. Contents. The body of the report shall conform to the

following outline:

PART I - CREWJ SYSTEM

If a passenger type helicopter is involved, the report shall be

prepared in two parts with Part I covering the crew system and Part II

the passenger accommodations.
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I .0 Crew Stations

Geometry. Provide a statement regarding conformity to the

applicable geametry doewments. Discuss any deviations and justify.

Provide geometry drawings which will include the following items:

a. Basic Crew Station Geometry

1. Design Wye Position

P. Horizontal Vision Line

3. Up Vision at Y a O

4. Down Vision at Y = O

5. Neutral Seat Reference Point

6. Seat Adjustments
7. Seat Back Tangent Line

8. Buttock Reference Poimt

9. Thigh Tangent Line
LO. Cyclic Stick Reference Point

IU . Collective Stick Reference Point

12. Anti-Torque Pedal Reference Point

13. Max Brake Pedal Angle (if applicable)
14. Locus of Control Reference Points (3 Views)

L5. Heel Rest Line

16. Instrument Panel Location

17. Console Locations
1.8. Armor Plate Location

b. Crew Station Clearances (Based on Maximum Percentile Fully Equipped)

I. Head Clearance (Specified from Design Eye)
2. Shoulder Clearance

3. Elbow Clearance (Collective in Full Up Position)

4. Cyclic Stick Clearance with Instrummt Panel

5. Shin Clearance
6. Foot Clearance with Pedals Fully Deflected (Size [3 Flight Boot)

7. Ejection Envelope (if applicable)

c. Flight Control Geometry Details

I. Cyclic Stick Grip

2. Collective and/or Throttle

3. Anti-torque Pedals
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These references define the minimum information required and

additional data is encouraged.

L.1.1 Pilot Stations, Furnish the information noted in 1.1 for

each pilot station.
~t)

[.L.2 Other Crew Stations, Furnish the information noted in L.L

for each crew position.

1.2 Vision

s.2.1 External Vision Plot. Provide a statement of fact covering

conformity to MIL-STD-850. Define any deviations and Justify. Providi

vision plots for each applicable crew station.

;.2.2 Internal & External Vision Confirmation. Describe daylight

internal vision quality and quantity and furnish a vision photo

for each crew station.

1.3 Arrangement. Discuss the crew station arrangement in relation

to applicable governing documentation. List all deviations and

Justification for each. Provide an overall arrangement drawing
showing instrument panel and consoles. Categorize all discussions

and Illustrations its follows:

1.3.1 Pilot tBtation

1.3.1 L. Instrument Panel. Provide information per L.3 plus the

following illustrations:

(a) An arrangement drawing of each console surface.

(b) A drawing of each system grouping of controls and

displays. 4

1.3.1.2 Consoles. Provide data specified in 1.3 plus the following

illustrations:

1-6



(a) An arrangement drawing of each console surface.

(b) A full size arrangement drawing of each individual

control and display module.

I.3.i.1 Flight and Propulsion Controls. Provide a description

and a drawing of the cyclic, collective, throttle, etc., and designate

all control and display devices integrated thereon.

1.3.1.4 Optichl Sights and Displays. Describe all sighting

devices such as gunsight and head up display and provide a drawing

illustrating the sighting geometry.

1.3...5 Equipment Installations. Provide a drawing of all

equipment installed in each crew station that has not been covered by

1.3.1.1 through L.3.i.4.

1.3.1.6 Interior Lighting. Provide a complete interior lighting

analysis with description of operation for basic crew station

illumination, emergency illumination, and caution, warning and

advisory lighting. Provide data on light intensities and colors.

L.3.2 Other Crew Stations. Provide the same type of description

and illustration defined by 1.3.1.1 through L.3.1.5 for all other

crew stations.

1.3.3 Relief Crew, passenger and troop accoamodations including

seats, restraint equipment (belts, harnesses, etc.), bunks, galleys,

and relief provisions. Provide description and illustrations.

2.0 Life Support

2.L Aircraft Environmental Systems. Describe the aircraft

environmental system and discuss conformity and/or deviations to

applicable documents. Provide data and drawings as follows:

(a) Crew Services. Schematic of all crew services which

provide interface between crew and system, such as hose and disconnects

T-7
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for oxygen, vent, etc.

(b) Crew Belief Facilities. Design performance, installation,

reliability, and maintainability data are required for each item of

crew relief equipment.

(c) Nuclear Protection. Design and installation data for

items of equipment. The contractor shall provide data concerning

design, performance, reliability, and maintainability for nuclear

protective equipment. When applicablep provide performance test

reports.

(d) Acoustics. Anticipated noise levels within the crew

station imposed during ground of flight operation. Reports of perfor-

mance data, verified by noise-level tests, are required.

(e) oxygen system (primary and emergency). A schematic

diagram of the oxygen system, with calculations to support the designed

duration of the system. Also, data supporting the design philosophy

and proposed duration of the emergency system will be required.

(f) Personal and Protective Equipment. Illustrate and

identify all personal and protective clothing and equipment such as

headgear, bodywear, footgear, floatation garments, pressure protection

garments, body armor, etc. Show interface with crew services.

2.2 Escape and Descent

2.2.1 Escape. Describe the escape system and discuss conformity

to applicable documents and provide the following data.

(a) Crew Escape System Schematics, depicting the functional

operation of the entire escape system and its subsystems and showing

how design requirements established by functional analysis will be

satisfied by the proposed escape system design. C

(b) A pictorial representation of crew escape will be

prepared to illustrate the installation arrapement of the crew escape

T-8



system and to depict events in sequence giving the duration of each escape

event including both In-flight escape and emergency egress from crash

landed or ditched airdraft. Where necessary, the aircraft structure

shall be shown In phantom No that relative motions pertinent to the

crew escape system my be determined,
K.

(c) A report shall be presented to describe the perforiance

capability of the crew escape system during ejection, stabilization,

and recovery throughout the aircraft flight envelope.

(d) A report is required on data to substantiate

the following:

(1) Strength capability of all seats and personnel restraints

(2) Estimation of the escape potential from the aircraft

under emergency ground and ditching escape conditions

(3) The capability of the parachutes and accessories to

be used in the retardation and recovery subsystems

(e) Restraint System description and illustration shall be

provided.

2.2.2 Descent. Describe the descent system and discuss conformity

to applicable documents. Provide schematics, operation description,

and illustrations equivalent to that described in 2.2.1.

2.3 Survival and Recovery. Describe and illustrate all equipment

and procedures associated with survival and recovery.

PART II - PASSENGER ACCOS(ODATIOIS

1.0 Passener Station

I., Geometry and Arragewent. Describe the passenger station

geomstry in relation to applicable documents. State any deviation and

justification. Provide a geomtry and arrangement drawing of the

passenger seats, galley, litters, comfort facilities, etc.
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]jo CgNOWe p slts

The Cockpit 00ametry ftaluation computer Progra aote (COWM) was
Investigated to seu the feasibility of five bvalatorewmento peormt

sified Lo task In the Off-W8 and AMf-lQ holloopters, The results of theBoesan oaiutor prram we summaaized n Fgture oGlel The bar har) ns

dicates tha tasks wheh rwe feasible for each of the five bivariate crew-

men. The shaded aroa indicate those tasks which were feasible while the

white ares indicate the tasks which were infeasible.

Table 01.1 lists the bivariate percentiles used for the evaluation.

The letters each represent a bivarate crewman corresponding to the letters

an the bar chart, Three separate percentiles are listed for each classical

masurement. The Reference 1 percentiles are those percentiles requested

s based on the Technical Report T2-52-C0, These percentiles were revised

(Reference 2) by converting to percentiles based on the study "Anthropometry

of Flying Personnel - 1950," WADC-52-321. (This study Is the anthropametric

document used as the basis for the Boeman Computer Progrna.) The Reference

3 percentiles are the percentile inputs which were finally used in the evalu.

ations Descriptions of the specified tasks for both the 0-58 and AN-l

wre given in Tables 01.2 and 01.3. The tasks are listed by number corres-

ponding to the task numbers shown In the Bomn Computer Program Suary

(Figure 01.l). It should be noted that feasibility of task completion Is

not solely Indicative of reach capability but is based on several factors,

Including reach analysis Interference avoidance and notion model feasibility.
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200L 01.1 MI NEAZ PinCUZLU 3VALM It 30361

SIAMn (m. 1) (raw. 2) (M. 3)

"A" 99th 98.03 98th
"B" Both 6736T

"C" 80th 67.37 67th

"Dw 60th )3.00 15th

"lo" lt 0.32 0.3

I.AR .TI IOULDER uZowA (II mI)

"A" 99th 99.96 98th
"1" 60th 93.94 67th
"eC" 30th T9.39 6Tth

"D" 50th 90.66 43th
"I" let 17.11 0.3

iVASIM I XIIONA MAC
CR31061 (nn 1) (WI. 2) (xD. 3)

"A" 25th 8.53 9th
"B" lIt 0.3, 03
"C" lot 0.34 0.3

"D" 10th 2.9 3
"go lot 0.34 0.3
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L I IVARIATE BUZ' OCK u IS
eSI (Ji. I) (R,. 2) (RIP. 3)

"A" 75th 76.142 76th

"B" 30th 32.64 33rd

"C" TOth 71.90 72nd
"l lot 1.25 1.3
"i" lot 1.25 1.3

BIVARIATE KINER LENGTH
CREWHO (RV. 1) (REF. 2) (RV F 3)

"A" 75th 43.64 44th
"B" 30th 9.01 9th
"C" 70th 37.83 38th

'D" lot 0.3i0 0.1
"E" lot 0.10 0.1

Reference I Percentiles requested to be evaluated

as based on inch values defined in

TR-72-52-CE.

Reference 2 Peraentiles an computed from WADC-52-321

based on the inch values of Reference 1,

Reference 3 Percentiles used for deflnixn the body

links In the Boenan Computer Prosren.
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TAI G1.2 TAUKS DWISED FOR TUB DORMA COIMUTE

EVALATAION 07 TIM Oi-56 A HELICOPTE

TASKDNSCRIPTIOR

1 Right hand an the cyclic stick in the miaim torwads
maxim=m lateral right position. Left hand, eyes, and
feet remain In standard position.

2 Move cyclic stick to the maximum forward, maxim=n
lateral left position. Left hand, eWes and feet re-

main in standard positions

3 Touch the top center line of the instrunent panel
with the right hand, fingers extended. Eyes look
towards reach point,* Left hand and feet remain In
standard positions

Touch the bottom left edge of the instoment panel

with the right hand, fingers extended. Wyes look

towards reach point. Left hand and feet remain In
standard position.

5 Touch the bottem center line of the instrment panel
with the right hand, fingers extende Eyes look
towards reach point. Left hand and foot remain in

standard position.

6 Touch the bottom right edge of the instrument panel

with the right handp fingers extended. Wyes look
towards reaoh point. Left Wad and feet remain in
standard position.

SLeft hand on the collective stick In the maximm up
position, The right hand, sp and feet wae in the

standard position.
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TANSE G1.2 (CONI?)

- 8NHo" the Colite stick t;o the a IW dow position.

Right hand, .y and feet remain in standard position.

9 Right hand on the cyclic stick in the maxion forward

right position, left hand on the collective stick in

the maxim- up position Wies and toot In the standard

position.

10 Move collective stick to maexmm down position, right

hand remains on cyclic stick in the maxiom forward

right position, Wes and zeet remain in standard

position#

11 Move cyclic stick to saxinau forward left position,

left hand remains on collective stick In maximua down

position. 2yes and feet remain In standard position.

TASK DESCRIPTION

1 Left and right feet on rudder pedals in neutral position.

2 Rudder pedals In forward "Just, Right foot in mawi-

mum forward throw position. Left foot in maxiam aft

throw position.

3 Rudder pedals In aft adjust, Right foot in maxim

for , d throw position, lef't foot in maximu aft
thr'ow position.
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TABU @1.3 TAMM DZFZED OR TU BCEA COS 3 IVALUATION

OF TIM A-1,Q HE ZCOP PIL40T'S B!!ION

TASXDECRIPTON

I Right hand oan the cyclic stick in the axi forward,
aximm lateral right position. Left hand, eyes, and

feet remain in standard position.

2 - Move cyclic stick to the maximum forward, mauimum

lateral left position. Left hand, eyes and feet re-

main in standard position.

3 Touch the maximum forward outboard point of the left

hand console with the right hand, fingers extended.

Eyes look towards reach point. Left hand and feet

remain in standard position.

Touch the top center line of the instrument panel

with the right hand, fingers extended. Wes look

towards reach point. Left hand and feet remain in

standard position.

5 Touch the bottom center line of the instrument panel

with the right hand, fingers extended. L)yes look

towards reach point. Left hand and feet remain i1

standard position.

Touch the maximum forward outboard point of the right

hand console with the right hand, fingers extended.

Eyes look towards reach point. Left hand and feet

remain in standard position.

Left hand on the collective stick in the maximum down

position. The right hand, eyes and feet are in the

standard position.
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TABLE 01.3 (coNT)

TASK DIRSCIPTZON

8 Move the colleetive stick to the maximum up position.

Right hands eyes and feet reiin in standard position.

9 Right hand on the cyclic stick in the maximm forward

right position, left hand on the collective stick in

the maximum up position. Eyes and feet in the stana

dard position.

10 Move collective stick to maximum dovn position, right

hand remains on cyclic stick in the maximum forward

right position. Eyes and feet remain in standard

position.

11 Move cyclic stick to maximum forward left position,

left hand remains on collective stick in maximum down

position. Eyes and feet remain in standard position.

TASK DESCRIPTION

1 Left and right feet on rudder pedals in neutral posi-

tion.

2 Rtder pedals in forward adjust. Right foot in axmum

forward throw position. Left foot in maximum aft throw

position.

3 Rudder pedals in aft adjust. Right foot in maximm

forward throw position, left foot in maximum aft throw

position.
4
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AVIATION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTU4 DESCRIPTION

1. The Aviation Life Support System (ALSB) is necessary to assure the

aircrewman becomes a part of his weapon system, remains functional in its

environment, sustains him in an emergency or survival situation, and is

responsive to his needs throughout the entire spectrum of aerospace

operations.

2. SYSTD4 DESCRIPTION. The Aviation Life Support System is the integrated

assemblage of components, techniques, and training required to assure

aircrews and their passengers the best possible flight environment for

conducting various combat and peacetime Army aviation missions. Beyond

providing for maximum functional capability of flying personnel throughout

all environments experienced during normal missions, it also affords means

to enhance safe and reliable escape, descent, survival, and recovery in

emergency situations. These capabilities are achieved by the integration

of three subsystem, each composed of functionally related components,

which comprise the ALSS. This integration effort is to insure maximum

mission effectiveness of the total weapon system by enhancing the perform-

ance potential of the crew member. The ALSS is composed of three sub-

systems:

a. AIRCEMAN ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM. This subsystem
provides optimum support, protection, and comfort to flying personnel and

their passengers in all normal flight environments. Maximum mission

effectiveness is enhanced by provision of superior crew station and

personal equipment such as oxygen equipment, crew support facilities,

flight and specialized clothing, miscellaneous personal accessories, and

equipage. Equipment included is not limited to that listed below:

Armor Protective Equipment (Aircrew)

Crew Support Restraints

Aircraft Seats/Cushions *

Gunner Restraint Harnesses

Harness Releases

Inertial Reels '

K-2
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Shoulder aneses

Magnetic Leg Pestraints/Releusea

Beat/Lap Belts *

Torso Harnesses * (And US Navy/Air Fores)

Savironmental Controls

Pressure, Temperature/Hisidity

Flash Protective Equipment

Goggles, Lazer

Flight Clothing

Gloves

Helmets

Aircrewman Protective Clothing

G Suits

Wet Suits

Pressure Suits

Accessories and Equipment

Sunglasses

Goggles

Microphones/Headsets

Ear Protectors

Wrist Watches

Flashlights

Clip Boards

Radiation Indicators

Mask, CBR M24

Mask, Oxygen * (And US Navy)

Mask, Smoke

Connectors and Adapters

Gauges and Indicators

Hoses

Cylinders

Panels and Valves

Regulators

Gaseous, Aviator

Liquid, Aviator

K-3
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Solid Candle (Chlorate)

Regeneration Systems

Helicopter System (Portable), (Walk-Around)
lon-lammable Aircraft Materials ,

Craeh Worthy Fuel System *J

Hypoxia Warning Devices

Contaminant Analyzers

b. ESCAPE AND DESCENT LIFE SUPPOT SUBSYSTEM. Component are prOvide

to insure safe and reliable egress and descent from disabled aircraft.

Presently included are ejection seats, lap belts, restraint harnesses,

parachutes, and propellant actuated devices (PAD). Devices to improve

capabilities for passenger egress, both onto the ground or into the water,

through provision of explosively created exits and escape slides, life

rafts, are being studied. Equipment includes but is not limited to that

listed below:

Forced Escape

Ejection Seats *

Propellant Actuated Devices

Crew Ejection System

Crew Escape Systems *

Rocket Catapults

Seat Stabilizers *

Parachute Spreaders

Recovery Parachutes

Controlled Descent

Personnel Parachutes *

Automated Devices

Personnel Lowering Devices *

Personnel Retrieval Devices *

Manual/Ground Escape

Ground Evacuation Chutes

Troopers/Aircrevien's Ladders

Crah/Rescue Axes/Equipment



c.* LIFE SUPPORT SURVIVAL/EEOVIRY SUBSYSTDM Necessary equipment
to aid survival, escape, evasion, and recovery of downed airmn and
their passengers in any global environment is provided by this subsystem.

Components include life preservers and rafts, anti-ezposure suits, Arctic

clothing, and survival kite/vests. Signalling devices such as lghts,

flares, beacons, survival radios, snd power sources for their operation
are also included to assist in their location for recovery. Ehancesment

of survivability following aircraft crashes is accomplished by employment

of improved seating and restraint devices, more rapid ground and water

egress, and use of materials vhich reduce the hazards of fire. Equipment

includes but is not limited to that listed belovt

Distress Incident Locators and Comunications

Transitters/Receivers

Rescue Beacons

Visual Signal Devices
Audible Signal Devices

Search and Rescue Radios

Advanced Survival Avionics *

Energy Sources

Flotation Equipment

Life Preservers

Life Rafts

Inflation Systems

Survival Equipment

Containers

Food Packages

Survival Weapons

Sleeping Bags

First Aid Kits (Aircraft/Survival)

Anti-Mcposure Assemblies

Emergency Lights

Pars Rescue Radios

Tri-Service Signal Flares

Survival Kits/Vests
Vest, SRU-21/P

Components

Kit, OV-I

Components
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V.

3. Itw omaked with an asterisk ( ) e currently mystm; ags by

the US Army Aviation Systens Comad. All other itum are developed,

maged, and logistically supported by other AMC commands or DOD activities.
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